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3. Colour vision and modern visual technologies 


 


Chapter 3 deals with important aspects of human colour vision, for the optimization of 


modern visual technologies in the photopic range. The first part of Chapter 3 (Section 


3.1) describes colour characteristics i.e. such viewing situations and technological 


applications where spatial and temporal vision is less important while the second part 


(Section 3.2) concentrates on spatial and temporal colour vision. In Chapter 3, 


optimization principles are presented for modern computer-controlled displays with 


multiple colour primaries, both to maximize their colour gamut, and to design novel 


sub-pixel architectures. In addition to this, a mathematical model is described for the 


colour appearance of large-sized (including visual immersion) self-luminant displays 


(this is called colour size effect). The optimization of the colour quality of the lit 


visual environment is also examined to design usable and aesthetic colour 


environments, by renewing the conventional colour rendering index with special 


emphasis on the introduction of a colour harmony rendering index. Chromatic 


afterimages were also studied to model an important aspect of temporal colour vision 


with a possible application of the enhancement of the colour quality of motion 


images. A model about how chromaticity contrast influences visual search for 


coloured objects is shown. It was used to derive a set of rules to select ergonomic 


colour sets on a graphic user interface for computer-controlled colour monitors. 


 


 


3.1 Colour appearance and colour rendering 


 


3.1.1 Colour appearance modelling and the optimization of colour display 


primaries to achieve a large colour gamut  


 


Section 3.1.1 presents a collection of principles to compare two sets of colour 


primaries for modern wide colour gamut displays. A new, algorithmic three-


dimensional method to find optimal colour primaries both for three-primary and 


multi-primary displays is described. The method was implemented in a computer 


program and the resulting optimal colour primary sets are discussed. It is shown that 


two-dimensional methods to find optimal colour primaries by using a chromaticity 


diagram are inferior to three-dimensional optimization techniques that include 


luminance information (Beke et al., 2008). 


 


 


3.1.1.1 Introduction 


 


Digital imaging in electronic commerce, telemedicine, etc., demands ever higher 


image quality. Image quality is formulated in many ways from pSNR through S-


CIELAB (Zhang and Wandell, 1996) to iCAM (Fairchild et al., 2004). There is a 


general agreement that colour fidelity is of primal importance. Ideally, displaying or 


executing colour fidelity enhancement transforms on realistic images requires such 


displays that do not place any restrictions on the range of displayable colours (i.e. the 


colour gamut). In lack of these displays, gamut mapping methods of more or less 


complexity have been developed (Green and MacDonald, 2002) but all of them distort 
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image information in some way. It seems more desirable to design such displays that 


reduce the need for gamut mapping algorithms by enabling a wide colour gamut. 


 


For displaying a certain colour, most displays utilize additive colour mixing, by using 


three or more primary colour stimuli, which either undergo spatial (CRT, TFT etc.) or 


temporal (DLP) integration, utilizing the limited resolving power of the human visual 


system, or are projected onto the same locus by three different sources (LCD 


projection). 


 


The range of displayable colours depends on the colorimetric properties (CIE, 2004) 


of the primaries but the number of primary colours is also important. Classical three-


primary colour matching experiments show that for certain test colours negative 


amounts of a primary is needed to match a test colour, that is this primary has to be 


added to the test colour to match the other two primaries. A similar method 


(matrixing) can be (and in fact it is) used in cameras (and in other input devices), but 


it cannot be used for imaging purposes. One possible solution is to select three 


primaries to minimize the amount of out-of-gamut colours and another solution is to 


increase the number of colour primaries. 


 


Due to recent technological developments, unconventional (wide-gamut) 3-primary 


and multi-primary displays have gained much attention. They are now in the focus of 


imaging research. However, the issue of selecting the number, chromaticity and 


luminance of the colour primaries still needs a firm theoretical and practical basis in 


order to ensure that the most is gained by venturing the simplicity of using traditional 


primaries and traditional image rendering methods. The present section follows a 


more or less pragmatic approach based on several recent findings of colour science to 


provide some guidelines to solve this issue. 


 


Figure 3-1-1-1 shows the traditional approach of colour primary design based on the 


CIE1931xy chromaticity diagram.  
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Figure 3-1-1-1. Primaries of NTSC, PAL, Adobe RGB and sRGB systems 


 


In this approach, the colours were to be covered (that is to be inside the triangle or 


polygon spanned by the primaries) in the chromaticity plane only, regardless of the 


lightness information of the test colours. This means that a given primary set was 


considered to be able to render a given colour if the xy-coordinates of the colour 


matched those of a given mixture of the primaries. But lightness information cannot 


be neglected as described in the exhaustive study of Wood and Sproson (1977) who 


focus on matching the spectral sensitivity of the camera with the display primaries 


which is more or less obsolete today because of computational colour management 


(latter is imperative in multi-primary systems). An example of the 2D approach was 


the set of NTSC-primaries where the goal was to provide the largest (CIE1931xy) 


gamut achievable using the available CRT phosphors at that time. 


 


In Section 3.1.1, it is shown that two dimensional (2D) methods (i.e. using a 


chromaticity diagram) are not only inferior to 3D optimization (i.e. also using 


luminance information) but they can also be misleading. Recently published industrial 


patents (Ben-David and Ben-Chorin, 2005) and papers (Hiyama and Tsumura, 2002; 


Roth et al., 2003) on the subject seem to fail to give up the concept of 2D primaries 


and gamuts (i.e. those fully specified by xy chromaticity coordinates). These works 


often concentrate on the physical devices themselves only and not on the human 


observer‘s characteristics, CIE TC 8-05 published a report (CIE, 2005) in which a 


very similar topic (metrics for colour encoding systems) was presented by using very 


useful conceptual tools. Another paper suggests using three narrowband colour 


primaries matched to the maxima of the three spectral sensitivities of the trichromatic 


human visual system in order to yield the brightest possible image (Thornton, 2000). 


 


In Section 3.1.1, a new 3D approach is introduced based on a cost function (CF) by 


which two sets of primaries can be compared. In this CF the result of a psychometric 


experiment was included regarding the minimal visually acceptable lightness of 
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colour primaries, for different hues. This experiment is described in this Section. 


Then, a method will be shown by which the minima of the CF can be found. This 


method results in ‗optimal‘ colour primaries, optimal in the sense of those factors that 


were found to be important enough to incorporate in the CF. Several computational 


results of the optimization method will also be shown i.e. several optimal primary 


sets. By formulating the cost function and by searching for the primary sets it is hoped 


to answer the following questions: what visual and technical factors must be 


considered in designing primary sets?; how many primaries have to be used?; and 


what are the ‗optimal‘ primaries?. 


 


 


3.1.1.2 Factors to set up the cost function and to design the optimal colour 


primaries 


 


There are various factors to consider when designing a colour primary set and only 


those factors must be found, selected and used that are important and useful. Those 


factors that are irrelevant and/or redundant have to be ignored. Below, a number of 


factors are listed and analyzed from this point of view. The source of these factors are 


papers of different approaches regarding colour imaging, patents of various imaging 


devices and solutions, and the CIE TC 8-05 Technical Report (CIE, 2005).  


 


 


3.1.1.2.1 Volume (CIE, 2005) 
 


The total volume of the colour gamut in a perceptual colour space (such as CIELAB 


or CIECAM02, Moroney et al., 2002) seems to be an obvious factor as defined in Eq. 


3-1-1-1, where 1 , ,G J C h  denotes the characteristic function – identically one on the 


gamut (as a subset of the colour space) and zero elsewhere – of the gamut. 


 


1 , ,GV J C h dJdCdh        (3-1-1-1) 


 


However, the interpretation of an optimal gamut volume is not clear. While a large 


gamut is able to represent more colours, it remains a question what percent of all these 


colours will be actually used in the particular system, and, if quantization efficiency 


(see below) will be limited by an unnecessarily large gamut. Out of these 


considerations it is advised (CIE, 2005) not to use this metrics in evaluating colour 


encodings, and this remains true for designing colour primary sets, as well. However, 


it must be noted that the problem is less severe in the case of primary sets, because of 


the necessarily non-virtual primaries that limit the loss in quantization efficiency. 


 


 


3.1.1.2.2 Coverage 


 


The most important property of any primary set is to be able to represent the highest 


possible amount of colours of a so-called target colour gamut. The usefulness of this 


criterion depends on the set of colours chosen that serves as the target colour gamut. 
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Of course, the target colour gamut must be transformed to a perceptual colour space 


(e.g. CIECAM02). Below, some of those candidates are listed which (alone or 


combined) may serve as the basis of a ‗good‘ target colour set: 


 


Legal colours: the widest possible range of colours, legal colours‘ is a theoretical 


colour gamut which consists of all the chromaticities at any luminance level which 


fall inside the convex boundary of the spectrum locus and the purple line. Choosing 


the spectral approach, legal colours can be interpreted as surface spectra assuming the 


equi-energy illuminant; that is the set of legal colours is the set of optimal surface 


colours for the equi-energy illuminant. Beyond its boundary there are no physically 


realizable colours. Besides the fact that appointing this set as target gamut is 


equivalent to maximize the volume of the device gamut, if the hypothesis stating that 


some colours are more important than others holds then it would be wise to select a 


more comprehensive set of target colours instead of legal colours. 


 


Optimal surface colours of a given illuminant: optimal surface colours is the gamut of 


colours which can be realized by illuminating a surface of any possible reflectance 


curve by a given illuminant, which gamut is bounded by block-dye reflectances, as 


published by MacAdam (see Wiszecki and Stiles, 1982). This is a more 


comprehensive but still a rather theoretical boundary being of little respect to 


usefulness in imaging. It can be argued that the illuminants to use may be limited to 


CIE D65 and CIE A related to indoor and outdoor scenes. Of course, natural spectral 


reflectances (and thus natural chromaticities) are unlikely to be as extreme as some 


colours at the boundary of the above defined set. For practical applications, like TVs 


or monitors, it is certainly more comprehensive to define a target colour set which 


contains the most common natural spectral reflectances and to concentrate on their 


coverage. 


 


Real world colours: this is the colour set obtained by using a representative set of 


reflectances of natural (e.g. faces, leaves, skies, flowers) and artificial (Munsell-chips, 


textiles, paints etc.) objects under a given illuminant. ‗Real world colours‘ is a 


representative set of examples rather than a theoretical limit (CIE, 2005). Depending 


on the definition, this can be considered as the most comprehensive target colour set 


(TCS). A dataset (Pointer, 1980) aiming at providing such a database is based on 4089 


samples (i.e. the Munsell Limit Colour Cascade, Munsell Matte Atlas, Royal 


Horticultural Society Colour Charts, coloured papers, paint samples, plastics, inks and 


textiles). The dataset of (CIE, 2005) contains 1793 samples, non-fluorescent Munsell 


samples and paints; however the authors (CIE, 2005) are aware that there should be 


more samples included in this set. 


 


The most comprehensive set of surface reflectances today may be the SOCS database 


(ISO, 2003) with more than 53000 samples, including spectral reflectances of 


photographic materials, offset prints, computer colour prints, paints and paints for art, 


textiles, flowers and leaves, outdoor scenes (Krinov data), as well as human skin. 


Multi-primary display developers tend to have used these colour gamuts as TCS 


(Yamaguchi et al, 2002). 
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CRT colours: this is the colour gamut of a traditional display, such as sRGB or NTSC. 


It is certainly advisable to include one of these traditional colour gamuts; otherwise 


some typical colours would be missed, e.g. certain operating system‘s standard 


colours, or some convenient graph colours. This is even more important if the 


application is a computer user interface. 


 


Other colours: there are other colour sets such as photographic system colours using 


three-dye sets for common photographic paper brands, under CIE illuminants D50 or 


D65, or printed colours, etc. 


 


Besides the above sets, memory colours (Bodrogi and Tarczali, 2001) may also be 


included and the ―colour tolerance regions‖ of the memory colours can be added to 


the TCS. 


 


The coverage of the TCS may be interpreted in at least two different ways, see (1) and 


(2) below. 


 


(1): Target gamut covered by the device gamut: This is the more important factor i.e. 


that percentage of the TCS that is covered by the device gamut. The testing of TCS 


coverage can be accomplished by computing the volume of the intersection of the 


convex hulls (see e.g. O‘Rourke, 1998) or by sampling the TCS and testing the device 


gamut for inclusion of the samples. Latter is not only equivalent to the convex hull 


method, but it also allows weighting the different parts of the TCS according to their 


importance. This is useful e.g. in the case of skin or grass tones where the colour 


tolerance of the average observer is small and unweighted sampling may lead to the 


exclusion of important colour ranges. Certain limitations in precision arise with 


sampling, but in the case of concave target gamuts, such as natural colour samples and 


subtractive systems, like analogue photography, sampling may even have a definite 


advantage of following the concave faces of the target gamut. The testing of TCS 


coverage has to be done in a perceptual colour space such as CIELAB or CIECAM02 


or CIECAM02-SCDUCS (Li et al., 2003) by using a well chosen sample density. 


 


(2) Device gamut used to cover the target gamut: This is the less important factor but 


it can still be interesting to check the device gamut in order not to ‗waste‘ gamut for 


colours outside the TCS.  


 


 


3.1.1.2.3 Quantization metrics (CIE, 2005) 


 


Displays driven by digital signals unavoidably raise the issue of quantization. Though 


these metrics are not related so closely to the issue of colour primaries, with careful 


co-optimization, they may have their value in the optimization process. 


 


DAC-grid step size: This is the average colour difference E, CIELAB or 


CIEDE2000, see Green and MacDonald (2002), and CAM02-SCDCDE or CAM02-


SCDUCS, see Li et al. (2003), between two neighbouring DAC-values throughout the 


gamut, tested by random or systematic sampling (preferably in a perceptual colour 
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space), by using a gamma-linear model of the device. This factor may be evaluated by 


assigning a smaller weight to those samples that are located outside the TCS, this way 


ensuring that the DAC-density will be the highest possible in the intersection volume 


of the TCS and the device colour gamut. Following descriptors can be defined: 


average, maximum, and minimum average colour difference values. The overall 


number of DAC-values outside the TCS may also be of interest but it is very 


burdensome to evaluate. 


 


DAC-grid uniformity: The variance of the previous quantities, representing the 


uniformity of the DAC grid. Similar principles as above can be applied.  


 


Quantization efficiency: This is the required bit depth to achieve a given average E. 


Similar principles as above can be applied. 


 


 


3.1.1.2.4 Number of colour primaries 


 


There are two qualitatively different issues that must be addressed when making a 


decision on the number of primaries: 1. using three or more primaries, and 2. if using 


more than 3, then how many of them shall be used. 


 


The first question is rather well-known and there are several advantages on both sides. 


Using a (wide gamut) three-primary (3P) display has the advantage of bijective 


mapping between the CIE1931XYZ tristimulus values and the device DAC values, and 


backward compatibility with existing systems, including image formats, and 


compression methods. A multi-primary display offers a more satisfying gamut, 


although, as will be shown in Section 3.1.1.4, the use of narrow-band colour primaries 


is unavoidable. A multi-primary display also allows for a more flexible correction for 


inter-observer variations (Yamaguchi et al., 2002). 


 


The number of primaries in a multi-primary display is limited by technological 


constraints as well but from the point of view of image rendering, below ‗the more the 


better‘ concept will be tested. 


 


 


3.1.1.2.5 Complications of Multi-primary devices 


 


Let us note that the increasing of the number of colour primaries introduces further 


complications. First, the absolute spatial and/or temporal resolution of the display is 


compromised by the number of primaries, as in fact the number of sub-pixels is 


increased; this compromises e.g. transmission bandwidth or colour break-up 


(Langendijk et al., 2006) as well. The various pixel structures introduce pixel-


structure noise also with fixed sub-pixel patterns (Chen and Hasegawa, 1993). It is not 


only the simplicity of bijective mapping that is missing in case of more than three 


primaries, but the ambiguous rendering of a colour sample introduces metamerism, 


resulting in gradation and pseudo-contours. This effect, though, can be handled with 


carefully designed rendering algorithms (Brill and Larimer, 2005). Reduced observer 
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metamerism - that is if the colour matching functions of the observer deviate from 


those of the standard observer - is also a factor to take into account in the design of 


rendering algorithms (Murakami et al., 2004). 


 


Multi-primary rendering is also closely related to multispectral imaging i.e. the full 


spectral reconstruction of an object, with regards to gradations, accuracy, including 


inter-observer variations and colour difference formulae, transformation complexity, 


transmission bandwidth, input devices, characterizations etc, with respect to the 


possibilities of a spectral approximation under conditions of a metameric CIE 


tristimulus match (Ohsawa et al., 2002; Yamaguchi et al., 2005). 


 


 


3.1.1.2.6 White Point 


 


Though it is possible to alter the white point of an existing device by scaling down 


certain primaries‘ contribution to it, at the expense of the maximal brightness and 


gamut volume, it is obvious that the white point must lie in a certain colour tolerance 


region. Both published results (Vogels and Heynderickx, 2004) and some other 


experimental results state that a white point around u‘=0.1913; v‘=0.4591 is a most 


preferred white point setting for pictorial images, with a tolerance region around it in 


a perceptually uniform chromaticity diagram, e.g. CIE1976 u’v’. This region defines 


the range of acceptable device white points. 


 


 


3.1.1.2.7 Virtual Primaries 


 


Unlike in the case of colour encodings, the checking of the primaries to have legal 


tristimulus values seems trivial but it is unavoidable. During the computational 


algorithm, it may be combined with the factor of implementation constraints. 


 


 


3.1.1.2.8 Implementation constraints 


 


If the objective is not only a theoretically optimal colour primary set but also the 


manufacturing of an actual device then technological constraints, such as the distance 


from the spectrum locus, maximal luminance values, and the chromaticities that are 


attainable by filtering a specific lamp used in the device, must be considered. 


Depending on the implementation (flat panel displays  or DLP or LCoS.), various 


optimization strategies can be developed, including e.g. the co-optimization with FPD 


sub-pixel structures (Kutas et al., 2006) or exploiting the superior spatial resolution of 


the DLP (Ben-David et al., 2005), with respect to gradation errors, and reducing the 


so-called ‗rainbow-artefacts‘. 
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3.1.1.2.9 P/W ratio 


 


In the case of traditional displays, the ratio of the luminance of the primaries (P) 


related to the luminance of the peak white (W), i.e. the so-called P/W ratio, was 


determined so that a desired white point resulted from the mixture of the primaries. 


Among the very first problems occurring with the introduction of wide gamut displays 


was the too low brightness of yellowish colours when the red and green primaries of 


higher excitation purity were introduced (Roth et al., 2003). The answer was to 


introduce a further primary i.e. Yellow. But the introduction of an additional primary 


or additional primaries increased the number of those parts that the peak white 


luminance had to be partitioned to, and the P/W ratio became less than for the case of 


traditional 3P displays. This partitioning occurs in sub-pixel area or in time-slot length 


in actual devices. The P/W ratio can be an important factor to consider in the design 


of new wide-gamut colour primary sets. The experimental results on the visually 


acceptable P/W ratios are described in Section 3.1.1.3.2. 


 


A completely different approach on P/W ratio of primaries is discussed in (Wen, 


2005) which determines P/W ratios for four primaries of fixed chromaticity so that the 


white point, the luminance and the gamut volume is optimal. 


 


 


3.1.1.2.10 Other factors 


 


Roundness (Kwak et al., 2004): The concept underlying this factor is based on the 


hypothesis, that in order not to ‗overemphasize‘ any hue region, the ideal gamut‘s 


projection onto the chromaticity plane should be of circular shape, that is the maximal 


chroma (or saturation) should be approximately equal for all hues. The concept of 


roundness is introduced which is the mean of the eccentricities of maximum chroma 


for each hue on the CIECAM02 (ac,bc) plane, and which value is zero in the ideal 


case, and the value increases as the maximal chroma values differ from each other. 


 


It can be argued that this factor‘s hypothesis does not necessarily hold. Even if the 


locus of the achromatic axis (white point) could be selected such that its difference 


was approximately equal from the spectrum locus for any hue that is the ‗roundness‘ 


of legal colours was minimal, which is obviously not the case, then the ‗minimal 


roundness gamut‘ condition still would place an intolerable restriction on those hues 


which are easy to display in high chroma, for the favour of only a few other hues for 


which the maximal chroma is low, out of psycho-physical reasons. The only 


problematic issue for high-roundness gamuts (i.e. bad gamuts from the point of view 


of roundness) is their DAC (digital analogue count)-grid uniformity. But this can be 


handled by a careful design of colour management utilities. 


 


Hue constancy by RGB tone-scale modifications (CIE, 2005): Defining colour 


primary sets such that the hue constancy approximately holds for their tone scale 


(gamma correction) modifications is a rather obsolete criterion because this question 


is only relevant in lack of colour management. In this case, the primary hues should 


not be significantly different from those of traditional primary sets. 
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Display zero lightness: A seemingly trivial factor but it is easy to overlook its 


importance. The false (but rather widespread) assumption that the colour gamut 


necessarily contains the origin may be misleading, even if the surround factors, e.g. 


surrounding illumination or glare, are neglected. Generally it is assumed that the 


question has only a technical significance. It can be shown that the gamut shape, the 


coverage of the TCS, and also the other factors are influenced by including a zero 


level bias of different amplitudes. In practice, this amplitude can be estimated from 


technological considerations. This effect is similar to the case, where a ‗brightness‘ 


channel is introduced, this is analyzed by (Heckamann et al., 2005). 


 


CIE1931xy area: Though visually irrelevant, according to its perceptual non-


uniformness, several authors (see CIE, 2005) use this value to compare with 


traditional gamuts, e.g. NTSC or sRGB. Anyway, this factor seems to have its 


significance for marketing purposes. 


 


Hue of the primaries: This is only significant if a three-primary (3P) device is in 


focus, with no colour management. Langendijk and Heynderickx (2001) give a 


description of the tolerable hue differences on primary hues. 


 


 


3.1.1.3. Implementation of the Principles 


 


3.1.1.3.1 The Target Colour Set 


 


According to the principles described in Section 3.1.1.2, a target colour set (TCS) was 


constructed to be covered by the new colour primary set during the computational 


optimization. The basis of this TCS was the sampled sum (union) of the SOCS 


database (ISO, 2003) under illuminant CIE D65, another aforementioned database 


(Pointer, 1980), plus the sRGB gamut using the complete lattice of DAC values in the 


gamma-linear model. Throughout the computations below the CIE1931 2 degree 


standard observer was used. 


 


As the Pointer (1980) database was available as the gamut boundary in CIELAB 


under CIE illuminant C, it was pre-sampled in the L
*
a


*
b


*
 colour space using a sample 


density * * *2 3 
L a b


E , and CIE illuminant D65 in the inverse transform. This 


resulted in 105 307 vectors. 


 


The sRGB gamut was calculated using the matrix of the standardized chromaticities 


with the white point normalized to 100. Each channel was sampled linearly (50 


values). The resulting 350 combinations were multiplied by the matrix, thus 125000 


samples were there to represent the sRGB gamut. 


 


The union of the above sets was computed and because of the reasons detailed in 


Section 3.1.1.2.2, this TCS was sampled by using the perceptually uniform 


CIECAM02-SCDUCS colour space, the one developed specifically for small colour 


difference estimation (Li et al., 2003). The parameters of the sampling procedure are 


listed in the table (Table 3-1-1-1). 
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Table 3-1-1-1. Parameters of the sampling procedure 


Parameter Value 


TCS SOCSD65 + Pointer (La
*
b


*
=2)+ sRGB 


Number of Input Vectors 283 384 


5 


Uniform Colour Space CIECAM02-SCDUCS 


White Point of UCS CIE D65 


Yb 20.0 


La 50.0 


Surround ‗Average‘ 


Number of Output Vectors 3083 


 


 


A cube defined by the maximal as, bs and Js values of the TCS was subdivided to 


cubicles with side length of 5 3 
s s sJ a bE . Those cubicles were marked which 


contained one or more samples of the original TCS, and these cubicles were 


represented with their centres in the sampled TCS. The sample density of 


5 3 
s s sJ a bE  units was chosen because it reduced the computational burden of 


evaluating the algorithm while keeping the results adequate. 


 


 


3.1.1.3.2 A psycho-physical experiment on visually acceptable P/W ratios 


 


As described in Section 3.1.1.2, a common complaint against multi-primary displays 


is that users perceive yellowish colours (or other colours) to be too ―dim‖. To express 


these subjective acceptability judgments in terms of luminance or CIECAM02 


lightness (J), a psycho-physical experiment was carried out (a series of visual 


observations). 


 


In this experiment, an equi-distant sampling was carried out on a constant hue plane 


in the CIECAM02 (J,s,h) colour space, and the observers were inquired if a displayed 


colour sample was acceptable as a colour primary of a display. 3 saturations (starting 


from the boundaries of the sRGB triangle towards the spectrum locus) at 12 hues were 


investigated, finding the minimal lightness which was acceptable as a display 


primary. 


 


The samples were displayed by a special 4-primary device consisting of a traditional 


three-primary DLP projector and an exchangeable fourth primary of a monochromatic 


source. This way a large part of legal colours could be displayed by using a 


colorimetric characterization model, with an average accuracy of 1.15 EJsh units. But 


the characterization model was not used in the evaluation of the results. Only in-situ 


measured values were used. A schematic drawing of the device is shown in Figure 3-


1-1-2. 
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Figure 3-1-1-2. Apparatus used to obtain the visually acceptable P/W ratios 


 


 


The properties of the stimuli used in this experiment are summarized in Table 3-1-1-2. 


 


 


Table 3-1-1-2. Spatial, chromatic, and temporal properties of the stimuli used in the 


visual experiment to get the visually acceptable P/W ratios 


 Spatial Chromatic Temporal 


Sample 


On-axis disc of 


0.1 m diameter; 


4, 30, 50% of the 


background area 


(the background 


area was 


changed) 


12 different CIECAM02 H (hue 


quadrature) planes, each sampled at 


three saturation values equally 


distributed between the sRGB gamut and 


maximal achievable saturation. 


(H=389.0, 374.8, 361.8, 293.1, 267.8,  


240.3, 182.9, 155.2, 115.0, 82.7, 56.6, 


24.0) 


Steady 


presentation 


Backgr. 
Rectangular 


white patch 


White (u‘=0.1822, v‘=0.4487) with three 


different luminance values: 100, 


250, 400 cd/m
2
 


Steady 


presentation 


 


 


Six observers participated in the experiment, two female and four male university 


students with good colour vision tested by the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test. 


They were given a careful explanation on the purpose of the experiment, on the 


perceptual dimensions of colour, and on the issue of display primaries. The observers 


were taught the concept of minimal acceptable display primary at a single occasion by 


showing the R, G, and B primaries of commercial devices (two CRT monitors and a 


DLP projector) together with the peak white of the device.  The task of the observers 


was to set that minimal lightness (CIECAM02 J) of the sample at each value of 


saturation which was still acceptable as a display primary. 


 


Results showed that the minimal lightness – which is in fact conceptually very similar 


to the frequently used P/W ratio – appeared to be little influenced by the saturation of 


the sample and by the luminance level of the white background. 
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The averaged minima of appropriate lightness levels of the primaries of different hue 


are shown in Figure 3-1-1-3. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-1-1-3. Minima of acceptable lightness and P/W levels 


 


 


The averaged minima of the visually acceptable P/W ratios are also shown in Figure 


3-1-1-3, as a function of hue. This function is denoted by /P WM h . As can be seen 


from Figure 3-1-1-3, yellow and yellow-green primaries (h=100-140) needed high 


lightness to be visually acceptable as a display colour primary. Confidence intervals 


show inter-observer variability, and contain values greater than 100, which is 


plausible as in the experiments the white was not mixed from the primaries tested. It 


is clear that if more than three primaries have to be introduced in a device then a 


compromise must be made between satisfying the minimal lightness condition and 


several other factors.  


 


 


3.1.1.3.3 The Cost Function 


 


A cost function which describes a primary set was introduced. In this cost function 


some of the elements described in Section 3.1.1.2 are incorporated: TCS coverage, 


P/W ratio, white point criterion, virtual primaries and technological constraints. These 


factors are detailed computationally below. Other factors are omitted because of their 


relatively low importance in this view. A cost function assigns a scalar to each 


primary set, which is specified by the XYZ coordinates of the primaries. The values 


of the cost function over the 3N dimensional (the 3 – CIE1931 X, Y and Z – 


tristimulus values of the N primaries) parameter space are called the cost surface. The 


cost surface is a scalar field in the 3N dimensional space describing the ‘goodness‘ of 


the 3N dimensional point consisting of the CIE1931XYZ coordinates of the N 


primaries: that is a primary set. The cost surface can be re-shaped by assigning 


different weights to the components with regards to the actual importance of the 


component. 
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3.1.1.3.3.1 TCS (Test Colour Sample) Coverage 


 


If it is supposed that the device white point is a good approximation for ―white‖ in 


any pictorial content displayed on the device (which is at least doubtful, see e.g. 


(Fairchild, 1999), but still today‘s best approximation) then it is quite straightforward 


to use a chromatic adaptation transform or a colour appearance model in which 


coverage checking can be done. 


 


Assuming that the gamut of a device is homeomorphic in the CIE1931XYZ tristimulus 


space and in the CIECAM02 (J,C,h) perceptual colour space, and using the fact that 


the N colour primaries span an ordinary polyhedron in the former space (as opposed 


to the curved gamut in the latter space), a coverage checking algorithm was 


developed. This algorithm avoids the huge computational burden of building a convex 


hull (O'Rourke, 1998) onto the lattice of DAC values of the n-primaries in the 


CIECAM02 space in each optimization step but still allows for chromatic adaptation 


to the white point of the device. Convex hulls can be built to the polyhedral gamut in 


the CIE1931XYZ space, but the algorithm of (Ajito et al., 2001) offers a more 


straightforward solution; and the present Section uses the latter. 


 


The algorithm is defined as follows: Input data are the candidate primaries and the 


TCS in a perceptual colour space such as CIECAM02 (J,C,h). In the first step, 


samples in the TCS are put through an inverse CIECAM02 transformation using the 


white determined by the candidate primaries, yielding a lattice of CIE1931XYZ 


coordinates. The next step consists of checking each sample against the gamut which 


is a regular polyhedron the N primaries are spanning in the CIE1931XYZ tristimulus 


space. 


 


In this step (for special alignments of the primary vectors), the matrix switching 


algorithm (originally suggested by Ajito et al., 2001, for multi-primary rendering) was 


improved. This algorithm decomposes the polyhedron of the device into 1N N  


quadrangle pyramids, counting the N zero volume pyramids as well. One pyramid 


consists of one face of the polyhedron as the base with the origin as the apex 


(supposing zero background light, see Section 3.1.1.2.10.) 


 


The coordinates of a colour sample (see Figure 3-1-1-4) inside one quadrangle 


pyramid are given as: 


 


0 1,   0 1,   0 1


i j i k i
c q q q q q


      (3-1-1-2) 


 


where ,  and 
i j k


q q q  are neighbouring vertices of the polyhedron, with 
j i


q q  and 


k i
q q  spanning a face of the polyhedron (calculated by summing the 


corresponding primaries, the method of selecting the proper 
i


q is described in Ajito et 


al., 2001 in detail).  
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Figure 3-1-1-4. Inclusion in a quadrangle pyramid 


 


 


Using matrix notation: , , ,
T


i j i k iv M q q q q q , if the 


coordinates satisfy the inverted equation i.e. 


 
1


0 1,  0 ,  0v M c     (3-1-1-3) 


 


For any of the pyramids, then, the sample is covered by the device gamut. For 


example, in the case of three primaries (RGB) - discounting zero-volume pyramids - 


the following 1 3N N N pyramids are tiling the RGB cube: vertex O  (black 


point) and the bases R Y W M , G Y W C  and M W C B . Then 


the samples inside the ,O R Y W M  pyramid are given as 


c R Y R M R , with 0 1,   0 1,   0 1 . 


 


With this concept, corresponding colours can be checked for coverage in the context 


of the actual device. The term describing coverage of the TCS is formulated as 


follows: 


 


1
7


1


10 100


p
c


n


        (3-1-1-4) 


 


where c denotes the number of covered samples, n denotes the total number of 


samples and the constant 710 stands for the special case when no samples are covered 


at all. 
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3.1.1.3.3.2 P/W Ratio 
 


To include the resulting P/W curve (see Section 3.1.1.3.2) in the computational 


optimization procedure to find an optimal colour primary set, a P/W term can be 


added to the cost function, e.g. by summing up the differences between the P/W 


values of the new display‘s primaries and the interpolated average curve /P WM h  of 


Figure 3-1-1-3. The optimization procedure must minimize this difference to get the 


appropriate new set of primaries. The corresponding term is formulated in Eqs. 3-1-1-


5 and 3-1-1-6. 


 
2


2 /


1


i


i


N
P


P W P


i W


Y
p o M h


Y
      (3-1-1-5) 


0,  0


,  otherwise


x
o x


x
        (3-1-1-6) 


 


In Eqs. 3-1-1-5 and 3-1-1-6, N is the number of primaries, 
iPY is the luminance of the 


i-th primary, WY  is the luminance of the white point (100), /P WM h  is the measured 


and interpolated minimal acceptable P/W function (see Figure 3-1-1-3), 
iPh  is the 


CIECAM02 hue angle of the i-th primary, and the function o  guarantees that only 


those primaries will be charged which do not match the /P WM h  limit. 


 


 


3.1.1.3.3.3 White Point Criterion 


 


According to the principles detailed in Section 3.1.1.2.6, a tolerance region was 


determined in the form of an ellipse which fits into the tolerance region of Vogels and 


Heynderickx (2004), see Figure 3-1-1-5 where the bold ellipse shows the acceptance 


region and the polygon shows the tolerance region suggested by Vogels and 


Heynderickx (2004). 
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Figure 3-1-1-5. White point tolerance ellipses 


 


 


White points falling inside this region are accepted without adding any term to the 


cost function. Those falling into a second, concentric and larger ellipse (the so-called 


tolerance ellipse, shown by the outer thin line in Figure 3-1-1-5) add a term which is 


proportional to the distance from the ideal (denoted by O, u‘=0.1913, v‘=0.4591) 


white point measured in the CIE1976u’v’ chromaticity diagram. Remaining white 


points - those falling outside the tolerance ellipse - are refused with a high-valued 


term in the cost function proportional to the distance measured from the CIE65 


illuminant. Refusing means that no other components of the cost function are 


calculated and the cost function consists of this value only. This definition of 


―refusing‖ applies throughout this Section. This term is formulated in Eq. 3-1-1-7. 


 


3 ' '


' '


0,     


, ,     


100 , 65 ,  


u v


u v


in the acceptance ellipse


p d W O in the tolerance ellipse


d W D elsewhere


     (3-1-1-7) 


 


 


W denotes the white point of the device and du‘v‘(x,y) denotes the Euclidean distance 


in the CIE1976 u’v’ plane. 


 


 


3.1.1.3.3.4 Virtual Primaries 


 


Because device primaries are targeted in the optimization procedure (as opposed to 


colour encodings), it is necessary to have the primaries within the gamut of legal 


colours as stated in Section 3.1.1.2.7. In the present case, this criterion was 


implemented by adding the distance measured from the CIE D65 illuminant in the 


CIE1931xy chromaticity diagram, in the case of any primary falling out of the 


spectrum locus of the same chromaticity diagram, requiring all components of all 


primaries to be positive. This measure was chosen only because it is simple yet 
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adequate to form the cost surface outside the spectrum locus to have a negative slope 


towards legal colours. But it has to be stressed that the concept of distance in the 


chromaticity diagram is used here only as a colorimetric quantity rather than a visual 


correlate. This refers to the Technological constraint section (i.e. Section 3.1.1.3.3.5), 


as well. The corresponding term is formulated in Eq. 3-1-1-8. 


 


4


1


0,       


1 , 65 ,       
N


xy i


i


all primaries inside the spectrum locus


p
d P D any primary outside the spectrum locus


 (3-1-1-8) 


 


If 4 0p  then the primaries are refused without any further calculation with only this 


high-valued term in the cost function. This prevented extra-spectral primaries to 


happen in the final output. 


 


 


3.1.1.3.3.5 Technological Constraint 


 


In order to point out interactions and trade-offs between the quality of the colour 


gamut and its feasibility, a pseudo-technological constraint was introduced on the 


primaries: They had to be no closer to the spectrum locus (represented by the implicit 


function ', 'S u v in Eq. 3-1-1-10) than a given value (c in Eq. 3-1-1-11), otherwise a 


term was added to the cost function which contained this distance (denoted by S/L 


distance below) in inverse proportion. The term is formulated in Eqs. 3-1-1-9, 3-1-1-


10 and 3-1-1-11. 


 


5 4
1


1
,


10


N


i


i i


p R d
d


       (3-1-1-9) 


 


' '
' '


: min , ', 'i u v i
u v


d d P S u v        (3-1-1-10) 


 


0,  
,


,  


x c
R x y


y otherwise
       (3-1-1-11) 


 


 


3.1.1.3.3.6 The Complete Cost Function 


 


The complete cost function is formulated in Eq. 3-1-1-12 below. 


 
5


1


i i i


i


p b w p          (3-1-1-12) 
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where ib  denote binary variables, which describe if the ith component is included or 


omitted, iw  represent the weight of the component and ip  are defined above. Please 


note that in case of a refusal (see above) the cost function consists of only the value of 


the component which caused the refusal. 


 


 


3.1.1.3.4 The Optimizer 


 


Minima of the scalar function p defined by Eq. 3-1-1-12 correspond to those sets of 


colour primaries which are optimal in the sense as argued in Section 3.1.1.2. In the 


test implementation, a 3N  dimensional simplex method (Press et al., 1988) was used 


to find the local minima of p (3-1-1-12.). To find local minima closer to the global 


minimum, multiple restarts were initiated starting from different points of the 


parameter space, from which the best was considered as the ―optimal‖ primary set. In 


each restart, the process was initiated with a 
)1(NNxV R matrix, with a random vector 


in the first row, and orthogonal vectors of random length in the remaining N rows. 


Optionally, starting with the last local minimum in the first row was available. 


 


 


3.1.1.4. Results and Discussion 


 


In Section 3.1.1.4, eight example optimum primary sets are shown resulting from 


running the optimizer program. The relevant parameters of running the Optimizer are 


shown in Table 3-1-1-3. (For the abbreviations see Section 3.1.1.3.) 


 


 


Table 3-1-1-3. Parameters of running the Optimizer Program 


CIECAM02 Weights 


 In Out TCS Coverage 700 


Reference White D65 D65 P/W 0.001 


Yb 20 20 Virtual Primaries 100 


La (cd/m
2
) 50 50 White Point 10 


Surround Average Dim 
S/L Distance 


(dmin=0.01u’v’) 1 


 


 


The CIECAM02 viewing condition used in the output was a ‗dim‘ surround because 


the typical application of the optimal device will be in this condition. The weights 


were tuned for the algorithm‘s best performance in agreement with the empirical 


expectations towards a primary set i.e. that the TCS coverage is the most important 


issue, while P/W ratios are of less importance. Other parameters of the optimizer – 


such as its exit conditions and its random initialization – were fine-tuned throughout 


the development and running of the program. 


 


From the fact that the cost function components were weighted according to empirical 


considerations, it follows that the resulting optima are more or less contingent, and 
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none of them can be considered as the ultimate primary set, but general inferences 


can be drawn by investigating these optima. Two kinds of optimizations were carried 


out, for a three-, a four-, a five-, and a six-primary system, respectively: in Case I., the 


technological constraint (i.e. the S/L distance, see Section 3.1.1.3.3) was included, in 


Case II. it was turned off. In both cases, 47 re-starts of the Optimizer were initiated 


for each setting and those colour primary sets were selected as optimal primary sets 


that achieved the highest TCS coverage. Figures 3-1-1-6, 3-1-1-7, 3-1-1-8, 3-1-1-9 


and 3-1-1-10 depict the Case I and Case II optimal colour primary sets, and Table 3-1-


1-4 shows the parameters of the eight optimal colour primary sets. 


 


 


Table 3-1-1-4. Parameters of the optimal colour primary sets 


Number 


of 


primaries 


Case I. Case II. 


TCS 


Coverage 


[%] 


White point TCS 


Coverage 


[%] 


White point 


u' v' u' v' 


3 92.70 0.1982 0.4515 97.15 0.1868 0.4426 


4 93.45 0.1947 0.4497 99.03 0.2014 0.4658 


5 92.80 0.1933 0.4555 98.96 0.1990 0.4618 


6 93.22 0.1877 0.4418 98.86 0.1904 0.4670 
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Figure 3-1-1-6. Gamut boundary of the Case I. optimal primary sets in the 


CIECAM02 (J,C,h) colour space. The boundary is shown for different hue angles in 


the different CIECAM02 (J,C) planes 
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Figure 3-1-1-7. Gamut boundary of the Case II. optimal primary sets in the 


CIECAM02 (J,C,h)  colour space. The boundary is shown for different hue angles in 


the different CIECAM02 (J,C) planes 
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Figure 3-1-1-8. Maximal lightness at the gamut boundary (i.e. for maximal chroma) 


of the eight optimal colour primary sets, as a function of hue angle, for Case I. (left) 


and Case II. (right) 


 


 


 
Figure 3-1-1-9. Orthogonal projection of the gamut of the eight optimal colour 


primary sets to the CIECAM02 (ac,bc) plane, Case I. (left) and Case II. (right) 
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Figure 3-1-1-10. Chromaticity diagram based (―traditional‖) representation of the 


gamuts of the eight optimal colour primary sets, Case I. (left) and Case II. (right) 


 


 


For example in the case of the ―Case I./5P‖ configuration the average coverage of all 


primary sets from all re-starts was 87.29 % with a minimum of 68.15, a maximum of 


92.80 (this maximum is the optimum shown in Table 3-1-1-4), and a variance of 5.17, 


it can be concluded that the TCS was neither too restricted (otherwise the above 


values were closer to 100%, with less variance) nor unnecessarily wide (because with 


a well chosen gamut most of the TCS can be covered). For comparison, the TCS (the 


TCS defined in Section 3.1.1.3.1) coverage for some standard gamuts are presented in 


Table 3-1-1-5. 


 


 


Table 3-1-1-5. Coverage of standard gamuts 


 TCS Coverage [%] 


sRGB 77.20 


NTSC 89.13 


Adobe RGB 86.44 


 


 


Comparing the values of TCS coverage with the loci of the primaries in the 


CIE1976u’v’ chromaticity diagram reveals that the criteria defined in Section 


3.1.1.3.3 for TCS coverage yield significantly different results as compared to those 


of the ―traditional‖ (i.e. those found in literature) gamut evaluations that are carried 


out in the chromaticity diagram. Firstly, significant differences in the area of the 


orthogonal projection of the colour gamut onto the chromaticity plane (which was a 


traditional descriptor) yield much smaller differences of TCS coverage as defined in 


Section 3.1.1.3.3. Secondly, the polygon line connecting the colour primaries in 


ascending order of hue angle, shown in Figure 3-1-1-10 is concave for the optimal 


primary sets found in the 3 dimensional approach of the present work. This finding 


would be a non-sense according to a ―traditional‖ two dimensional approach. 


However, in three dimensions, a number of test-colour samples of high lightness at 
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the border of the gamut between two primaries can be covered by introducing an 


additional primary, see Figure 3-1-1-7, h=180°, there only to provide the required 


high lightness (or luminance). Possibly this additional primary will be of lower 


chroma, in order not to modify the white point of the device with a high-chroma 


primary. 


 


In Case II., not all primaries (e.g. almost all primaries of the 5P gamut) exploit the 


possibility to locate their chromaticity near the spectrum locus, and this is due to the 


white point criterion. Figure 3-1-1-8 depicts the maximal lightness curves at the 


gamut boundary, as a function of hue angle. These curves are constructed from the 


maximal lightness values of the curves representing the gamut boundaries (i.e. for 


maximal chroma) in Figures 3-1-1-6 and 3-1-1-7. Figure 3-1-1-9 depicts the 


orthogonal projection of the sampled TCS onto the CIECAM02 (ac,bc) plane, along 


with the projection of the gamuts of the primary sets. Please note the logarithmic 


compression of the CIECAM02-SCDUCS (Li et al., 2003). 


 


The primaries of the 3P systems satisfied the minimal lightness condition, which was 


defined in Section 3.1.1.3.3 (see Figure 3-1-1-8) in both cases (i.e. Case I. and Case 


II.) but the boundaries of the gamut fail to reach the minimal lightness level between 


240 and 310 degrees (i.e. in the blue-magenta region) and slightly between 120 and 


130 degrees (i.e. in the yellow-green region). 


 


In general, the primaries of both the 5P and the 6P systems fail to reach the required 


minimal lightness level, and the gamut shows deficiency in lightness in the same 


regions as the 3P system plus in the red region for the 5P system and almost 


everywhere for the 6P system. This is explained as follows: In the case of N 


primaries, the complete (100) luminance of the white point is distributed between the 


N primaries, because the white point is the sum of the primaries. The white point of 


the colour appearance model used (CIECAM02) is the device white, so an analogous 


statement applies for primary and white point lightness as well. 


 


A supplementary run of the Optimizer Program showed that if the same weight was 


attributed to TCS coverage and P/W ratio checking, for the 5P system, the 


optimization yielded coverage values of 82-88% with primaries satisfying the 


minimal lightness condition. This means that there is a trade-off between TCS 


coverage and P/W ratios which can be decided by considering the target of any actual 


device development and further visual experiments on user preference. 


 


The analysis of the gamut shape reveals that the 5P and 6P gamuts are able to render 


low lightness-high chroma samples, while 3P gamuts are better in representing high 


chroma-high lightness samples, and 4P systems are in between. This is especially 


apparent in Figure 3-1-1-6, h=200° and h=140°, or in Figure 3-1-1-7 h=180° and 


h=120°. This analysis also explains why the introduction of additional primaries fails 


to increase coverage by a large amount as compared to an optimal 3P gamut. 


Significant increase of gamut volume happens only in the green-blue (h=120°-220°) 


hue range, in Case I. Among the four tested primary sets (3P, 4P, 5P, 6P) the 4P 


system gives the highest TCS coverage in both cases.  
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This is because a four primary system joins the flexibility of a multi-primary system 


with the fact that the 100-valued lightness (1-valued P/W) of the white point is 


distributed among only 4 primaries. With the introduction of an additional 5th or 6th 


etc. primary the lightness of the white point still equals 100, but in average, the 


lightness of the primaries will be necessarily lower, since the white point is the sum of 


the primaries. Whether it is sub-pixel area, intensity or timeslot length, the average 


lightness of the primaries is inversely related to the number of primaries. Introducing 


more and more primaries will make the gamut more and more flat at the edges (e.g. in 


the CIECAM02 (J,C,h) space), thus being less and less able to render high lightness-


high saturation samples. 


 


It is arguable whether (and to what extent) this can be corrected with increasing the 


brightness – that is: the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area 


appears to emit more or less light – of the primaries (of course this also increases the 


brightness of the white point as well), refusing the use of lightness – that is: the 


brightness of an area judged relative to the brightness of a similarly illuminated area 


that appears to be white – in the context of display primaries. But the results of visual 


experiments (e.g. Heckaman et al., 2005) do not support this, and there are technical 


limitations (e.g. limits on the intensity of backlighting), as well. 


 


 


3.1.1.5. Conclusion 


 


In Section 3.1.1, a set of factors were listed which may be used as descriptors of a 


colour primary set of a multi-primary display and by which factors two colour 


primary sets can be compared. A scalar cost function was constructed from these 


factors and some novel experimental results with the matrix of the colour primary set 


as the independent variable. Those primary sets were considered for which this cost 


function was minimal as optimal in the sense of the definition of the cost function and 


the empirically determined importance of its components. This was expressed by 


attributing weights to the components. A comprehensive target colour set (TCS) was 


compiled and sampled in a uniform colour space (CIECAM02). An algorithm was 


developed to test TCS coverage in device context for sets of an arbitrary number of 


colour primaries. Examples for the three-, four-, five- and six primary sets which were 


found to be optimal by the algorithm were presented. The TCS chosen was found to 


be adequate. It was found that the polygon line connecting the primaries in the 


chromaticity diagram is not necessarily convex and therefore, those optimizations that 


are carried out in the chromaticity diagram may be misleading. It was found that four 


primary systems yielded the highest coverage, and, that by sacrificing a few percents 


of coverage, the criterion for the minimum acceptable P/W ratio of the colour 


primaries can also be satisfied. 
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3.1.2 Colour size effect: colour appearance of large stimuli 


 


The colour appearance of a large (85°) homogeneous self-luminous visual stimulus 


was studied in a psycho-physical experiment. Large stimuli were displayed on a PDP 


monitor. The large stimuli were viewed with a fixed viewing time (2 s). They were 


compared with 2° and 10° stimuli presented on a grey background on a CRT monitor. 


The so-called ―colour size effect‖ was found to be significant. The colour stimulus 


was perceived to be lighter when it was large compared to the 2° and 10° situation. 


But the general increase of chroma claimed in previous literature was not found. Only 


small hue changes were found. A model of the colour appearance of large-field 


stimuli is presented in terms of the CIELAB L*, a*, and b* values of the 


corresponding 2° and 10° stimuli (Kutas and Bodrogi, 2008). The model for the 


colour appearance of large uniform colour stimuli i.e. the colour size effect model can 


be used to improve modern large-size computer-controlled self-luminant displays by 


the appropriate image processing algorithm. It is important to note that, due to the 


viewing condition differences, different models apply for the paint selection for large 


painted surfaces (façades or building interiors). For practical applications, the most 


important challenge of the modelling is to separate the surround effects (adaptation, 


simultaneous contrast) from the colour size effect. 


 


 


3.1.2.1 Introduction 


 


Colours are present in our everyday life. The visible part of electromagnetic radiation 


reaching the eye is transformed into brain signals to which the brain forms several 


perceptual answers including colour perception. The quality of colour perception is 


not restricted to the spectral composition and the intensity of the radiation. There are 


several other factors affecting colour perception. Besides the effects of the viewing 


situation, the surrounding colours, the structure of the surface of the coloured object 


or the type of illumination, the size of the colour stimulus is also of significant 


importance. Most often, physiological reasons originating from the cone density and 


cone distribution of the human retina are assigned to this effect, and, depending on the 


size of the visual field, small field and large field phenomena can be distinguished, 


starting from ―minutes of arc‖ domains, and up to the complete immersion of the 


observer in the colour stimulus, yielding a different colour perception from the 


―medium size‖ colour stimulus of the same spectral composition. 


 


The perceptual changes related to the changing visual angle of the colour stimulus 


have been known for a long time, and the first reports trace back to the 19
th


 Century. 


The first reference on the colour size effect in technical literature was published by 


Maxwell, in 1856, who experienced that blue exhibited a different colour perception if 


it was viewed on different areas (Maxwell, 1856). 


 


As visual angle becomes excessively small (1'-5'), due to the absence of the S-cones 


in the foveola (it is said to be ―blue colour blind‖), colour stimuli seem to lose some 


of their colour components (Willmer, 1944), and, at approximately 1', only intensity 


perception remains, and the reflected light from a coloured object seems completely 
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achromatic. With the regress of visual angle, first, yellow tones tend to appear white, 


and then, at approximately 3' blue seems to be black. Blue-green and red tones keep 


their original appearance the furthermost with the reduction of size (Hartridge, 1944; 


Middleton and Holmes, 1949). At about 3', colour discrimination ability is in 


complete accordance with that of observers being diagnosed of colour deficiency 


(tritanopic dichromacy) as reported by König (1894). 


 


Another phenomenon reported in connection with the field size of a colour stimulus 


was first observed by Hering (1893).
 
When comparing monochromatic yellow light 


with a mixture of red and green lights, matching was no longer present when the 


subtended visual angle decreased, as the mixed light appeared to exhibit higher 


amounts of red colour. Later, during anomaloscope matchings, these findings were 


confirmed (Horner and Purslow, 1947, 1948; Shaxby, 1947) and the reverse effect 


(Hartridge, 1949) was also demonstrated, namely, by increasing the visual field, more 


red component was needed to achieve a match with monochromatic yellow. This 


effect takes place between 1°-25° of visual angle. 


 


In the same domain of visual angles (1°-25°) possibly the most valuable yet anecdotic 


phenomenon from the viewpoint of this work was first investigated by Marshall and 


Guilford (1934). Their goal was to investigate a common remark of their observers to 


their simultaneous colour matching experiments of larger paint samples. Their 


subjects claimed that they experience no difference if larger surface dyes are assessed 


employing the standard size mid-grey mask provided with the Munsell Book of 


Colour or discarding the use of it. After conducting the experiments Guilford 


concluded that only black and white changed in value as size was varied. But this 


phenomenon remained an open question because of the inconsistent results due to the 


use of  colours with the highest chroma at the gamut boundaries of the Munsell Book 


of Colour where there was no choice to detect any shift towards colours of greater 


chroma. After this early work, colour size effect findings were generally quantified by 


the colorimetric terms (chromaticity, excitation purity) as well as perceived colour 


attributes (hue, lightness, and chroma). 


 


Perceived properties of field sizes as large as 22° and 77° were matched with that of a 


2° field, and, as the result of modifying the field size, primarily a change in excitation 


purity was identified (Burnham, 1951). The effect was found to be similar to that of 


increasing the illumination over the colour samples (Burnham, 1952). 


 


Concerning the physiological reasons causing the colour size effect, some reasons 


were verified (e.g. the loss of S-cones in the foveola) and other reasons were 


disproved (e.g. the theorem of independent yellow receptors in the retina, see 


Hartridge, 1949). 


 


Recently, with the advance and the widespread use of new experimental techniques, 


such as colour matching on computer-controlled colour monitors or the magnitude 


estimation technique, it has been possible to begin a more extensive research on the 


colour size effect in terms of more sophisticated and powerful tools in colour science, 


such as CIELAB (CIE, 2004) and particularly the colour appearance models (CAMs, 
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Fairchild, 1998), and the new imaging devices, such as calibrated colour displays 


providing exceptional size self-luminous stimuli. Both the small field and the large 


field effect have been revisited (Kutas et al., 2003, 2004, 2005; Lee et al., 2000; 


Nakashima and Takamatsu, 2000; Xiao et al., 2003, 2004; 2005) On one hand, 


authors concluded for the case of the small field (smaller than 1°) that the colour of 


small objects became more and more achromatic with the decrease of size 


(Nakashima and Takamatsu, 2000) and, on the other hand, authors agreed that for 


larger samples (i.e. larger than 2°), the perceived colour seemed to exhibit more 


lightness, and, the perceptual correlates related to excitation purity i.e. chroma and 


saturation also increased (Lee et al., 2000; Xiao et al., 2004).  


 


The CIE 1931 standard colorimetric observer (CIE, 2004) contains the colour 


matching functions (CMFs) of an average trichromatic observer, collected from 


colour matching experiments where the subtended visual angle of the matching fields 


was 2°, owing to the fact that the majority of the cones are present under the same 


viewing field (2°) in the human retina, called the fovea (Schanda, 1997). 


 


The different pigment content of the fovea i.e. the presence of the yellow spot (or 


macula lutea) made the introduction of a supplementary set of CMFs necessary. They 


are known as the CIE 1964 standard colorimetric observer (CIE, 2004).
 
Colour 


appearance models usually assume a 2°colour sample size in a 10° background and a 


set of parameters defining the viewing situation. Experimental data e.g. for 


CIECAM02 were collected with set-ups satisfying the above conditions. From the 


cited references (Kutas et al., 2003, 2004, 2005; Xiao et al., 2003, 2004) it is apparent 


that neither the standard observers nor CIECAM02 was able to predict the effect 


acquired by visual experiments using different experimental techniques to assess the 


appearance of colour stimuli observed by 20° of visual angle and above. 


 


The practical applications that would require modelling the colour size effect are 


numerous. There is an industrial demand to be able to predict the colour appearance 


of the same dye if applied on an indoor surface or on a façade surface of large size. 


Other applications include the more deliberate design of the display colours of large 


computer controlled colour devices that provide large stimuli. 


 


The colour appearance changes of a real room and the colour perception of different 


visual fields (2°-50°) was successfully modelled (Xiao et al., 2004, 2005) in 


comparison to standard size samples. But, as it will be shown later in this study, these 


methods did not prove to be that successful in the case of certain self-luminous almost 


immersive scenes. It is believed that, in computer controlled environments, the 


viewing situation and the displayed colours are subject to rapid temporal changes, and 


this needs a new psycho-physical experimental design different from a static viewing 


situation. The instantaneous effect of large-size colour stimuli seems to induce a 


phenomenon that causes a lighter and more intense appearance of those colours. 


Therefore, the aim of the present work is to investigate this near-immersive self-


luminous aspect by simulating a totally immersed scene, by the help of a large plasma 


display panel (PDP) extended by a viewing chamber of mirrors and a typical cathode-


ray tube (CRT) monitor to match the large colour stimulus with a colour stimulus of 
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typical size. In the rest of the Section the term ‗large‘ stimulus will be used for the 


near-immersive colour and ‗standard size colour‘ for the 2° or the 10° matching field. 


 


Furthermore, the mathematical models suggested to describe the colour size effect 


will be compared. These models will be compared with a new model introduced in the 


present section which is based either on the CIELAB L*, a* and b* or on the 


CIECAM02 J, ac and bc values. This model was based on a former experimental 


dataset (Kutas et al., 2005) and completed by some of their recent visual observation 


data. The matching stimuli subtended both 2° and 10° in the present experiments in 


order to find out if the CIE 1931 or the 1964 observer yielded a better base for the 


modelling of the colour size effect. Note that Technical Committee No. 1-68 of the 


International Commission on Illumination (CIE) is currently studying this 


phenomenon. 


 


 


3.1.2.2 Experimental Method 


 


3.1.2.2.1 Stimuli and viewing conditions 


 


In the present work, the colour memory matching technique was used. This was 


accomplished between a standard size stimulus and a homogeneous large colour 


stimulus, in the following way. Two computer-controlled colour monitors were used 


at a time, a 54 cm diameter Hewlett Packard P1100 CRT monitor and a 106 cm 


diameter Panasonic TH-42PHD plasma display panel (PDP). The two devices were 


set up next to each other on a table. The angle between their screens was 


approximately 110° (see Figure 3-1-2-1). 


 


 


 
Figure 3-1-2-1. Illustration of the experimental setup: the PDP with the mirrored 


booth, the separator and the CRT 


 


 


The PDP served to show the large test field. To achieve a quasi-immersion by filling 


the whole visual field of the observers, a viewing booth was set up in front of the 


PDP. The inner surface of the booth was covered by mirrors (2 walls, floor and 
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ceiling). The depth of the viewing booth was 50 cm. The visual field of the PDP 


subtended 85° (horizontal) and 55° (vertical), from the viewing distance of 50 cm (the 


edge of the booth). In order to achieve a more uniform viewing field, and because of 


the short viewing distance, the screen of the PDP was covered by a neutral density 


diffusion filter. The standard size stimuli to be matched to the large stimuli were 


displayed on the CRT monitor. The entire screen of the CRT monitor (with the 


achromatic background) subtended a 39°×30° (horizontal × vertical) viewing angle. 


The viewing distance for the CRT was 60 cm. To exclude light reflections from either 


device, a separator was mounted between the two displays, see Figure 3-1-2-1. The 


separator was a board covered by black matte paper. To ensure natural binocular 


viewing, there was no chin rest for the observer but the separator helped the observers 


maintain the correct viewing distance from the matching stimuli on the CRT monitor 


to view the matching stimuli under the desired 2° or 10°. The CRT and the PDP 


displays were driven by two different video controllers in two separate computers. 


The large stimuli were pre-set throughout the whole experiment, and only the 


matching stimuli presented on the CRT were adjustable. Measuring the luminance of 


a full-screen white at 9 evenly distributed points resulted in a mean value of 


Y=68.6cd/m
2
 (STD=1.8 cd/m


2
) and this homogeneity was considered acceptable for 


the purpose of this study. Although, the CRT proved to be stable colorimetrically, in 


the evaluation of the results instead of a model-predicted output only in-situ measured 


values of the displayed test stimuli and the observer‘s matching answers were 


considered. A well-calibrated PhotoReserach™ 705 spectroradiometer was used to 


carry out these in-situ spectral measurements. 


 


16 test colour stimuli were selected. The test colour stimuli covered the whole PDP 


screen but the corresponding matching colour stimuli subtended only 2° or 10° on the 


CRT monitor. The matching stimuli were of square shape (side length: 10.5 cm – 10° 


and 2.1 cm – 2°) and appeared in the middle of the CRT. The chromaticities of all test 


colour stimuli were away from the colour gamut boundaries of the CRT monitor, in 


order to be able to display the expected magnitude of the colour size effect on the 


CRT, according to earlier results (Kutas et al., 2004, 2005; Xiao et al., 2003, 2004) 


The CIELAB a*-b* coordinates of the test colour collection are plotted in Figure 3-1-


2-2.  
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Figure 3-1-2-2. The 16 test colour stimuli used in the experiment, for L


*
 values refer 


to Table 3-1-2-1. 


 


 


Table 3-1-2-1. List of the CIE L*, a*, b* values of the 16 test colour stimuli 


No. L* a* b* Colour name 


1 73.92 17.59 11.78 light skin 


2 84.77 -14.15 50.14 pale yellow 


3 74.74 -43.99 27.82 light green 


4 39.81 -22.18 14.03 dark green 


5 59.88 -23.70 -18.52 turquoise 


6 41.68 -4.83 -17.90  dark blue 


7 64.88 -21.27 -14.20 light blue 


8 31.29 17.28 -26.15 dark purple 


9 65.84 37.63 9.06 pink 


10 28.25 19.32 2.31 dark mauve 


11 50.19 19.25 34.96 dark orange 


12 46.03 25.98 14.71 flesh 


13 69.02 3.67 25.42 light drab 


14 77.17 -1.76 -3.59 light grey 


15 76.08 17.39 -11.72 light purple 


16 85.25 -15.08 61.46 yellow 


 


 


These CIELAB values were determined from the measured spectral data by using the 


CIE 1931 observer and the measured tristimulus values of the maximum achromatic 


output of the CRT monitor as white point (XW=57.15, YW=59.69, ZW=76.5; r=g= 


b=255). 
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Unlike for the case of the former dataset (Kutas et al., 2005) where all matching 


colour stimuli appeared on a fixed mid-grey background (Y=30cd/m
2
) of the same 


chromaticity as the white point of the CRT monitor, in order to reduce the effect of 


the indispensable consecutive brightness contrast due to memory matching in this 


experiment, the luminance of the background was always set equal to that of the 


actual test colour stimulus being observed. In the further part of the Section these two 


conditions will be referred to as fix background (the same for all stimuli) and 


changing background (the same luminance as the test colour stimulus). 


 


 


3.1.2.2.2 Procedure 


 


The 16 test colours (see Table 3-1-2-1 and Figure 3-1-2-2) were organized in a 


sequence of five repetitions each and additional 20 randomly selected colours were 


added not to evaluate just to make the observations more varied. The resulting set of 


hundred colours (5×16+20=100) was then randomized and divided into four groups 


(25 matching each). Observers had to assess the appearance of the immersed stimuli 


of one group at a time. They were requested to adjust the colour of the matching 


stimuli on the CRT monitor by the aid of three sliders, each representing a colour 


attribute (lightness, hue, saturation) in HVS colour space, until the colour perception 


of the large stimulus matched that of the matching sample. Instead of the classical 


tristimulus mixing procedure (i.e. using the display‘s RGB channels directly) this 


method and the equivalent methods based on adjusting the perceptual attributes of 


colours (e.g. hue, chroma and lightness) give significantly better performance in terms 


of both accuracy and time (Zhang and Montag, 2006). 


 


Each matching started with the observation of the large field presented to the observer 


on the PDP for two seconds only (the reason for the short appearance of the large field 


is described in Section 3.1.2.3), and then, the grey background appeared (X=29.35, 


Y=30.89 (cd/m
2
) and Z=38.72 for the fixed condition, which is half intensity 


compared to the peak white of the CRT and the same chromaticity grey for the 


changing background criterion with the same luminance as the actual test stimulus). 


Then, subjects moved their head and looked at the CRT monitor to adjust the 


matching colour. Initially, the matching colour was set to achromatic mid-grey as 


close as it was possible to the grey background of the PDP both in chromaticity and 


luminance (Y=29.9 cd/m
2
) for each matching. The task was to modify the hue (H), 


saturation (S) and value (V) sliders in the HSV colour model, until the colour 


appearance of the standard size matching colour matched the colour appearance of the 


immersive scene. The large stimulus appeared repeatedly at fixed time intervals (8 


seconds) automatically but always for 2 seconds only, and observers had unlimited 


occasions to look back and forth between the two situations, until a perfect match was 


found. After storing the adjustments, the next large stimulus appeared from the 


current group of stimuli and a new matching was requested. The matching procedure 


for one group of stimuli lasted about 45 minutes. 


 


All observations were carried out in a completely dark room. The subjects were 


provided a 5 minute dark adaptation period in the experimental room with the 
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displays on before starting their adjustments. To complete the experiment, each 


subject made 5 repeated matchings for each of the 16 test colours and for both of the 


two background situations (fixed and changing, see above) and for both of the two 


matching sample sizes (2° or 10°) hence there were 16x5x2x2=320 matchings per 


observer altogether. 


 


 


3.1.2.2.3 Subjects 


 


Three trained female colour-normal observers participated in the experiments, aged 


between 22 and 27. They have been involved in many colour experiments of the 


Virtual Environments and Imaging Technologies Laboratory of the University of 


Pannonia in Veszprém, Hungary, for several years. They were aware of the perceptual 


attributes of colour perception and familiar with the HVS colour system. 


 


 


3.1.2.3 Results and Discussion 


 


For any of the 16 test colours, for both matching stimulus sizes (2° and 10°), and for 


both background conditions (fixed and changing), the mean CIELAB L*, a*, b* 


values of the matching stimuli results of the visual observations were calculated. 


Precision of the observers was determined in the following way: the individual mean 


values were calculated for each condition and the colour difference was determined 


between the individual mean values and the overall mean values, in terms of CIELAB 


E*ab. Individual deviations from the overall mean values were averaged for the 16 


test colours, representing the mean colour difference from the mean (MCDM) (Berns, 


2000). These deviations are listed in Table 3-1-2-2. 


 


 


Table 3-1-2-2. Mean colour difference from the mean (MCDM) and descriptive 


statistics of average measured colour difference values between the visually matching 


standard sample size (2° or 10°) and the large stimuli, for the different background 


conditions (fixed or changing) of the visual observations in terms of CIELAB units 


( E*ab colour difference) averaged for the 16 test colours. 


 Fixed background Changing background 


Matching stimulus size 2° 10° 2° 10° 


MCDM 6.1 4.5 5.8 5.6 


Mean colour difference 


(16 test colours x 3 


observers x 5 repetitions) 


17.3 15.7 13.0 11.3 


Range of 16 differences 6.0-32.1 6.2-30.4 7.8-23.2 5.5-17.3 


STD 7.8 7.2 4.1 3.5 
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As can be seen from Table 3-1-2-2, the values of individual deviation are between 


E*ab= 4.5 and E*ab=6.1 which indicates slightly less variability than the values 


reported in earlier studies (Xiao et al., 2003, 2004). 


 


The most important question is the magnitude of the colour size effect which can be 


answered by averaging the measured colour differences ( E*ab) between the large 


field colours on the PDP monitor and the matching colours on the CRT monitor. The 


mean results of the 16 test colours x 3 observers x 5 repetitions were calculated. Mean 


range and standard deviation values are also listed in Table 3-1-2-2. As can be seen, 


the average colour differences due to the colour size effect significantly exceed the 


values of the observers‘ precision. The most significant colour size effect is 


observable for the case of the 2° matching and fixed background. In this condition, 


the largest colour size effect was found for the case of the dark mauve colour (test 


colour No. 10). Latter test colour resulted in the largest colour size effect also for the 


other conditions except for the 2° changing background condition where the 


maximum colour size effect occurred in case of  another purplish test colour of higher 


chroma (test colour No. 8). 


 


An analysis of variance was performed to investigate if any of the test conditions 


(matching stimulus size or background type) affected the average colour difference 


significantly, e.g. whether observers produced less colour difference for the 10° than 


for the 2° matching stimuli. The data were analysed by using a repeated measures 


ANOVA, involving 2 within-subject factors i.e. the matching field size and the 


background type. The effect of matching stimulus size was found to be significant 


(F(1, 15)=19.06, p=0.001), with less average difference for the 10° field size than for 


2°. Also, the effect of the type of the background was significant (F(1, 15)=14.26, 


p=0.002), observers producing smaller average colour difference if the background 


luminance was equal to the luminance of the matching colour stimulus. The mixed 


effect of the two factors was not significant (p=0.921). 


 


The significant mean colour differences in Table 3-1-2-2 even for the 10° matching 


stimulus and for the changing background condition indicate the significance of the 


colour size effect. The less average colour difference for the case of the changing 


background condition is attributed to the fact that, in this situation, the luminance of 


the matching background on the CRT monitor is identical with the luminance of the 


large field test colour. This does not provide any lightness anchor stimulus for the 


matching and there is no consecutive lightness contrast between the matching colour 


patch and its background. In case of the large stimulus, there was no achromatic 


anchor stimulus for the observer to compare the brightness of the large stimulus with. 


This was in contrast with the small matching field where the mid-grey background 


and the fixed background provided the anchor stimulus. As will be seen below, the 


change of lightness perception is a very important component of the colour size effect 


and this component will be discussed further. The results of the colour size effect are 


plotted in Figure 3-1-2-3 in detail. The legend is detailed in the figure caption. 
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Figure 3-1-2-3. Comparison of the perceived (matched) and the measured values of 


the large stimuli in CIELAB colour space. L* plots (upper) and a*-b* diagrams 


(lower) are paired for the four different conditions. L* graphs represent the mean 


value of the observer‘s perceived lightness (3 observers x 5 repetitions) matched on 


the standard size field (ordinate) versus the L* value of the 16 test colours of the large 


field (abscissa). Error bars represent STDs. In the a*-b* plots the chromatic shifts are 


depicted: solid dots represent the measured a*-b* coordinates of the large stimuli i.e. 


the 16 test colours on the PDP. They are connected to the corresponding open circles 


representing the observers‘ mean matching answers on the CRT monitor (3 observers 


x 5 repetitions) 
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As can be seen from Figure 3-1-2-3, remarkable lightness differences were found 


between the large stimuli and their matching stimuli. If there was no perceptual 


difference between the different stimulus sizes then all data points in the lightness 


graphs of Figure 3-1-2-3 would lie on the 45° lines representing equality. Regardless 


of the experimental conditions, observers perceive the large stimuli to exhibit more 


lightness than the same colour stimulus under standard size (2° or 10°). It is also 


observable that the L* difference is smaller for the changing background paradigm 


(lower pair of L* plots), in accordance with Table 3-1-2-2. The mean L* difference 


between the large test colours and the matching standard size colours (mean of 16 test 


colours x 3 observers x 5 repetitions) are the following: L*=16.1 (STD=8.4, 


max=32.3) for the 2° fixed background, L*=14.7 (STD=7.8, max=30.9) for the 10° 


fixed background, L*=9.9 (STD=4.5, max=17.6) for the 2° changing background 


and L*=10.1 (STD=4.0, max=17.5) for the 10° changing background conditions. 


 


Chroma and hue changes can also be seen from Figure 3-1-2-3 (a*-b* graphs). Since 


the chroma shifts experienced in the present work seem to be much less systematic as 


observed in earlier works (Xiao et al., 2003, 2004) the theory of uniform chroma 


increase in the perception of the large stimuli was not proved. In Figure 3-1-2-3, the 


lines joining the perceived (open circles) and the measured (solid dots) colour pairs 


are oriented in most of the cases towards the origin indicating a change of chroma, 


sometimes an increase and sometimes a decrease.  


 


But in some cases, remarkable hue shifts can also be observed. This hue shift is 


typical for reddish tones (No. 1, 9 and 12 – see Figure 3-1-2-2) where the perception 


of the large stimuli seemed more pinkish to the observers. Also, the chroma of these 


stimuli decreased or remained unchanged for all conditions. The darkest reddish tone 


(the dark mauve - No. 10), however, showed negligible hue shift and only a slight 


chroma increase, though the largest overall effect was observed for this test colour, in 


terms of its lightness increase, see the upper diagrams of Figure 3-1-2-3. 


 


Test colour No. 13 (light drab) behaved consistently in all four conditions: overall 


chroma decrease with the increase of size, and no hue change was detected. For the 


dark orange (No. 11) test colour the different background conditions yielded different 


results: while for the fixed background no chroma shift and a slight hue change 


towards yellow occurred, for the changing background, similar to colour No. 13, a 


chroma decrease occurred and no hue shift was experienced for both stimulus sizes. 


The two yellow test stimuli (No. 2 and 16) showed different chroma results for the 


two background conditions: a little chroma increase for the fixed background and a 


chroma decrease for the changing background. Some hue shift to green is also 


observable. 


 


From the green colours (test colours No. 3 and 4: a light green and a dark green 


colour), the light green test colour showed more chroma if viewed immersed but the 


large light green test colour (No. 3) exhibited less chroma in the changing background 


condition. Similar to previous experience (Kutas et al., 2003), subjects do not seem to 


perceive any significant chromatic difference when immersed bluish colours are 


observed. None of the three bluish colours (No. 5, 6 and 7) showed any remarkable 
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chroma shift or hue shift compared to the magnitude of the shifts of the other test 


colours. In the lower part of Figure 3-1-2-3, the markers for the blue colours overlap 


in almost all the cases. This negligible chroma shift and hue shift was typical for the 


achromatic test colour (No. 14) and also for the light purple test colour (No. 15), 


though the lightness changes fit in the trend of the L* shifts of the other test colours, 


see the upper row of Figure 3-1-2-3. The most remarkable chromatic shift which is 


clearly visible from Figure 3-1-2-3, occurred for the test colour No. 8, a dark purple 


colour of relatively high chroma: its matching colour exhibited more chroma than the 


measured large stimulus, for all four conditions. The amount of extra chroma was less 


for the 10° than for the 2° condition. To make the present raw data available, overall 


mean observed data (corresponding colours of the large field for the different 


conditions) are listed in a tabulated form in Table 3-1-2-3. 


 


 


Table 3-1-2-3. Overall mean results of the observations of the 16 colours for all four 


conditions 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 


fix 


bg 2° 


L* 85.0 90.2 81.1 67.1 77.6 64.5 78.9 54.7 78.2 60.5 72.9 69.5 82.4 89.1 85.2 89.4 


a* 15.2 -16.7 -48.5 -28.8 -24.7 -8.1 -22.2 26.7 31.4 23.0 14.2 26.9 2.3 -3.3 17.1 -19.6 


b* 2.6 51.3 24.3 11.3 -16.2 -20.1 -12.9 -38.6 -1.3 0.0 35.3 7.5 19.2 -7.0 -15.6 65.0 


fix 


bg 10° 


L* 83.3 91.4 78.4 65.8 73.6 61.7 76.5 53.6 77.0 59.1 70.1 67.1 80.1 90.3 84.9 91.1 


a* 14.8 -16.7 -49.1 -33.0 -25.8 -8.4 -22.7 23.6 29.6 20.8 16.2 28.3 2.0 -2.3 14.7 -21.2 


b* 5.3 52.6 27.1 14.8 -16.6 -18.3 -12.0 -34.4 3.4 0.5 37.7 9.9 19.6 -3.1 -11.5 66.6 


changing 


 bg 2° 


L* 82.1 90.6 76.1 54.6 72.1 56.7 72.8 43.9 72.5 45.8 61.4 61.0 78.6 87.3 81.4 90.6 


a* 12.9 -12.7 -36.6 -27.9 -22.2 -4.9 -19.7 29.1 32.8 24.3 15.4 23.6 1.4 -2.4 17.7 -17.0 


b* 3.9 36.6 21.2 13.2 -20.0 -22.7 -13.3 -42.7 -0.1 -1.1 27.9 9.2 18.7 -3.8 -15.5 55.7 


changing 


 bg 10° 


L* 82.6 91.9 77.6 54.7 69.8 53.8 73.9 43.4 71.7 45.8 64.6 60.2 79.2 86.5 83.5 90.7 


a* 13.2 -16.4 -41.6 -27.6 -22.3 -5.7 -20.6 23.0 33.1 22.4 15.2 26.0 1.1 -2.4 15.6 -18.3 


b* 6.1 44.4 23.5 13.0 -18.5 -21.8 -14.0 -36.8 3.6 0.6 29.3 10.0 18.7 -2.3 -13.1 55.8 


 


 


3.1.2.4 Mathematical Modelling 


 


The aim of modelling the colour perception changes of different visual fields is to 


predict the way the same colour stimulus will look if presented subtending different 


angles of view compared to a standard sample size (e.g. 2°). Since the size effect 


appears to cause changes directly in terms of the perceptual attributes of colours the 


correction seems reasonable to be carried out on this level primarily. Concerning the 


previous work found in literature on mathematical modelling, in order to predict the 


colour appearance in a real room, a correction based upon CIELAB lightness and 


chroma proved to be a good approximation of the situation, although, the overall 


performance of the model was a mean of 8.7 E*ab for the experimental data collected 


including mixed illumination in the calculations (Xiao et al., 2003). Since in those 


experiments mainly lightness and chroma shifts were detected the model uses a 


quadratic polynomial distortion for the CIELAB L* and C* values of the room size 


colours (as the function of the originally measured L* and C*) to approximate the 


observers‘ perception and leaves hue unchanged. 
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For the current investigation, due to the similarity of the two scenes of the fully 


painted rooms and the immersion achieved by the mirror-tiled viewing booth the 


previously mentioned model (Xiao et al., 2003) seems the most appropriate to check 


if it is a good descriptor for the near-immersive self-luminous experimental conditions 


and situation, too. Optimizing that model to the present dataset, however, resulted in 


greater overall mean colour difference between the model-manipulated colours and 


the visual observations ( E*ab =28.9) than the original mean colour difference of the 


size phenomenon (between the measured colours and the observations for the 2° fixed 


background matching – E*ab =17.3) showing that the model is not suitable for this 


condition. 


 


The size dependence of the perceived attributes of colour stimuli was also modelled 


with more or less success from 2° up to 50° in Xiao et al. (2004). Similar to the room 


appearance correction, here, also the lightness and chroma value of stimuli subtending 


different visual fields were corrected that were found to be affected by size. Lightness 


perception was found to increase linearly with size, while for chroma second order 


polynomial relationship was found between measured and visual data. Converting the 


CIE XYZ values of visual data of the same experiment into LMS cone signals, 


another mathematical model was derived suggesting that it is at the level of cone 


responses where the phenomenon might be originated (Xiao et al., 2005). 


 


Applying the compensation technique in LMS space with the suggested parameters 


described by Xiao et al. (2005) to the 2° fixed background results of the present 


dataset and choosing the visual angle of 85° (this was the visual angle under which 


the plasma display appeared without the booth) again the overall mean colour 


difference between the compensated colours and the observations E*ab =20.9) is 


larger than the effect originally E*ab =17.3). The more the visual angle as input 


parameter is increased the more the mean colour difference will be. Using the same 


equations but parameters optimized directly to the obtained near-immersive self-


luminous dataset the overall mean difference will be E
*
ab=12.8 which is an advance 


compared to the original difference (again E*ab =17.3) but it will be shown later that 


further improvements are reachable. 


 


As can be seen from the above, though the visual results of the present experiments 


show systematic output (see Figure 3-1-2-4), none of the previously published models 


affords a solution to predict the perceptual changes of display colours at an acceptable 


level if stimuli are presented fully immersed to the observers.  
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Figure 3-1-2-4. CIELAB L*, a*, and b* values of the mean observer adjustments for 


the 16 colours in case of the 2° fixed background matching plotted against the 


measured values of the large stimuli. Trend lines and equations are described in the 


text 


 


 


In Figure 3-1-2-4, the mean CIELAB L* a* and b* values of visual result of the 


observations are plotted for the 16 observed colours in case of the 2° fixed 


background condition. In each plot data points are represented along axes of the 


measured value of the observers‘ mean adjustments against the measured original 


value of the large stimulus. The 45° lines (identical function) on all three graphs 


represent the locations where the observers‘ adjustments should lie if the perception 


of the large scene entirely matched that of the standard size patches. As can be seen, 


the deviation of the mean points from the identical functions follows certain trends in 


each graph. Fitting a function on the data points can give a mathematical description 


of the phenomenon and serve as a base for the prediction of the appearance of colours 


compared to standard situations. 


 


Following formulae were used for the trend curves in Figure 3-1-2-4. For the 


lightness, 


 


*


* *


imm stL
L = 100 + c (L -100)  (3-1-2-1) 


 


where L
*
imm stands for the perceived lightness of the colour stimulus viewed 


immersed, L
*
st is the lightness of the stimulus if viewed under standard conditions (2° 


here for Figure 3-1-2-4) and cL is the modifying constant to be optimized. The benefit 


of Eq. (3-1-2-1) instead of using a simple linear equation is to force the curve to cross 


the (100,100) point preventing the model from predicting an L* value larger than 100 


(Xiao et al., 2004). In literature, sometimes L*>100 values are reported (e.g. metallic 


colours, fluorescent or gloss materials) but this was not considered valid for the 


present paradigm using self-luminous stimuli presented on computer-controlled 


displays. Indeed, using the simple linear trend with two parameters did not end up 


significantly better overall performance of the model. The trend for CIELAB a* was 


approximated using the formula 


 


* *


* *


imm st1,a 2,a
a = c a c  (3-1-2-2) 
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where, similar to Eq. (3-1-2-1), a
*
imm is the perceived a


*
 coordinate for the large 


stimulus, a
*
st is the standard a


*
 value and c1,a* and c2,a* are the constants that 


determine the deviation of the trend compared to the identical function. For b
*
, the 


best fit curve proved to be a second order polynomial of the following form: 


 


* * *


* * 2 *


imm st st1,b 2,b 3,b
b = c b c b c


 
(3-1-2-3) 


 


where, again, b
*
imm means the perceived b


*
 value of the large colour, b


*
st is the 


measured value for standard conditions for the same stimulus, and cb*,n (n=1, 2, 3) are 


the parameters of the polynomial. The optimal values of cx,n (x=L
*
, a


*
 or b


*
, n=1, 2, 3) 


constants were found by minimising a quadratic error between the observers‘ mean 


results and the model predictions for the 16 studied colours. The mean error between 


the model predictions and the result of the visual observations for the experimental 


data decreased to E
*
ab=4.8 CIELAB units, and this is a good improvement compared 


to the original E*ab =17.3 difference and the E*ab =6.1 inter-observer variability. 


 


The same optimization was carried out for the dataset of the other conditions 


(background and matching stimulus size), too. The estimated parameters and the 


mean error of the models for the different paradigms are listed in Table 3-1-2-4.  


 


 


Table 3-1-2-4. Optimized parameters of Eqs. 3-1-2-1, 3-1-2-2 and 3-1-2-3, for the 


experimental dataset for each condition together with the final model performance in 


terms of E*ab colour difference for the 16 test colours 
  L


*
 a


*
 b


*
 Model 


performance 


( Eab
*
) 


background 
Stimulus 


size cL* c1,a* c2,a* c1,b* c2,b* c3,b* 


fix 
2° 0.587 1.053 -1.681 0.0026 0.98 -5.06 4.80 


10° 0.624 1.073 -3.445 0.0022 0.985 -2.504 5.01 


changing 
2° 0.757 0.953 0.191 -0.0019 1.017 -4.6 5.60 


10° 0.758 0.982 -1.015 -0.0011 0.997 -3.026 4.34 


 


 


As can be seen from the results for all conditions the mean error of the models deviate 


around 5 CIELAB units. Originally, the experimental results of the 10° matching on 


changing background showed the least size effect E*ab =11.3) and, by using the 


correction of Eqs. 3-1-2-1, 3-1-2-2 and 3-1-2-3, on the direct measurements on the 


large stimuli with the parameters described in Table 3-1-2-4, this condition 


represented the appearance of the 16 colours most accurately E*ab =4.34). 


 


 


3.1.2.5 General Discussion 


 


Though the principles of the present experiment remind those of recent research (Xiao 


et al., 2003, 2004, 2005), there are conspicuous differences between the results. The 


two major basic differences between the paradigms were the viewing time and the 


stimulus type of the large stimulus. Namely, in the present work observers were 
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allowed to watch the large stimulus only for 2 seconds while there was no time limit 


in either earlier work, and, here only self-luminous stimuli were investigated, while, 


for the large stimuli, painted walls – i.e. surface colours – were used in the other 


studies. These two factors seem to be responsible for the output differences of the 


compared studies concerning the size effect. Short viewing time seems to simulate 


better the real effect than the unlimited exposure when observers adapt to the large 


stimuli chromatically. In a real application it is the instantaneous effect of the almost 


immersive scene that produces the perceptual mismatch between the small and the 


large versions of the same colour. The time course of chromatic adaptation (Fairchild 


and Reniff, 1995) shows that a 2 second experience of a colour stimulus allows for 


only a 20% proportional to a complete adaptation, while ―unlimited‖ observation may 


cause 60% of adaptation after even five seconds. Adaptation to the large colour 


stimulus itself would possibly yield a perceptual colour difference between the two 


stimulus sizes and the phenomenon should be considered as a simple adaptation 


effect. The present experiments showed that in case of the prevention of complete 


chromatic adaptation, the colour size effect phenomenon was still present. 


 


Another interesting issue in extremely large scenes is what numeric correlate of the 


chromatic purity of the colour of the large stimulus observers will assess to match it 


with the small stimulus. From the definition of chroma it is clear that it has no 


meaning for static immersive colours, since there is no achromatic anchor to relate 


colourfulness to. Therefore, colourfulness itself and saturation may be relevant. But, 


with the 2 second exposure, when the colour stimulus is followed by a mid-grey or the 


equi-luminant grey, observers do have an anchor and a possible chroma representation 


of the large surface colour may evolve. 


 


To describe the colour size effect based on the present results obtained in experiments 


where chromatic adaptation was controlled it was pointed out that colours change not 


only in lightness and chroma but it seemed that hue changes also took place. The 


modelling of the visual results yielded the smallest overall error if the optimization 


was carried out in terms of CIELAB L
*
, a


*
, and b


*
 values. This implies that the 


opponent colour channel signals may not arise in the same way for the different sizes 


of the stimuli. This was also reflected on in the work of Xiao et al. (2005) giving a 


model based on the modification of tristimulus values transformed to LMS space. 


Though LMS signals constitute physiological measures to describe perceived colour, 


in this work, the more complex CIELAB coordinates lead to better correspondence 


with the visual observations. The same model introduced in this Section was checked 


by replacing the CIELAB L
*
, a


*
 and b


*
 values by CIECAM02 J, ac and bc (assuming 


the 2° standard stimulus and its surroundings as visual situation). It was concluded 


that using colour appearance measures does not produce any significantly better 


approximation of the colour size effect phenomenon. The overall mean errors 


deviated only in the second decimal place. 


 


The lack of systematic shifts in the chromatic plane may also be explained partly by 


the imperfectness of the CIELAB colour space. It was known earlier and in recent 


researches it was pointed out again that the colour difference evaluations based on 


CIECAM02 yield better results (Luo et al., 2006) than the ones using e.g. CIELAB, 
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which is only an approximately uniform colour space - and also an elemental colour 


appearance model. For any further research of the colour size effect phenomenon this 


should be considered, too. 


 


Summarizing the present findings: the size effect phenomenon, based on the present 


visual observations and the associated modelling, a colour stimulus will look lighter if 


it is large (immersed) than if viewed in a standard situation (e.g. under 2°, surrounded 


by mid-grey). The darker the stimulus, the lighter it will be perceived. This finding 


coincides with previous results. However, instead of the general chroma increase 


found in literature, it was experienced that, on the red-green axis (a
*
), colours seem to 


exhibit slightly more red (c2,a* constants are negative in Table 3-1-2-4 for the fixed 


background condition), and, along the yellow-blue axis (b
*
), the blue content 


increases (c3,b* constants are negative in Table 3-1-2-4). The trend of the data points 


shows that the increment depends on the measured value on the yellow-blue axis. The 


effect of the type of background (fixed mid-grey or changing) was significant, 


namely, the sign of the coefficient of the second order variable was negative for the 


changing background (c1,b*) regardless of the size of the matching stimulus. 


Mathematically, this means that the polynomial trend line is convex for the fixed 


background and concave for the changing background. 


 


Concerning the overall magnitude of the colour size effect of the 4 different 


conditions (2° and 10° stimulus size and fixed and changing backgrounds), the 10° 


changing background situation resulted in the smallest colour size effect and smallest 


residual error of predicting the appearance of the large colour stimuli. The magnitude 


of predictability was roughly the same for all 4 cases (around 5 units), according to 


the present dataset, but the difference of the best and worst predictability values 


slightly exceeds the just noticeable difference in CIELAB (1.26). 


 


 


3.1.3 Improving the colour quality of the lit environment 


 


This Section overviews the recent development in the optimization of the colour 


quality of the lit environment with special emphasis on the renewal of the colour 


rendering index of light sources, especially for an effective comparison of 


conventional light sources and modern white LED based light sources. The 


introduction of an alternative description of light source colour quality, the so-called 


colour harmony rendering index is also presented. 


 


 


3.1.3.1 Renewal of the CIE colour rendering index 


 


In this Section, computational and experimental approaches are described to renew 


the CIE Colour Rendering Index (CRI) (Bodrogi, 2004; Bodrogi et al., 2004). 
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3.1.3.1.1 Concepts of colour rendering, colour quality, and related concepts 


 


Colour rendering (CR) is defined as ―Effect of an illuminant on the colour appearance 


of objects by conscious or subconscious comparison with their colour appearance 


under a reference illuminant‖ (CIE, 1987). The colour rendering index (CRI) 


calculation method officially introduced in 1974 is described in a CIE publication 


(CIE, 1995). CIE first standardized a spectral band method (1948), but in 1961, it was 


decided to regard the "test sample colour shift" method (CIE, 1995) as the 


fundamental method for CR appraisal. Besides graphical colour shift vector 


representations and multi-number rating, it was claimed to derive a single-number CR 


characterization of each light source. Latter demand resulted in the establishment of 


the current CIE CRI calculation method. 


 


Besides the concept of CR there are other concepts to describe the more general 


concept of light source "colour quality" (CQ, Halstead, 1977): colour discrimination 


capability, "visual clarity", and colour preference or "flattery". 


 


Certain visual tasks require easy discrimination among colours (e.g. a wiring task 


with colour-coded wires). Colour discrimination index (CDI) was defined (Thornton, 


1973) as the gamut area of eight test colours in the CIE u, v diagram. Another CDI 


was defined quantifying how well adjacent colours can be discriminated under the test 


source (Schanda and Czibula, 1980, similar to the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue test).  


 


The concept of "visual clarity" is related to the general brightness sensation of the 


illuminated room or to the "feeling of contrast" (i.e. the perception of large-scale 


colour differences) between coloured objects under the test source. "Feeling of 


contrast" was quantified by CIELAB chroma and CIELAB overall colour difference 


(Hashimoto and Nayatani, 1994). Although "visual clarity" is not perfectly predicted 


by CRI, a positive correlation was found between them. 


 


Colour preference (CP) corresponds to the user's "aesthetics" task. The colour 


preference index (CPI) quantifies the matching of the colour appearance of surface 


colours to an "ideal" or "preferred" appearance. Latter is usually different from their 


appearance under CRI's reference source. CPI was defined by the aid of colour 


differences between actual and preferred appearance (Jerome, 1973). 


 


 


3.1.3.1.2 Research to improve the CIE colour rendering index 


 


Since the introduction of the CIE CRI calculation method in 1974, several 


shortcomings of the method have been realized and a number of new colorimetric 


recommendations (CIELAB and CIELUV colour spaces, new chromatic adaptation 


transforms, CIECAM97s and CIECAM02 colour appearance models) have been 


made. By the 1991 Quadrennial Meeting, TC 1-33 (Colour Rendering) was formed 


and a new CRI calculation method (R96a) was developed. This was described in the 


chairman's report (CIE, 1997). The R96a method contained the following new 


features compared to the standard method (CIE, 1995): 
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1. test samples were taken from the Macbeth ColorChecker chart instead of the 


Munsell atlas; 


 


2. six reference illuminants - D65, D50, 4200K black body radiator(P4200), P3450, 


P2950, and P2700 were used instead of the continuous Planckian/daylight illuminant 


set (see also Borbély et al., 2001); 


 


3. CIE chromatic adaptation formula (CIE, 1994) instead of the von Kries transform; 


 


4. both the test lamp and the reference lamp were transformed into D65 chromaticity 


(as the CIELAB space was tested most thoroughly under D65 illumination); 


 


5. colour differences were quantified in CIELAB. 


 


There is an infinite number of ways to describe CR but deciding will be the results of 


visual experiments, especially those results that include the most problematic LED 


light sources for which the failure of CRI is anecdotic. Several visual experiments 


were carried out in the framework of CIE TC 1-62 and these experiments are 


currently being continued in CIE TC 1-69. These experiments often concentrate on 


the visual scaling of perceived colour differences of two identical reflecting samples, 


between the test and the reference light sources of equal or similar chromaticity, by 


using double booth experiments (Sándor et al., 2003, 2004; Schanda, 2002). Visual 


colour difference results were in better correlation with colour appearance model 


predictions than the conventional CIE CRI (Sándor et al., 2003). Other experimental 


possibilities would include direct magnitude estimation of colour appearance or a 


direct scaling experiment about "general colour harmony impression" (see below) 


when the observer is merged into the visual environment lit by the test lamp (without 


any visible reference source). 


 


 


3.1.3.1.3 Describing colour rendering or the more general concept of colour 


quality 


 


Colour experts seem to agree that the Bradford chromatic adaptation formula 


(included in CIECAM97s and its improved versions) is better than the previous 


chromatic adaptation formulae (Schanda, 2002). Recently, it was also demonstrated 


that CIECAM based colour difference formulae and uniform colour spaces are also 


capable to predict both small and large colour differences (Li et al., 2003). Therefore, 


the use of CIECAM based colour difference formulae to quantify colour rendering 


(different formulas can be used for large and small colour differences) looks a 


straightforward idea (Bodrogi et al., 2004). 


 


Another issue is the number of reference sources. Correlated colour temperature 


turned out to be very uncertain to define in a visual experiment and a seven-value 


rank order scale seemed more appropriate (Borbély et al., 2001). In colour rendering 


computations, it is likely that more than one reference source should be used since the 
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"ideal" colour appearance depends on the user's intent of producing "intimate", 


"office", or "harsh" atmospheres (Borbély et al., 2001; Schanda, 2002). 


 


The way of representing the calculated colour differences may also change. Simple 


averaging of colour differences calculated from a limited number of test-colour 


samples may be subject to error because, especially the RGB cluster LED lamp 


spectra, may "interfere" with modern narrow band colorants' spectral reflectances 


(Bodrogi et al., 2004). These narrow-band surface colours will produce large or 


unaccepted colour differences not predictable by one single average CRI number. 


 


It was generally claimed that one single CRI did not provide enough information for 


the lighting designer (Van Kemenade and Van der Burgt, 1995). By taking many test-


colour samples and dividing all colour-difference values by the value of chroma, a 


smooth function of the hue angle was obtained (Van Kemenade and Van der Burgt, 


1995). Hue, chroma and lightness shifts may not be visually equally relevant from the 


point of view of colour rendering (CR). The above smooth function characterized CR 


properties better than the conventional CRI. Colour Rendering Vector Fields were 


also defined in uniform colour spaces or NCS colour diagrams (Sivik, 1980; Van 


Kemenade and Van der Burgt, 1995). 


 


Vector differences of many test-colour samples between the test and the reference 


illuminants represent a vector field. Colour rendering can be characterized by this 


vector field although it may be difficult to interpret even for experts. A better solution 


is to show the pivotal colour rendering effects hidden in such a vector field. To do so, 


the so-called colour rendering matrix P was introduced (Worthey, 2004). Given an 


object‘s tristimulus vector under illuminant L1, matrix P makes an approximate 


prediction of the new tristimulus vector under illuminant L2. Elements of matrix P 


have special meanings. P11 characterizes the change of lightness. If P22<1 then reds 


and greens tend to be duller and less saturated. P33 acts similarly on blues and 


yellows. The off-diagonal elements express the mapping of one hue or lightness into 


another hue or lightness. 


 


It is believed that, unlike Worthey‘s representation (2004), the above colour 


difference vector field can also be represented in the CIECAM02 J, aC, bC space, and 


the overall effect of this vector field can be characterized by a 3x3 matrix M similar to 


the colour rendering matrix P. Matrix M is the best–fit solution of the following Eq. 


(3-1-3-1) where index i runs over all test-colour samples of a large set of test-colour 


samples: 


 


Ci


Ci


i


Ci


Ci


i


b


a


J


M


b


a


J


,


,


,


        (3-1-3-1) 


 


In Eq. (3-1-3-1), Ji, aCi, bCi are computed under the reference illuminant and J i, a Ci, 


b Ci are computed under the test illuminant. The usage of the J, aC, bC space is 


advantageous because it includes chromatic adaptation. By finding the best-fit 
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solution for M, a CIECAM02-based colour difference metrics (Li et al., 2003) can be 


used. Such a matrix is expected to yield a more comprehensive characterization of 


colour rendering than a single average number like Ra does. An alternative colour 


rendering index calculation is the use of a categorical CRI (Boynton et al., 1990; 


Yaguchi et al., 2001) quantifying the "colour category overlap" between the test and 


reference sources. It can also be thought of a combined colour quality (Halstead, 


1977) index (CQI) including CRI, CPI, and CDI. 


 


The "test sample colour shift" method (CIE, 1995) is based on the original CR 


definition supposing that the observer has the ability to "imagine" the colour 


appearance of the surface colours under a reference illuminant and to compare this 


"expected appearance" with their actual appearance. This implies that there are well-


known objects (e.g. skin, leaves, sand, etc.) in the field of view from which the 


observer knows their "reference appearance". But observers are usually also able to 


assess CR in a scene with only partial knowledge about the reflecting samples (e.g. 


textile samples in a theatre room). It is likely that it is not the absolute value of the 


colour differences between the test and the reference source which is visually 


important but the relative shifts of the colours. This may be related to the "internal 


colour harmony" among the surface colours or the deterioration of this harmony when 


going over to the test source illumination (Sándor et al., 2003). This can be quantified 


by a new "colour harmony rendering index" (HRI) calculated from the change of the 


distances between all possible pairs of a set of test colour samples (Bodrogi et al., 


2004). These distances can be computed by the aid of a colour difference formula in a 


colour appearance space (Bodrogi et al., 2004; Li et al., 2003). This approach may be 


similar to quantifying the extent of ―relational colour constancy‖ described by the 


invariance of cone excitation ratios (Foster and Nasciamento, 1994). 


 


Differences between chromatic adaptation and colour constancy were discussed to 


question the common view that chromatic adaptation is the mechanism of colour 


constancy (Brill and West, 1986). Adaptation and constancy are distinct phenomena 


(Brill and West, 1986). Adaptation is a sub-process of constancy which itself has a 


long time course whereas other component mechanisms of colour constancy can be 


instantaneous similar to the quick visual assessment of colour rendering in a 


previously unknown scene. To predict colour rendering, a new CRI might be 


computed, based on colour constancy theory, e.g. by applying bilinear models 


(D'Zmura, 1992). During the visual assessment of colour rendering of a scene, the 


visual system tries to eliminate the effect of the illuminant and to extract information 


about surface reflectances in the scene, to ensure colour constancy (Foster, 2004). For 


illuminants of poor colour rendering properties, this is not possible, colour constancy 


cannot be established, and the colours in the visual scene will ―look strange‖. 


 


 


3.1.3.1.4 Reasons for the shortcomings of the CIE colour rendering index 


 


As seen in the above Sections, the prediction of the colour rendering properties of 


white LED light sources by the CIE CRI method is problematic and in this Section, 


the possible reasons will be discussed: the use of a single average value calculated 
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from a limited number of test colour samples and an unsuitable colour difference 


metrics. These problems were investigated computationally (Bodrogi et al., 2004). 


Visual experience also showed similar results: the prediction of the colour rendering 


of white LED light sources, especially RGB LED clusters, by the CIE CRI method 


(CIE, 1995) was problematic. Several reasons were mentioned to explain this problem 


(CIE, 2002). The computationally examination includes two possible reasons, namely: 


 


1. effect of using one single average number calculated from a restricted number of 


colour differences of test-colour samples (TCS); and 


 


2. use of an unsuitable colour difference metrics.  


 


The range of colour differences for a large set of TCS was shown as a function of a 


single average number, for different light sources. Then, the colour difference values 


calculated by different colour difference formulae were compared for different light 


sources.  


 


 


3.1.3.1.5 Computational method to point out the shortcomings of the CIE colour 


rendering index 


 


The colour differences of test-colour samples between the test source and the 


reference source were computed by using the following colour difference metrics: 


 


1. EUVW, the CIE 1964 Uniform Space based EU*V*W* metrics of the CIE CRI 


method. The reference illuminant was a Planckian radiator or one of a series of SPDs 


of phases of daylight (CIE, 1995); 


 


2. ECAM, Euclidean differences in the CIECAM02 J, aC, bC space (Moroney et al., 


2002). The reference illuminant was always D65; and  


 


3. ELCD, the CIECAM02 based colour-difference formula called CAM02-LCD5CDE 


(Li et al., 2003) fitted to a large-colour-difference (LCD) dataset. The reference 


illuminant was always D65.  


 


CIE illuminants F1-F12, CIE standard illuminants A, D50, D65, D75, and 10 real 


light sources (see Table 3-1-3-1) were used as test sources. 26 TCSs were used, 


including CIE TCS 1-14 (CIE, 1995), two actual skin colours (CIE, 1997), and 10 


chromatic samples of the MacBeth ColorChecker Chart (MBCCC), the same 10 


MBCCC colours that were used in (CIE, 1997).  
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Table 3-1-3-1. Test light sources used in the computation 


No. Source CCT No. Source CCT 


1 Osram Lumilux Cool w. 3875 6 Luxeon RGB LED cluster 4008 


2 GE Polylux XL 3970 7 Luxeon w. LED with 


phosphor 


7580 


3 Osram L.lux de L. Cool 


w. 


3672 8 Luxeon RGB LED cluster 2935 


4 Solux Halogen 3953 9 Shark white LED with 


phosphor 


4691 


5 Tungsram Cool w. 4140 10 Tungsram halogen 2983 


 


 


3.1.3.1.6 Effect of using one single average number to quantify CRI 


 


The resulting EUVW colour difference values for all 26 TCSs are shown in Figure 3-


1-3-1, for each test light source separately, as a function of the average EUVW value 


(denoted by EUVW <1-8>) of CIE TCS 1-8 (CIE, 1995).  


 


 


 
Figure 3-1-3-1. EUVW colour difference values for all 26 TCSs, for each test light 


source separately, as a function of the average EUVW value (denoted by EUVW <1-


8>) of CIE TCS 1-8 (CIE, 1995). Note that the scale of the ordinate is different from 


the scale of the abscissa 


 


 


As can be seen from Figure 3-1-3-1, the two RGB LED clusters (No. 6 and 8) have 


especially large colour difference values. The maximum colour difference value is 


EUVW = 91 for the test light source No. 6, and for CIE TCS 9, a strong red sample, 


and it is EUVW = 82 for the test light source No. 8, also for CIE TCS 9. These 


maximum colour difference values are very different from the average EUVW value. 
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It cannot be expected that, if the scene contains such spectral reflectances as that of 


CIE TCS 9, a colour rendering index based on an average colour difference value, 


will describe the actual (visual) colour rendering of the scene. 


 


 


Figure 3-1-3-2 shows the spectral reflectance curve of CIE TCS 9, together with the 


relative SPD of test source No. 8 (an RGB LED cluster). As can be seen from Figure 


3-1-3-2, the red peak of the RGB LED cluster excessively accentuates the strong red 


of the CIE TCS #9 test-colour sample. This effect cannot be traced back to other test-


colour samples or an average value calculated from them. For RGB LED clusters, 


TCS #9 is not an exceptional case. As can be seen from 3-1-3-1, several other colour 


samples also show large colour differences that can be explained by similar reasoning.  


 


 


 
Figure 3-1-3-2. Spectral reflectance curve of CIE TCS #9 (thick curve) and relative 


SPD of test source No. 8 (RGB LED cluster, thin curve). The ordinate represents 


relative SPD or relative reflectance


 


 


3.1.3.1.6.1 Effect of different colour difference metrics 


 


Figure 3-1-3-3 shows the ELCD colour difference values for all 26 TCSs, and for 


each test light source separately, as a function of the corresponding ECAM colour 


difference values. Correlation coefficients are listed in Table 3-1-3-2. 
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Table 3-1-3-2. Correlation coefficients (r) between the ELCD and the corresponding 


ECAM values. The illuminant D65 was excluded as it was the reference illuminant. 


Numbers 1-10 represent the test light sources listed in Table 3-1-3-1 


F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 


0.01 0.50 -0.14 -0.21 0.11 0.29 0.03 -0.59 0.04 


 


F10 F11 F12 A D50 D75 1 2 3 


0.03 -0.04 -0.25 -0.14 0.35 -0.09 0.22 0.18 0.32 


 


4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max 


0.58 0.52 0.57 0.66 0.49 0.70 0.46 0.18 -0.59 0.70 


 


 


 
Figure 3-1-3-3. ELCD colour difference values for all 26 TCSs, for each test light 


source separately, as a function of the corresponding ECAM colour difference values. 


The reference illuminant was always D65 
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As can be seen from Table 3-1-3-2 and Figure 3-1-3-3, the correlation between the 


two colour difference metrics is poor. The correlation coefficient depends much on 


the type of light source. Worst (r=-0.59) correlation was calculated for illuminant F8 


and the best value of r=0.70 was calculated for the test light source No. 9 (the Shark 


white phosphor LED). As can be seen, better correlation was found for those test light 


sources that have large colour differences, as can be expected from the fact that 


ELCD, the CIECAM02 based colour-difference formula (Li et al., 2003) was fitted to 


a large-colour-difference (LCD) dataset. A good colour rendering ranking of the test 


light sources cannot be expected if the colour difference formula used in the CRI 


calculation performs better for the case of some light sources and worse for others. 


This demonstration shows that, in order to obtain a good ranking, different colour 


difference formulae should be used for small, medium, and large colour differences in 


the CRI calculation. It is an important future task to define the upper and lower colour 


difference limits of applying the different formulae. 


 


 


3.1.3.1.7. Visual observation of colour rendering 


 


As mentioned in Section 3.1.3.1.2, visual observations are very important to decide 


which enhancement of the CIE colour rendering index works best for lighting 


practice. To this end, visual colour rendering experiments were carried out, also with 


white LED light sources, to test several existing colour vision models underlying the 


different possible versions of colour rendering computation (Sándor et al., 2004). 


 


 


3.1.3.1.7.1. Experimental set-up 


 


A double booth was constructed where in one of the compartments a reference lamp 


illuminated the samples, in the other compartment different test light sources could be 


installed. Figure 3-1-3-4 shows a photo of the experimental booth. Between the lamp-


compartment and the test chambers an opal diffuser was placed, producing a 


homogeneous illumination at the bottom of the compartments. The walls and bottom 


of both compartments were painted with a medium grey flat paint. Illuminance at the 


plane of the samples was between 350 lx and 400 lx for the different test sources. 
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Figure 3-1-3-4. Double booth for comparing the colour rendering of two different 


light sources 


 


 


Two Macbeth Color Checker Charts (MB-CCC) served as test samples (shown as 


placed in the booths in Figure 3-1-3-4). The task of the observer was to scale the 


visual colour difference between the corresponding chromatic samples of the MB-


CCCs. To aid the observer a grey scale was placed in the reference compartment, so 


that the observer could estimate the observed colour difference by comparing it to a 


given lightness difference of the grey scale. Observers were permitted to look into one 


or the other booth several times before they made their judgment. It was tried to keep 


the chromaticity difference between the test and reference lamps low, so that the 


chromatic re-adaptation did not take a too long time. 


 


Two sets of sources have been selected for this experiment. The first group consisted 


of 7 lamps with a CCT near 3700K, a second group had CCTs near 5900 K. In the 


first group, a special tungsten halogen lamp filtered to approximately 3720 K was 


used as reference. As test lamps, a classical fluorescent lamp, three further narrow 


band fluorescent lamps and two Red-Green-Blue LED clusters were selected. Figure 


3-1-3-5 shows the spectral power distribution of the 3700 K set of lamps, see also 


Table 3-1-3-3 for colorimetric characteristics. The cool white fluorescent lamp had 


about 4000K but observers were able to ignore this difference in the visual 


experiment. The second group consisted of a high colour rendering fluorescent lamp 


as reference source and one fluorescent lamp, two R-G-B LED clusters and a blue 


LED with yellow phosphor as test lamps. Their colorimetric characteristics are seen in 


Table 3-1-3-4, and their spectral power distributions are shown in Figure 3-1-3-6. The 


blue LED + yellow phosphor had about 7100K but observers were able to ignore this 


difference in the visual experiment. 
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Table 3-1-3-3. Colorimetric data of test and reference sources, 3700 K group 


Lamp type CCT Ra 


Tungst. Hal. reference 3719 94.2 


Cool White fl. lamp 4047 60.7 


PolyLux 840 fl. lamp 3841 84.2 


OSRAM 840 3809 82.0 


OSRAM 940 3614 93.2 


R-G-B LED cluster, 2 3718 5.4 


R-G-B LED cluster, 1 3719 41.5 


 


Table 3-1-3-4. Colorimetric data of test and reference sources, 5900 K group 


Lamp type CCT Ra 


Flour. reference lamp 5869 97.9 


Daylight fl. lamp 6500K 6085 86.4 


R-G-B LED cluster, 2 5867 11.9 


R-G-B LED cluster, 1 5867 50.3 


Blue LED + yellow phosphor 7076 80.0 


 


 


 
Figure 3-1-3-5. Spectral power distributions of the 3700 K lamps 
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Figure 3-1-3-6. Spectral power distributions of the 5900 K set of lamps 


 


 


10 young university students took part in the experiments (6 male and 4 female 


students). All of them had good colour vision, tested by 100 Hue test. Before starting 


the experiment, observers were permitted to adapt to the otherwise dark room, ob-


serving the test samples in one or the other booth for approximately five minutes. 


During this time they got an oral explanation of the experiment. During the 


experiment they compared one after the other the 18 chromatic samples of the MB-


CCC, taking notes of the estimated colour differences. 


 


Physical spectral power distribution measurements were made with a Photo-Research 


705 spectro-radiometer. The reference white was a PTFE reflectance standard. In case 


of every light source the spectral power distribution was measured under the same 


geometric conditions as measuring the white sample. 


 


 


3.1.3.1.7.2 Colour rendering computations and visual results 


 


For every light source, following computations were performed: 


 


1. Special (Ri) and general colour rendering indices (Ra) were determined by using the 


CIE Test Method i.e. using U*V*W* colour space and von Kries transformation; 


 


2. Special and general colour rendering indices were determined using the above 


method, but using the 18 MB-CCC chromatic test samples (Rci) as well as the 10 


samples recommended by CIE TC 1-33. The No. 2 sample of the MB-CCC was 


used instead of the Caucasian complexion spectrum recommended by CIE TC 1-


33, and as there is no Oriental complexion colour in the MB-CCC, another often-


occurring sample, blue sky was selected as the tenth sample for the calculations; 


and  


 


3. Colour differences were calculated by using the U*V*W* space (using a von Kries 


transformation to bridge the chromaticity difference between the test and 


reference sources), as well as CIELAB colour difference and the Euclidean 


distance in the CIECAM02 J, aC, bC colour space. 
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These colour differences were compared with the visually observed differences. The 


task was to check whether the visually observed colour differences between the 


corresponding colours in the two booths correlated with one of the colour difference 


formulae. If correlation with the U*V*W* colour difference is good then the CIE CRI 


Method can be recommended for further use. If one of the other colour differences 


correlates better with the visual observations then one should consider the use of the 


corresponding colour space for colour rendering evaluation. If none of the formulae 


functions well then one should look for a different description of colour rendering. To 


get an answer to the above questions, first, the visual and the calculated colour 


differences were compared. 


 


To get an answer to above questions, first, the visual and calculated colour differences 


were compared. Table 3-1-3-5 and Table 3-1-3-6 show this, for the 3700K and the 


5900K groups, respectively, ordered according to increasing visual colour differences. 


 


Table 3-1-3-5. Visual and calculated average colour differences, 3700K lamp group 


3700K Visual CIE 13.3 CIECAM 02 CIELAB 


Polylux 840 0.49 4.43 4.87 5.38 


OSRAM 940 0.52 2.28 2.60 3.03 


Cool White 0.66 12.89 10.08 10.91 


OSRAM 840 0.71 5.03 5.58 6.37 


LED cluster 1 0.85 18.46 13.71 14.35 


LED cluster 2 1.65 32.61 23.90 25.43 


 


Table 3-1-3-6. Visual and calculated average colour differences, 5900 K lamp group 


6500K Visual CIE 13.3 CIECAM02 CIELAB 


D65 0.20 4.33 4.17 4.73 


White LED 0.38 7.22 8.47 11.71 


LED cluster 1 0.79 17.28 12.67 12.91 


LED cluster 2 1.04 31.19 23.22 24.76 


 


As can be seen from Tables 3-1-3-5 and 3-1-3-6, there are huge differences in 


ordering the lamps, according to visual or calculated colour difference. The 


exceptionally good visual performance of the traditional Cool White lamp is hard to 


understand: one reason might be that most of the test samples contained only very 


little long wave radiation. It is also of interest that the small peak wavelength 


difference between the two clusters produced a large difference in Ra. The rank order 


for the 5900 K series is the same for all four methods of evaluation. 


 


As a next step, it was tested which colour difference formula described the ob-served 


colour difference best. For all lamps and all test samples, calculated colour differences 


were depicted as a function of the visual differences. As an example, Figure 3-1-3-7 


shows this, together with the best fit linear regression lines for the Cool White 


fluorescent lamp, as this is a traditional fluorescent lamp from the times when the 


original colour rendering index was designed.  
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Figure 3-1-3-7. Calculated colour differences versus observed ones for the Cool 


White Fluorescent lamp 


 


 


As can be seen from Figure 3-1-3-7, the trends are rather similar, therefore it was tried 


to analyze the observed and calculated colour differences for the single samples. From 


the statistical analysis it turned out that the visual observations became increasingly 


uncertain as the colour rendering of the lamp became better. The reason may be that 


the observer is unable to scale very small colour differences accurately and 


consistently. Therefore, here only the results of the four 3700 K lamps are shown that 


exhibited large colour differences. The correlation between the observed and 


calculated colour differences for the three colour space models are listed in Table 3-1-


3-7. 


 


 


Table 3-1-3-7. Correlation between the visually observed colour differences and the 


calculated ones for the four 3700K lamps with larger colour differences 


Lamp type E (U*V*W*) E (CIECAM02) E (CIELAB) 


LED cluster 2 0.82 0.89 0.82 


LED cluster 1 0.76 0.81 0.73 


Cool White fl. lamp 0.68 0.72 0.50 


 


 


From these investigations it was concluded that the visual colour rendering was not 


well described by the CIE CRI Test Method. As an interim solution one could 


recommend the use of the CIECAM02 model, or a CIECAM02 based colour 


difference formula, or a set of indices instead of a single number. An option is a more 


fundamental re-thinking of the concept of colour rendering by considering the more 


general concept of light source colour quality. CIE TC 1-69 is currently working on 


this subject. To be more unambiguous, ―colour rendering‖ is now called colour 


fidelity. To improve the description of light source colour quality, the concept of 


colour harmony rendering was introduced, see Section 3.1.3.2. 
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3.1.3.2 Colour Harmony Rendering Index 


 


Colour harmony is subject to changes when the light source illuminating the colour 


samples changes from a reference light source to a test light source. Distortion of 


colour harmony can be observed if there are very different and non-systematic colour 


shifts - concerning both magnitudes and directions - among the samples in the 


CIECAM02 colour space (Szabó et al., 2007). Similar to the concept of colour 


rendering (CIE, 1995), it was suggested to calculate the predicted colour harmony 


(designated by CHF) differences of a set of test colour sample combinations - 


between the test light source and the reference light source. These differences 


characterize the "colour harmony rendering" property of the test light source by 


quantifying the extent of distortion of the perceived harmony of a set of test colour 


combinations that are harmonious under the reference illuminant. Thus the concept of 


colour harmony rendering is different from colour fidelity because colour harmony 


rendering is related to preserving the impression of colour harmony among the 


member colours of a collection of test samples. 


 


A colour harmony rendering index (HRI) was defined by the following formula: 


 


 
n


i


ii testref
CHFCHFkHRI


1


*100      (3-1-3-2) 


 


where 
refiCHF is a numeric correlate of colour harmony calculated under the reference 


light source, 
testiCHF is computed under the test light source, and n indicates the 


number of the test colour sample combinations (that should be harmonious under the 


reference light source) used to compute HRI, and k is a constant. The way of 


computing the value of CHF is described in the next Sections. 


 


 


3.1.3.2.1 Introduction of colour harmony models and theories 


 


The principle of harmony is completeness according to Goethe (1810), order 


according to Chevreul (1839), and balance according to Munsell (Van Nostrand, 


1969). Judd and Wyszecki (1975) define harmony as ―when two or more colours seen 


in neighbouring areas produce a pleasing effect, they are said to produce a colour 


harmony‖. To quantify the impression of colour harmony, Ou and Luo (2006) 


developed a "CH formula" for two-colour combinations. In the literature of colour 


harmony, no existing quantifying predictive model was found for three-colour 


combinations. In the past, several models of colour harmony were compared (Szabó et 


al., 2006). In the next Sections, the colour harmony formula (CHF) is presented based 


on an experimental dataset. 


 


 


3.1.3.2.2 Experimental method to obtain the CHF correlates 


 


The appearance of test colour samples was simulated on a well-characterized and 


well-calibrated CRT monitor. 9 observers of good colour vision had to scale their 


colour harmony impression on a -5 to +5 scale (-5: disharmonious, 0: neutral, and +5 
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harmonious) for 2 and 3 colour combinations: diads (i.e. pairs) and triads. A grey 


background was shown for 2 seconds between the slides to eliminate the after-image 


effect. An example is shown in Figure 3-1-3-8. Test samples were chosen to cover the 


whole CIECAM02 space. Test samples of 3 different lightness values at 3 different 


levels of chroma were used, and the most saturated colours of each examined hue: 


2346 diads and 14280 triads. 
 


 


    


Figure 3-1-3-8. Experimental images on the CRT monitor. Examples of 2 and 3 


colour combinations (diads and triads) 


 


 


3.1.3.2.3 Colour Harmony (CHF) formulae 


 


From the experimental results (see Section 3.1.3.2.2), visually scaled colour harmony 


was analyzed mathematically, as a function of the CIECAM02 chroma, lightness, and 


hue differences and sums among the diad and triad colours. Inter-observer and intra-


observer agreement was calculated by the aid of RMS (root mean squared value). The 


inter-observer RMS was 2.64, and the intra-observer RMS was 2.75. Classical 


harmony principles (Chevreul, 1839; Goethe, 1810; Nemcsics, 1993; Van Nostrand, 


1969) do not always result in a good visual harmony impression. Equal lightness had 


negative harmony scores and the dataset of non-equal lightness had better results. For 


diads, complementary hue was the main principle of classical colour harmony theories 


but this caused negative visual harmony values. Colour pairs having ―neighbouring 


hue‖ (Van Nostrand, 1969) had the maximum RMS value. The equal hue and equal 


chroma properties (Van Nostrand, 1969) caused the best colour harmony scores. For 


triads (i.e. three-colour combinations), the equal hue property had high visual colour 


harmony scores. Triads of the equal lightness property had always negative values 


and the neighbouring hue principle generated high visual harmony scores. 
 


 


3.1.3.2.3.1 Colour harmony formula for two-colour combinations (diads) 
 


The member colours of ―monochrome‖ harmonies share the same hue. Experimental 


results showed that two different models should be used for ―monochrome‖ 


harmonies and for ―non-monochrome‖ ones. Diads of monochrome harmonies 


harmonized very well if the lightness of the two samples was different. By increasing 
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the chroma difference between the two colours, the visual colour harmony impression 


diminished, see Figure 3-1-3-9. 


 


 


 


Figure 3-1-3-9. Predicting perceived colour harmony for ―monochrome‖ two-colour 


combinations as a function of a) CIECAM02 hue, b) absolute lightness difference, 


and c) absolute chroma difference 
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Based on Figure 3-1-3-9, the following formulae were constructed to predict colour 


harmony for monochrome two colour combinations (Szabó et al., 2006): 


 


305.5


773.4


749.20.643-3.275
283.0


,2


,2,2,2


2


HPM


CdiffMJsumMJdiffM


M
CHF


CHFCHFCHF
CHF


                                                                                                                           


 


(3-1-3-3) 


 


246.0211.0004.01033.2
235


,2 JJJCHF JdiffM  


 (3-1-3-4) 


 


 


7187.41653.010424.2106.9
2336


,2 sumsumsumJsumM JJJCHF  


(3-1-3-5)
 


 


 


CCHF CdiffM 066.087.3,2                                                                  


 
(3-1-3-6) 


 


 


512.2)511,1sin(361.0,2 hCHF HPM  


 
(3-1-3-7) 


 


 


In Equations (3-1-3-3)–(3-1-3-7), J denotes the absolute value of lightness 


difference between the two colours, sumJ is the lightness sum of the samples, C  is 


the absolute value of chroma difference, the symbol HP indicates hue preference, and 


h is the hue of the diad.  


 


For ―non-monochrome‖ diads, hue difference is also an important factor in predicting 


the visual colour harmony impression, see Figure 3-1-3-10. 
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Figure 3-1-3-10. Predicting perceived colour harmony for non-monochrome 


(―dichromatic‖) diads as a function of a) CIECAM02 absolute lightness difference, b) 


absolute chroma difference, c) hue difference. The visual colour harmony score is the 


mean of 9 observers‘ 2 repetitions 
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Based on Figure 3-1-3-10, the following formulae were constructed to predict visual 


colour harmony for ―non-monochrome‖ diads (Szabó et al., 2006): 


 


17.2
932.42.383871.1


222.042.0554.0
438.0
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HPDhdiffDCsumD
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CHFCHFCHF
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(3-1-3-8) 


 


 


158.0102.2100.3105.2 22335


,2 JJJCHF JdiffD                             


(3-1-3-9) 


 


939.0119.010
23


,2 sumsumJsumD JJCHF                                                        


(3-1-3-10) 


 


172.1053.0,2 CCHF CdiffD  


(3-1-3-11) 


 


836.2051.0,2 sumCsumD CCHF
 


 
(3-1-3-12) 


 


3428.20279.0100.8 21


2


21


5
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(3-1-3-13) 
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4035.10127.0100.44035.10127.0100.4 2
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,2


hhhh
CHF HPD


      


(3-1-3-14) 
 
 


In Equations (3-1-3-8) – (3-1-3-14), J is the absolute value of lightness difference 


between the two colours, sumJ is lightness sum of the samples, C  is the absolute 


value of chroma difference, sumC is the sum of chroma, 21 hh  is the absolute value 


of the hue difference, the symbol HP indicates hue preference, and h1 and h2 are the 


CIECAM02 hue angles of the two colours of the diad. The correlation between 


CHF2M (Eq. 3-1-3-7) and CHF2D (Eq. 3-1-3-14) and the mean visual colour harmony 


scores is depicted in Figure 3-1-3-11. 
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Figure 3-1-3-11. Correlation of predicted harmony and visual harmony: a) 


monochrome two-colour harmony - CHF2M (Eq. 3-1-3-7); b) non-monochrome 


(dichromatic) two-colour harmony - CHF2D (Eq. 3-1-3-14) 


 
 


3.2 Spatial and temporal colour vision 


 


3.2.1 Spatio-chromatic properties of the retinal mosaic and the optimization of 


modern sub-pixel architectures 


 


In this Section, some design principles are formulated to develop visually optimal 


multi-primary sub-pixel architectures. Two new hexagonal sub-pixel architectures 


optimized for multi-primary colour displays are shown, each designed according to 


these principles. These new multi-primary pixel architectures are considered to be 


useful to eliminate the so-called colour fringe artefact.  They are expected to yield 


images of better visual quality than previous three primary colour architectures 


including the RGB-stripe architecture. A new image rendering method is also 


formulated for multi-primary sub-pixel architectures. This method can be used with 


and without sub-pixel rendering. An error function is defined enabling proper 


chromaticity reproduction and enhanced luminance resolution (Kutas et al., 2006). 
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3.2.1.1 Introduction 


 


In most of the applications of today‘s colour information displays, be it office work or 


entertainment, flat panel displays (FPDs) are becoming more and more important. 


Due to tremendous improvements which have occurred in the FPD industry, except 


some special applications, these devices are predicted to gain upon the cathode ray 


tube (CRT) technology. The different types of display panels (e.g. digitally addressed 


LCD, plasma display panels) are built up of discrete numbers of units, called pixels, 


which are the elementary parts to display colour information. A pixel may consist of 


elementary sub-pixel components which are red, green and blue for a common three 


colour primary system. 


 


 


3.2.1.1.1 Colour Fringe Error 
 


Technologically, the easiest way to arrange these sub-pixels is the so called RGB-


stripe, see Figure 3-2-1-1, which is a pattern of square-shape pixels with three vertical 


sub-pixels of the same size.  


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-1-1. RGB-stripe 


 


 


Using the method of sub-pixel rendering, namely, by the aid of some extra 


information coming from the storage manner of graphical objects (vector graphic 


shapes e.g. true type letters represented in an analogous way such as curves or 


functions described simply by numbers) to be rendered, a more accurate depiction of 


their silhouettes is achievable. The concept is that the driving value of every single 


sub-pixel of a location in the architecture equals the driving value as a primary 


element of a desired colour to be displayed in the corresponding location in the input 


image. Concerning the layout of the RGB-stripe, this technique is easy since the sub-


pixel grid structure does not differ much from the overall pixel grid structure. 


Although, by addressing single sub-pixels (i.e. by using sub-pixel rendering), the 


horizontal resolution of the display panel can be increased three times, the display of 


achromatic information (e.g. black text on white background) in this case leads to 


colour artefacts, namely the colour fringe error (CFE) (Kutas et al., 2006). In this 


rectangle arrangement of the pixels and sub-pixels, the architecture fails to fulfil some 


practical requirements to ensure the good visual quality of the information displayed. 


These requirements will be discussed later. 
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The colour fringe problem becomes acute on the RGB-stripe architecture in case of 


displaying a vertical line or tilt lines and especially certain rotational symmetric 


figures. (For example in the case of vertical lines the improper colour values of 


several pixels at the border of the sub-pixel rendered image sums up and the incorrect 


colour information escalates and it becomes more visible) A possible definition of the 


measure of CFE concerning the colour error in the display of any object filled with 


any colour (referred to as foreground colour) on any background colour is the 


following: 


 


Aa


bgfgCFE ddM ),min(       (3-2-1-1) 


 


where A is the sub-pixel rendered object, a is a unit area, dfg is the chromaticity 


distance between the possible chromaticities of the unit area a and the foreground 


colour, and dbg is a similar distance for the background colour. The size of the unit 


area a can be e.g. one pixel and the unit area is moving over the object area A by 


scanning the whole object area A. Due to the minimum criterion only the region of the 


contour of the object will be of importance. Chromaticity distances are measured in a 


uniform chromaticity diagram e.g. in the CIE u‘-v‘ diagram. 


 


In Figure 3-2-1-2, the theoretical appearance of a bold ―Times New Roman‖ type 


letter ‗m‘ is illustrated, displayed on a commercial RGB-stripe based LCD screen 


with (left side of Figure 3-2-1-2) and without (right side of Figure 3-2-1-2) sub-pixel 


rendering.  


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-1-2. Theoretical appearance (small letters) and real photos (large letters) of 


a bold ―Times New Roman‖ type letter ‗m‘ displayed on a commercial RGB-stripe 


based LCD screen, with sub-pixel rendering (left) and without sub-pixel rendering 


(right) 


 


 


In the sub-pixel rendered letter, the three legs look to have red strokes on the left 


together with further colour artefacts, while in the other case, the colour fringe is not 


visible. In Figure 3-2-1-2, real photos of a TFT LCD screen are also depicted, 


exposed from 3 cm distance using a digital camera in macro mode. 
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3.2.1.1.2 Colour Gamut 


 


Besides the structural imperfectness of the common RGB-stripe, its colour gamut, as a 


three-primary device, is limited. The colour gamut is represented by a triangle in the 


CIE chromaticity diagram. Adding more primaries to the system, the gamut can be 


expanded remarkably, see Figure 3-2-1-3. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-1-3. Enlargement of the colour gamut of a multi-primary system compared 


to a classical three-primary system, in the CIE u‘-v‘ chromaticity diagram. 


Chromaticities of the display primaries are at the nodes of the hexagon or the triangle 


 


 


A new architecture incorporating a better arrangement of the ―multi-primary‖ sub-


pixels gives the display both better image quality and an extended colour gamut. The 


word ―multi-primary‖ is used in the sense of having more than three primary colours. 


Recently, to expand the colour gamut of the display devices, multi-primary displays 


were developed
 


(Ajito et al., 1999, 2000; Roth et al., 2003). However these 


technologies were either developed for projection displays by using two conventional 


RGB projectors and six multilayer interference filters (Ajito et al., 1999, 2000; this 


method cannot be applied to FPDs), or employ the ‗stripe‘ layout (Hiyama et al., 


2002; four sub-pixels per pixel) which has certain geometric drawbacks discussed in 


the present thesis in terms of CFE. 


 


The aim of this Section is to describe several design principles for the sub-pixel 


arrangements of multi-primary displays and to show a few examples of possible new 


multi-primary sub-pixel architecture design. One further aim is to describe a rendering 


method for the architecture, by considering the issues of the luminance and chromatic 


sensitivity of the human visual system (HVS). Throughout this Section, the term 
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―logical pixel‖ is used in the sense of a ―group of related sub-pixels‖ not definitely 


belonging to the same pixel but the summation of the single colours of those sub-


pixels can yield achromatic output. The number of the contributing sub-pixels of the 


same colour primary is generally one in one logical pixel, but this is not a necessary 


constraint. 


 


 


3.2.1.2. Recent three-primary sub-pixel architectures and rendering methods 


 


To improve the currently widespread RGB system, two main research directions 


emerged. The first one is a software algorithm for the RGB stripe architecture that 


enhances the horizontal resolution of fonts by increasing the readability of small 


letters at the cost of some colour errors (Betrisey et al., 2000). The idea of this 


algorithm is that continuous input (e.g. mathematical description of fonts) is mapped 


on the level of sub-pixels instead of whole pixels (anti-aliasing) incorporating low-


pass pre-filtering which minimizes the colour error caused by the rendering of 


luminance information, at sub-pixel level. This method is called ―displaced box filter 


RGB decimation‖ and the system became known as ClearType
™ 


(see the GRC web 


reference). 


 


The other research direction in the field of advancing three-primary image rendering 


was the development of architectures of different layouts and their colour image 


rendering methods (Elliott et al., 2002). But these methods considered three-colour 


primary displays only. 


 


 


3.2.1.3. Principles for the design of sub-pixel arrangements 


 


Possibly, the most fundamental general statement is that the overall digital image 


representation must be as close as possible to the ideal original continuous image, as 


seen by the observer‘s eye. This was the underlying basic concept to formulate the 


specific design principles that are discussed below. 


 


 


3.2.1.3.1 Minimal Colour Fringe Error (CFE) 
 


One principle is the requirement of minimal CFE, when using sub-pixel rendering, 


together with good colour rendering and without visible chromatic error at the edge of 


spatial patterns. Colour fringe error is most disturbing in the achromatic case, at the 


border of black characters over white background. RGB-stripe architectures fail to 


avoid CFE, especially without spatial filtering. In Figure 3-2-1-2, it can be observed 


that a ―non-rgb‖ sequence (e.g. g-b-r or b-r-g) will not be perceived as white on dark 


background but rather as two neighbouring colour pixels (cyan-red for g-b-r and blue-


yellow for b-r-g). ClearType technology was developed to prevent this in text 


rendering but it enables only the horizontal smoothing of letters or similar shapes 


(Betrisey et al., 2000). To facilitate the perfect blending of the single-colour light 


from the sub-pixels, the so-called ―checkerboard‖ arrangement of the sub-pixels 


seems to yield good results. This means that the sub-pixels are positioned in an 


altering way so that no neighbouring of the same primary colours can arise. This kind 


of sub-pixel arrangement reduces the colour fringe error since better colour blending 
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is possible, contrary to the RGB stripe or other similar architectures where the 


identical sub-pixels are positioned in the neighbourhood of each other.  


 


 


3.2.1.3.2 Modulation Transfer Function 


 


High modulation transfer function (MTF) limit stands for good display resolution and 


it is originally used to describe the ―contrast transmission‖ capabilities of optical 


devices (e.g. lens systems in photography) but the definition can be easily adopted for 


display devices since it is a curve representing the ratio of the output and input 


contrast as a function of line frequency: MTF( )=Mo/Mi where Mo and Mi indicate the 


modulation (or contrast) of the output and input images of square wave grating 


(altering black and white lines) of line frequency . Modulation M is defined as 


M=(Lmax-Lmin)/(Lmax+Lmin) where Lmax is the maximum and Lmin is the minimum 


luminance of the grating. The simplified definition of the MTF to display devices is 


the maximum number of representable altering vertical black and white line pairs over 


a given area. It is essential for a display to be able to present the largest possible 


number of pairs over a given area. In the conventional RGB-stripe sub-pixel 


architecture, it is impossible to generate very thin lines (e.g. 1 or 2 sub-pixels width) 


of any otherwise displayable colour including white or gray. The minimum width of 


such lines is the width of the whole pixel of the architecture. 


 


 


3.2.1.3.3 Isotropy 


 


Beside the possibility of displaying thin white or gray lines, a more severe 


prerequisite is the chance of displaying separate dots of any colour, besides displaying 


thin lines. If the modulation transfer function is high for both the vertical and the 


horizontal directions, this requirement can be fulfilled. This consideration leads us to 


the next important principle, namely isotropy, which is the directional independence 


of the sub-pixel pixel architecture. For the conventional RGB-stripe sub-pixel 


architecture, simple horizontal and vertical line rendering can be accomplished easily 


but sub-pixel rendering will not work in vertical directions. (Note that several FPDs 


on the market offer 90° rotated screen built to achieve letter dimension). Anyway, tilt 


lines and calligraphic letters cannot be displayed optimally in the conventional RGB-


stripe sub-pixel architecture. 


 


A synopsis of the first three principles (3.2.1.3.1-3.2.1.3.3) may lead to the derivation 


of a further design principle: It should be possible to draw thin and long rectangular 


stripes not only vertically and horizontally, but in any direction, and, within these thin 


stripes, the summation of the colour of the crossed sub-pixels should be able to yield 


any colour within the colour gamut, including grey and white. 


 


Though, from the ophthalmologic field it is common that contrast sensitivity of the 


HVS is poorer for oblique than for vertical and horizontal orientations for the case of 


middle and high spatial frequencies, which is known as the ‗oblique effect‘ (Long and 


Tuck, 1991), directional independence of a pixel structure in this sense grounds for 


the more potential elimination of CFE. The colour fringe error emerging from the not 


complete summation of the colour of the sub-pixels is visually multiplied if the 


neighbouring same primary sub-pixels merge and create single colour blocks (as seen 
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at the legs of letter ‗m‘ in Figure 3-2-1-2). CFE is thought to be more robust and the 


oblique effect is only of minor importance to think about (certainly, it is not a 


disadvantage if the display outperforms the HVS).  


 


 


3.2.1.3.4 Luminance Resolution 


 


In the human visual system, the relatively low spatial resolution of short-wavelength 


sensitive receptors (S-cones) in the retina would allow the placing of blue (or bluish) 


sub-pixels in a sparser manner. In order to reach the proper colour balance (i.e. the 


proper display white point) in this case, the area of these blue sub-pixels should be 


larger than the area of other sub-pixels. But blue pixels cannot exhibit high luminance 


and therefore, their larger size would visually divide the architecture and block the 


visually uniform blending of the light output from the sub-pixels. Thus these large-


sized blue sub-pixels would evoke visible textures in those areas where the sub-pixel 


architecture is intended to look homogenous.  


 


To overcome this, instead of less large blue sub-pixel, using more blue sub-pixels of 


normal size (same size and number as the other sub-pixels) and (e.g. in couples) of the 


same address seems better, allowing for the ―smaller blue resolution‖ criterion. It is 


well known that in HVS, it is the luminance channel that carries the finest spatial 


detail in the image. The luminance of the green or greenish sub-pixels is highest and 


therefore, referring to the above considerations, green resolution may be greater than 


the resolution of the other display primaries. In the three colour primary Bayer pattern 


(Bayer, 1976) arrangement used recently in the CCD filtering mosaic array of digital 


cameras, green resolution is twofold. But, again, it must be kept in mind that, since 


displays are output devices, the appropriate white point is a very important criterion. 


 


 


3.2.1.3.5 High aperture ratio 


 


The visually useless area of the display, i.e. the area used for wiring or other 


electronics components where there is no emitted light, should be minimized to 


achieve good luminance efficiency. To achieve this, it should be thought about how to 


cover the plane completely with simple regular two-dimensional figures that are easy 


to manufacture. As it is well known from theoretical considerations, only a limited set 


of such regular shapes can be used: triangles, rectangles and hexagons. The best 


spatial arrangement for sub-pixel image rendering would probably be a stochastic 


pattern in which the human visual system cannot discover any systematic order, 


similar to ink-jet printing. But such a pattern would probably imply undesirable 


manufacturing costs, not mentioning that this arrangement would work only at 


relatively higher resolution, which contradicts the basic idea of sub-pixel rendering. 


 


 


3.2.1.4. New multi-primary architectures  


 


Keeping the design principles of Section 3.2.1.3 in mind, two new sub-pixel 


architectures were constructed (Kwak et al., 2004). These new structures can be used 


for the multi-primary display. The first architecture consists of hexagonal logical 
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pixels. Each logical pixel is divided into six equal triangles as sub-pixels, with six 


primary colours, see Figure 3-2-1-4. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-1-4. Six-primary architecture for sub-pixel rendering. Left: Original 


arrangement, right: original arrangement rotated by 30 degrees counter-clockwise 


 


 


Three of the primary colours may be the common red, green and blue primaries (P1, 


P3, P5) and the additional ones may be chosen as other chromaticities (P2, P4, P6), e.g. 


yellow, cyan, and magenta, thus enlarging the colour gamut of the display. The 


arrangement on the right is the rotated version of the arrangement on the left (by 30 


degrees counterclockwise). 


 


The logical pixel of the second architecture consists of seven sub-pixels of hexagon 


shape with seven colour primaries, see Figure 3-2-1-5.  


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-1-5. Seven-primary architecture for sub-pixel rendering. Left: 


Arrangement of the primary colours, right: a sequence of sub-pixels taken from the 


architecture: this is the thinnest possible horizontal line containing all primary colours 


 


 


The shape of the whole pixel looks like a flower in which the chromaticities and the 


order of the six primaries (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6) may be identical to the previous 


architecture. A white sub-pixel can be placed in the middle (P7) to enhance the overall 


brightness of the display. In this case, the chromaticity of white should be carefully 


chosen to match the chromaticity of white generated by the additive mixture of the 


other six sub-pixels. Including an additional white colour primary is often used in 
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recent DLP (Digital Light Projection) projection displays to increase output 


luminance. 


 


If the pixels (consisting of 6 or 7 sub-pixels) are arranged in the way as shown in 


Figures 3-2-1-4 and 3-2-1-5 then the display plane will be covered so that no 


neighbouring sub-pixels of the same colour will emerge, according to the design 


principle described in Section 3.2.1.3.1. Though, in this work, there is no 


recommendation for the actual chromaticities of the six primaries, Pi (i=1, …, 6) may 


be chosen as e.g. in Figure 3-2-1-3. 


 


Compared with other sub-pixel architectures, these new structures are predicted to 


have less colour fringe error (CFE) due to the possibility of a more uniform placement 


of the primary colours on the hexagonal grid. (The result of a sample CFE calculation 


is shown in Table 3-2-1-2, and will be discussed below more in detail.) Hexagonal 


structures have increased rotational symmetry and thus it is easy to avoid adjacent 


sub-pixels of the same colour on the grid. It is also possible to display thin gray or 


white lines in many directions, according to the design principle described in Section 


3.2.1.3.3. 


 


The latter property of both new architectures makes the value of their MTF (defined 


in Section 3.2.1.3.2) higher than that of the common RGB-stripe, for many directions. 


Unlike for  the case of the RGB-stripe, addressing neighbouring sub-pixels in case of 


the hexagon structures along an imaginary line will not result in colour blocks of the 


same primaries. Consequently, displaying e.g. vertical black and white lines, sub-


pixels can be used instead of whole pixels, such that half of the sub-pixels are lit in a 


pixel (e.g. P4 P3 P2 from one pixel and P5 P6 P1 from the upper right neighbouring 


pixel in Figure 3-2-1-4). 


 


A comparison of the vertical and horizontal MTF and addressability of the hexagon 


structures and classical RGB-stripe is shown in Table 3-2-1-1, for the example shown 


in Figure 3-2-1-6. 


 


 


Table 3-2-1-1. Comparison of the hexagonal architectures and the RGB-stripe layout. 


 RGB-


stripe 


Hexagon 


(6 prim.) 


Hexagon 


(7 prim.) 


Hexagon 


(6 prim. rotated) 


Number of sub-pixels 324 300           304  312 


MTF vertical 6 7.5 6 5 


MTF horizontal 4.5 3.5 8 6 


Vertical addressability 12 15 38 25  


Horizontal 


addressability 


9 18 16 12 
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Figure 3-2-1-6. Sub-pixel rendered black Arial and Times New Roman ―n‖ letters on 


white background. Arial letters are in the first row and Times New Roman letters are 


in the second row. Architectures: first column - original continuous image, 2
nd


 column 


- RGB-stripe, 3
rd


 column - Six-primary, 4
th


 column - Seven-primary, 5
th


 column - Six-


primary rotated 


 


 


Due to the dissimilar geometric covering properties of different polygons (triangles, 


rectangles and hexagons) it is not easy to compare these architectures. The first row of 


Table 3-2-1-1 contains the number of sub-pixels in the same rectangular area for all 


layouts shown in Figure 3-2-1-6. For a reasonable comparison, approximately the 


same number of sub-pixels (between 300 and 324) was included for each of the four 


sub-pixel layouts shown in Figure 3-2-1-6. The second row of Table 3-2-1-1 shows 


the vertical MTF of the four sub-pixel layouts. According to the simplified definition 


of MTF to display devices (see Section 3.2.1.3.2), this is the maximum number of 


vertical black and white line pairs in the rectangular area shown in Figure 3-2-1-6. 


The third row of Table 3-2-1-1 shows the horizontal MTF of the four sub-pixel 


layouts, similar to the vertical one. The fourth row of Table 3-2-1-1 shows vertical 


addressability. This is the maximum number of displayable (thin) horizontal lines of 


any colour (including black and white), in different positions in the rectangular area 


shown in Figure 3-2-1-6. The fifth row of Table 3-2-1-1 shows horizontal 


addressability. This is the maximum number of displayable (thin) vertical lines, 


similar to the previous one. 


 


As can be seen from Table 3-2-1-1, the addressability of the RGB stripe is exactly 


twice as its MTF, for a given direction (vertical or horizontal) but the addressability of 


the hexagon patterns is usually higher than twice the MTF of the same direction. This 


feature of the hexagon patterns originates in the nature of the texture of triangles and 


hexagons. Unlike the grid of squares, triangles and hexagons cover the plane so that it 


is possible to represent thin lines not only at the centre of the logical pixels 


(surrounded by thick black lines in Figures 3-2-1-4 and 3-2-1-5) but also between two 
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such pixels, e.g. by using the rightmost sub-pixels of the left pixel and the leftmost 


sub-pixels of the right pixel. 


 


For example in the arrangement depicted in Figure 3-2-1-4, shifting the hexagonal 


pixel grid (designated by the thick black lines) by one sub-pixel, other hexagonal 


pixels can be formed, each of them comprising all of the 6 colour primaries. As 


pointed out above, this does not increase the MTF of the structure but it enables a 


more accurate spatial positioning of the lines. 


 


It can also be seen that, for the case of the 7 primary hexagon structure, not only the 


whole ―flower shape‖ can be used to represent rows but also the altering sequence of 


one and two sub-pixels involving all seven primaries (see the right-hand side of 


Figure 3-2-1-5). This in turn increases vertical addressability. 


 


In Figure 3-2-1-6, black sub-pixel rendered Arial and Times New Roman type 


lowercase letters ―n‖ on white background are shown. According to the idea of sub-


pixel rendering, these letters ―n‖ are composed of those sub-pixels only of which the 


major part is inside the outline of the letter ―n‖ (the geometric centres of the sub-


pixels were considered) regardless of their primary colours. To quantify CFE for the 


four different layouts shown in Figure 3-2-1-6, a calculation method will be applied 


which is derived from the general formula of Eq. 3-2-1-1, for the special case of black 


letters on white background. Since the stroke width of the letters ―n‖ is similar to the 


width of the logical pixels in all four layouts in Figure 3-2-1-6, the colour fringe error 


(CFE) can be quantified by considering the number of sub-pixels of each of the 


different colour primaries inside the letters ―n‖. For minimum CFE, the number of 


sub-pixels of the different colour primaries should be equal inside the letters ―n‖ to be 


able to produce ―white‖ in the neighbourhood of the letters ―n‖. If these numbers are 


different from each other then there will be a chromatic difference between ―white‖ 


and the actual chromaticity of the background of the letter, corresponding to the 


concept of Eq. 3-2-1-1. 


 


The percentage values of these numbers of sub-pixels of different colour primaries 


inside the letters ―n‖ (related to the total number of sub-pixels inside the letters ―n‖) 


are listed in Table 3-2-1-2, together with the mean percentage value, its standard 


deviation (STD), and the maximum deviation from the mean.  
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Table-3-2-1-2. A sample CFE calculation. Number of sub-pixels of each of the 


different colour primaries inside the letters ―n‖ (shown in Figure 3-2-1-6), related to 


the total number of sub-pixels inside the letters ―n‖, as percentage values. STD values 


can be considered as a measure of CFE. Numbers 1-6 in the second row represent the 


colour primaries, letters ―r, g, b, c, m, y, w‖ below these numbers are examples for the 


primaries: ―red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, white‖ 


  


 Percentage of the number of sub-pixels of the colour primaries inside the 


letters “n”    


Arch. Font 


Total 


num. 


of 


sub-


pixels 


1 


r 


2 


g 


3 


b 


4 


c 


5 


m 


6 


y 


7 


w 
Mean 


STD 


(CFE) 


Max. 


dev. 


RGB-stripe 


Arial 80 26.3 27.5 46.3 - - - - 33.3 11.2 12.9 


Times 77 28.6 27.3 44.2 - - - - 33.3 9.4 10.8 


Six-prim. 


Arial 73 19.2 19.2 15.1 15.1 15.1 16.4 - 16.7 2.0 2.5 


Times 63 17.5 15.9 17.5 15.9 15.9 17.5 - 16.7 0.9 0.8 


Seven- prim. 


Arial 88 14.8 13.6 14.8 13.6 14.8 13.6 14.8 14.3 0.6 0.6 


Times 53 15.1 11.3 15.1 15.1 15.1 17.0 11.3 14.3 2.1 3.0 


Six- prim. 


rotated 


Arial 83 15.7 16.9 15.7 18.1 18.1 15.7 - 16.7 1.2 1.4 


Times 67 14.9 13.4 16.4 19.4 19.4 16.4 - 16.7 2.4 3.2 


 


 


Assuming an ideal case (thus ignoring sub-pixel rendering), the percentage values in 


any row should be equal, and the STD should be zero. Thus these STD values can be 


considered as a measure of CFE, for these special examples shown in Figure 3-2-1-6. 


Concerning the rotational symmetry of the hexagon architectures it is not astonishing 


that they perform better than the RGB-stripe in this sense. In the RGB-stripe layout 


the number of blue sub-pixels is almost twofold inside the letters ―n‖ compared to the 


red and green ones (designated by bold percentage values in Table 3-2-1-2). This 


causes a visible colour fringe error on the RGB-stripe based architectures. For all 


other architectures in Table 3-2-1-2, the percentage values deviate less. They show a 


more uniform participation of the sub-pixels of different colour primaries inside the 


letters ―n‖. As can be seen from Table 3-2-1-2, the 7-primary architecture (see Figure 


3-2-1-5) has overall the smallest STD value (0.6) and it is for the case of rendering the 


Arial type. For the Times letter, however, the 6-primary architecture of the original 


arrangement performed the best (STD=0.9). It would be hard to adjudge the 


performance of the six and seven primary layouts compared to each other on the 


grounds of the above character rendering example. They both seem to perform better 


in either case (Times or Arial). 


 


In the examples shown in Figure 3-2-1-6 and in Table 3-2-1-2, sub-pixel rendering 


was performed without low-pass filtering. But in practice, low-pass filtering is always 


applied to the RGB stripe architecture (Betrisey et al., 2000; GRC web reference), for 


less CFE. By applying low-pass filtering to the hexagon architectures in more than 


one direction, it is expected that the visual performance of hexagon architectures 


would be further improved, especially for text rendering, but this is out of the scope of 


the present section. 
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3.2.1.5. Colour image rendering method for the multi-primary arrangements 
 


In this Section, a new colour image rendering method is described for a pixel of the 


above multi-primary sub-pixel architectures (Figures 3-2-1-4 and 3-2-1-5) with six or 


seven primaries. The method can also be adapted to any multi-primary system 


featuring n primaries (n>3) (Kwak et al., 2004, 2004a). The method is formulated for 


colour image rendering with and without sub-pixel rendering. The present method is 


described in terms of device independent CIE XYZ tri-stimulus values. Despite the 


continuous representation of the original form to be rendered, extra information to 


perform sub-pixel rendering is given by the following. The input for a given area of 


the sub-pixel architecture is the luminance at the level of sub-pixels and the whole 


colour information at the level of whole (logical) pixels. This means that it is the 


luminance information that is given at higher resolution corresponding to the high 


luminance resolution of the HVS. 


 


The method is described below. Ci denotes the relative driving value or weight of sub-


pixel Pi in a pixel. Ci is in the interval of [0, 1], and i is the index of the primaries, 


i=1…n. The problem of multi-primary colour image rendering is that the 


decomposition of a three dimensional input vector XYZ is not straightforward since 


the (3×n) matrix containing the tristimulus values of the colour primaries is not 


square (n>3) hence it is not directly invertible. 


 


For n=6, to render the colour of any arbitrary XYZorig original input tri-stimulus value, 


the following algorithm can be applied. Let us divide the 6 colour primaries of the 


pixel into two groups of the same size: e.g. {P1, P2, P3} and {P4, P5, P6}. Change the 


driving values of the first group (Ci, i=1, 2, 3) and calculate the corresponding XYZ 


output in every optimization step by summing up the output of the first group. A so-


called remainder XYZrem is also calculated as the difference vector between the input 


colour (XYZorig) and the current value of XYZ.  


 


This remainder can be rendered unambiguously in the 3 dimensional space of relative 


driving values of the second group of primaries {P4, P5, P6} by using a linear matrix 


transform. The solution is valid only if Ci is in the interval [0, 1] for i=4, 5, and 6. 


Therefore, the so-called out-of-gamut error term Ecol  is also calculated: 


 


Ecol = i        (3-2-1-2) 


 


where 


 


i = 0  if Ci [0,1],  


i = - Ci if Ci<0, and 


i = Ci - 1 if Ci>1, for i=4, 5, 6. 


 


 


In the optimization, each variable of the first set {P1, P2, P3} is changed in the interval 


[0, 1] to minimize Ecol until Ecol becomes less than a colour tolerance value or equals 


zero. Any general n dimensional optimization technique can be used. 
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An example for permuting the weights of the first group in the optimization is a so-


called cube-scanning method which chooses 7 equidistant discrete values in the 


interval [0, 1] including the boundaries for Ci (i=1, 2, 3) and repeats the scanning in a 


tighter surroundings of (C1, C2, C3) where the error term Ecol was minimal until a 


solution is found: 
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nwnw      (3-2-1-4) 


 


where w= C1, C2 or C3 and j= 0, 1, …, 6. 


 


There may be identical colour primaries among the values in the first group but the 


second set of primaries { P4, P5, P6} has to span a real 3 dimensional space in the 


XYZ space of tri-stimulus values. The method introduced above (Kwak et al., 2004, 


2004a) yields the weight factors of each colour primary to represent a desired colour 


output within a single pixel without any sub-pixel level rendering. 


 


To include sub-pixel rendering, further considerations are required. In this case 


luminance information is represented at higher resolution than colour information, 


namely, at the sub-pixel level. A method will be shown for this, at the cost of some 


chromaticity error. Decomposition of XYZorig is mathematically not unique for 6 


primary colours. There is an infinite number of linear combinations of the weights of 


the six primary colours (if they span a real 6 dimensional space). It is possible to 


choose one single combination of weights with such a luminance distribution of the 


sub-pixels that yields the best approximation of the luminance distribution of the 


original image. 


 


This multi-primary sub-pixel rendering algorithm is similar to the first algorithm 


described above but this one incorporates sub-pixel rendering by adding a second 


error function term, the so-called sub-pixel luminance error term (Elum), to the out-of-


gamut error term Ecol. The sub-pixel luminance error term (Elum) is the difference of 


the luminance ratios of the sub-pixels within a logical pixel (denoted by Yi/Y1) and 


the same luminance ratios in the original image (denoted by Yi0/Y10): 


 


Elum = i ( |Yi/Y1 - Yi0/Y10| ), i=2, ..., 6.     (3-2-1-5) 


 


The total error function that should be minimized is: 


 


Etot =  Ecol +  Elum,        (3-2-1-6) 


 


where  and  are suitable weight parameters. If =0 then no colour information is 


taken into account (only luminance). 


 


During the optimization procedure, each weight of the set {P1, P2, P3} is changed in 


the interval [0, 1] to minimize Etot until Etot becomes less than a suitable tolerance 


value. Any general three-dimensional optimization technique can be used again. 
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For the case of the 7-primary architecture, a similar method can be used. The only 


modification is that four primaries have to be selected to optimize in the first group. 


The second group must contain three elements again which should be linearly 


independent in a three dimensional space. 


 


 


3.2.1.6. Conclusions 


 


Design principles were formulated concerning visually optimal multi-primary sub-


pixel architectures. Two new hexagonal sub-pixel architectures optimized for multi-


primary colour displays were constructed, according to these design principles. These 


new multi-primary pixel architectures help to eliminate the colour fringe artefact.  


They are expected to yield images of better visual quality than previous three primary 


colour architectures including the RGB-stripe. Based on the character rendering 


example given in Section 3.2.1.4, the 7-primary system seems a better choice, but 


only concerning its congenial geometric properties. To draw the final conclusions the 


optimal number of primaries should be involved, which is a key point from the 


colorimetric point of view. In the future, it would be also very interesting to examine 


the extent of colour fringe error visually, for the new sub-pixel architectures and the 


new colour image rendering method introduced in Section 3.2.1. 


 


A new image rendering method was also formulated for multi-primary sub-pixel 


architectures. An error function was defined enabling proper chromaticity 


reproduction and enhanced luminance resolution. Revealing the proper balance 


between optimizing the chromaticity error (Ecol) and optimizing luminance 


reproduction (Elum), in order to achieve optimum multi-primary sub-pixel image 


rendering, is an important question. 


 


 


3.2.2 Spatiotemporal characteristics of chromatic afterimages 
 


There is evidence that both photopigment bleaching and post-receptoral processes 


contribute to afterimage formation. Temporal and spatial contrast-sensitivity functions 


(CSF) were analyzed for monochromatic lights. These results may help reveal which 


elements of the spatiotemporal characteristics of the afterimage process are mediated 


by post-receptoral processes and they may be applied to improve the perceived colour 


quality of motion pictures (Beke and Bodrogi, 2007). 


 


 


3.2.2.1 Introduction 


 


To model the highly complex spatiotemporal chromatic processes of the human visual 


system, it is necessary to investigate the various dynamic effects of colour vision. One 


of the major effects influencing dynamic colour vision is the afterimage process 


which is possibly also one of the most basic processes. While photo-pigment 


bleaching is commonly attributed to be one of the causes of perceived afterimages 


(Geisler, 1978; Sakitt, 1976; Williams and Macleod, 1979), it was shown (Anstis et 


al., 1978) that afterimages may also possess the ability to induce simultaneous 


contrast, revealing higher-order mechanisms included in the afterimage process. The 
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effect of conditioning with chromatic and achromatic contrast gratings to flashed 


grating detection (Kelly and Martinez-Uriegas, 1993) supports the parvocellular 


multiplexing model (Martinez-Uriegas, 1997). Still the question remains to be cleared 


which properties of the afterimage process are of receptoral origin, and which are the 


product of higher neural mechanisms, to what extent do the temporal and spatial 


processes interact, along with the role of the process in the visual information path 


(Van Hateren, 2007). 


 


 


3.2.2.2 Experimental Method 


 


3.2.2.2.1 Spatial Characteristics 


 


To measure the spatial frequency response of the afterimage process to 


monochromatic gratings, standard Gabor patches are used. The Gabor patches used 


are vertical gratings of different intensities of narrowband radiation emerging from a 


uniform background of the same spectral composition (achromatic contrast). The 


Gabor patches were projected by a calibrated and linearized DLP projector used in 


800x600 screen resolution mode, observed from 1.0 m. The projector was filtered by 


metal interference filters of central wavelengths of 450, 570, and 610 nm. The σ-value 


of the Gaussian mask was 0.15, independent of the spatial frequency value. 


 


The task of the observer was to detect the afterimage after conditioning with a grating 


of a given contrast and spatial frequency. The beginning and the end of the 


conditioning interval was indicated by sounds of different pitch. The observer was 


instructed to answer positively if and only if all of the following three phenomena 


were observed: 


 


1. there was an afterimage present after the conditioning grating had been turned off 


which was indicated by a sound; 


 


2. this afterimage was structured, i.e. a grating appeared; and 


 


3. the grating in the afterimage was 180° out of phase with the conditioning grating. 


 


The method of constant stimuli was applied with 5 spatial frequency values each 


tested at 8 logarithmically decreasing contrast values - each repeated 12 times. In the 


first step of the pre-setting procedure, the average visibility contrast threshold CL was 


set for each of the spatial frequencies manually, once by decreasing from 1.0, once by 


increasing the contrast of the grating from 0.0. Then, the minimal contrast was 


determined by a staircase method so that an afterimage forming was observable 


without doubt (CH). This was done by presenting the conditioning grating for 200 ms 


and then, after the grating was removed, the observer was asked if the afterimage had 


been seen or not. The contrast was decreased logarithmically (followed by 200 ms of 


bleaching with a uniform background level field) until the observer reported that no 


afterimage was seen. Then the contrast was increased, until the observer reported a 


clear afterimage, yielding CH. (Pilot experiments proved that the length of the 


conditioning and bleaching interval is adequate.) 5 observers were used with 1 


observation of each condition. 
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The contrast values for the main procedure (method of constant stimuli) were 


generated between 0.2CL and CH, in logarithmically decreasing steps for each spatial 


frequency value. They were shown and tested in random order with an identical 


procedure as detailed above - except that the observers were instructed to reply only 


after the afterimage of the grating had completely faded out of view. Fading times – 


between stimulus cessation and reply from observer – were measured. 


 


The afterimage contrast threshold values are based on a least squares linear fit to the 


probability-transformed frequency of seeing curves (Probit-analysis), the reciprocal 


values of the threshold contrasts at each spatial frequency (termed contrast sensitivity 


function, or CSF) are plotted in Figure 3-2-2-1 on double logarithmic axes. 


 


 


3.2.2.2.2 Temporal Characteristics 


 


The temporal frequency response is determined with the ‗lilac chaser‘ optical illusion 


(see the Bach web reference). This utilizes sequential cancellation of one of the 


multiple narrowband (central wavelengths: 450, 570, 610 nm) inducers arranged on a 


circular path thus creating the illusion of a moving afterimage. The inducers were 


Gabor-masked in order to remove spatial high-frequency content at the transient of 


edges. 


 


Temporal response was determined by the minimal contrast at various angular 


velocities (i.e. the temporal frequency of a spatially distributed square-wave pulse 


sequence) of the inducers at which afterimage formation was observable. Inducers 


were emerging from a uniform (narrowband) background of four different intensities. 


Five levels of angular velocities were tested, each 5 times in random order. The 


method of adjustment was used. The observers were instructed to increase the 


intensity of the inducers until first an achromatic and second a chromatic afterimage 


was observable moving along the circular path. 


 


Contrast calculations – because of the narrowband inducers – were done by applying  


linearized I/O models of the device (the same DLP projector as described above, 


filtered by metal interference filters) using spectral measurements of intensities 


(W/sr/m
2
/nm). Sensitivity characteristics are plotted below (Figure 3-2-2-2) on log-


linear axes. The same 5 observers were used who did the spatial observations, too. 
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3.2.2.3 Afterimage Formation Results 
 


3.2.2.3.1 Spatial Characteristics of Afterimage Formation 
 


Figure 3-2-2-1 shows averaged results (left graph, 5 observers, 1 repetition each) and 


an example (of the result of one observer, to the right; please note that two of the 


interference filters were slightly different: 620nm instead of 610nm, and 460nm 


instead of 450nm) of the spatial characteristics of the afterimage process. Figure 3-2-


2-1 shows the reciprocals of the threshold contrasts for afterimage detection. The 


sensitivity values corresponding to the roughly determined visibility thresholds are 


shown with dashed lines and small markers, the afterimage sensitivity is shown with 


continuous lines and large markers. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-2-1. Spatial characteristics of afterimage formation 


 


 


In coherence with other publications (Burbeck, 1986; Corvin et al., 1976; Ditchburn 


and Drysdale, 1973; Kelly and Martinez-Uriegas, 1993;) the curves are low pass 


shaped with peak frequencies around 0.5-0.7 cyc/deg. The CSF of the negative 


afterimage crosses the visibility (detection) threshold curve (CL, denoted by ―Vis‖) at 


around 0.5-1 cyc/deg for the different observers. This indicates that pattern detection 


is aided by the afterimage process at low spatial frequencies in case of step-function 


stimuli and this is also supported by Geisler (1978) as well as the results of the present 


temporal investigations (see below). Burbeck (1986) suggests that in the case of AI 


(afterimage) detection tasks (as opposed to contrast cancellation-techniques) the 


resulting characteristics represent both AI sensitivity and the CSF of the observer for 


visibility, and this should result in a decline at lower spatial frequencies. Nevertheless, 


the current results seem to fail to show such a decline. 


 


Afterimage contrast sensitivity has a steeper breakdown in higher spatial frequency 


ranges than the visibility (detection) threshold which may serve as an evidence for the 


large receptive fields of the afterimage mechanism. The large-scale invariance of 


fading time (not shown in this Section) in terms of contrast and spatial frequency 


indicates little or no interaction between spatial and temporal frequency content. This 


finding eliminates the issue of the frequency content of inducers in the case of the 


temporal investigations. 
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3.2.2.3.2 Temporal Characteristics of Afterimage Formation 
 


With the above technique, two phases of afterimage formation can be separated. At 


very low contrasts an achromatic afterimage is observable, and this becomes tinged 


with the opposite hue as contrast is increased above a well-defined contrast value, 


where the chromatic afterimage – especially at high temporal frequencies – appears to 


lag behind the achromatic disc. The length of the lag is measurable by varying the 


temporal frequency so that the chromatic disc will be superimposed on the previous 


inducer. This difference is most obvious at short (450 nm) wavelengths. 
 


Results (see Figure 3-2-2-2) show low-pass shape in the temporal domain for 


chromatic afterimages, similar to the case of spatial characteristics, with the exception 


that the decline at low frequencies is clearly visible. The curves on the left are 


averaged results for the three tested wavelengths (450nm, 570nm, and 610nm), and 


achromatic afterimage detection. The right part of Figure 3-2-2-2 shows the 


sensitivity values for 570 nm and for both afterimage types. Dashed lines/large 


markers show the sensitivity values corresponding to the threshold values for the 


achromatic afterimage detection, while continuous lines and small markers depict the 


values for chromatic afterimages. The angular velocity of 125 rpm corresponds to 50 


ms cancellation. 


 


 


 


Figure 3-2-2-2. Temporal characteristics of afterimage formation 


 


 


Though the curves of Figure 3-2-2-2 refer to square pulse inputs – similar to flicker 


CSF measurements - predictions can be made for sinusoidal inputs, as well. The 


absolute value of sensitivity also increases with background luminance in coherence 


with (Sakata, 2005). Sensitivities at different background levels are shown in the right 


part of Figure 3-2-2-2. Square symbols refer to a 20 DAC background level, 


diamonds stand for 50, x-symbols for 100 and plus signs for 180. The DAC values 


correspond to different values of luminance for each of the wavelengths, in the case 


shown in Figure 3-2-2-2, these luminance values are 0.48, 0.94, 2.34, and 6.65cd/m
2
, 


respectively. 
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3.2.3 Visual search for coloured objects: effect of chromaticity contrast 


 


In the visual experiment described in Section 3.2.3, observers had to search for one of 


fifteen different meaningful white and coloured computer commands on a simulated 


multi-colour user interface. Average search time was recorded as a function of 


chromaticity, position, and length of the search commands. After eliminating the 


effect of display position and the effect of command length, the range of search time 


values was found to extend by a factor of 2 when the search objects became coloured 


by different types of chromaticity contrast. This implies that chromaticity contrast is 


an efficient tool to control the conspicuity of the display elements. It was suggested to 


put the coloured display items (symbols, characters, etc.) on several ―conspicuity 


levels‖ depending on the designer‘s intent or emphasis. In Section 3.2.3, a formula 


and an algorithm are described and the relationship between conspicuity and 


brightness is discussed (Bodrogi, 2003). 


 


 


3.2.3.1 Introduction 


 


It is well known for the designer of colour displays that the concept of luminance 


(unit: cd/m
2
) has to be applied to describe legibility, i.e. the user‘s ability to extract 


information from the screen, or in other words, the easy recognition of screen 


elements (symbols, icons, buttons, cursors, and characters) where high spatial 


frequencies play an important role. Specifically, it is the luminance contrast between 


the visual details of the screen elements and the background that ensures good 


legibility. According to the international ergonomics standard, the minimum 


luminance contrast ratio (CR) value is equal three (ISO, 1992). But during a long and 


intensive interaction with the visual display terminal (VDT), the user‘s satisfaction 


depends not only on legibility but on a more general feature called ‗visual comfort‘ 


(Boschman and Roufs, 1997; Roufs and Boschman, 1997). Three dependent 


variables—search velocity, reciprocal fixation duration, and saccade length— have 


been measured in a letter search task as a function of the independent variable CR 


(Roufs and Boschman, 1997). These three variables were considered to quantify 


legibility. In addition, subjects had to scale the visual comfort they experienced as a 


fourth dependent variable, as a function of CR, on a numerical category scale between 


1 and 10. High correlation was found between each two of these four dependent 


variables. 


 


But this does not imply that improving legibility is the only way to enhance the user‘s 


visual comfort. Visual comfort depends on the ability of the user to perform all kinds 


of perceptual tasks (including, e.g. searching for a single specific information on the 


whole screen) effectively, efficiently, and with satisfaction (ISO, 1998). For good 


visual comfort, this international ergonomic standard calls for several general VDT 


design requirements: clarity, discriminability, conciseness, consistency, detectability, 


legibility and comprehensibility. Two of these, legibility and detectability belong 


entirely to the field of the ‗perceptual‘ aspects of human-computer interaction 


whereas the others (at least partially) belong to ‗software‘ ergonomics, i.e. the 


ergonomic organization of the dataflow between the human and the computer by 


considering the human‘s cognitive characteristics. In the current Section, attention is 


focused on the ‗perceptual‘ aspects of VDT design to fulfil the requirement of 


detectability by preserving legibility. The aim is to investigate the question of how to 
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direct the user‘s attention towards relevant information. The main concern of this 


Section is the question of how to add chromaticity contrast to the luminance contrast 


of the display elements by considering the characteristics of visual search. 


 


The effect of chromaticity contrast on legibility was investigated by several authors 


(Knoblauch et al., 1991; Legge et al., 1990; Spenkelink and Besuijen, 1996) From the 


point of view of legibility, chromaticity contrast and luminance contrast were found to 


be additive only for low luminance contrasts and for very saturated colours 


(Spenkelink and Besuijen, 1996). Although pure chromaticity contrast is able to 


ensure legibility, it may produce chromo-stereopsis, blur, and other colour artefacts. It 


was concluded that chromaticity contrast and luminance contrast were not 


interchangeable and, in the general case, chromaticity contrast alone cannot produce 


an acceptable judgement of legibility (Spenkelink and Besuijen, 1996). Similar to 


these results, the effect of chromaticity contrast on reading rate (words/minute) was 


found to depend on the level of luminance contrast present (Knoblauch et al., 1991). 


Effects of chromaticity contrast became only evident when luminance contrast was 


sufficiently lowered, especially for the smallest (0.2 deg) character size. In this case, 


reading performance with near-equiluminant text was as high as with the normal 


luminance contrast. An explanation by spatial luminance transients due to the 


transverse chromatic aberration of the eye was formulated (Knoblauch et al., 1991). 


Similar to Knoblauch et al. (1991), reading rates for high chromaticity contrast were 


found to be as fast as for high luminance contrast (Legge et al., 1990). From the above 


findings the general conclusion is that chromaticity contrast is not a suitable means to 


guarantee the legibility of a VDT. 


 


For this, enough (CR>3) luminance contrast must be ensured as a first step consisting 


of setting up the monochrome design first (Jackson et al., 1994; Travis, 1991). After 


that, adding chromaticity contrast (i.e. using coloured symbols instead of black, grey 


or white symbols) does not further improve legibility. But chromaticity contrast may 


improve the detectability of important emphasized screen elements if it is applied 


correctly because it is suitable to optimise the process of visual search on the display. 


It enhances symbol conspicuity and improves search performance (Carter and Carter, 


1988). But the use of chromaticity contrast must be controlled to avoid confusing the 


user by over-colouring the display (Durrett, 1987; Travis, 1991). The effect of 


chromaticity contrast on visual search has been studied in several articles (Bauer and 


McFadden, 1997; Carter, 1982; Carter and Carter, 1981, 1988; Healey, 1999; Monnier 


and Nagy, 2001; Nagy, 1999; Nagy and Sanchez, 1990; Nagy and Winterbottom, 


2000). 


 


It is generally believed that visual search becomes parallel when the target and the 


distracter stimuli differ on a single perceptual dimension only (e.g. only on hue). The 


condition of parallel search means that the observer is able to consider the whole 


display at the same time. But if there are more than one perceptual features combined 


to identify the target then subjects will be forced to search serially through the display 


to find the target. A good demonstration of this was provided by Healey (1999). By 


running Healey‘s applet (1999), the conspicuous aspect of chromaticity contrast 


becomes obvious. Other experiments were designed to study the nature of the colour 


coding mechanisms mediating the visual search task. Results showed that visual 


search for colour stimuli must be mediated by higher order mechanisms which 


combine colour-opponent signals and achromatic signals (Nagy, 1999). Search time 
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was measured as a function of the colour difference between the target and the 


distracter (Nagy and Sanchez, 1990). Search time was found to increase linearly with 


the number of distracters when the colour difference was small and to be constant 


when the colour difference was large. 


 


It was hypothesised that there must be a certain minimum colour difference between 


the targets and distracters to achieve the condition of parallel search and this 


minimum difference must be many times the foveal just-noticeable colour difference. 


The colour difference between the target and the distracters (both the targets and the 


identical distracters were on black background) was shown to be an important 


variable to predict the conspicuity of the target (Carter and Carter, 1981). But the 


observer‘s task in the above experiments was not very similar to the user‘s typical 


search task on a current multi-colour user interface where visual search is usually far 


from the parallel condition. For that reason, it was felt that further visual search 


experiments were necessary to simulate the situation of a crowded display containing 


targets and distracters in many different colours and to find a mathematical formula 


from the obtained average search time values to predict the conspicuity of a specific 


coloured search target. In the first experiment, all symbols had constant luminance 


contrast to their grey background but different chromaticity contrasts. In the second 


control experiment all symbols were set to the same white. 


 


 


3.2.3.2 Experimental Method 


 


All stimuli were displayed on a well characterised EIZO F784 colour monitor in a 


completely dark room. The monitor had the following settings: gain 100%, offset 


50%, colour mode 1, spatial resolution 800 x 600, and colour resolution 8 


bits/channel. The peak white luminance divided by the sum of the peak red, green, 


and blue luminance values was equal 0.95. This value indicates good colour channel 


independence. Therefore, the standard additive colorimetric characterisation model 


was used: First, the monitor tristimulus values (RGB) have been calculated from the 


digital colour counts (rgb) stored in the computer (―gamma‖ characterisation). After 


that, the RGB values were multiplied by a 3 x 3 phosphor matrix to get the XYZ 


tristimulus values. The luminance of the light from the monitor‘s environment 


reflected by the screen was less than 0.05cd/m
2
. To test the spatial luminance 


uniformity of the monitor, the whole screen was set to the peak white (r=255, g=255, 


b=255). Luminance values were measured in 25 points distributed regularly on the 


whole screen. The mean peak white luminance was 53.7cd/m
2
 with a standard 


deviation of 3.7cd/m
2
. The spatial luminance uniformity of the monitor was 


considered acceptable and no spatial corrections were made. It is believed that spatial 


luminance non-uniformities of this magnitude do not influence the general outcome of 


the visual search experiments described below. Another reason is that each search 


command was displayed several times at different positions on the screen, see below. 


 


Concerning the psycho-physical method, observers had to search for and find one of 


fifteen different meaningful computer commands consisting of letters of constant size 


and font, e.g. ‗Window‘. The command names were those commonly used in standard 


Hungarian user interfaces. A particular command had constant chromaticity during 


the experiment but all commands had different chromaticities. The letters of all 


commands were equi-luminant at LS=28.0 cd/m
2
 and the luminance of the grey 
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background was LB=9.0 cd/m
2
. Each observer had to find each of the fifteen different 


search commands after each other, on fifteen consecutive search screens. This was 


called a series. There were 10 series altogether. In a particular search screen, all 15 


commands were displayed at pseudo-random positions of the screen and the observer 


had to find one search command which was displayed before each search in black and 


white, in a stand-alone dialogue box in the middle of the screen. The observer 


memorised the name of the search command, fixated to the middle of the screen and 


pressed the ‗space‘ button. In that moment the search screen was displayed. The 


observer pressed the ‗space‘ button again when the search command was found and 


the computer program recorded the search time (the dependent variable tC) as a 


function of the following parameters: 1. the chromaticity of the command (its 


CIELAB chroma and hue angle); 2. its length l (the number of letters in the 


command); and 3. its position (its distance d from the centre of the screen in pixels). 


There were also many randomly chosen grey words randomly distributed among the 


commands, see Figure 3-2-3-1.  


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-3-1. Sample screen from the ‗colour‘ experiment. The search command 


(e.g. ‗Ablak‘ = ‗Window‘), the other 14 distracter commands, and the meaningless 


grey words. All chromatic words were equi-luminant (LS=28.0 cd/m
2
). The 


background luminance was LB=9.0 cd/m
2
 


 


 


This experiment was called the ‗colour experiment‘. Note that all 15 coloured search 


commands were displayed at the same time corresponding to the user‘s usual search 


task on a current multi-colour interface. To isolate the effect of chromaticity on 


search, a control experiment was also carried out. All parameters were the same as in 


the colour experiment but the colour of the search commands. All fifteen search 
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commands were displayed in the monitor‘s peak white (LW=104.0 cd/m
2
). This 


experiment was called the ‗white experiment‘. In each of the 10 series, the pseudo-


random positions of the fifteen search commands on the screen were the same as in 


the colour experiment. The search time (the dependent variable) is designated by tW in 


this case. A sample screen is shown in Figure 3-2-3-2. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-3-2.  Sample screen from the ‗white‘ experiment. Both the search 


command (e.g. ‗Ablak‘ = ‗Window‘) and the other 14 distracter commands were the 


same white (the monitor peak white, LW =104.0 cd/m
2
). The background luminance 


was LB = 9.0 cd/m
2
 


 


 


Each of eleven observers with normal colour vision carried out both experiments. As 


seen from the above description, the observer had following search cues to find the 


search command: command name, length, and, in the colour experiment, the 


chromaticity of the search command. Latter was not known at the beginning but the 


observer could learn it during the consecutive series. Both experiments can be 


described by the following independent variables: observer number n (n=1, 2, …, 10, 


11); series number k (k =1, 2, …, 9, 10); and search command number m (m =11, 15, 


18, 22, 23, 24, 31, 34, 36, 42, 44, 46, 51, 54, or 57). 


 


In the colour experiment, the high digit of m indicates the hue angle of the search 


command and the low digit of m indicates the chroma of the search command. The 


meaning of the high digit of m is the following; 1: hab=55°, orange; 2: hab=129°, 


green; 3: hab=16°, red; 4: hab= 316°, blue-purple; and 5: hab=330°, purple. For each 


hue angle, the chroma of the search command was proportional to the low digit of m. 


E.g. m=36 (high digit 3, low digit 6) represents a saturated red search command. The 
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colours of the 15 search commands are shown in the CIELAB a*–b* diagram of 


Figure 3-2-3-3.  


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-3-3. The 15 search commands in the CIELAB a*–b* diagram (crosses). 


Search command number m is indicated by bold numbers next to the crosses. All 


coloured commands were always visible in all ‗colour experiments‘. The luminance 


of every search command was LS=28.0 cd/m
2
 (LS*=59.0), and the luminance of the 


grey background was LB=9.0 cd/m
2
 (LB*=35.0). The luminance of the monitor‘s peak 


white was LW=104.0 cd/m
2
 


 


 


In both experiments, the value of m uniquely determined the command length l (e.g. 


l=6 for ‗Window‘). According to the pseudo-random positions of the fifteen search 


commands on the screen in the 10 series, the values of k and m uniquely determined 


the so-called ‗search zone‘ z. Latter was defined as the integer value of d/100 where d 


was the distance of the search command from the centre of the screen in pixels. The 


value of z was 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. 


 


 


3.2.3.3 Visual search time results 


 


Due to their extremely large search time values (tW>7s and tC>12s), 20 cases have 


been excluded from the white experiment and 42 cases have been excluded from the 


colour experiment. First, the dependence of the mean search time from the white 


experiment on the observer(n), series or repetition number (k), search zone (z), and 


command length (l) was analysed. Then these effects were taken away from the result 


of the colour experiment to be able to examine the separate effect of chromaticity on 


command search. 
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3.2.3.3.1 Observers and search zones in the white experiment 


 


The overall mean search time was 2.38 s. The mean values of six ‗slow‘ observers 


were significantly above the overall mean (n=1: 3.0s, 3: 2.48s, 4: 2.70s, 6: 2.55s, 8: 


2.65s, and 9: 2.49s) and the mean values of 5 ‗fast‘ observers were below the overall 


mean (n=2: 2.24s, 5: 2.06s, 7: 2.13s, 10: 1.99s, and 11: 1.95s). The ―search zone‖ 


dependence of the mean search time was significant (F=9.187; p<0.0001). The 


tendency was similar for all observers: the mean search time increased by going away 


from the centre (z=0, 1, 2, 3) and it decreased slightly on the screen border (z=4). This 


tendency can be seen in Figure 3-2-3-4. The overall effect of the search zone on white 


command search can be described by the maximum search time difference tW
(z)


=0.7s 


on the ordinate of Figure 3-2-3-4. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-3-4. Mean search time in the white experiment, in the different search 


zones z defined as the integer value of d/100 where d is the distance of the search 


command from the centre of the screen in pixels. 95% confidence intervals are also 


shown 


 


 


3.2.3.3.2 Effect of series number k in the white experiment 


 


All observers have searched for every command 10 times. The mean search time for 


every value of k has been calculated. An analysis of variance has shown that the effect 


of k on the search time was not significant (F=1.246; p=0.262). The overall effect of k 


(determined by the maximum mean search time difference) was less than the effect of 


z: tW
(k)


=0.3s tW
(z)


=0.7s. 


 


 


3.2.3.3.3 Effect of command length l in the white experiment 


 


Observers were asked about their search strategy after the experiment. From this 


survey, the command length l turned out to be a relevant variable. Its effect on white 


search time was significant (F=15.834; p<0.0001). If the observers had to search for a 


short command then they have not even inspected the longer commands and vice-


versa. This common opinion of all observers is well indicated by the analysis of the 


mean search time by the variable l plotted in Figure 3-2-3-5.  
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Figure 3-2-3-5. Effect of command length in the white experiment. Mean search time 


as a function of the command length l, the number of characters in the search string. 


95% confidence intervals are also shown 


 


 


As can be seen from 3-2-3-5, the maximum of the mean search time vs. length curve 


is at medium length for which observers had to inspect both the short and the long 


commands to find the search command. The overall effect of l was tW
(l)


=1.1 s. Latter 


value shows the largest effect ( tW
(k)


=0.3s tW
(z)


=0.7s.). The dependence of the mean 


search time on the command length was similar in all search zones expect that zone 


z=0 yielded lower search time values. The interaction between the variables z and l 


was not significant (F= 1.122; p=0.317). Therefore, this interaction was neglected and 


the search zone and command length effects have been eliminated after each other 


separately, as described below. 


 


 


3.2.3.3.4 Effect of chromaticity contrast in the colour experiment 


 


To appreciate the individual effect of chromaticity contrast on command search time 


on the VDT screen, the two most relevant additional effects, i.e. the search zone and 


command length effects have been eliminated both from the white experiment and 


from the colour experiment. Each measured tW and tC value was divided by the mean 


white search time (taken from Figure 3-2-3-4) in the corresponding zone. After that, 


the just calculated value was divided by the mean white search time (taken from 


Figure 3-2-3-5) of the corresponding command length l. The resulting quantities are 


designated by t‘W and t‘C. Their mean values and 95% confidence intervals are 


depicted in Figure 3-2-3-6 (white experiment) and in Figure 3-2-3-7 (colour 


experiment) as a function of m. Mean values were calculated by taking all answers of 


all observers for a given value of m into account. 
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Figure 3-2-3-6. Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for t‘W, as a function of m, 


after eliminating the search zone and command length effects 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-3-7. Mean values and 95% confidence intervals for t‘C, as a function of m, 


after eliminating the search zone and command length effects. 


 


 


An analysis of variance showed that the variable m still significantly affected t‘W (F 


=2.576; p<0.001). A reason might be that the different command names might have 


different interpretation velocities or identification velocities although their luminance, 


font, and letter size was constant and the effects of search zone and command length 


have been eliminated. The mean t‘C values were usually higher than the mean t‘W 


values (the overall mean search time was 3.03 s in the colour experiment and 2.38 s in 


the white experiment) indicating that the 14 coloured command names other than the 


current search command have played the role of distracters. The analysis of variance 


about the effect of m on t‘C showed higher significance (F=18.52; p<0.0001) than for 
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t‘W. It should be noted that the standard deviation of the set of 15 mean t‘W values 


shown in Figure 3-2-3-6 equals only 0.04 whereas the standard deviation of the set of 


15 mean t‘C values shown in Figure 3-2-3-7 equals 0.14. The range of search time 


values was extended by a factor of two when different types of chromaticity contrast 


were added to the letters of the search commands. In the colour experiment, the 


luminance, font, and letter size was the same for all search commands and the effects 


of search zone and command length have been eliminated. Therefore the only reason 


for these substantial search time differences is chromaticity contrast. The wide range 


of search time values in Figure 3-2-3-7 implies that the chromaticity of a particular 


display element should be chosen to reflect its relevance in the current state of the 


human-computer dialogue: The designer should assign an appropriate ‗conspicuity 


level‘ to each display element, e.g. by the appropriate use of chromaticity contrast. It 


was intended to help implement this on an actual VDT by modelling these 


experimental results in Section 3.2.3.4. Other ways to improve conspicuity are 


luminance coding, blink coding, and changing font type and font size. 


 


 


3.2.3.4 Modelling the search time results 


 


Several theories were developed to describe the characteristics of search for coloured 


visual targets (Bauer et al., 1996; D‘Zmura, 1991; Monnier and Nagy, 2001; Nagy, 


1999; Nagy and Winterbottom, 2000). In this Section, two different approaches are 


compared. The first one is based on the colour difference between the symbol and its 


background and the second one is related to the so-called equi-luminant legibility 


(ELL) of coloured text. Initially, the measured conspicuity Cm of a coloured target 


(search command) among many coloured distracters was defined by its inverse mean 


search time value in the colour experiment: 


 


Cm=1 / t‘C         (3-2-3-1) 


 


Then, it was tried to predict Cm by a theoretical conspicuity value C calculated from 


the physical characteristics of the search command. Two different formulae were 


used: the CIELAB colour difference formula and the so-called ELL formula. 


 


 


3.2.3.4.1 CIELAB colour difference formula 


 


Mean search time was found to decrease rapidly with increasing CIELAB colour 


difference between the search target and the distracter (Carter and Carter, 1981). 


Latter experimental set-up was very different from the set-up of the present 


experiment. Carter and Carter (1981) used only one type of colour distracter and both 


targets and distracters were displayed on a black background. To apply the CIELAB 


colour difference formula in a similar way for the case of the present study, the 


CIELAB colour difference between the search command and its grey background was 


considered as the first model for the conspicuity of the coloured search command: 


 


C= Eab*         (3-2-3-2) 


 


Figure 3-2-3-8 shows Cm as a function of C= Eab* as defined by Eq. (3-2-3-2). As 


can be seen from Figure 3-2-3-8, the correlation coefficient is small (r
2
=0.37). 
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Figure 3-2-3-8. Measured conspicuity Cm as a function of C = Eab* 


 


 


3.2.3.4.2 ELL formula 


 


Considering the low digit of m, Figure 3-2-3-7 shows that a greater chroma value 


usually yields a less search time value, and thus a greater Cm value (except for m=22, 


23, and 24, i.e. with hab=55°, orange). But by changing Eq. (3-2-3-2) to C = Cab* i.e. 


by predicting Cm by Cab* (the CIELAB chroma of the coloured search command), the 


correlation coefficient is still small (r
2
=0.39). To improve this, the hue dependence of 


C should also be considered. In a previous experiment (Bodrogi, 1998, 1999), the so-


called ‗equiluminant legibility‘ (ELL) was studied. For 1.0 degree character size, the 


legibility of coloured character strings with different chromaticity contrasts and zero 


luminance contrast to the constant grey background was scaled visually by using the 


rank order method. This visually scaled equiluminant legibility (ELL) correlated well 


with the CIELAB chroma value Cab* of the coloured strings. The dependence of ELL 


on the CIELAB hue angle of the strings was very similar for different fixed chroma 


values. These findings showed a way to model Cm by the predictor quantities of ELL: 


first by Cab* and second by the function f(hab) defined as the average dependence of 


ELL on the CIELAB hue angle (Bodrogi, 1998, 1999). The function f(hab/360°) was 


approximated by a 10th order polynomial, see Figure 3-2-3-9.  
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Figure 3-2-3-9. Function f(hab) defined as the average dependence of equiluminant 


legibility ELL (Bodrogi, 1998, 1999) on the CIELAB hue angle hab (measured in 


degrees) 


 


 


As can be seen from Figure 3-2-3-9, f(hab/360°) has two minima and two maxima. 


The absolute minimum is at hab=120° (greenish yellow). The second minimum is at 


hab=322° (bluish purple). The absolute maximum is at hab=21°(red). The second 


maximum is at hab=234° (greenish blue). Polynomial coefficients of f(hab/360°) are 


listed in Table 3-2-3-1. 


 


 


Table 3-2-3-1. Coefficients of the 10th order polynomial to approximate f(hab/360°). 


Order 0 1 2 3 4 


Coeff. 0.8893 8.3508 -90.4847 227.426 -117.674 


 


5 6 7 8 9 10 


- 115.231 -62.462 277.103 -126.334 0.6890 -1.3837 


 


 


Following function was found to yield a reasonable prediction of Cm: 


 


C=1.39730 + 0.0046956Cab* + 0.048907 f(hab/360°)  


 


+ 0.010548 Cab* f(hab/360°)      (3-2-3-3) 


 


With Eq. (3-2-3-3), the correlation between Cm and C was improved considerably  


(r
2
 =0.61), as can be seen from Figure 3-2-3-10. 
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Figure 3-2-3-10. Measured conspicuity Cm as a function of C as defined by Eq. (3-2-


3-3) 


 


 


3.2.3.4.3 Rules to select an ergonomic colour set 


 


In order to use Eq. (3-2-3-3) for the ergonomic design of an effective multicolour 


display, each coloured display element should be assigned a conspicuity level 


according to its importance. To do so, following procedure was suggested (Bodrogi, 


2003). First, the colorimetric characterization of the computer-controlled display 


should be carried out to be able to calculate the background luminance LB and the 


symbol luminance LS as well as Cab* and fab for each display element from their rgb 


digital colour values. Then a (grey) background luminance LB and a symbol 


luminance (or a set of symbol luminances) LS should be chosen for the symbols that 


will be coloured. Thus LB and LS constitute the ‗luminance‘ outline of the display. 


According to the ergonomic standard (ISO, 1992), (LS/LB)≥3 or (LB/LS)≥3 must be 


ensured. The last step is the selection of the colour set to be used on the display. The 


colour set can be pre-defined (Carter and Carter, 1982) or, alternatively, the user may 


also choose his/her own colour set (Smallman and Boynton, 1993). Whatever method 


is used, the value of C(C*ab, hab) from Eq. (3-2-3-3) should be considered for each 


colour in the colour selection algorithm. The goal is to establish several distinct C 


intervals (or conspicuity levels) within the colour set chosen. Search commands or 


other display elements of high priority, i.e. those with the expected lowest mean 


search time values should be coloured to get into a high C interval. This interval can 


be, e.g. C=[2.4;2.6], see Figure 3-2-3-10. Display elements of medium priority can be 


placed into the interval C=[2.0;2.2]. Display elements of low priority should be placed 


into the interval C=[1.6;1.8]. 
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3.2.3.5 Discussion 


 


For the case of the experimental conditions of the present Section (constant grey 


background and constant luminance contrast between all displayed characters and the 


background) the initial assumption was that the conspicuity of a given display element 


of given chromaticity among coloured distracters (designated by C) is equal its ‗own‘ 


conspicuity without distracters on grey background (designated by C0) divided by the 


sum of the ‗own‘ conspicuity values of all distracters C0i (i=1 to the number of 


coloured distracters): 


 


C = C0 / (  C0i )        (3-2-3-4) 


 


This assumption was rejected because it did not yield better prediction for the 


measured conspicuity values Cm than did Eq. (3-2-3-2) or Eq. (3-2-3-3). It seems very 


likely that if there are many coloured distracters on the screen they constitute an 


‗over-threshold‘ distraction level and it is enough to consider the properties of one 


particular search target only. 


 


Another interesting point is the question of coloured backgrounds. Although an 


achromatic grey is known to be the best choice for a multi-colour user interface to 


avoid colour artefacts (ISO, 1994), pale blue shades are sometimes preferred. As a 


uniform coloured (but not very saturated) background provides only a uniform 


conspicuity distribution over the display, Eq. (3-2-3-3) is still expected to yield an 


acceptable prediction of search target conspicuity. If all the distracters are the same 


colour (and different from the target), the colour difference perception mechanism 


may be used to detect the target and colour difference metrics (e.g. CIELAB) may 


account reasonably for the observed visual search time (Bauer et al., 1996). But if the 


distracters vary in colour one to another as in the case of a multi-colour user interface, 


each display element may be examined and compared individually to the search target 


or if the colour of the search target is already known, this memory colour is compared 


to each display element. In the latter case, less search time may be associated with 


that display element which has a greater probability to become the next fixation point 


of the search. 


 


It is believed that it may be the perceived brightness of the display elements that 


determines this probability. The term brightness is used here in the sense as defined in 


lighting engineering: saturated colours have an increased perceived brightness and 


luminance does not correlate well with perceived brightness. The association of the 


concept of brightness with measured conspicuity defined by the inverse mean search 


time may be a primary issue to extend the results from brightness matching 


experiments to those concerning visual search (Smith et al., 1997). As the results of 


the ‗equiluminant legibility‘ experiment (ELL) turned out to yield an acceptable 


correlate for the interpretation of the visual search experiment in Section 3.1, the 


mechanism determining the characteristics of visual search on the multi-colour screen 


may also be related to the mechanism of ELL. Therefore the effect of chromaticity 


contrast on ELL for 1.0 degree character size may be related to the chromaticity 


dependence of brightness (CIE, 1988). Although the character strings of C*ab>30 


were well legible in these ELL experiments (Bodrogi 1998, 1999), the visual comfort 


of the display experienced by the observers was poor, according to the lack of 


luminance contrast. The visual feeling related to saturated self-luminant and 
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equiluminant character-background combinations was something that might be 


expressed by the word ‗glimmering‘. It is easy to see this effect on a desktop 


computer monitor by using a graphics program. Latter finding in turn emphasizes the 


importance of clearly distinguishing the roles of luminance contrast and chromaticity 


contrast on the multi-colour display. By the aid of chromaticity contrast, it is possible 


to control visual search without changing the ‗luminance contrast‘ outline of the 


screen that ensures the fine spatial resolution of the visual details of the display 


elements. 


 


 


3.2.3.6 Conclusion 


 


Visual search of white and coloured search command strings was investigated on a 


simulated multi-colour user interface as a function of chromaticity, position, and 


length of the search commands. The range of search time values was extended by a 


factor of two when different types of chromaticity contrast was added to the letters of 


the search commands indicating that chromaticity contrast is an efficient tool to 


control the conspicuity of the display elements. It was suggested to put the coloured 


display items (symbols, characters, etc.) on distinct ‗conspicuity levels‘ depending on 


the designer‘s intent of emphasis. Such an algorithm has not yet been implemented 


although it would be worthwhile to test it on an actual multi-colour user interface. An 


association of conspicuity and perceived brightness was hypothesised. For displays 


practitioners, the significance of these findings is to apply them to design an effective 


multi-colour display by clearly distinguishing the roles of luminance contrast and 


chromaticity contrast. Visual search can be optimised by applying chromaticity 


contrast correctly. The ‗luminance contrast outline‘ of the screen ensures good 


perception of the spatial details of the display elements. 


 


 


3.2.4 Legibility, colour contrast, brightness, and the colour design of visual 


displays 


 


Legibility is one of the most salient factors of the ergonomic design of computer-


controlled displays. For good legibility, luminance contrast must be high. But visual 


performance can be further improved by adding colour contrast: it can be used for 


emphasis. To do emphasis correctly, i. e. not to over-colour the VDU screen, results 


from equi-luminance legibility (ELL) experiments might be applied (Bodrogi, 1999). 


 


 


3.2.4.1 Introduction 


 


It is well known for the designer of colour displays that high luminance contrast must 


be ensured for good legibility. The minimum luminance contrast ratio (CR) value 


required by the standard is three (ISO, 1992). But the quality of visual display units 


(VDUs) depends not only on luminance contrast but also on chromaticity contrast or 


colour contrast, and on many other variables (Boschman and Roufs, 1997; Roufs and 


Boschman, 1997). It is well known that "colour difference between the target and the 


surround may enhance symbol conspicuousness: ...a bigger colour difference 


improves search performance" (Carter and Carter, 1988). But one must not overcrowd 


the display by uncontrolled use of colour: this would confuse the observer and reduce 
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visual comfort (Travis, 1991). The correct addition of colour contrast to luminance 


contrast can be controlled by a predictor formula derived from psycho-physical scales 


of equi-luminance legibility (ELL) of differently coloured text (Bodrogi, 1999). The 


results of such ELL experiments have been compared with the Ware and Cowan 


Conversion Factor (WCCF) formula (Ware and Cowan, 1983) which was constructed 


to predict the equivalent luminance of direct comparison brightness. 


 


 


3.2.4.2 Experimental method 


 


The word "Legible" was displayed with coloured 28pt Times New Roman characters 


on a grey (x=0.279; y=0.282) rectangle background. The height of the characters was 


1° of visual angle. The size of the background was 9° (horizontal) x 3° (vertical). The 


characters and the background were equi-luminant (Y=12.6 cd/m²). Eight to twelve 


such rectangles were displayed at the same time. The colour of the characters was the 


same in a given rectangle but it was varied from rectangle to rectangle. The rest of the 


display was white (the reference white with Y=111.0cd/m²; x=0.278; y=0.281). The 


monitor was well characterised and calibrated. It was in a dark room where the only 


light source was the monitor. The distance between the monitor and the observer's eye 


was 60.0 cm. Observers had to rank the rectangles: the rectangle containing the most 


legible word had to be assigned the number 1, etc. Based on the rank orders of 13 


colour normal observers, each of the rectangles was assigned a scale value ELL 


(Equi-Luminance Legibility) between zero and one. 


 


Experiment I: The CIELAB chroma C*ab of  the characters was fixed, and the hue 


angle hab of the characters was varied from rectangle to rectangle, from 0 to 330°, in 


30° steps. Five such images were investigated, with the following fixed chroma 


values: C*ab=9.5; 19; 28.5; 38; and 47.5. An example is shown in Figure 3-2-4-1. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-4-1. Test image for scaling ELL (equi-luminance legibility, the word 


―olvasható‖ means ―legible‖ in Hungarian). 


 


 


Experiment II: The hue angle hab of the characters was fixed, and the chroma C*ab of 


the characters was varied from rectangle to rectangle, from a minimal to a maximal 


value, in equal steps. The minimal and maximal chroma value and the chroma step 
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depended on the fixed value of the hue angle. Eight such images were investigated, 


with the following fixed hue angle values: hab=0°; 45°; 90°;135°; 180°; 225°; 270°; 


and 315°. 


 


 


3.2.4.3 Equi-luminance legibility results 


 


Figure 3-2-4-2 shows the scale values ELL resulting from Experiment I, as a function 


of hab together with a mean curve calculated from ELL values corresponding to the 


five fixed chroma values and a curve predicted by WCCF (C(x,y), Ware and Cowan, 


1983, scaled between 0 and 1). As can be seen, first the dependence of ELL on hue 


angle was very similar for different chroma values and second, there was a good 


correlation between the mean curve and the WCCF curve. As a consequence, WCCF 


seems to be a good predictor of ELL when chroma is fixed and hue angle is varied. 


Table 3-2-4-1 shows correlation coefficients between the scale values ELL resulting 


from Experiment II and the varied chroma C*ab for the eight fixed hue angle values; 


and correlation coefficients between ELL and WCCF. As can be seen, first, there was 


a discrepancy for yellowish colours because there was a decreasing branch of C(x,y) 


as a function of C*ab for yellowish colours and second, ELL correlated well with 


C*ab. As a consequence, a linear function of C*ab can be considered as a good 


predictor of ELL when hue angle is fixed and chroma is varied. 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-4-2. Scale values ELL as a function of the hue angle hab, for 5 different 


chroma levels indicated next to the symbols. Mean curve of the scale values and a 


curve predicted by WCCF 


 


 


Table 3-2-4-1. Correlation coefficients between the scale values ELL and the varied 


chroma C*ab and between ELL and WCCF (i.e. C(x,y), Ware and Cowan, 1983, 


scaled between 0 and 1) 


hab (°) 0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 


r
2
(C*ab -ELL) 0.88 0.91 0.89 0.94 0.87 0.97 0.92 0.95 


r
2
(WCCF-ELL) 0.83 0.54 0.91 0.94 0.85 0.97 0.92 0.92 
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3.2.4.4 Colour Design for the VDU (Visual Display Unit) screen 


 


The first step in the colour design of the VDU screen is assuring enough luminance 


contrast between symbols and background for good legibility. The second step is the 


addition of colour contrast using a predictor formula of ELL (equi-luminance 


legibility) or using WCCF. One has to fix two, three or four values of ELL to 


establish several "colour contrast levels", or conspicuity levels. Emphasised symbols 


should be at high colour contrast level. Normal symbols should be at low colour 


contrast level. Equally emphasised symbols should be at the same conspicuity level 


where the role of colour is visual grouping. The resulting colour schemes will assist 


the ergonomic colour design on the VDU screen. An example is shown in Figure 3-2-


4-3, and its application in Figure 3-2-4-4. An interesting finding is that perceived 


brightness (Q) correlates well with scaled equi-luminance legibility (ELL). 


 


 


 
Figure 3-2-4-3. Example of a colour scheme for optimum colour design, implemented 


in a web-based computer program 
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Figure 3-2-4-4. Application of the sample colour scheme of Figure 3-2-4-3 to a 


sample user interface displayed on the screen 
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4.4.3 Preference of pictorial content 


 


As it was argued above, it is insufficient to reconstruct the vision of young adults for 


elderly observers – the difference between their colour image preference must be taken 


into account, too. The present research concentrated on typical image enhancement 


methods that are expected to enhance images to be more preferred by elderly observers. 


Classically, image quality was formulated with respect to a reference image: S-CIELAB 


(Zhang and Wandell, 1996), iCAM (Fairchild and Johnson, 2002), and others (Sheikh 


and Bovik, 2006; Taylory et al., 1997). Basically, these are either based on a Minkowski-


metric in the image space, using various decorrelating transforms or models of the human 


visual system, or use a structural similarity-based approach which takes the direction of 


image distortion into account, as well (Wang et al., 2005).  Some unconventional 


methods (Bringier et al., 2006; Fernandez et al., 2005; Yoshida et al., 2006), consider the 


possibility of a no-reference image quality assignment, mainly through user preference, 


which, roughly speaking, utilizes the cognitive representation of the scene as a reference 


image. The present Section uses the latter concept, with an image enhancing algorithm in 


mind, which, without a reference image enhances an image, with respect to the age of the 


user. 


 


Many different factors and interesting questions had to be omitted from this investigation 


but these are explored elsewhere in detail, such as for example sex or cultural differences 


(Fernandez et al., 2005), while for example a study (Babcock et al., 2003) investigates the 


spatial distribution of image features based on which preference is decided. In the present 


Section, eleven types of colour image transforms were tested for observer preference, 


among which four transforms were found to have high relevance – elderly observers were 


indifferent towards the other seven tested transforms (see Section 4.4.3.1.1). For each 


colour image transformation, parameter values were assigned to the transformations to 


express the amount of change in the test images. The transformations were classified in 3 


groups; modifying the 3 perceptual correlates of CIECAM02 colour space: J, C and h, 


and, there was a further transform modifying the white point of the image. The 


algorithmic details of the selected transforms will be explained in the next section. 


 


The first group includes 2 transforms, acting on lightness J; the 1
st
 transform is a local, 


convolution-based lightness contrast enhancement (denoted by LE); and the 2
nd


 is a 


global lightness contrast enhancement (TC, standing for “tone curve”). Both transforms 


were included in the image enhancement algorithm suggested for elderly observers. The 


second group includes 4 transforms acting on chroma: 1. the so-called “adaptive chroma 


boost” (AC) which boosts chroma according to the results displayed in Figure 4-4-7 – 


certain hue ranges need more chroma for elderly observers to match the reference 


chroma; 2. the so-called “chroma enhancement” (CE), which is a local, convolution 


based chromatic contrast enhancement based on the CIECAM02 C correlate; 3. the so-


called “chroma boost” (CB) which changes chroma independent of hue, and 4. the so-


called “hue-dependent” chroma boost (CH) which boosts the CIECAM02 C correlate 


uniformly (but with different amounts of chroma) in the relevant hue ranges (such as sky 


or skin tones, reds, oranges, etc.). Number 4 (CH) was included in the image 


enhancement algorithm. The third group of transforms acts on hue. Four transforms were 
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implemented: 1. hue-dependent colour shift (CSh) shifting all pixels in a given hue range 


into a given direction on the CIECAM02 aC-bC plane; 2. the so-called “hue gravity” (HG) 


shifting the hue of the pixels towards hues of “colour centres” defined by focal colours 


from Boynton and Olson (1987);  3. the so-called “colour shift” (CS) shifting all pixels in 


all hue ranges into a given direction on the CIECAM02 aC-bC plane; and, 4. the so-called 


“hue angle shift” (HS) which increased or decreased the hue angle of the pixels with a 


given amount of h. None of the transforms of the third group proved to be relevant 


enough for elderly observers (similar results as in a previous study17) and thus they were 


not incorporated in the image enhancement algorithm. The last transform (WP) changed 


the white point of the image. Correlations among these transforms were also tested to 


investigate the cross-effects and the importance of the order in which the transforms are 


applied to the test images was pointed out. 


 


 


4.4.3.1 Apparatus and method to obtain the colour image preference dataset 


 


In Section 4.4.3, a similar apparatus was used as in Section 4.4.2. In Section 4.4.3, a 


Samsung SyncMaster 997DF cathode ray tube monitor was used in sRGB mode, driven 


by an ASUS V7100PRO graphic card. The colorimetric characterization procedure was 


the same as in Section 4.4.2, and the mean characterization model prediction error was 


equal to Eab*=0.95. For any pixel on the monitor in the ith row and the jth column, the 


CIECAM02 J, C, h values were determined from the RGB values supposing the model of 


the CRT and sRGB input images. These values will be denoted by (Jij, Cij, hij) below. 


Eight elderly (average age: 69.1) and five young (average age: 25.8) colour normal 


observers (males and females) took part in the experiments; their colour vision was 


checked by the F-M 100-hue test. It is true that the low number of the subjects in both 


age groups limits the validity of the present results but the tendencies obtained seem to be 


robust. The subjects observed the display from a 90 cm viewing distance. The use of 


correction glasses was allowed if it was necessary. 


 


The method of pair comparisons was used and it was evaluated with the standard Case-V. 


and Case-III. assumptions of Thurstone’s method of pair comparisons (Guilford, 1954). 


The resulting colour image preference z-scores were stored for further analysis. It is 


stressed that a low z-score indicates indifference and a high z-score indicates self-


confidence. Comparisons were done by presenting pairs selected form the set of original 


and transformed versions of the images. Only one image appeared on the screen and the 


observer was able to switch between the two images of a pair by pressing a button. No 


time limit was established upon observation and the observer was allowed to switch 


between the two images unlimited times. The observers were not instructed to on how to 


determine the preferred image, they were allowed to use any criterion they felt 


appropriate. All image processing transforms were designed so that the amplitude or 


“strength” of their effect was characterized by a single scalar value as a parameter. In 


Section 4.4.3.1.1, the details of the transforms are presented. But for brevity, only those 4 


transforms are described which were found relevant by the observers, and which were 


incorporated into the image enhancement algorithm (see Section 4.4.4). 
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4.4.3.1.1. Colour image transforms 


 


4.4.3.1.1.1 Correlated Colour Temperature (WP transform) 
 


With this transform (called WP), the white point of an image was set to a desired CCT 


value using the CIECAM02 Colour Appearance Model. The external (input) parameter 


was the target white point in Kelvins. From this white point, the CIE1934 XYZ 


tristimulus values were calculated. Various gamut compression methods were included to 


avoid those pixels falling off the gamut of the display. The processing is illustrated in 


Figure 4-4-9, denoting the target white point by W. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-4-9. Process flow of the WP transform 


 


 


4.4.3.1.1.2 Local and Global Contrast Enhancement (LE and TC transforms) 
 


The achromatic (lightness) contrast enhancement (called LE) algorithm used the Wallis-


filter applied pixelwise on the entire image. The following equation was used for the ijth 


pixel: 
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The CIECAM02 (J’ij, Cij, hij) values of the ijth pixel were then transformed back to DAC 


values. p was the (positive) input parameter of the transform. The transform resulted in 


blur with p<1 and local contrast enhancement with p>1. The transform left the image 


intact with p=1. w denotes the radius of the convolution window in which the average 


was calculated. After an empirical analysis, this value was set to 19 pixels. 


 


The global contrast enhancement algorithm (called TC) modified the J value of all pixels 


in the image, according to a sigmoid function fTC (J’ij= fTC (Jij)), illustrated in Figure 4-4-


10. 
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Figure 4-4-10. Transfer function of transform TC. The numbers at the control points 


(shown in solid circles) refer to the parameter value 


 


 


The function fTC was a continuous Bézier spline with four control points, similar to 


previous studies (Calabria and Fairchild, 2003; Delahunt et al., 2005) where the effect of 


different types of tone characteristics are investigated. This resulted in higher lightness 


for light colours and darker lightness for dark colours (compared to the mid tones) thus 


enhancing the global contrast of the input image. The input parameter of the algorithm 


determined the position of the control points as shown in Figure 4-4-10. 


 


 


4.4.3.1.1.3 Hue-dependent Chroma Boost (CH transform) 
 


In the chroma boost algorithm (called CH), the chroma values (Cij) of a pixel were 


increased or decreased by C
rel


 (C
rel


ij
’
=Cij


rel
+ Cij


rel
) and this value was computed by a 


Bézier spline function f C: Cij
rel


= f C (Cij
rel


) if the hue of the pixel was in a given hue 


interval. The value of f C depended on the value of Cij relative to the maximum 


displayable chroma (Cmax,ij) for Jij and hij. The four control points (P0, P1, P2, P3) of the 


Bézier spline (see Figure 4-4-11) were constrained so that the slope of the curve in point 


P3 was less or equal to -45° in order to have a monotonic transform. P0, and P1 were set 


to zero. The input parameter p of the CH algorithm stood for the overall magnitude of C 


i.e. the height of control point P2. 
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Figure 4-4-11. Chroma function of transform CH. The numbers at the control point P2 


refer to the parameter values 


 


 


The idea of f C was that nearly achromatic colours were given their original values (i.e. 


no chroma change) and pixels with higher Cij values were boosted but carefully in order 


not to generate out-of-gamut colours. With the CH transform, it was possible to apply 


different amounts of chroma enhancement in each segment of the hue circle i.e. in each 


hue interval. We introduced the following hue intervals: red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, 


blue, purple, as well as the hue intervals of the important long-term memory colours 


(Tarczali et al., 2006): skin, sky, grass and foliage (see Section 4.2.3). These hue intervals 


were defined by their CIECAM02 hue angle ranges quantified by using the values of 


focal colours (Boynton and Olson, 1987) and memory colours (Tarczali et al., 2006). The 


hue ranges of the long-term memory colours grass and foliage were very similar to the 


green category and therefore, only the green category was investigated. Only the 


following hue ranges turned out to be significant: red, yellow, green (and thus grass and 


foliage), blue, as well as skin and sky. 


 


 


4.4.3.1.1.4 Colour gamut issues 
 


More strategies were applied to avoid those pixels falling out of the gamut. Transforms 


TC and CH were designed so that no such situation could happen, by taking gamut 


boundary values (maximal J and C values at given h, calculated from the display model) 


into account by computing J, C and h values of the output pixel. When this was 


impossible (LE and WP), clipping at the gamut boundary was necessary. Since LE 


affected only lightness, this was accomplished simply by taking the largest displayable J 


value at the given C and h values. In the case of the WP transform C values were also 


limited this way. Those pixels which fell out of the gamut in spite of the preceding 
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policies (due to rounding) were tracked and could be optionally set to black or the 


original value. 


 


 


4.4.3.2 Colour image preference results 


 


As described above, only four of the investigated colour image transforms (WP, LE, TC 


and CH) were found robust enough to elicit significant responses of the elderly, and these 


transforms were introduced in Section Colour Image Transforms. In the other 7 


transforms (AC, CB, CE, CS, CSh, HG, HS), elderly observers hardly even noticed subtle 


differences among the transformed versions of the original image while young observers 


had a more prominent preference for each transform. The relatively lower z-scores and 


the analysis of χ
2
 values (Guilford, 1954) revealed that aged observers were much more 


indefinite and inconsequent in their preference judgments than young observers. In the 


main experimental series, the mean z-score of the young was almost twice as much as 


that of the elderly: 1.400 vs. 0.7884. Below, the results of the individual colour image 


transforms (WP, LE, TC and CH) will be presented and analyzed from the point of view 


of elderly observers. 


 


 


4.4.3.2.1 Correlated Colour Temperature (WP) results 


 


The white point of 12 images of different scenes (landscapes, artificial and natural 


surroundings, faces and indoor photos) was transformed between approx. 3000 and 


46000 K (the minimal and maximal CCT without serious image artefacts) and the images 


were presented to the observers. The z-scores of the images were averaged for the 


observers, thus - for each image - a mean observer preference curve was established for 


the different transformed versions of the image. An example curve is shown in Figure 4-


4-12. 
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Figure 4-4-12. Result of the white point preference (WP) experiment for test image #64 


depicting the Mount Saint Michelle abbey in Bretagne, France (right) after rainfall with 


cloudy sky. Solid symbols represent the data for the elderly and open symbols stand for 


the young. The parameter of this transform (WP) is the white point in Kelvins 


 


 


A scalar value popt was calculated from the preference curves by weighting the 


investigated parameter values pi by the corresponding z-scores, (mean values for all 


observers) see Eq. (4-4-3). The value of popt expresses “optimum preference” in the sense 


that the computing method of Eq. (4-4-3) takes into account the entire curve as opposed 


to simply taking the maximum of the curve. 


 


i


i
opt


i


i


zp


p
z


       (4-4-3) 


 


In Eq. (4-4-3), ip  denotes (u’,v’) of the i-th tested white point and iz  denotes the 


corresponding z-score. The resulting quantity (popt) is a vector of the optimum u’ and v’ 


values computed by Eq. (4-4-3). This is shown in Figure 4-4-13, for all 12 test images. 
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Figure 4-4-13. popt results of the white point preference (WP) experiment, see Eq. (4-4-3). 


Solid symbols represent the data for the elderly and open symbols stand for the young. 


Compare with Figure 4-4-8 


 


 


As can be seen from 4-4-13, the image content had a strong effect for both aged and 


young observers on the preferred white point. The lower CCT preference of aged 


observers was confirmed. However, the average white point preference is significantly 


lower for this comprehensive set of colour images, 6208K (aged) and 6492K (young) 


than found in Section 4.4.2.1.1.3, in the colour balance experiment, see Table 4-4-4 and 


Figure 4-4-8: 7439K (aged) and 7623K (young). The spread of the preference results 


along the Planckian locus was very similar to that of the previous experiment, compare 


Figure 4-4-13 with Figure 4-4-8. Elderly observers reported in several cases informally 


that they preferred warm tones to cold tones since this made the image more colourful to 


them. This may be due to the fact that, for elderly because of the uneven transmittance 


changes of the aged eye (see Figure 4-4-1), more light power is delivered at higher 


wavelengths than at shorter wavelengths, this effect then spreads on to chroma 


perception.  


 


 


4.4.3.2.2 Local and Global Contrast Enhancement (LE and TC) results 


 


In this experiment, the same set of 12 test images was used as in Section 4.4.3.2.1. The 


colour image transform parameter values (see Eq. (4-4-1) for the definition of the LE 


parameter and Figure 4-4-10 for the definition of the TC parameter) were established 


either so as to cover the entire parameter range (for global contrast enhancement, TC) or 


to be restricted to a reasonable parameter range (LE). The resulting colour image 


preference z-scores were processed similar to Section 4.4.3.2.1, though, in this case, 


because of the uniform parameter values of the different test images, the preference 


curves could be averaged among the test images, see Figure 4-4-14 for the LE results. 
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Figure 4-4-14. Result of the local contrast enhancement (LE) colour image preference 


experiment. Solid symbols represent the data for the elderly and open symbols stand for 


the young. The value of 1 corresponds to the original image 


 


 


Figure 4-4-14 shows that young observers dislike any local lightness contrast 


enhancement above the very slight parameter value of 1.33. Note that parameter values 


under 1.0 mean blurring the original image. This judgment was independent of the image 


content. It can also be seen from Figure 4-4-14 that aged observers prefer a slight local 


contrast enhancement depending on the image content. If the original image contains 


many details of high spatial frequencies then aged observers tend to prefer higher local 


lightness contrast enhancement parameter values. Faces, skin and noise seem to inhibit 


the preference of contrast enhancement. In typical skin images neither age group 


preferred a harsh local contrast enhancement. The relatively high z-scores and low χ
2
 


values showed confident answers. 


 


Figure 4-4-15 shows the results of the global lightness enhancement (TC) experiments. 
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Figure 4-4-15. Results of the global contrast enhancement (TC) colour image preference 


experiment. Solid symbols represent the data for the elderly and open symbols stand for 


the young. The value of 0 corresponds to the original image 


 


 


As can be seen from Figure 4-4-15, in average, young observers preferred a slight 


positive image enhancement parameter value while aged observers prefer a greater 


positive value. Since the TC transform’s sigmoid distortion (see Figure 4-4-10) of the 


lightness level of the input image renders dark shades deeper, and highlights lighter the 


dynamic ranges of these regions shrink i.e. the image loses fine spatial details in its dark 


and light regions. The fact that young observers prefer no change or a slight enhancement 


indicates the importance of the fine details in every tone region for young observers. 


 


Elderly observers presumably – due to the aging of their visual system – are more 


unconcerned with such fine details and they do not experience such a loss of these fine 


details and therefore they prefer more global contrast. For those test images in which high 


spatial frequencies dominate and young observers prefer the unchanged version so as not 


to lose any fine detail elderly observers seem to prefer a moderate increase of global 


contrast. 


 


 


4.4.3.2.3 Hue-dependent chroma boost (CH) results 


 


In this experiment, each of the significant 6 hue ranges (red, green, yellow, blue, skin, 


and sky) were represented by 7 test images that contained many pixels in the 


corresponding hue ranges (and were recognized as containing skin or sky surface in those 


latter two cases). Figure 4-4-16 shows the colour image preference results in a similar 


manner as in the previous Sections. 
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Figure 4-4-16. Results of the chroma enhancement preference experiment. Solid symbols 


represent the data for the elderly and open symbols stand for the young. The value of 0 


corresponds to the original image  


 


 


As can be seen from 4-4-16, the colour image preference z-scores of young observers 


were again greater than those of elderly observers showing that young observers were 


more determined in their preference answers than elderly observers. The main tendency 


of both observer groups was to prefer chroma up to a specific level of chroma and for 


very high values of chroma their chroma preference began to decrease, just as it was 


found in another study (Fedorovskaya et al., 1998). The course of the preference curves, 


as a function of chroma, depends on the main hue range of the object depicted (red, 


yellow, green, blue, skin, or sky) and on the observer’s age. In the case of green (as well 


as grass and foliage), sky and skin colours, both age groups preferred a certain amount of 


enhancement above which their colour image preference began to decrease. In the other 


three hue ranges the preference curve was monotonic i.e. observers preferred high 


chroma values (within the gamut of the display). 
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4.4.4 Colour Image Descriptors and Image Enhancement 


 


In this section, a strategy of image enhancement for elderly and young observers is 


described. It is based on the results presented in Sections 4.4.2-4.4.3. The key elements of 


the algorithm are presented along with the experimental data supporting the hypothesis 


that the enhanced images are preferred to the original images. While other studies 


(Calabria and Fairchild, 2003; Delahunt et al., 2005) start from the concept of contrast, 


this Section is built upon a set of image processing transforms which were expected to 


modify an image so that it will be preferred over the original by aged and young 


observers. In the other work (Calabria and Fairchild, 2003), a linear relationship was 


found between a colour image descriptor – the variance of the CIELAB L* value of the 


pixels (but it is stated, see Calabria and Fairchild, 2003, that other descriptors are also 


feasible) – and the perceived contrast of an image. In function of perceived contrast, the 


preference of the observer is modelled (Calabria and Fairchild, 2003). These preference 


curves were found to be dependent on image-content. 


 


Following a similar train of thought, the key point of the algorithm proposed in the 


current Section was established: This key point is that, instead of modelling complete 


observer preference curves, a single point on these curves was approximated from the 


value of the image descriptor which was expected to be close to the maximum of the 


preference curve (which is included in the SIP  model, see Calabria and Fairchild, 2003, 


as a priori information). In most cases, the amount of colour image enhancement needed 


to achieve the preferred colour image depends on the pictorial content and certain 


measurable quantities of the image itself. Latter is a stochastic dependence and the 


equations presented below are suitable to predict the preferred parameters of the image 


processing transform for any input image to get its preferred output version. 


 


For the white point (WP) transformation, we used a very simple model transforming the 


original image to the most preferred white point of the two age groups i.e. 7430 K for 


elderly observers and 7626 K for young observers, see Section 4.4.3.2.1 above. For the 


other three transforms (LE, TC, and CH) the following scheme was used: 


 


1. A (scalar) descriptor  is defined for the input image. The value of  changes as the 


transform is applied to the input image. The change of the descriptor characterizes the 


effect of the transform; 


 


2. The output value of the descriptor (
out


) primarily depends on the value of the 


parameter p. This dependence has the same course but its coefficients vary from image to 


image, thus it has to be parameterized by the input value of the descriptor
inp


. The 


mathematical relationship between the output value of the descriptor 
out


 is modelled as 


a function of the parameter of the transform p and the input value of the descriptor 
inp


. 


This is the descriptor input-output function; 
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3. From the preference curves presented in Section 4.4.3, the ideal value of the descriptor 
.opt
 is calculated for each test image, by using the weighted average paradigm of Eq. 


(eeeecra-pref-2007-3); and 


 


4. The ideal value of the descriptor 
.opt
 is then approximated as a function of the input 


value of the descriptor. This is the ideal descriptor function.  


 


The above scheme is then used to achieve the output image as follows: A specific 


parameter value is calculated from the input value of the descriptor for the transform 


which takes the value of the descriptor into the ideal value of the descriptor. In the case of 


the global lightness transform (TC), the descriptor value TC  was the weighted sum of the 


J-histogram H(J) of the image. The weights were determined by a 4
th


 degree polynomial 


pJ J . This polynomial (see Figure 4-4-17) was positive at the extremities of the J scale 


i.e. at the lower and upper fourth of the 0-110 scale. It was negative in between i.e. for 


mid-tones. So if the input image contains many pixels in the extremities then the value of 


the descriptor will be positive but if mid-tones dominate then it will be negative. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-4-17. The histogram-weighting polynomial Jp(J) of the descriptor for the 


transform TC 


 


 


The descriptor is calculated with Eq. (4-4-4): 


 
max


0


( ) ( )
J


TC pH J J J        (4-4-4) 


 


where: 
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        (4-4-5) 


 


The descriptor input-output function – which predicts the value of the descriptor of the 


output image after transforming with parameter p – was approximated by a quadratic 


formula: 
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,
100 100


0.2115 0.0743


0.2618


out out inp


TC TC TC
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c


    (4-4-6) 


 


The ideal descriptor function was a linear function. 


 
.


. .


.


0.9267 0.044 for the aged


0,909 0.0027 for the young


inp


TCopt inp


TC TC inp


TC


    (4-4-7) 


 


In the case of the local lightness algorithm (LE), the descriptor value (
LE


) was the 


spatial frequency dominating the image. This was calculated by weighting the spatial 


frequencies present in the input image with the energy
1
 that the image contained at any 


given spatial frequency by using a 2D FFT, see Eq. (4-4-8): 


 


2 2 2
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,


x y


x y


f f r


LE


f r f f ds


rf r dr


      (4-4-8) 


 


The descriptor input-output function was approximated by a logarithmic formula: 


 
. .ln ,  ,  out inp inp


LE LE LEp a p b a a b b      (4-4-9) 


with: 


 
2


. .


.


0.0621 0.885 1.9868


0.9643 0.197


inp inp


LE LE


inp


LE


a


b
    (4-4-10) 


 


                                                 
1
 The term “energy” is used in the sense of Eq. (eeeecra-pref-2007-8) i.e. the amount of signal energy 


present in the image in a given small frequency range. 
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The ideal descriptor function was a linear function again, see Eq. (4-4-11): 


 
.


. .


.


1.0260 0.2393 for the aged


0.9793 0.4255 for the young


inp


LEopt inp


LE LE inp


LE


   (4-4-11) 


 


In the case of the chroma enhancement transform (CH), the descriptor ( CH ) was the 


mean chroma (in the given hue range) of the image. The descriptor input-output function 


was approximated by a linear formula, that is: 


 


, 100CH i i i ia p b       (4-4-12) 


 


where: 


 


,


,


0.0011 0.0415


0.8751 3.1302


inp


i CH i


inp


i CH i


a


b
      (4-4-13) 


 


The ideal descriptor function was a linear function again, see Eq. (4-4-14):  


 
.


,. .


, , .


,


 for the aged


 for the young


aged inp aged


i CH i iopt inp


CH i CH i young inp young


i CH i i


   (4-4-14) 


 


The coefficients were different in each hue range, see Table 4-4-5. 


 


 


Table 4-4-5. Coefficients for calculating the ideal value of the image descriptor in the 


case of the CH transform 


 
 


 


The image enhancement algorithm – depending on the setting of a two-stage age dial 


(elderly/young) – calculated the parameter values of each transform and then applied the 


transforms to the input image. It was tested in a subsequent series of preference 


experiments whether the enhanced image was more preferred by the observer than the 


input image and, if so, in which order the transforms (WP, LE, TC, CH) should be 


applied. We used 4 test images, and 4 aged and 4 young subjects as well as a set of 4 
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transform combinations (see the abscissa of Figure 4-4-18). Averaged (across observers 


and images) preference results are shown in Figure 4-4-18. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-4-18. Results of the verification experiment 


 


 


Figure 4-4-18 shows that both age groups preferred the enhanced images over the 


originals. Aged observers preferred the transformations to be done in the following order: 


WP, TC, LE, CH. Young observers preferred TC, LE, CH, with no white point transform. 
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4.5 Preferred colour contrast and luminance contrast for young and elderly observers 


 


The human visual system changes with aging and one of the most important changes is the 


decrease of spatial contrast sensitivity (Kutas et al., 2008). This change was investigated both 


for luminance contrast and chromaticity contrast, and both for threshold contrast and preferred 


contrast, (preferred by users to carry out a visual recognition task), in a series of psycho-


physical experiments with achromatic and chromatic sinusoid gratings of different values of 


spatial frequency, hue, and luminance level, and with two observer groups: young and elderly 


observers (Kutas et al., 2008). The spatial frequency range of 0.1–10.0 cycles per degrees was 


investigated. Results indicated that, beyond the expected luminance contrast sensitivity 


decline of the elderly observers, the difference between the preferred luminance contrast of 


the elderly and the preferred luminance contrast of the young is even more significant than the 


threshold difference. The small preference differences between the age groups for 


chromaticity contrast compared to luminance contrast suggests that while with increasing age 


both the chromatic and the achromatic contrast sensitivity drops, preferred contrast stays more 


stable for chromaticity contrast than for luminance contrast. 


 


 


4.5.1. Introduction 


 


The contrast of visual detail must be well above threshold for good visual performance and 


this can be affected by both display and image properties (Geria and Winterbottom, 2005). 


The aim is to quantify what luminance and chromaticity contrast level the users of different 


age prefer for a good perception of spatial details, as a function of the spatial frequency of an 


image, on a computer-controlled colour display. An important aim is to point out the 


difference between the preferred contrast of young and elderly observers because it is well 


known that the human visual system (HVS) changes with aging (Pokorny et al., 1987). 


Affecting several visual abilities of the elderly (Sekuler and Sekuler, 2000), contrast 


sensitivity suffers one of the most remarkable decreases. 


 


Contrast sensitivity plays an important role both in the temporal domain (flicker sensitivity) 


and in the spatial domain (changing of spatial patterns). Concerning the spatial contrast 


sensitivity of the HVS, it is known to be dramatically decreasing with age, especially at higher 


spatial frequencies (Derefeldt et al., 1979). From the viewpoint of the everyday usage of 


colour displays, spatial contrast sensitivity, both to luminance contrast, and to chromaticity 


contrast, plays a major role and, as the refresh rate of these displays is today well above the 


critical flicker rate, temporal contrast sensitivity is of minor importance. One reason for the 


decrease of contrast sensitivity with age is that the overall absorption of the crystalline lens 


(Weale, 1988) increases in a nonlinear manner, and, while the overall decline is detectable in 


transmittance, the deficit arises most remarkably in the blue region. This also causes colour 


vision losses (Shinomori et al., 2001), although the colour appearance of elderly observers 


seems to be stable throughout their life (Sheferin and Werner, 1990). Neural changes during 


aging, as a second factor in the spatial sensitivity decline of the elderly, are disputed because 


of contradicting results (Owsley and Sloane, 1990) employing the same method for higher 


spatial frequencies. However, at low luminance levels, these neural changes may cause 


significant sensitivity losses at lower spatial frequencies (Sloane et al., 1988). Optical reasons 


also contribute to the contrast sensitivity loss, causing intra-ocular light scatter and reduced 


retinal illuminance. 


 


Threshold contrasts are well investigated in literature (Higgins et al., 1988; Kelly, 1974, 1983; 


Mullen, 1985; Owsley et al., 1983; Sloane et al., 1998) but from the displays’ visual 
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ergonomics point of view, ‘‘preferred contrast’’ is also important for easy image detail 


recognition. In image recognition tasks, visual performance is known to increase significantly 


by increasing the contrast from the threshold level to the preferred level. The addition of 


chromaticity contrast to important objects on a computer controlled user interface (Bodrogi, 


2003) decreases search time significantly. From the visual ergonomics point of view, only 


chromaticity contrast on an achromatic background is of importance because chromatic 


backgrounds may cause serious visual artefacts and thus they are not recommended. This is 


why we excluded chromatic–chromatic (e.g. red–green) gradations from the present test 


images (compare with Figure 4-5-1b). 


 


In literature, preferred contrast is not dealt with very often, and especially not for elderly 


observers (Peli, 1995). However, both young and elderly observers turned out to be able to 


visually determine not only their threshold contrast levels but also their preferred contrast 


values (Kutas et al., 2008). The contrast sensitivity of the HVS is its capability to discriminate 


details in a visual scene based on the detection of slight variations of the colour stimulus in 


the perceived image. In the early stage of post-receptoral visual processing, these colour 


variations are coded basically via one luminance channel, and via additional two cone-


opponent mechanisms, the chromaticity channels (Valberg, 2005). In studies related to 


chromatic contrast (Delahunt et al., 2005; Hardy et al., 2005; Kelly, 1983; Mullen, 1985), test 


images of iso-luminant chromatic gratings are used. They are usually modulated along either 


the L+M-S axis (to investigate blue–yellow channel sensitivity) or the L-M axis (for the red–


green channel). For computer environment related tasks, the application of iso-luminant 


opponent colour pairs for e.g. red text on green background is not recommended but the 


possibility of chromatic aberration should be avoided (ISO, 1994). Moreover, the luminance 


artefacts created by chromatic aberrations at spatial frequencies above 3 cycles per degree can 


distort the chromatic contrast results (Bradley et al., 1992). Therefore, only colours of the 


same hue angle were used, and no opponent colours appeared in any of the chromatic gratings 


(Kutas et al., 2008). This allowed to experience with higher spatial frequencies that are not 


exceptional on a computer-controlled display. The accurate definition of achromatic contrast 


(AC) and chromaticity contrast (CC) is formulated in Section 4.5.3 below. 


 


 


4.5.2. Experimental method 


 


4.5.2.1 Test patterns 


 


To test the threshold and preferred luminance contrasts, as well as the threshold and preferred 


chromaticity contrasts, both for young and elderly observers, test patterns of sinusoid gratings 


of different spatial frequencies (see Fig. 4-5-1) were displayed with upward decreasing 


contrast (Kutas et al., 2008). In the bottom of these test images, the amplitude of the sine 


wave was maximal and in the top of the image it was zero. In the achromatic contrast (AC) 


experiment, test images were achromatic grey, see Fig. 4-5-1a. The luminance depended on 


the phase of the sine wave (horizontal position), and, on the amplitude of the sine wave 


(vertical position). The maximum luminance of the grating was 62.0 cd/m
2
 (peak white) and 


the minimum was less than 0.1cd/m
2
 (black). Besides this peak white luminance level, 


determined by the peak luminance of the monitor, three further luminance levels were 


displayed by employing different Rosco
®
 Supergel grey filters in front of the same test 


images. The average transmittance values of these filters were 13%, 26% and 49% to achieve 


a maximum luminance of 8, 16, and 30cd/m
2
, respectively, for the peak white. 
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Figure 4-5-1. Test images of the experiment. The achromatic test image (a) has a greater 


spatial frequency in this example (2 c/deg) than the chromatic test image (0.4 c/deg) (b). The 


spatial frequency of the sinusoid grating was constant within each individual test image 


 


 


In the chromatic contrast (CC) experiment, the test images (see Fig. 4-5-1b) were similar but 


at a constant luminance level. The CIELAB chroma C*ab of the picture varied with the sine 


wave periodically in the horizontal direction between achromatic grey and a chromatic shade 


of a colour of constant hue angle in CIELAB. The chroma could reach its maximum at the 


bottom sine wave in each test image. Spectral data were transformed to CIELAB by using the 


CIE 1931 standard colorimetric observer (CIE, 2004) and the white point of the CRT monitor 


as reference white (x0 = 0.2977; y0 = 0.3095). Eight different CIELAB hue angles were 


observed, namely the multiples of 45°, while the constant lightness of the test images was 


L*=50 corresponding to a luminance of 11.0 cd/m
2
. In the CC experiment, only this latter 


luminance level was used. The spatial frequency of the sinusoid grating of a single test image 


was always constant for both the AC and the CC experiments. Originally, 13 different spatial 


frequencies were investigated: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 20, 30, and 40 cycles per 


degree (c/deg). Later, the 20, 30, and 40 c/deg conditions were excluded from the analysis, 


due to the following reasons. The viewing distance of the observer was 130 cm and the 


dimension of the test image was 800 x 600 pixels which corresponded to a 20 cm (H) x 15 cm 


(V) rectangle on the screen i.e. 8.8° x 6.6° of visual angle. 1° corresponded to 91 pixels, and 


this yielded only about 2 pixels/cycle for the 40 c/deg condition, about 3 pixels/cycle for the 


30 c/deg condition, and about 5 pixels/cycle for the 20 c/deg condition, and this resolution 


was obviously not enough to produce a sine wave. 


 


 


4.5.2.2 Equipment 


 


A PC-driven Hewlett Packard P1100 2100 CRT monitor was used to display all test images in 


a dark room. The surround of the test images was black - its luminance level was less than 


0.1cd/m
2
. From earlier experiments and measurements, this CRT monitor proved to be an 


excellent colour monitor. The perfect additivity of its colour channels and its stability made 


this device suitable for the present visual experiments. The gain-offset-gamma (GOG) model 


(Berns et al., 1993) was used to characterize its colour output. The characterization was 
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performed by the aid of a well-calibrated Photo Research PR-705 spectro-radiometer. Since 


the resolution of the CRT monitor was set to 1600 x 1200 pixels (at 85 Hz), the test images 


appeared approximately flat in the middle of the screen. The display was driven by an ATI 


Rage 128 graphical controller with 8 bits per colour channel. The colour resolution of 8 bits 


per colour channel corresponds to a luminance step equivalent to AC = 0.87% (at the top of 


the test image, see Fig. 4-5-1a, and Eq. (4-5-1)) and a chroma step equivalent to CC = 1.45% 


(at the top of the test image, see Fig. 4-5-1b, and Eq. (4-5-2)). The absolute minimum value of 


threshold contrast that we measured psycho-physically was AC = 0.87% (for one observer 


only and at 2 c/deg only) and CC = 3.58% (and this was also a sporadic occurrence). 


Therefore, the colour resolution of 8 bits per colour channel was considered acceptable. In the 


experimental room the only light source was this CRT monitor. The present test images were 


generated by a computer program prepared uniquely for the purpose of these experiments. 


 


 


4.5.2.3 Experimental procedure 


 


Observers sat in front of the screen facing it perpendicularly. Test images appeared in the 


centre of the screen. The first task was to mark the region in the test image where the vertical 


stripes ‘‘faded into the background’’, i.e. where the observers could not distinguish any lines  


any longer. The contrast of this level was saved as a ‘‘threshold contrast’’ value. After that, 


observers had to mark another contrast level in the test image in addition to the threshold, i.e. 


where the contrast of the altering stripes was perceived to be preferred, in order to 


comfortably recognize the image pattern. This task turned out to be easy to understand and 


easy to carry out for all observers. This second contrast level found by the observer was saved 


as a ‘‘preferred contrast’’ value. After setting the ‘‘preference mark’’ in the test image, the 


test image disappeared automatically and, after a relaxing stage of 12 s when a homogenous 


mid-grey was displayed, the next test image of a different spatial frequency was shown. 


Observers were asked to use normal binocular viewing to come close to the viewing situation 


of the real display. Both in the AC and in the CC experiments, the task was the same, and 


only the kind of contrast of the test images was varied: luminance contrast (AC) or 


chromaticity contrast (CC). If an observer was not able to detect any stripe for a particular 


image then he or she was asked to mark the test image at the very bottom, as close as possible. 


Observers were requested a 5 min adaptation period to a typical test image viewed in that 


experimental series on the monitor in the dark room, before starting the experiments. They 


used the mouse and its pointer on the screen to indicate the resulting contrast levels. 


 


 


4.5.2.4. Subjects 


 


Ten healthy adult observers participated in the experiments: 5 young observers (mean age 


25.8 years, range: 24–29) and 5 elderly subjects (mean age 66.6 years, range: 61–70). All of 


them had normal or normal-corrected vision. Their colour vision was tested by the F-M 100 


hue test and was found to be normal. In the experiments, all observers were allowed to wear 


their spectacles if they had any. In the AC experiment, the four different luminance levels 


were observed on separate days. The 13 different spatial frequency test images appeared 5 


times each. These 65 test images per luminance level were randomly ordered and then 


separated into two series to be observed. In the CC experiment, each of the 13 spatial 


frequencies appeared 5 times again for each of the 8 hues. The order of these 520 test images 


was randomized and the test images were presented in 10 separate series to the observers. 
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4.5.3. Experimental results 


 


The digital–analogue counts (DAC values) of the test images were saved at the threshold 


contrast levels and the preferred contrast levels, for each of the observers. Using the GOG 


characterization method (Berns et al., 1993) of CRT displays, CIE XYZ tri-stimulus values 


were first determined, and then, for the chromatic case, also the values of CIELAB chroma 


(C*). In the achromatic (AC) case, the contrast value was determined by the following 


equation: 


 


AC=100% (Lmax-Lmin) / (Lmax+Lmin)       (4-5-1) 


 


In Eq. (4-5-1), in the sinusoid achromatic test images, Lmax (Lmin) represents the maximum 


(minimum) luminance at the level found by the observer. Eq. (4-5-1) is usually referred to as 


Michelson contrast. In the CC experiment, threshold chromaticity contrasts and preferred 


chromaticity contrasts were determined by the following formula: 


 


AC=100% (C*max- C*min) / (C*max+ C*min)      (4-5-2) 


 


In Eq. (4-5-2), in the sinusoid chromatic test images, Cmax (Cmin) represents the maximum 


(minimum) CIELAB chroma along the horizontal line crossing the point marked by the 


observers. All analyses (for both AC and CC) were performed on these resulting contrast 


values. By default, contrast values are given in percents (%). 


 


 


4.5.3.1. Achromatic contrast (AC) results 


 


A paired-sample t-test was performed to investigate the significance of the overall mean 


difference between the threshold contrast and the preferred contrast levels set by the 


observers. Results are listed in Table 4-5-1. As can be seen, regardless of the factors involved 


in the experiment (i.e. luminance level, age group, or spatial frequency), the overall threshold 


contrast (ACthr) level is significantly lower than the preferred (ACpref) contrast level (p< 


0.001). Performing the t-test again, between ACthr and ACpref, but now within the separated 


age groups, the differences are still significant, p< 0.001 for both the young and the elderly 


group. But in case of the elderly observers, the mean difference was greater than for young 


observers (60.87 against 36.6). 


 


 


Table 4-5-1. Paired-sample comparisons between the mean threshold (thr) and the mean 


preferred (pref) luminance contrast levels (AC), overall and within age groups, testing the 


hypothesis H0:thr = pref (Ha:thr ≠ pref) 


 
 


 


The mean contrast values of the AC experiment are plotted in Fig. 4-5-2, as a function of 


spatial frequency. 
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Fig. 4-5-2. Average achromatic contrast (AC) as a function of spatial frequency (log–log 


axes): threshold (first two rows) and preference (last two rows) values comparing the mean of 


young and elderly age groups under different luminance levels. Note that the scale of the 


preference diagrams in the lower two rows is different from the threshold diagrams in the 


upper two rows. Circles show the results of the young and crosses represent the data for the 


elderly observers. The scale of the vertical axes is the log contrast of Eq. (4-5-1). The value of 


1 corresponds to 100% contrast. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean 


values calculated from 5 observers x 5 repetitions of both age groups 
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In a single plot, the results of the young (circles) and the elderly (crosses) observers are 


depicted for the same conditions. Different plots stand for different luminance levels 


(columns) and threshold contrast or preferred contrast (rows). For the ACthr and ACpref 


conditions, separate analyses of variance were performed. The results were analyzed by using 


the mixed-design ANOVA of within-subjects (for the spatial frequency and luminance level 


of the test images) and between-subjects (for the observer’s age). In case of the threshold 


contrast (ACthr), significant main effects were found for age (p<0.001), younger observers 


being more sensitive to luminance contrast; luminance level (p<0.001), observers being more 


sensitive in brighter conditions; and spatial frequency (p<0.001), observers being more 


sensitive to the mid spatial frequencies than for either low or high spatial frequencies. All 


interactions were found to be significant: between luminance level and frequency (p<0.001), 


age and luminance level (p<0.001), age and frequency (p<0.001), and age times spatial 


frequency times luminance level (p<0.001). 


 


Observers were less sensitive to high and low spatial frequencies with the decrease of 


luminance level. Elderly observers became less sensitive with the reduction of luminance 


level, and elderly observers were also less sensitive to high spatial frequencies than young 


observers. They were less and less sensitive for not only the high but also the mid spatial 


frequencies as the luminance level decreased (see Fig. 4-5-2). For the preferred contrast 


condition (ACpref), the main effects of age (p<0.001) and spatial frequency (p<0.001) were 


significant but there was no significant effect of luminance level (p=0.206). Elderly observers 


had a preference of higher contrast, and generally, the preferred contrast of observers varied 


with spatial frequency. Similar to the threshold results, mid spatial frequencies needed less 


contrast to be preferred and high and low spatial frequencies requested higher preferred 


contrast values. 


 


All interactions were found to be significant. There was a significant interaction between 


frequency and luminance level (p<0.001), observers requiring higher contrast for mid and low 


spatial frequencies with the reduction of luminance level. There was a significant interaction 


between age and luminance level (p<0.001), elderly observers preferring higher contrast 


levels with the decrease of the luminance level of the test images. There was also a significant 


interaction effect between age and spatial frequency (p<0.001), with elderly observers 


adjusting remarkably higher preferred contrast levels for the mid and low spatial frequencies. 


The interaction effect among all three factors was significant (p=0.012), elderly observers 


preferring very high values of contrast for the lower spatial frequencies, and, interestingly 


enough, young observers chose lower preferred contrasts as the luminance level of the test 


images dropped down to the darkest luminance level (see Fig. 4-5-2). 


 


 


4.5.3.2. Chromatic contrast (CC) results 


 


In Table 4-5-2, paired-sample t-tests are listed to investigate the significance of the overall 


mean difference between the threshold chromaticity contrasts and the preferred chromaticity 


contrasts (CCthr and CCpref) found by the observers. Similar to the achromatic results, our 


threshold values and preference values differed significantly on average but this time the 


difference was greater for younger observers than for elderly observers (41.68 against 33.04), 


compare with Table 4-5-1. 
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Table 4-5-2. Paired-sample comparisons between the mean threshold (thr) and the mean 


preferred (pref) chromaticity contrast levels (CC), overall and within age groups, testing the 


hypothesis H0:thr = pref (Ha:thr ≠ pref) 


 
 


 


The mean values of the chromaticity contrast experiment are plotted in Fig. 4-5-3, as a 


function of spatial frequency. 
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Figure 4-5-3. Average chromaticity contrast (CC) as a function of spatial frequency (log–log 


axes): threshold (a) and preferred (b) values comparing young and elderly age groups with 


different hue angle of the test images (CIELAB h numbers are shown in degrees). Circles 


show the mean results of the young and crosses represent the mean for the elderly observers. 


The scale of the vertical axes is the log contrast of Eq. (4-5-2), the value of 1 corresponding to 


100% contrast. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean values calculated 


from 5 observers x 5 repetitions for aged observers and 5 observers x 2 repetitions for young 


observers 
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Figure 4-5-3 (continued) 


 


 


In each diagram, the results of young and elderly subjects of the same parameters are shown 


with different graphs representing different parameters i.e. CIELAB hue angle and threshold 


or preference. For the CCthr and CCpref conditions, separate analyses of variance were carried 


out. Results were analyzed by using a mixed-design ANOVA of within-subjects (for spatial 
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frequency and hue angle of the chromatic test images) and between-subjects (for the 


observer’s age). 


 


In case of the threshold chromaticity contrast (CCthr), significant main effects were found for 


the CIELAB hue angle of the chromatic test patterns (p<0.001), observers being more 


sensitive for some hue angles than for other hue angles; and spatial frequency (p=0.016), 


observers being more sensitive to mid spatial frequencies than for either low or high spatial 


frequencies. Other effects including mixed effects were not found to be significant but it can 


be seen from the average results shown in Fig. 4-5-3 that elderly observers tend to have lower 


chromaticity threshold sensitivities than young observers. For the preferred chromaticity 


contrast condition (CCpref), the main effects of hue angle and spatial frequency (p<0.001) 


were significant but there was no significant main effect of age (p=0.218). Observers 


preferred less chromaticity contrast of the hues 0° and 45° (i.e. the red and the orange tones) 


and more for other chromaticities. Similar to the chromatic threshold results, mid spatial 


frequencies needed less chromaticity contrast to be preferred and high and low spatial 


frequencies requested higher values. There was a significant interaction between hue angle 


and spatial frequency (p<0.001) and there was a significant mixed effect of age times hue 


angle times spatial frequency (p=0.026). 


 


The observers’ preferred chromaticity contrast was similar for each hue angle, for lower 


spatial frequencies. But from approximately 2 c/deg on, different contrasts were preferred for 


different hues. Except for blue–green hues (180°, 225°, and 270°) where young and aged 


observer’s preference coincided, elderly observers preferred greater contrast for lower spatial 


frequencies than young observers. The minima of the preferred chromaticity contrast curves 


of certain hue angles (0° and 45°) appeared at different spatial frequencies for young and 


elderly observers. This finding is corroborated by the interaction of all three factors (i.e. age, 


hue angle and spatial frequency). 


 


 


4.5.4. Discussion 


 


The experiments described in this Section demonstrated that aging has an effect not only on 


luminance contrast thresholds or chromaticity contrast thresholds but also on the preferred 


luminance contrast and the preferred chromaticity contrast. Results indicate that, beyond 


elderly observers’ expected luminance contrast sensitivity decline, the difference between the 


preferred contrast of the elderly and the preferred contrast of the young is even more 


significant than the threshold contrast difference. These results turned out to be similar to 


certain results of previous investigations (Higgins et al., 1988; Owsley et al., 1983), for 


achromatic contrast sensitivity losses during aging, namely, that the general peak sensitivity 


of the HVS to mid spatial frequencies did not change but the sensitivity to high spatial 


frequencies dropped significantly with the increasing number of years. This is actually a 


shifting of the peak sensitivity to lower frequencies during aging but the peak still remains in 


the domain of one to four cycles per degree of spatial frequencies. The preferred luminance 


contrast curves follow a similar spatial frequency trend as the threshold curves, namely, for 


mid spatial frequencies observers require less contrast to perceive it comfortably. The 


relatively large deviation values (see the error bars in Fig. 4-5-2) are attributable to the more 


subjective nature of this task compared to the threshold task. What the statistical analysis 


revealed is obvious from the plots comparing young and elderly results: aged observers need 


much more luminance contrast in a given viewing situation. 
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The achromatic preferred contrast of elderly observers was much higher than that of young 


observers. For lower and higher spatial frequencies (except for the mid frequency region 


between 1 and 12 c/deg) elderly observers set almost the possible maximum for each 


luminance situation. Apart from the 30.0 cd/m
2
 condition where the transition was smooth 


between the neighbouring spatial frequencies, there were extraordinarily low contrast 


preferences for mid spatial frequencies compared to low or high spatial frequencies. A 


possible answer to the increased difference between the two age groups for supra-threshold 


luminance contrasts is that they may depend on the optical properties of the opaque aged eye 


lens. It was pointed out by de Wit (2005) that, similar to the resultant contrast of any contrast 


degrading system (e.g. display systems), the reciprocal of the evolved human retinal contrast 


to any input image can be modelled by the sum of the reciprocal of the contrast value of the 


contributors in the system, namely the display and the eye contrast: 


 


(1/Cret) = (1/Cdisp) + (1/Ceye)        (4-5-3) 


 


The contrast contribution of the eye can be approximated by convolving the point spread 


function of the human eye (Vos and van den Berg, 1999; strongly dependent on age) with the 


image presented to the observer. For an aged obscure crystalline lens the contrast degrading 


role is more impressive than for the young lens causing significantly less retinal contrast 


increment for aged persons than for young observers, as can be seen from Eq. (4-5-3). 


 


The chromaticity threshold (CC) results demonstrated some well-known previous findings 


(Kelly, 1983; Mullen, 1985) on the behaviour of the chromaticity contrast threshold curve 


compared to the luminance contrast threshold curve. Though in the paper of Kutas et al. 


(2008) a different chromaticity contrast measure was used, the threshold results (Figs. 4-5-2 


and 4-5-3a) show that, while the maximum of luminance sensitivity is at 2 c/deg, for the case 


of chromaticity contrast, the maximum usually occurs at smaller spatial frequencies (except 


for h=45° and h=315°). The age-related differences for the threshold contrasts obtained in 


Kutas et al. (2008) are restricted to the mid spatial frequency range (between 1 and 10 c/deg). 


 


For lower and higher spatial frequencies there were no significant differences between the age 


groups. Similar to the achromatic results, we can compare the present preferred chromaticity 


contrast curves with the curves obtained during previous chromaticity contrast matching 


experiments. In the work of Delahunt et al. (2005), there were no systematic differences 


between young and elderly contrast matching functions (CMFs) for test gratings generated 


along the L-, M- and S- axes and the paper of Kutas et al. (2008) was in general agreement 


with this, as most of the curves overlapped for the preferred chromaticity contrast regardless 


of age (Fig. 4-5-3b). To measure the contrast matching functions, observers had to set the 


contrast level of different spatial frequency gratings (chromatic or achromatic) to a reference 


contrast level, defined by a fixed spatial frequency grating. Though, the contrast threshold 


levels of the HVS differ as spatial frequency changes, interestingly, at supra-threshold levels 


for mid frequencies, luminance contrast was perceived to be approximately equal, regardless 


of spatial frequency. This phenomenon is called contrast constancy causing that e.g. images 


appear to have the same contrast or the same overall appearance if presented in different sizes 


to an observer. The curves of the preferred chromaticity contrast levels in Fig. 4-5-3b may be 


considered as contrast matching functions in a certain sense because the present observers set 


the contrast levels in the test images matching their ’’internal’’ preferred contrast, for each 


spatial frequency. 


 


In the same study (Delahunt et al., 2005), luminance CMFs were concluded to have band-pass 


characteristics while chromatic CMFs exhibited low-pass style (at least in the 0.5–4 c/deg 
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region they studied), though, for most of the chromatic cases, the resulting curves tended to 


exhibit a sensitivity loss at 0.5 c/deg compared to the 1 c/deg sensitivity result. The results 


(see Section 4.5.3) suggest that the chromatic contrast sensitivity functions do have the 


general band-pass fashion for the whole spatial frequency domain analyzed, only the minima 


of the functions tend to shift towards lower spatial frequencies, as it was pointed out for 


chromaticity threshold compared to luminance threshold. 


 


The small preference differences between the age groups for chromaticity contrast compared 


to achromatic contrast suggests that while with increasing age both chromatic and achromatic 


contrast sensitivity drops, supra-threshold perception stays more stable for chromaticity than 


for luminance. In Fig. 4-5-4, the data of Fig. 4-5-3b are re-plotted, as a function of the hue 


angle of the test images.  


 


 


 
Figure 4-5-4. Preferred chromaticity contrast levels of young (open circles) and elderly (filled 


circles) observers re-plotted as a function of CIELAB hue angle h in degrees. The four plots 


represent the spatial frequencies of 0.1, 1, 8, and 14 c/deg 


 


 


In Fig. 4-5-4, different graphs represent different spatial frequency parameters. In Fig. 4-5-4, 


only the 0.1, 1, 8, and 14 c/deg conditions are depicted. In the first graph, the two curves 


representing young and elderly results overlap which can be attributed to the relatively small 


0.1 c/deg frequency, but, for higher frequencies, the preferred contrast levels diverge more if 


the hue angle changes. The most outstanding change was detected for the red and orange 


region (h=0° and h=45°). Here, both the young and the elderly observers set smaller 


chromaticity contrast than for the other hues and interestingly enough these were the only 


cases where elderly observers’ preference was typically smaller than that of the young 
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observers’ for high frequencies. This is in full accordance with the fact that the transmission 


of the crystalline lens of aged people is almost unchanged in the higher wavelength domain 


(i.e. in the region of red and orange spectral colours). The 10–14 c/deg frequency corresponds 


to an approximately 2 pixel wide line on a typical liquid crystal display from a typical 


viewing distance of 60 cm. For the computer-related point of view, this implies that we should 


encourage the use of chromaticity contrast to encode visual information in addition to 


luminance contrast, especially by using red or orange colours (Bodrogi, 2003). One would 


think that the collective use of the two attributes, luminance contrast and chromaticity 


contrast, would yield better perceptual results or higher visual performance e.g. in reading. 


Studies concerned with the independent contribution of the colour and luminance pathways 


invalidated this. They confirmed that there was no additive effect of the colour and the 


luminance information on contrast perception (Mullen and Losada, 1994) and that reading 


rates for pure chromaticity contrast can be as fast as for luminance contrast (Legge et al., 


1990). The mixed utilization of the two kinds of contrast however might be valuable for 


elderly people similar to the low vision individuals discussed by Legge et al. (1990). 
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2 Colorimetric characterization of computer-controlled displays 


 


Chapter 2 deals with the physical (spectro-radiometric and colorimetric) measurement and the 


subsequent colorimetric characterization of self-luminant displays. Colorimetric 


characterization means the prediction of the CIE X, Y, Z tristimulus values of the colour 


stimuli displayed on the monitor from their r, g, b digital colour counts (in other words: DAC 


values) in the computer controlling the monitor. If the monitor is not suitable for accurate 


colour display or it is suitable but poorly characterised then perceptual colour distortions take 


place leading to incorrect decisions in systems where the correct identification of colours is 


essential, like medical, military, traffic surveillance or computer graphics applications. Tone 


curve models (solutions to the so-called device gamma problem) and multi-dimensional 


phosphor matrices (accounting for colour channel interdependence) are shown for CRT, PDP, 


and AM-LCD monitors. These models contribute to the colorimetrically exact presentation of 


the colour stimulus on the self-luminant display. The colorimetric errors caused by the 


inaccuracies of the different models were estimated. 


 


Generally, the colorimetric measurements of the displays were conducted in a dark room. The 


monitors were switched on well before the measurement for their stabilization. For the 


colorimetric measurements, the colour patches were varied by their DAC values. Two types 


of colorimeters were used: 1. an INPHORA TRI 4 tristimulus colorimeter (an instrument 


using the full filtering technique of laboratory grade); and 2. an LMT C1210 tristimulus 


colorimeter (an instrument with partial filtering that provides a measurement accuracy 


comparable with that of spectroradiometers). Further measurements were carried out by a 


Photo Research PR-705 spectro-radiometer to obtain absolute spectral power distributions. 


 


The INPHORA colorimeter was calibrated before the measurements using an OSRAM Wi-


41/G standard lamp and a BaSO4 plate. A calibration against three filtered light sources with 


comparable spectral power distribution of the cathode ray tube phosphors would have 


provided a better absolute accuracy. Nevertheless, the reproducibility of the instrument was 


well below 0.2%. The LMT colorimeter was used as calibrated in the factory. The INPHORA 


colorimeter was used with its 1 degree measuring field, which was positioned to the colour 


patch. The distance between the screen and the entrance lens of the colorimeter was 55 cm. 


Monitors were driven by PCs. Generally, the colorimeter was controlled by the same PC and 


the measurements were carried out automatically using the Program Package for Monitor 


Calibration (PPMC, Bodrogi, 1994). 


 


 


2.1 CRT monitors: Tone curve models 


 


The dependence of the luminous output of computer-controlled CRT monitors on the digital 


colour values (called channel function) was measured on eleven different monitors. Different 


settings of the monitors (gain/offset, position and size of the test colour patch, screen size) 


were investigated. It was concluded (Bodrogi et al., 2002) that the use of the default sRGB 


channel function instead of the measured channel function can lead to mean chromaticity 


errors of up to u'v'=0.06 and colour differences of up to Eab
*
=33. Changing the graphics 


card did not influence the channel functions significantly. 
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2.1.1 Introduction 
 


The default RGB colour space - sRGB - was proposed as a method for tolerably accurate 


colour reproduction for non high-end users on CRT-based monitors and other displays (IEC, 


1998). In Section 2.2.1, the colorimetric accuracy of applying this sRGB standard for eight 


different CRT monitors with different white points and phosphor chromaticities will be 


discussed showing that the most important item is the difference in the white point of the 


monitors, the chromaticity difference of the phosphors is of minor importance. In this Section, 


the voltage input - light output characteristics of the single colour channels (R, G, and B) i.e. 


the issue of "monitor gamma" will be dealt with. Based on actual colorimetric measurements 


of different settings of several CRT monitors, we shall quantify those colorimetric errors that 


the user can expect when using sRGB without any further knowledge about the single 


channels' voltage input - light output characteristics. 


 


In a previous work, the dependence of the exponent "Gamma" on the setting of the monitor's 


main gain/offset controls and on the screen position was discussed (Bodrogi and Schanda, 


1994). It was concluded that the use of "Gamma" determined at another gain/offset setting 


than actually used can lead to colorimetric errors of up to Eab
*
=21. The use of "Gamma" 


determined at another screen position than actually used can lead to errors as high as Eab
*
=6. 


 


Different authors use different equations relating a single channel's output luminance to input 


DAC values. These equations all contain an exponential term where the exponent is termed 


"Gamma". Here, the relationship between the input DAC value and the output luminance is 


called tone curve or channel function. Obviously, the value of "Gamma" depends on the 


actual mathematical expression used to describe the channel function. Thus, the term 


"Gamma" will not be used. We shall use the concept of channel function instead and examine 


the change of this function, as described below. 


 


First of all, the shape of the channel function depends on monitor technology: CRT, LCD, 


PDP or DMD. Here, we only deal with CRT monitors. The actual course of CRT channel 


functions may also depend on the type of the monitor and the type of the graphics card used to 


drive the monitor, the different settings of the monitor described in the user's manual (main 


gain/offset, single-channel gain/offset, screen size and position, distortion) and the portion of 


the screen where accurate colour display is required. The typical user is usually confronted 


with the change of the following factors: 


 


1. The effect of monitor type and graphics card type used to drive the monitor; 


2. Setting of the main gain and offset controls. Non high-end users are not likely to set the 


gain and offset controls of the single colour channels so these were not considered; 


3. Size of the test colour patch measured to obtain the channel function; 


4. Position of the test colour patch on the screen: in the middle or in the corners; and 


5. Screen size available for the electron beam during the measurement. 


 


The effect of these factors on the shape of the channel function was investigated. 
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2.1.2 Methodology 


 


2.1.2.1 Experiments 


 


In the experiments, the luminance of a single colour channel (R, G, or B) was measured as a 


function of the DAC value of the input voltage (we have not measured chromaticity). Colour 


differences were computed by assuming the default sRGB phosphor transformation matrix 


(except Section 2.1.3.5). Eleven CRT monitors were selected. All of them were in good 


condition, used for some time in daily routine. Table 2-1-1 provides an overview of the 


monitors tested. In the following the monitors will be identified by an index i  1 … 11 


(where the index does not reflect the order used in Table 2-1-1). 


 


 


Table 2-1-1. CRT monitors tested in the experiment 


i Manufacturer Type 


1 PACKARD 


BELL 


17" 


2 PACKARD 


BELL 


14" 


3 EIZO 21" F 784-T 


4 AXION 17" CL-1766 


5 AXION 17" CL-1765 


6 DAEWOO 14"d 


7 DAEWOO 17" 


8 DAEWOO 14" CMC-1502b 


9 TATUNG TM 3401 


10 LG 795 PLUS FLATRON 


11 BRIDGE CAE 564 GS 


 


 


For the case of monitors i=1...8, luminance was measured in the middle of the test colour 


patch. with the well-calibrated InPhoRa TRI 4 luminance-meter type tristimulus colorimeter. 


For the case of monitors i=9...11, an illuminance-meter was used and the photo current - 


proportional to the illuminance - was recorded. Thus the measurements of i=9...11 have 


yielded relative illuminance values. A computer program was used to display the test colour 


patch. The measurements were conducted in a dark room, the luminance-meter type 


colorimeter was set perpendicular to the middle part of the test colour patch. The illuminance-


meter was directly positioned onto the test colour patch. Two graphics cards were used, both 


in 640x480 resolution mode, with 6 bit/channel colour resolution. One of them was used for 


the case of monitors i=1...8, and the other one for monitors i=9...11. To investigate the effect 


of changing the graphics card, a supplementary measurement using four different cards was 


carried out. The size of the test colour patch was either 80x80 pixels (small patch) or 640x480 


pixels (full-screen).  


 


For the small patch, the rest of the screen was black. The small patch was either in the centre 


of the screen or in the four corners of the screen (top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom 


right. The screen size available for the electron beam was either the whole screen or its area 


was approx. 5%-10% smaller than the whole screen (set by the user to obtain a still acceptable 


display). The main gain setting and the main offset setting were either at 100% or at 50%. For 


each colour channel (k=R, G, B), the luminance (i=1...8) or relative illuminance (i=9...11) was 
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measured at the following 14 DAC values: dj=0, 5, 10, ..., 55, 60, and 63 (j=1...14). The DAC 


values of the other two channels were always zero. For the sake of simplicity, both the 


measured luminance values and the measured relative illuminance values are designated by 


Lk,j. The set Lk,j was measured for all monitors (i=1...11) in each of 9 different settings 


(s=1...9). These settings are defined in Table 2-1-2.  


 


 


Table 2-1-2. CRT monitor settings 


s Gain (%) Offset(%) Patch size Position Screen size 


1 100 50 small centre whole 


2 100 100 small centre whole 


3 100 50 small centre smaller 


4 50 50 small centre whole 


5 100 50 small top left whole 


6 100 50 small top right whole 


7 100 50 small bottom left whole 


8 100 50 small bottom right whole 


9 100 50 full-screen - whole 


 


 


For monitors i=1...8, the luminance values of these settings at zero DAC values (black) and at 


maximum luminance (peak white) are listed in Table 2-1-3. These luminance values are 


characteristic for the gain/offset settings shown in Table 2-1-2. 


 


 


Table 2-1-3. Luminance values (cd/m
2
) at zero DAC values (black) and at maximum 


luminance (peak white) for 8 monitors (i=1 to 8) and 9 (s=1...9) settings.  
s|i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 


1 10.5 176.7 8.04 187.1 0.18 53.8 0.19 74.5 0.19 75.6 5.2 74.5 1.4 148.9 4.2 129.5 


2 13.5 360.2 9.9 291.1 8.9 167.1 0.19 86 0.19 119.8 7.7 250.1 9.2 224.8 5.4 288 


3 11.5 187.9 7.9 185 0.18 53.7 0.19 60.7 0.19 63.2 5.2 79.7 1.4 150.1 3.3 82.4 


4 0.9 112.3 0.9 116 0.39 10.2 0.19 64.4 0.19 67.1 1.3 47.5 0.7 28.8 0.2 34.3 


5 11.4 178.5 8.3 190.6 0.19 58.7 0.19 78.3 0.19 83.5 5.3 74.3 1.4 118.4 2.6 64.6 


6 13.4 208.1 8.5 183.6 0.18 54.9 0.19 86.7 0.19 88.8 5.9 81.6 1.4 142.2 3.1 77.5 


7 13.1 194.7 8.2 182.2 0.18 69.6 0.19 87.9 0.19 90 4.9 70.8 1.2 130.6 3.1 71.73 


8 13.72 198.3 8.2 180 0.18 54 0.19 89.3 0.19 91.3 5.4 78.2 1.4 138 3.1 72.6 


9 10.4 154.7 8.2 170 0.19 54 0.19 76.8 0.19 78.8 5.2 66.2 1.5 127.7 4.1 70.2 


 


 


2.1.2.2 Calculations 


 


Step 1. For each colour channel (k=R,G,B) and for each DAC value dj (j=1...14), the 


measured Lk,j values were divided by the maximum value (at d14 =63) of the channel 


considered: 


 


14,


,


,,


k


jk


measjk
L


L
D           (2-1-1) 


 


Step 2. For j=1...14, Dj,sRGB was calculated by using Eqs. (2-1-2) and (2-1-3). For 


(dj/63)>0.04045, the sRGB standard (IEC 1998) requires: 
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For (dj/63)0.04045, the sRGB standard requires: 


 


92.12
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sRGBj
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Step 3. To characterise the difference between the shape of the measured channel function 


Dk,j,meas and the shape of the sRGB standard channel function Dj,sRGB,  the following quantity 


was calculated: 


 


 
 



BGRk j


sRGBjmeasjk DD
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14


1


2


,,, )(        (2-1-4) 


 


Step 4. For all possible (14
3 


= 2744) combinations of the integers j1, j2, j3 (j1=1...14, j2=1...14, 


j3=1...14), CIE XYZ tristimulus values were calculated. (This represents a 14 x 14 x 14 colour 


sampling of the RGB-cube of DAC values.) During all the calculations, the sRGB standard 


phosphor transformation matrix (IEC, 1998), designated by PsRGB, was used (the white point 


luminance level was considered L0=80.0 cd/m
2
): 


 


0


9505.01192.00193.0


0722.07152.02126.0


1805.03576.04124.0


LsRGB
























P       (2-1-5) 


 


The CIE XYZ tristimulus values were calculated in the following two ways: 
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The XYZ values of Eq. (2-1-6) will be called "measured" XYZ values and the XYZ values of 


Eq. (2-1-7) will be called "standard" XYZ values. 


 


Step 5. Chromaticity differences (ISO, 1993) between the measured and standard XYZ values 


were calculated for each of the 14
3
 (j1, j2, j3) triads: 
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   2''2'''' meassRGBmeassRGB vvuuvu        (2-1-8) 


 


Step 6. Similarly, CIELAB colour differences Eab
*
 between the measured and standard XYZ 


values have also been calculated for each of the 14
3
 (j1, j2, j3) triads (the CIELAB reference 


white was the sRGB standard white point (D65) at a luminance of 80 cd/m
2
). 


 


Steps 1-6 have been repeated for all monitors (i=1...11, see Table 2-1-1) and for each of the 9 


settings (s=1...9, see Table 2-1-2). 


 


 


2.1.3 Results and Discussion 
 


Figure 2-1-1 exemplifies the difference between the shape of the measured channel function 


Dk,j,meas and the shape of the sRGB standard channel function Dj,sRGB, for the monitor i=5, and 


for  the settings s=2 and s=4 (see Table 2-1-2). 
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Figure 2-1-1. Shape difference between the measured channel functions (k=R, G, and B) and 


the standard sRGB channel function. Measured channel functions (symbols) for settings s=2 


and s=4 (see Table 2-1-2) of the monitor i=5, and the sRGB channel function (black curve, 


Eqs. (2-1-2) and (2-1-3)). Ordinate: D values (see Eqs. (2-1-1), (2-1-2), (2-1-3)), abscissa: 


DAC values 


 


 


As can be seen from Figure 2-1-1, setting No. 4 (s=4) having small main gain and small main 


offset (50%) is close to the sRGB channel function but setting No. 2 having large main gain 


and large main offset (100%) is further away from it. The same can also be seen from column 


5 and rows 2 and 4 of Table 2-1-4 summarising the -values defined by Eq. (2-1-4).  
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Table 2-1-4. -values defined by Eq. (2-1-4). -values quantify the fit of the R, G, B channel 


functions of a given monitor's given setting to sRGB 


s|i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Mean 


1 0.05 0.22 1.56 4.00 2.00 2.53 0.36 0.36 0.46 0.86 0.23 1.15 


2 2.60 1.93 0.74 3.88 1.96 1.92 0.19 0.20 1.27 7.17 0.62 2.04 


3 0.06 0.23 2.11 1.42 1.48 3.37 0.13 0.94 0.45 0.16 0.13 0.95 


4 0.54 0.81 0.04 1.16 0.16 0.24 0.18 0.26 2.55 0.39 0.20 0.59 


5 0.01 0.22 1.96 4.12 1.25 3.52 0.07 0.11 0.44 0.14 0.26 1.10 


6 0.02 0.26 2.24 3.92 2.25 3.54 0.08 0.18 0.32 0.13 0.21 1.20 


7 0.01 0.21 2.14 3.94 1.37 3.72 0.09 0.07 1.06 0.29 0.15 1.19 


8 0.02 0.24 2.32 3.98 2.21 8.48 0.09 0.12 1.00 0.26 0.27 1.73 


9 0.04 0.41 2.28 5.19 2.53 4.00 0.07 0.06 0.56 0.85 1.58 1.60 


Mean 0.37 0.50 1.71 3.51 1.69 3.48 0.14 0.26 0.90 1.14 0.41  


 


 


The -value of s=4 is only 0.16 indicating good fit to sRGB but the -value of s=2 is 1.96 


indicating bad fit to sRGB. As can be seen from the last column of Table 2-1-4 (mean values 


calculated from i=1...11), the best overall fit to sRGB was measured for the setting s=4, i. e. 


for moderate (50%) main gain and main offset values. The worst fit was measured for the 


setting s=2, i. e. for the large (100%) main gain and main offset values. Latter is mainly due to 


the bad fit of monitor No. i=10, with =7.17. Thus, before a further analysis of the effect of 


the settings, it seemed worthwhile to group the monitors. We established two classes based on 


the mean   values calculated from s=1...9, listed in the last row of Table 2-1-4. 


 


In Class "A" (monitors 1-2, 7-9, and 11), mean  values were less than 1.0. u'v' values were 


between 0.014 and 0.071 (mean 0.033), see Table 2-1-5. Eab
*
 values were between  6.9 and  


40.1 (mean 17.1), see Table 2-1-6. 


 


 


Table 2-1-5. Mean u'v' values for the eleven monitors' nine settings. Means were calculated 


by taking all 14
3
 values into account, see Section 2.1.2.2, Step 5 


s|i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Mean 


1 0.027 0.028 0.057 0.075 0.061 0.070 0.027 0.026 0.037 0.040 0.026 0.043 


2 0.066 0.061 0.045 0.076 0.061 0.060 0.035 0.034 0.053 0.089 0.042 0.057 


3 0.027 0.029 0.063 0.054 0.056 0.071 0.029 0.038 0.037 0.018 0.016 0.040 


4 0.062 0.050 0.022 0.054 0.025 0.028 0.030 0.032 0.071 0.040 0.034 0.041 


5 0.017 0.030 0.062 0.076 0.060 0.072 0.021 0.023 0.039 0.020 0.023 0.040 


6 0.020 0.030 0.066 0.081 0.063 0.074 0.021 0.021 0.033 0.020 0.034 0.042 


7 0.014 0.029 0.063 0.075 0.061 0.074 0.022 0.020 0.054 0.025 0.033 0.043 


8 0.020 0.032 0.063 0.075 0.063 0.086 0.022 0.025 0.054 0.025 0.036 0.046 


9 0.025 0.034 0.062 0.078 0.064 0.074 0.021 0.020 0.039 0.039 0.062 0.047 


Mean 0.031 0.036 0.056 0.071 0.057 0.068 0.025 0.026 0.046 0.035 0.034  
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Table 2-1-6. Mean Eab
*
 values for the eleven monitors' nine settings. Means were calculated 


by taking all 14
3
 values into account, see Section 2.1.2.2, Step 6 


s|i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Mean 


1 11.8 15.1 32.5 43.5 34.2 39.0 14.2 13.8 19.6 22.0 13.0 23.5 


2 37.8 34.6 24.7 44.5 34.5 34.4 16.2 15.9 28.8 54.4 22.2 31.6 


3 12.0 15.7 36.2 30.2 31.3 41.0 13.2 18.6 19.6 11.1 9.8 21.7 


4 32.2 27.5 11.9 29.8 13.3 14.8 14.4 14.9 40.1 17.2 18.9 21.4 


5 8.5 15.7 35.4 44.1 30.8 41.6 10.2 11.5 19.9 10.2 12.0 21.8 


6 9.1 16.3 37.3 46.5 35.8 43.4 10.1 11.2 17.1 10.1 17.3 23.1 


7 6.9 15.8 36.0 43.3 31.6 42.5 10.7 9.8 27.9 13.6 17.1 23.2 


8 9.2 16.7 36.5 43.4 35.3 55.1 10.5 11.8 29.5 12.9 18.2 25.4 


9 11.2 18.4 35.7 46.0 36.7 42.9 10.0 9.3 20.6 22.5 32.9 26.0 


Mean 15.4 19.5 31.8 41.3 31.5 39.4 12.2 13.0 24.8 19.3 17.9  


 


 


In Class "B" (monitors 3-6, and 10), mean  values were greater than or equal 1.0. u'v' 


values were between 0.018 and 0.089 (mean 0.057), see Table 2-1-5. Eab
*
 values were 


between 10.1 and 55.1 (mean 32.7), see Table 2-1-6. 


 


 


2.1.3.1 Comparison of sRGB with a physical model 


 


The sRGB channel function does not account for the different monitor settings. For 


comparison, the channel function of a physical model to characterise the colorimetry of CRT 


monitors (Berns et al, 1993) is shown: 


 


if Adj+[1-63A]0 then 
])631[(, AAdD jphysicalj      


else  Dj,physical=0         (2-1-9) 


 


There are two parameters in (2-1-9):  and A, both depending on the gain and offset settings of 


the monitor (A=kg/63, and kg is the original designation used in Berns et al, 1993). To 


compare the physical model and the sRGB model, Eq. (2-1-2) is re-written in a form similar 


to Eq. (2-1-9): 


 


If (1/63) dj + [-0.04045]>0 then Dj,sRGB = (  (1/(63 • 1.055)) dj + [0.055/1.055]   )
2.4


  


else Dj,sRGB =(dj/63) / 12.92        (2-1-10) 


 


The difference between Dj,sRGB  and Dj,physical is obvious. 


 


 


2.1.3.2 Chromaticity differences 


 


Table 2-1-5 shows the mean results of Step 5 of the calculations in Section 2.1.2.2. As can be 


seen from Table 2-1-5, chromaticity differences are infrequently below u'v'=0.02 which is 


required by the ISO ergonomic standard (ISO, 1993) for two monitors (the measured monitor 


and sRGB) to have similar chromaticity rendering capabilities. These chromaticity differences 


are due to the shape difference between the actual channel functions and the sRGB channel 


function. The additional error due to the phosphor transformation matrix differences was 


analysed in Rehák et. al, 1999. A  value can be considered as a descriptor of the shape 
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difference between the measured channel functions and sRGB channel function. From this, 


the mean chromaticity difference u'v'mean can be predicted by: 


 


u'v'mean = 0.0483  0.2994
        (2-1-11) 


 


Eq. (2-1-11) was derived by curve fitting (R
2
=0.90) on the 99 mean u'v' values of Table 2-1-


5 (i=1...11, s=1..9) as a function of the corresponding  values of Table 2-1-4.  


 


 


2.1.3.3 Colour differences 


 


Table 2-1-6 shows the results of Step 6 of the calculations in Section 2.1.2.2. As can be seen 


from Table 2-1-6, colour differences are infrequently below Eab
*
=10. The value of the mean 


colour error by using sRGB can be predicted from the value of  by using the following 


equation: 


 


Eab
*
mean = 26.426 0.3418


        (2-1-12) 


 


Eq. (2-1-12) was derived by curve fitting (R
2
=0.93) on the 99 mean Eab


*
 values of Table 2-1-


6 (i=1...11, s=1..9) as a function of the corresponding  values of Table 2-1-4.  


 


 


2.1.3.4 Effect of the graphics card 


 


The shape of the channel function may also depend on the graphics card used to drive the 


CRT monitor. Four different graphics cards have been investigated. They are listed in Table 


2-1-7.  


 


 


Table 2-1-7. Graphics cards (index m does not reflect the order used in Table 2-1-7) 


m Type 


1 S3 TRIO 64V (764) 


2 S3 VIRGE PCI (325) 


3 INTEL 810e 


4 CIRRUS LOGIC 5446 PCI 


 


 


The monitor and its setting was the same, just the graphics card was changed. Changing the 


graphics card did not influence the channel functions significantly. values, mean 


chromaticity differences and mean colour differences between the actual monitor and sRGB, 


obtained for the graphics cards listed in Table 2-1-7 are given in Table 2-1-8.  Using Eqs. (2-


1-11) and (2-1-12), Eab
*
mean and u'v'mean can be predicted from the value of  with 10-20% 


accuracy.  
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Table 2-1-8.  values, mean chromaticity differences and mean colour differences between 


the actual monitor and sRGB, obtained for the graphics cards listed in Table 2-1-7 


m  u'v'mean Eab
*
mean 


1 0.115 0.031 15.3 


2 0.098 0.031 15.6 


3 0.089 0.030 14. 8 


4 0.121 0.031 14.8 


 


 


2.1.3.5 Total colour error 
 


If both the measured phosphor matrix and the measured shape of the channel function differ 


from the sRGB standard then users might expect a total colorimetric error arising from both 


error sources. The total error calculated for several  values and white point settings is shown 


in Table 2-1-9. As can be seen from Table 2-1-9, the mean total colorimetric error is less than 


the sum of the mean errors of the two individual error sources. The square root taken from the 


sum of the squares of the individual errors seems to be a better estimate. 


 


 


Table 2-1-9. Total colorimetric error arising from the white point difference plus the channel 


function difference. Mean u'v' and Eab
*
 values were calculated by taking all 14


3
 dj value 


combinations into account, see Section 2.1.2.2. The chromaticities of the R, G, B primaries of 


the monitors were assumed to be equal the sRGB values 


 0.00 


sRGB 


0.07 1.56 4.00 0.00 


sRGB 


0.07 1.56 4.00 


Monitor white point u'v' Eab
* 


12700K 0.039 0.045 0.082 0.093 11.8 16.8 35.4 45.0 


10000K 0.024 0.033 0.073 0.086 5.7 12.2 33.7 44.4 


D65 (sRGB) 0.000 0.021 0.057 0.075 0.0 10.2 32.5 43.5 


D55 0.013 0.025 0.056 0.074 3.4 10.7 32.2 43.3 


D50 0.022 0.030 0.058 0.076 5.7 11.5 32.1 43.2 


 


 


2.1.4 Conclusion 


 


The dependence of the luminous output of CRT monitors on the digital colour values (DAC 


values) was measured on eleven different monitors. This dependence was called channel 


function. Different settings of the monitors were investigated. It was concluded that the use of 


the default sRGB channel function can lead to mean chromaticity errors of up to u'v'=0,06 


and colour differences of up to Eab
*
=33. Changing the graphics card did not influence the 


channel functions significantly. The joint effect of two kinds of errors, one due to the channel 


function difference and the other due to the white point difference between the actual monitor 


and sRGB, can be estimated as the square root of the sum of the squared values of the colour 


errors of the individual error sources.  
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2.2 CRT monitors: Phosphor matrix 


 


2.2.1 Using the sRGB colour space 


 


One of the major challenges for software developers is to write image processing software, 


where the colours used in the image reflect the colour composition of the original. Several 


methods are used to achieve this goal also in open systems. One possibility is to transmit with 


the image information on the capturing visual environment and on the input device (the input 


device profile) (see e.g. Hunt, 1995; Giorgianni and Madden, 1998). This technique is called 


tagging, and ensures good colour transmission (Hunt, 1995). Often this method is 


cumbersome and therefore IEC TC 100 (International Electrotechnical Commission, 


Technical Committee 100, Audio, video and multimedia systems and equipment) 


recommended a default RGB colour space (sRGB) and transformations to achieve reasonable 


colour reproduction on cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors (IEC, 1998; Newman: see the web 


reference). Although this standard provided exact guidance on the reference display 


conditions and the encoding characteristics, little was known how well actual CRT monitors 


fulfilled these requirements. Thus we investigated this question and showed how large colour 


differences could be expected if only the sRGB colour space encoding rules were obeyed and 


the same colour image was displayed on different colour monitors of the same type or of 


different types. We concentrated only on the chromatic aspects, and did not deal with items 


like monitor gamma, channel and spatial interdependence and spatial uniformity (for a more 


detailed treatment of the subject see e. g. Berns et al., 1993; Bodrogi and Schanda, 1995). In 


the measurements (Rehák et al., 1999), the single colour channels of the monitors were 


characterised i. e. the dependence of the monitor tristimulus values (R, G, B) on the DAC 


values (r, g, b), in other words: the monitor gamma, was known. We always started from the 


monitor tristimulus values R, G, B (see Eq. (2-2-1) and Table 2-2-1-3). 


 


 


2.2.1.1 Measurements 
 


Eight CRT monitors were selected. All of them were in good condition, used for some time in 


the daily routine. Table 2-2-1-1 provides an overview of the monitors tested. As seen from the 


table, in some cases we had the opportunity to test more than one sample of the same type. In 


the following, these CRT monitors will be identified by an index i  1 … 8. This index does 


not reflect the order used in Table 2-2-1-1. 


 


 


Table 2-2-1-1. Monitors tested in the experiment 


Manufacturer Type 


HP Hewlett-Packard HPA4033A 


GVC GVC 14" 


EIZO EIZO F784/MA-21A1 


DAEWOO DAEWOO 17" 


DAEWOO DAEWOO 17" 


DAEWOO DAEWOO 14" CMC-1502B 


AXION17 AXION 17" CL-1766 


AXION17 AXION 17" CL-1766 
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The tristimulus values of the RGB primary colours at their respective peak DAC values, and 


the white point when all three electron guns were set to the peak DAC values were measured 


in the middle of the screen with the InPhoRa TRI 4 tristimulus colorimeter. The colorimeter 


was set perpendicularly to the middle part of the screen. Users were asked to set the 


brightness/contrast of the monitors to their most comfortable value. For monitors of the same 


type the brightness/contrast settings were set to the same values. Table 2-2-1-2 shows the 


chromaticity co-ordinates, luminance values, correlated colour temperature (CCT) of the RGB 


primary colours and of the white point for sRGB and the eight tested monitors. 


 


 


Table 2-2-1-2. Chromaticity co-ordinates, luminance (L), correlated colour temperature 


(CCT) of RGB primary colours and of the white point for sRGB and the eight tested monitors 


Monitor 


number, i 


Measured primary R G B W 


sRGB x 0.640 0.300 0.150 0.313 


 y 0.330 0.600 0.060 0.329 


 L (cd/m
2
) 17 57 6 80 


 CCT (K) - - - 6500 


1 x 0.615 0.287 0.151 0.258 


 y 0.323 0.597 0.062 0.291 


 L (cd/m
2
) 22 102 15 139 


 CCT (K) - - - 12700 


2 x 0.639 0.301 0.156 0.271 


 y 0.308 0.597 0.062 0.287 


 L (cd/m
2
) 18 79 12 106 


 CCT (K) - - - 11260 


3 x 0.639 0.310 0.163 0.304 


 y 0.316 0.597 0.054 0.329 


 L (cd/m
2
) 23 93 8 121 


 CCT (K) - - - 7000 


4 x 0.638 0.298 0.165 0.289 


 y 0.308 0.593 0.058 0.304 


 L (cd/m
2
) 14 52 6 71 


 CCT (K) - - - 8520 
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Table 2-2-1-2 (continued) 


5 x 0.635 0.297 0.159 0.303 


 y 0.323 0.600 0.054 0.309 


 L (cd/m
2
) 24 73 8 99 


 CCT (K) - - - 7340 


6 x 0.626 0.273 0.151 0.264 


 y 0.330 0.616 0.054 0.289 


 L (cd/m
2
) 25 99 14 131 


 CCT (K) - - - 12030 


7 x 0.628 0.291 0.161 0.284 


 y 0.317 0.597 0.055 0.276 


 L (cd/m
2
) 17 48 7 72 


 CCT (K) - - - 10390 


8 x 0.618 0.310 0.155 0.268 


 y 0.326 0.580 0.065 0.307 


 L (cd/m
2
) 21 113 15 146 


 CCT (K) - - - 10290 


 


 


Using the above calibration data, the phosphor transformation matrices, Pi were calculated. 


By the help of these phosphor matrices the tristimulus values for 14 different settings of the R, 


G, B values were determined (see Eq. (2-2-1) and Table 2-2-1-3). 
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Table 2-2-1-3. Setting of the RGB values (per cent of max. DAC values) for the 14 


chromaticities 


j Name R G B 


1 Red 100 0 0 


2 Green 0 100 0 


3 Blue 0 0 100 


4 Yellow 100 100 0 


5 Magenta 100 0 100 


6 Cyan 0 100 100 
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Table 2-2-1-3 (continued) 


7 White 100 100 100 


8 Live Green 50 100 0 


9 Greenish Blue 0 50 100 


10 Purple 100 0 50 


11 Orange 100 50 0 


12 Lilac 50 0 1 


13 Bluish Green 0 100 50 


14 Light Green 50 100 50 


 


 


As a next step, the chromaticity differences (ISO, 1993) between the sRGB values and the 


values measured on the eight displays were determined, using Eq. (2-2-2). 


 


   221


2


21


'''''' vvuuvu         (2-2-2) 


 


The CIELAB colour differences have also been calculated, assuming only chromaticity 


differences, i.e. using the white point luminance data of the monitors as their achromatic 


values in determining the L*, a*, b* values (Xn, Yn, Zn). 


 


 


2.2.1.2. Results and discussion 


 


Chromaticity differences between the eight tested monitors and the sRGB default 


chromaticity for the RGB primaries can already be deduced from the data in Table 2-2-1-2. 


The u'v' and Eab* values are shown in Table 2-2-1-4. 


 


 


Table 2-2-1-4. u'v' and Eab* values depicting the colour difference of the RGB primaries of 


the eight monitors tested from the sRGB default values 


Monitor No, i R G B W 


 u'v' Eab* u'v' Eab* u'v' Eab* u'v' Eab* 


1 0.009 12.3 0.004 17.9 0.021 16.1 0.040 0.0 


2 0.017 19.5 0.009 12.8 0.010 14.6 0.027 0.0 


3 0.012 8.0 0.014 17.5 0.013 24.4 0.042 0.0 


4 0.005 6.4 0.001 9.7 0.020 11.3 0.018 0.0 


5 0.023 10.7 0.002 8.5 0.021 14.8 0.021 0.0 


6 0.014 11.3 0.005 5.2 0.023 15.1 0.003 0.0 


7 0.024 11.8 0.001 11.0 0.009 15.5 0.032 0.0 


8 0.017 15.4 0.006 7.2 0.004 18.2 0.037 0.0 


 


 


The L*, a*, b* values of a given monitor (including sRGB) were calculated by considering 


the given monitor's white point as reference white as the user is adapted to this. That is why 


the Eab* values corresponding to the white points are zero in Table 2-2-1-4.  As seen from 


the table if no further care is taken but the sRGB values are supposed for the monitor, 
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chromaticity and colour differences can occur in the order of u'v'= 0.02 and Eab* = 10. For 


the following evaluation of monitor performance we selected monitors 4 and 7, one showing 


small Eab* values for the primary colours, and one showing large Eab* values. For these 


two monitors Figure 2-2-1-1 and Figure 2-2-1-2 show histograms of u'v': The magnitude of 


u'v' is depicted on the abscissa of the figures and the number of colours of Table 2-2-1-3 for 


which u'v' is between 0 and 0.01; 0.01 and 0.02; etc. is shown on the ordinate. (In Figure 2-


2-1-2, there are no colours with error between 0.01 and 0.02 but this is only a random effect.) 


 


 


 
Figure 2-2-1-1. Histogram showing chromaticity difference classes between sRGB and 


monitor 4 


 


 


 
Figure 2-2-1-2. Histogram showing chromaticity difference classes between sRGB and 


monitor 7 


 


 


According to the ISO ergonomic standard (ISO, 1993),
 
two monitors are regarded as having 


similar chromaticity rendering capabilities if u'v'<0.02. As seen from the figures only 


monitor 4 satisfies this criterion reasonably. If a coloured image encoded to sRGB is depicted 
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on monitor 7, notable chromaticity differences will be observed. Direction and magnitude of 


the chromaticity differences are visualised in Figure 2-2-1-3 and Figure 2-2-1-4.  


 


 


 


Figure 2-2-1-3. CIE u'v’ chromaticities of the 14 test settings for sRGB and monitor 4 


 


 


 


Figure 2-2-1-4. CIE u'v’ chromaticities of the 14 test settings for sRGB and monitor 7 


 


 


As could be seen, the chromaticity difference between the R and G primary for test monitor 4 


and G and B primary for test monitor 7, compared with sRGB is relatively small. The 


differences in the white point settings, and particularly the large white point difference for 


monitor 7 compared with sRGB, manifest themselves in large chromaticity differences for the 


colours produced as mixtures of the primaries. This is clearly visible in Figure 2-2-1-4, where 


the relative luminance of the blue channel is considerably higher than required by sRGB, 


leading to higher CCT and producing large chromaticity differences along the purple line 
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(mixtures of the R and B primaries). Above findings can be quantified in the following form. 


The u' v’ chromaticity co-ordinates of an additive colour mixture (e.g. of the R and B 


primaries of the CRT monitor) can be described as 


 


BR
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BB
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RR'


mix
FBFR


uFBuFR
u
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BR'


mix
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YBYR
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     (2-2-3) 


 


where the weight factors FR and FB are defined in the following way: 
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315 RRR
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     (2-2-4) 


 


Here, XR, YR, ZR and XB, YB and ZB are the tristimulus values of the red and blue peak 


primaries, respectively. As can be seen, the weight factors F depend on the radiance output of 


the phosphor. This is shown in Table 2-2-1-5, where the relative values FR, FB and the red and 


blue luminance are shown.  


 


 


Table 2-2-1-5. Example of relative weighting factor values used in Eq. (2-2-3) 


 sRGB Monitor 4 Monitor 7 


FR 40.7 44.3 32.5 


FB 45.7 53.5 68.1 


YR 21.3 23.0 16.6 


YB 7.2 7.8 11.1 


 


 


The relative luminance of the blue channel of monitor 7 is much higher than the sRGB value, 


and that of its red channel is lower (i.e. the setting of the CCT is higher). This has, as a 


consequence, the large shift of the produced chromaticities. Table 2-2-1-6 summarises the 


present findings in showing the smallest and largest chromaticity differences (u'v') and 


colour differences (Eab*) to be expected for the two selected monitors with the smallest and 


largest deviation from the sRGB standard.  


 


 


Table 2-2-1-6. Chromaticity and colour differences for the selected two displays 


 Monitor 4 Monitor 7 


 u'v' Eab* u'v' Eab* 


Test setting 1 0.005 6.4 0.024 11.8 


Test setting 2 0.001 9.7 0.001 11.0 


Test setting 3 0.020 11.3 0.009 15.5 


Test setting 4 0.007 6.4 0.008 12.8 


Test setting 5 0.016 3.0 0.061 5.6 
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Table 2-2-1-6. (continued) 


Test setting 6 0.020 2.1 0.032 11.5 


Test setting 7 0.018 0.0 0.032 0.0 


Test setting 8 0.004 7.2 0.005 11.9 


Test setting 9 0.026 6.1 0.037 14.8 


Test setting 10 0.014 3.4 0.064 7.1 


Test setting 11 0.010 4.9 0.010 11.0 


Test setting 12 0.017 4.7 0.045 6.7 


Test setting 13 0.013 2.9 0.023 6.3 


Test setting 14 0.013 2.4 0.022 2.3 


 


 


2.2.1.3. Conclusions 


 


If the sRGB settings are supposed for a particular monitor, the colour differences encountered 


will depend on the characteristics of the monitor. As seen from Table 2-2-1-6, these colour 


differences can be very large (u'v'=0.06 and Eab*=15.0). To avoid such large errors, the 


CCT setting of the monitor should be adjusted to that of sRGB. This will considerably 


decrease the errors (u'v'=0.01 and Eab*=5.0). The present investigations have also shown 


that the spectra of the red, green and blue phosphors used in modern CRT monitors are very 


close to the sRGB values, thus the checking or setting of the CCT can be done with relatively 


simple colorimeters. It is not necessary to use colorimeters with very exact spectral match to 


the CIE colour matching functions. It is only necessary to use appropriate matrix 


transformations to obtain the correct colorimetric values
 
(Schanda and Lux, 1973; ASTM, 


1992; Leone et al., 1996; Ohno and Hardis, 1997). 


 


 


2.2.2 Colour channel interdependence, spatial interdependence, and the use of a multi-


dimensional phosphor matrix 


 


The performance of a colorimetric calibration method for colour CRT monitors was 


investigated experimentally for six monitor types representing different quality levels. The 


colour of luminous patches in the presence of different border and background colours on the 


screen was measured. Systematic deviation from the calibration method described in CIE 


Technical Report, Guide to Characterizing the Colorimetry of Computer-Controlled Displays 


(1993), was found that was explained by the violation of two basic assumptions of the 


calibration method used: spatial independence and channel independence. Measurements 


were carried out to see the effect of spatial and channel interdependence separately. A method 


was recommended to characterize the extent of channel and spatial interdependence of a given 


monitor set-up. With the help of this method it was possible to predict the CIE XYZ 


tristimulus values of displayed colours even in the case of such monitors that show channel- 


and/or spatial-interdependence (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1995). 
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2.2.2.1 Introduction 


 


A number of different methods have been considered in literature for the calibration of colour 


CRT monitors (Brainard, 1989; Travis, 1991). As a first approximation, the phosphor 


radiance output M of a single colour channel can be assumed to be proportional to d

 where d 


is the digital-analogue-converter (DAC) value of that channel stored in the frame buffer and  


is an exponent (Hartmann and Madden, 1987; Travis, 1991). Berns et al. (1993) described a 


model based on vacuum tube physics. The CIE (1996) recommended this calibration method. 


In the calibration method, the phosphor radiance output M of a single channel is proportional 


to (kg(d / 2
N-j


) + ko)

. Here kg and ko represent the monitor's gain and offset settings, N is the 


number of bits per colour channel in the frame buffer, and  is an exponent characteristic for 


the triode vacuum tube formed by the electron beam current control section of the CRT. Post 


and Calhoun (1989) discussed seven methods based on different fit curves and interpolation 


techniques to describe DAC value dependence of phosphor emission. In the following studies 


(Hartmann and Madden, 1987; Post and Calhoun, 1989; Motta, 1991; Travis, 1991; and Berns 


et al., 1993), the CIE X, Y and Z tristimulus values are calculated from the M values of the 


channels by using a 3×3 phosphor transformation matrix as described in CIE (1996). 


  


Brainard (1989) described the basic assumptions of the calibration method: phosphor 


constancy, channel independence, spatial independence, spatial homogeneity and temporal 


stability. Channel independence means 'that the output of one electron gun and therefore the 


excitation of one channel at a given pixel is not dependent on the other channels at that pixel 


(CIE, 1996). Spatial independence is defined in the following way: “When characterising a 


portion of the display, it is assumed that the luminance and chromaticity at that portion is 


stable and invariant to colours displayed in other portions of the display”(CIE, 1996). In 


Berns et al. (1993b), channel and spatial independence have been checked for several monitor 


types. Some monitors (even high-resolution monitors) turned out to exhibit poor channel and 


spatial independence, especially for high-luminance images and for high settings of the 


monitor amplifier gain (CIE, 1996). The lack of channel or spatial independence is called 


channel or spatial interdependence, respectively. For the designers of applications that require 


displaying colour stimuli on different screen backgrounds accurately, e.g. for the 


implementation of colour atlases or when colours have to be shown correctly on adjacent 


parts of the screen, as for architectural or other design purposes, it is especially important to 


be able to predict the effects of channel and/or spatial interdependence and to provide 


colorimetrically accurate colours even in the presence of these effects. Colour perception 


issues of the displayed colours can be solved only if the colour stimuli are displayed properly.  


 


Brainard (1989) stated that “improved accuracy of calibration might be achieved by 


formulating a more sophisticated method of the phosphor interactions” (in our nomenclature: 


channel interactions) “and spatial interactions”. One of the methods (Post and Calhoun, 1989) 


also takes the variation of the guns' chromaticity co-ordinates into account. However: “All 


seven methods use the assumption that the monitor's guns do not interact”. In Berns et al. 


(1993), the CIE X, Y and Z tristimulus values are calculated by using the phosphor 


transformation matrix determined either by measuring the tristimulus values of the red, green 


and blue peak display primary colours (in our nomenclature: Matrix P) or by sampling the 


colour gamut and estimating the matrix elements using multiple linear regression (in our 


nomenclature: Matrix M). Berns et al. (1993) remark: “Characterisation accuracy can be 


improved greatly using the regression method for monitors exhibiting a lack of channel 


independence and channel chromaticity constancy... For some displays, covariance terms are 


also needed in addition to the linear terms of the interdependence matrix”. This is outlined in 


Motta (1991): an expected tristimulus value C is always greater than the measured one C'=lred 
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lgreen lblue C. The ratio C'/C depends on the load on the channels represented by the channel 


covariance terms lred≤1, lgreen≤1, lblue≤1, using the method of Motta (1991).  


 


A new method was developed (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1995) where these covariance terms 


were allowed for by introducing a 3 x 9 phosphor transformation matrix. This matrix (we call 


this Matrix ) is a result of a multiple linear regression like Matrix M, but taking also the 


products of the monitor tristimulus values of the different colour channels into account. A 


systematic experimental investigation of the performance of the calibration method for six 


monitor types representing different quality levels were reported (Bodrogi and Schanda, 


1995). Different colour patches (colour surfaces) of different sizes in the presence of different 


border and background colours on the screen have been measured. Systematic deviations of 


up to 25 CIELAB units from the predictions of the calibration method were found. These can 


be explained by the violation of spatial and channel independence.  


 


It turned out that these deviations depended first on the size and colour of the colour patch 


considered, second on the border and/or background colour, and third on the setting of the 


monitor's video amplifier gain and offset (often termed 'brightness' and 'contrast' setting; in 


this Section the term 'monitor state' will be used). Spatial and channel interdependence are 


strongly coupled phenomena: the extent of channel interdependence depends on the size and 


colour of the luminous part of the screen. So we have executed a series of experiments to see 


the effect of spatial and channel interdependence separately. A simple model to understand 


the phenomena caused by spatial and channel interdependence was presented (Bodrogi and 


Schanda, 1995). This enables us to define a method to characterize the extent of spatial and 


channel interdependence for a given monitor state. This method can be used to test a monitor 


set-up and/or whether its state is acceptable for accurate colorimetry or not. Furthermore, the 


model can be used to suggest criteria for an acceptable monitor state. 


 


After a short overview of the instrumentation, the methods used to determine the elements of 


the phosphor transformation matrix 4 are described below. Then the concept of the channel 


interdependence matrix  is defined, followed by the results of the experimental test of the 


calibration method. The phenomena of spatial and channel interdependence are discussed 


taking the effects of image size and monitor state into consideration. Finally, the new test 


method for the characterization of the extent of spatial and channel interdependence are 


presented. 


 


 


2.2.2.2 Experimental method 


 


The monitor was switched on well before the measurement for stabilization, and before each 


measurement series a full screen peak white (all channels for every pixel of the screen set to 


maximum DAC value) was set for 30 minutes. For the measurements themselves a colour 


patch was varied by its DAC values (this patch is called 'bar of variable colour'), while the 


other pixels of the screen were set for one measuring series to a constant value, this produced 


the 'constant border' light on the screen. 


 


The INPHORA TRI 4 tristimulus colorimeter was used for the measurement of the CIE X, Y 


and Z tristimulus values of the displayed colours for the first three monitors (m = 1 to 3) and 


the LMT C 1210 tristimulus colorimeter was used to measure the second three monitors (m = 


4 to 6). The luminance corresponding to zero DAC values of the colour bar was measured for 


each series. This is especially important in the case of white borders as light is scattered from 


the border to the colour bar of variable colour. This luminance was always less than 4.0cd/m
2
, 
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and we have allowed for this effect by an additive constant in the present calculations. The 


monitors examined (they will be referred to as m = 1 to 6) are listed in Table 2-2-2-1.  


 


 


Table 2-2-2-1. Monitors examined in the experiment 
Number (m) Monitor Max. resolution 


1 Hyundai HCM-425E 14in 640 x 480 


2 ESCOM ES9004MNL 20in 1280 x 1024 


3 Eizo-FlexScan F760i W 21in 1280 x 1024 


4 Samsung CVM 4787 T 14in 640 x 480 


5 Highscreen MS 1457 14in 640 x 480 


6 Yakumo EL 1764 16in 640 x 480 


 


 


All monitors were used in 640 × 480 pixel resolution graphics mode with 6 bit/channel colour 


resolution. They had nested gain/offset control except monitor no. 3 which had separate 


gain/offset control for the red, green and blue channels. They were driven by VGA graphics 


cards except monitor no. 2 which was driven by a Windows Accelerator S3 VGA graphics 


card. These monitors represent different quality categories: Monitors no. 1 and 4 are 


inexpensive monitors frequently used in office workplaces, monitors no. 2, 5 and 6 represent 


better quality monitors suitable also for graphics applications, while monitor no. 3 is a high-


quality monitor for advanced colour graphics applications. 


 


 


2.2.2.3 Matrix P, matrix M and matrix  


 


From the point of view of reducing the effect of spatial and channel interdependence, the 


critical point of the calibration method is the way that the monitor's R, G, B values are 


transformed into CIE X, Y, Z tristimulus values (Berns et al., 1993). One possibility for the 


transformation is the use of look-up tables and three-dimensional interpolations (Hung, 1993). 


This method is the most accurate but it requires a vast number of colorimetric measurements 


and complex calculations. Another possibility is to apply different phosphor transformation 


matrices. In the present test of the calibration method we have used three different types of 


transformation matrices to predict the CIE X, Y, Z tristimulus values of the measured colour: 


matrix P, matrix M, and matrix  (see below). The colorimetric differences between the 


measured and the predicted values for each type of transformation matrix were calculated. 


 


 


2.2.2.3.1 Matrix P 
 


This 3 x 3 matrix represents the most straightforward linear transformation. It uses the CIE X, 


Y, Z tristimulus values of the red, green and blue channels R, G, B at their maximum DAC 


values. 


 


 


2.2.2.3.2 Matrix M 
 


This 3 x 3 matrix is a result of a multiple linear regression based on a sample of the monitor's 


colour gamut. It represents an average linear transformation from monitor R, G, B values to 


CIE X, Y, Z tristimulus values. It works more or less accurately depending on the R, G, B 


value combinations selected. 
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2.2.2.3.3 Matrix  
 


This 3 × 9 matrix is also a result of a multiple linear regression based on a sample of the 


monitor's colour gamut. The independent variable of the transformation is a 9-dimensional 


“column vector” S consisting of the monitor tristimulus values T1=R, T2=G, T3=B and all six 


possible products of them: 


 


Si=Ti, i=1,2,3; S4=T1T1, S5=T1T2, S6= T1T3, S7=T2T2, S8=T2T3, S9=T3T3   (2-2-5) 


 


The result of the transformation is: 


 


          (2-2-6) 


 


The terms S4...S9 are intended to account for channel interdependence. As we shall see below, 


this transformation matrix is especially useful in certain parts of the colour gamut if there are 


large bars of variable colour on the screen. 


 


 


2.2.2.4 Testing the P, M, and  calibration methods  


 


2.2.2.4.1 Monitor state 


 


The monitor state is determined by the video amplifier's gain/offset values (Berns et al., 


1993). Usually, these values can be modified by the aid of knobs or wheels on the monitor. 


Some monitors have separate gain/offset controls for the red, green and blue channels (e.g. 


monitor no. 3), others only have nested gain/offset control for all three channels (e.g. monitors 


no. 1 or 2). The position of the nested gain and offset control knobs (knobs usually called 


'contrast' and 'brightness', respectively) is described by a number between 0 and 1, 0 


representing the zero position of the knob and 1 representing the maximum position of the 


knob. All other values indicate proportions of turning the knobs between their minimum and 


maximum. (The generally used expressions contrast and brightness - which we will use only 


to secure continuity with common practice - are misleading: contrast and brightness are 


perceptual terms, they should not be used in conjunction with colour stimuli (valences); the 


knob customarily termed 'Contrast' sets the gain of the video amplifier and the knob 


'Brightness' sets the offset voltage of this amplifier.) During this test of the calibration method 


we used the following fixed monitor states: In the case of monitors no. 1, 2, 5, 6: knob 


'Contrast' turned to 1, knob 'Brightness' turned to about 1/3 and fixed; for monitor no. 3: the 


default monitor state provided by the manufacturer; for monitor no. 4: knob 'Contrast' and 


knob 'Brightness' both turned to 1. 


 


 


2.2.2.4.2 Test schemes 


 


To characterize the size of a colour patch displayed on the screen (the bar of variable colour) 


the display fill factor f, defined by the number of pixels of the colour patch divided by the 


total number of pixels of the current graphics mode, is used. The CIE X, Y and Z tristimulus 


values of colour bars displayed in the middle of the screen were measured. During a given 


measurement all the pixels inside the bar were driven by the same red, green and blue DAC 


values (there was no intended colour difference inside the bar). The fill factor of the bar was 
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either f= 0.02 (80 × 80 pixels, 'small bar' situation), this will be termed situation s = 1; or f= 


1.00 (all pixels of the screen set to the test DAC values of the colour bar, 'full-screen bar' 


situation), this will be termed situation s = 2. We have displayed borders of different sizes. All 


DAC values of the border were always set to their maximum values (peak white border). The 


position of the border can be seen in Figure 2-2-2-1. The quantity x represents the thickness of 


the border measured in pixels. 


 


 


 
Figure 2-2-2-1. The position of the display border used by the test schemes 


 


 


Five different borders (k=0...4) were used. Their fill factors are summarized in Table 2-2-2-2. 


In the case of k=0, there was no border on the screen, while k=4 corresponds to the white 


background. In the following we shall refer to a test scheme using three numbers: k, 


representing the border size; s representing the bar size; and m representing the monitor type. 


A measurement situation e.g. with k=1, s=1 and m=2, means a screen on the ESCOM monitor 


with a 21-pixel border and an 80 x 80 pixel colour bar, other parts of the screen being black. 


The detailed experimental test of the calibration method with all above defined values of k 


border and s situation has been carried out for monitors m=1 and m=2. 


 


 


Table 2-2-2-2. Fill factors of the borders 
k x f 


0 0 0.00 


1 21 0.15 


2 45 0.30 


3 100 0.60 


4 - 0.98 


 


 


2.2.2.4.3 Testing methodology: stimuli and quantities 


 


A total of 125 possible combinations of the following red (R), green (G), and blue (B) DAC 


values: 0, 15, 31, 47, 63 were selected. This set of display colours will be called 'sample'. In 


the following, we shall designate those colorimetric quantities that have been measured 
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directly or that have been calculated based on direct measurements, by the index m; and those 


calculated based on the calibration method by the index c. The following colorimetric 


quantities were calculated for each sample colour: the CIELAB co-ordinates based on the 


measured CIE X, Y, Z tristimulus values, taking the measured peak white as reference white, 


the CIELAB coordinates based on the calibration method's predictions also taking the 


measured peak white as reference white, and, in addition, some colorimetric differences and a 


ratio between the calculated and measured quantities for the experimental test of the 


calibration method. In the subsequent discussion, the expression 'colour difference' instead of 


'colour difference between the measured colour and the calculated colour using the calibration 


method' will be used. The following colorimetric differences were calculated: 


 


L*=Lc - Lm 


Cab*=C*c – C*m 


h=hc - hm 


Eab*           (2-2-7) 


 


Furthermore, the following ratio has been introduced for the characterization of the extent of 


channel interdependence (the extent of channel crosstalks): 


 


Q = Ym/Yc          (2-2-8) 


 


Eq. (2-2-8) contains the ratio of the measured and the calculated Y tristimulus value. These 


calculations were carried out for each given test scheme (k: border; s: small bar or full screen 


situation, m: monitor type) for each sample colour using six different transformation matrices: 


matrices P, M and  determined using the measured colorimetric data of the given test 


scheme (k, s, m). Matrices P0, M0 and 0, represent the special cases of using the measured 


colorimetric data of the following scheme: k=0 (no border), s=1 (small bar), m. The 


calculations applying matrices P0, M0 and 0 are intended to demonstrate the effect of using a 


transformation matrix determined from the colorimetric data of a small bar of variable colour 


on a black background instead of the transformation matrices corresponding to the given test 


scheme. The primary output of the test consists of tables containing the measured and 


calculated data of all 125 sample colours. These results will be discussed below. 


 


 


2.2.2.4.4 Results 


 


Table 2-2-2-3 contains the average CIELAB Eab* differences and the average Q values 


(ratio of measured and calculated Y tristimulus value) for the different test schemes. These 


averages were calculated taking all 125 sample colours into account. Columns 1-3 of Table 2-


2-2-3 specify the test schemes in terms of monitor type m, border size k and small or full 


screen bar size s values. Columns 4-9 contain the average Eab* differences calculated by 


using matrices P, M, , P0, M0 and 0, respectively. Columns 10-15 contain similar average Q 


values.  
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Table 2-2-2-3. Average Eab* and Q values for the different test schemes 


 
 


 


To see how the colour differences vary inside the colour gamut of the monitor, we divided the 


gamut into eight octaves in terms of DAC values. These colour gamut octaves are defined by 


Table 2-2-2-4.  


 


 


Table 2-2-2-4. Colour gamut octaves 


 
 


 


In the cube of all DAC value combinations the gamut octaves can be thought of as eight small 


subcubes of equal size. Figures 2-2-2-2a-f show the 125 sample colours for different test 


schemes in the h*-L* diagram, and Figures 2-2-2-3a-f show them in the C*-L* diagram, 


for monitor no. l, as an example. The quantities h*, C* and L* were obtained according 


to Eq. (2-2-7). Consequently, the positive values of h*, C* and L* mean that the 


calculated hue angle, chroma or lightness is greater than the measured one. The Eab* 


differences as averages from the values of the colour gamut octaves are shown in Table 2-2-2-


5 for the test scheme k = 0 (no border), s = 2 (full screen bar) and monitor no. 1, as an 


example. 
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Figure 2-2-2-2. The 125 sample colours for different test schemes in the h*-L* diagram 
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Figure 2-2-2-3. The 125 sample colours for different test schemes in the C*-L* diagram 
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Table 2-2-2-5. Eab* differences as averages from the values of the colour gamut octaves, for 


the test scheme k = 0 (no border), s = 2 (full screen bar) and monitor no. 1, as an example 


 
__________________________________________________________ 
a
: see Figure 2-2-2-2e, 


b
: see Figure 2-2-2-2f, 


c
: see Figure 2-2-2-2d  


 


 


2.2.2.4.5 Discussion 


 


First, the case of the small bar of variable colour (s=1) will be discussed. Using the 


transformation matrices determined in the absence of any border (on black background) and 


for a small bar of variable colour, i.e. using the matrices P0, M0 and 0 causes considerable 


colour differences as the size of the white border increases (see columns 7-9 of Table 2-2-2-


3). This is not a consequence of the light scattered from the white border to the bar of variable 


colour (we have avoided this by using an additive luminance contrast). In the case of scattered 


light the measured luminance, for example, would be higher than the calculated one. Just the 


opposite has been found (see Figure 2-2-2-2b or Figure 2-2-2-3b). The colour differences in 


columns 7-9 of Table 2-2-2-3 increase as the size of the white border increases. The 


maximum average colour difference of about 25 Eab* arises in the case of the white 


background (k=4). These colour differences can be reduced to be in the order of one Eab* 


unit for every border size by using a separate transformation matrix for each border size, each 


determined in the presence of the corresponding border, i.e. by using matrices P, M or  (see 


columns 4-6 of Table 2-2-2-3).  


 


Comparing Figures 2-2-2-3a and 2-2-2-3b, the effect of using the transformation matrix 


corresponding to the black background in the case of a white background is obvious: the 


calibration method predicts much greater chroma or lightness than actually appears on the 


screen. Comparing Figures 2-2-2-2a and b, one can see that the use of matrix P0 causes large 


hue angle differences. The large h, C* and L* values in Figures 2-2-2-2b and 2-2-2-3b 


are consequences of spatial interdependence, as we shall see in the next section. Figures 2-2-


2-2c and 2-2-2-3c demonstrate how the transformation matrix determined in the presence of 


the white background (matrix P) 'pulls back' the sample towards the region of small colour 


differences. Considering the Q values in columns 13-15 of Table 2-2-2-3 (the columns of 


matrices P0, M0 and 0), a decrease of the average Q values down to Q=0.55 can be observed 


as k (border size) increases. However, the Q values remain approximately constant (and equal 


to unity) in the columns of matrices P, M and  (i.e. in columns 10-12). This also indicates 


the importance of using matrices P, M or . The above tendencies are similar for monitors no. 


1 and 2, except that a white border of k=2 or k=3 causes greater colour differences in columns 


7-9 for monitor no. 1 than for 2. This is a sign of the greater spatial interdependence in case of 


monitor no. 1, as will be seen in the next section. As the second point, we shall regard the case 


when the colour of the whole screen is variable (k=0, s=2: no border, full screen colour bar). 
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Comparing Figure 2-2-2-2a with Figure 2-2-2-2d or comparing Figure 2-2-2-3a with Figure 


2-2-2-3d, the increase of colour differences by using the transformation matrix P0 for the case 


of s=2 is obvious.  


 


These differences can be reduced by applying matrix P (see Figure 2-2-2-2e and Figure 2-2-2-


3e). They can be further reduced by applying matrix  (the matrix with co-variance terms, see 


Figure 2-2-2-2f and Figure 2-2-2-3f). The role of matrix  can be better understood by 


considering Table 2-2-2-5 and by comparing the average Eab* colour differences of the 


columns of matrices P0, P, and . Matrix  seems to diminish the colour differences of the 


column of matrix P0 more strongly than matrix P primarily for light and desaturated colours 


of the colour gamut, i.e. for those lying in the sixth, seventh or eighth octaves. This is a 


consequence of increased channel interdependence in these octaves, as will be explained in 


the next section. It is matrix X that provides the best sample averages of both Eab* and Q 


values (see Table 2-2-2-3). Matrix M was not found to perform well in this test scheme. 


 


 


2.2.2.5 Spatial interdependence and channel interdependence 
 


2.2.2.5.1 Modelling spatial interdependence and channel interdependence 
 


As shown in the above discussion, the measured colorimetric parameters of a bar of variable 


colour can deviate from the predictions of the calibration model. These deviations can arise 


either from the influence of luminous borders displayed around the small bar of variable 


colour (e.g. with fill factor f=0.02) or can be produced by displaying a large bar of variable 


colour (e.g. full screen colour, i.e. f=1.0). A simple model, based on the following 


assumptions, can explain this. 


 


First, we make a distinction between two kinds of colour patches displayed on the screen: the 


first whose colour is varied by the application, and whose colour is to be predicted accurately, 


and the second whose colour is constant during the given application. The first colour patch is 


called the target patch, and the second the constant patch. Both the target patch and the 


constant patch are supposed to be driven inside the respective patches by the same DAC 


values. For example, in colour monitor implementations of colour atlases, the target patch is 


the colour currently selected by the user, and the constant patch is the set of all other colour 


patches displayed on the screen at the same time.  


 


Second, by displaying a new non-black colour patch on the screen at a place where it was 


black originally, the extent of channel crosstalk increases, and the output of the electron guns 


and therefore the excitation of the red, green, and blue channels decreases. 


 


Third, this increment of the channel crosstalks and the decrement of the output of the electron 


guns depend on the fill factor and on the DAC values of the newly displayed non-black colour 


patch. A larger fill factor and larger DAC values give rise to a larger increment of the channel 


crosstalks and a larger decrement of the output of the electron guns. 


 


 


2.2.2.5.2 Explanation of the results 
 


The results of the experimental test of the calibration method can be explained in the 


following way. 
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2.2.2.5.2.1 Test schemes: small bar s=1, variable white border k=0-4 


In this case, the target patch is the small bar of variable colour, and the constant patch is the 


white border. Turning on a white border, the output of the electron guns decreases on the 


whole screen. Therefore, using transformation matrices determined in the absence of any 


border, the lightness and chroma of the target patch will be overestimated by the calibration 


method. Changing the DAC values of the target patch does not further influence the extent of 


channel crosstalks and the output of the electron guns, because the fill factor of the target 


patch is much smaller than the fill factor of the white border. That is why the use of 


transformation matrices determined in the presence of the white border yields much better 


accordance with the experimental results. 


 


 


2.2.2.5.2.2 Test schemes: full screen bar s=2, no border k=0 
 


In this case, the target patch is the whole screen, and there is no constant patch. Changing the 


DAC values of the target patch strongly influences the extent of channel crosstalks and the 


output of the electron guns. Using matrix P instead of matrix P0 reduces the colour 


differences because it was determined measuring full-screen display primaries. Matrix  


reduces the colour differences more strongly than matrix P primarily for those colours lying 


in the sixth, seventh or eighth octaves because in the case of these colours all the channels are 


driven by higher DAC values and, as a result, channel crosstalk manifests itself in an explicit 


way. It is matrix  with its covariance terms that takes this channel crosstalk into account and 


thus reduces the colour differences caused by this effect. 


 


 


2.2.2.5.3 Decoupling spatial independence and channel independence 


 


From the above considerations the coupled nature of channel and spatial interdependence is 


obvious: displaying a patch with a large fill factor causes spatial interdependence, but also 


leads to increased channel crosstalk. To test a given state of a monitor set-up on channel and 


spatial interdependence, it would be desirable to decouple them. One way to see the effect of 


spatial interdependence separately is to measure the luminance of the primary colours (red, 


green and blue) at their maximum DAC values (peak primary colours) displaying patches of 


these colours with different fill factors. To characterize the extent of spatial interdependence, 


we introduce the following ratio: 


 


R(f) = Y(f) / Y(fo)          (2-2-9) 


 


In this formula, Y(f) means the luminance of a colour patch of a given colour with fill factor f, 


and f0 refers to a reference fill factor of the smallest patch of the given colour that can be 


displayed and measured (e.g. f0=0.02). The Q value (ratio of measured and calculated Y 


tristimulus value) of the peak white as a function of the fill factor can be calculated from the 


R(f) functions of the peak primary colours and from the R(f) function of the peak white. These 


Q(f) functions can be determined by the following formula: 


 


Q(f)=Ypeak white(f) / [Ypeak red(f) + Ypeak green(f) + Ypeak blue(f)]    (2-2-10) 


 


Figures 2-2-2-4a and 2-2-2-4b show as an example the measured functions R(f) of the peak 


primary colours and of the peak white as well as the measured Q(f) function for monitor no. 2. 


Similar curves have been found for the other monitors. As can be seen from Figure 2-2-2-4a, 
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the lowest R values appear at the peak white (as a result of channel interdependence). It can 


be seen that there are small differences (up to 3%) among the R(f) functions of the three peak 


primary colours, but their tendencies are the same: in accordance with the above method, they 


are decreasing functions of the fill factor. The R(f) functions of the peak primary colours 


represent a good characteristic of spatial interdependence. 


 


The Q(f) function can be seen in Figure 2-2-2-4b. The Q value remains above 90% until a 


critical fill factor fcr (its value is fcr=0.6 for m=2), and then it begins to fall rapidly to reach its 


minimum of 62% at f=1. This function is a good characteristic of channel interdependence. 


Above a fill factor of 0.6 for white display probably the current drawn from the power supply 


is becoming so high that the electronic system of the monitor breaks down leading to a strong 


decrease of the observed luminance. Similar behaviour was observed with different monitors 


at different load situations. 


 


 


2.2.2.5.4 Test methods for spatial independence and channel independence 


 


Two methods were recommended (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1995) to test a given state of a 


monitor set-up from the point of view of spatial and channel independence. In the 


development of these test methods we have kept the following two points in mind: they 


should be easy to perform using possibly simple experimental equipment, and based on their 


results one should be able to decide whether the given state of monitor set-up is suitable for a 


given application or not.  


 


Method 'A' is an exhaustive method consisting of measuring the functions Y(f) for the peak 


red, peak green, peak blue and peak white colours, calculating the functions R(f) for the three 


peak primary colours and for the peak white, calculating the function Q(f), and calculating the 


following L* lightness differences as functions of the fill factor: 


 


L*i(f) = L*i(f) - L*i(f=f0)        (2-2-11) 


 


L*i(f) = 116 [ Yi(f) / Y4(f=f0)]
1/3


 – 16       (2-2-12) 


 


where i = 1: peak red, i = 2: peak green, i = 3: peak blue, i = 4: peak white, and 


 


L*Q(f) = 116 { [Y1(f)+ Y2(f)+ Y3(f)] / Y4(f) }
1/3


 – 16 - 100    (2-2-13) 


 


The differences L*i(f) are the lightness differences arising when increasing the size of the 


target patch. Eq. (2-2-11) takes the peak white of fill factor f=f0 as reference white. The 


differences L*Q(f) of Eq. (2-2-13) are the lightness differences caused by the differences 


between the measured luminance of the peak white patch with fill factor f and the luminance 


of the same peak white patch calculated as a sum of the luminance of the peak red, peak green 


and peak blue patches with fill factors f. Eq. (2-2-13) takes the peak white of fill factor f as 


reference white. The overall criterion of an acceptable state of monitor set-up from the point 


of view of spatial interdependence is that all lightness differences in Eq. (2-2-11) remain 


under L* = L*max where L*max is a user-defined maximum lightness difference permitted 


in the particular application. The overall criteria for an acceptable state of monitor set-up from 


the point of view of channel interdependence is that all lightness differences in Eq. (2-2-13) 


remain under L* = L*max. If the application displays colour patches of limited fill factors 


(f<1) then only the lightness differences corresponding to f <1 have to be considered in 
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investigating compliance with the above criteria. The suggested fill factors at which the 


luminance measurements should take place are: 0.02, 0.1, 0.2 . . . . 0.9, and 1.0. 


 


Method 'B' is a simplification of Method 'A': It requires luminance measurements of the peak 


red, peak green, peak blue and peak white colours only at f=fo and f=1.0, respectively. (Instead 


of f=1.0 the largest fill factor of a given application can be used as well, e.g. f=0.6.)  The 


output of Method 'B' consists of the R(f=1.0) values for the three peak primaries and for the 


peak white, the value of Q(f=1.0), and the lightness differences of L*i (f) and L*Q(f), for 


f=1.0. The criteria for an acceptable monitor set-up state are the same as in case of Method 


'A'. In Figures 2-2-2-4c-e, the results of Method 'A' of equipment no. 2 are presented as an 


example at the same monitor state as defined previously. As can be seen from Figures 2-2-2-


4c-e, this monitor state can be accepted from the point of view of spatial and channel 


independence, e.g. with L*max= 5, if colour patches with fill factors less than 0.5 are used. 


 


Table 2-2-2-6 shows the results of Method 'B' for all six monitors for those monitor states in 


which the experimental test of the calibration method was carried out (see above). As can be 


seen from Table 2-2-2- 6, e.g. for L*max= 5, only monitor no. 3 is acceptable. 


 


 


Table 2-2-2-6. Results obtained with Method B of channel and spatial interdependence for the 


six investigated monitors and different fill factors 
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Figure 2-2-2-4, Parts a-e. The functions R(f), Q(f), and L*i(f), measured with m=2. 
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2.2.2.6 Conclusion 


 


An experimental investigation of the calibration method of colour CRT monitors was 


described. Colorimetric deviations from the predictions of the calibration method due to 


spatial and channel interdependence were found. A model to understand the effects of these 


phenomena was developed. Two methods were suggested to reduce the effects of spatial and 


channel interdependence. 1. If the target patch has a small fill factor (f<0.1) then the 


transformation matrix should be determined in the presence of the constant patches; i.e. 


transformation matrices P, M or  should be used; and 2. If the target patch has a large fill 


factor (f<0.5) then the transformation matrix  should be used, especially in the sixth to eighth 


octaves of the colour gamut. In addition, two further methods were suggested to characterize 


the extent of spatial and channel interdependence of a given state of a colour CRT monitor. 


 


 


2.3 Colorimetric Characterisation of Plasma Display Panels 


 


Colorimetric characterization measurements were carried out on a 42” high-definition plasma 


display (Kutas and Bodrogi, 2004). Four generally applied mathematical colorimetric 


characterisation models were investigated from the point of view of colorimetric accuracy, 


based on the spectral measurement of 157 test colours: GOG, GOG including channel 


independence, GOG including black emission and sRGB. The model including black 


emission performed better than the model including channel interdependence. All models 


performed better than sRGB. The overall electro-optic transfer function was a power function 


similar to those of CRT monitors. This may result from a look-up table built-in the hardware 


of the device.  


 


 


2.3.1 Introduction 


 


Correct colour reproduction in visual tasks in the field of colorimetry is a necessity. The 


introduction of colour CRT television and later the more specific and higher resolution colour 


CRT displays made more alternatives in transforming colour information. Soon, these devices 


became the target of colorimetric measurements and colorimetric characterisation processes 


and are preferably used in visual experiments. Nowadays, the three primary channel cathode-


ray-tube (CRT) characteristic is a well-known subject, see Sections 2.1 and 2.2. By means of 


a non-linear distortion and a linear transformation using the phosphor matrix, a unique 


relationship can be set up between a driving DAC value and the XYZ tristimulus values of the 


displayed colour patch. 


 


The increased manufacturing of flat panel display technologies (FPDs like LCD and PDP) 


made the classical CRT colorimetric characterisation model to be revisited. This has several 


reasons, mainly based on technological questions. Firstly, the well-tried power function 


characteristic cannot be used anymore particularly in the higher DAC regions of LCD 


monitors and projectors since it may result in large error (Kwak and MacDonald, 2000). 


Secondly, the chromaticity of LCD primaries is not constant in the whole DAC range. 


Thirdly, there are certain products on the market with contrast enhancing features making the 


XYZ response of given DAC values to be dependent on the size of the displayed patch. 


Colorimetric characterization of these devices has already begun but the extremely fast 


development of the FPD scene requires up-to-date colorimetric investigations and 


measurements. 
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The aim of this Section is to set up a characterization model for a 42” Panasonic PDP display 


including such parameters as the size of the colour patch displayed and also the average signal 


level of the driving values. As a starting point in this Section, the traditional CRT 


characterisation techniques are compared (GOG, Kwak and MacDonald, 2000; sRGB, IEC, 


1998) via CIELAB colour difference between produced (measured) and predicted 


(mathematically derived) response CIE XYZ values of displayed uniform colour patches. By 


using a spectro-radiometer, channel characteristic curves, peak channel values, black emission 


and spectral power distribution curves of the channels were measured. 


 


Plasma technology is based on gas discharge phenomena (Fedrow, 1999). The term plasma 


refers to ion state gas (mixture of Ne, Xe or He) excited by high voltage. When a gas ion 


transforms back to its stable form (ground state) the energy excess is released as light or UV 


radiation. While in monochrome type plasma displays emitted light is directly used, in colour 


PDPs UV radiation is converted to visible light by a fluorescent material called phosphor, 


which is similar to the technology used in CRTs. For the sake of colour fidelity, a PDP should 


have similar shape electro-optic transfer function (connection between the digital counts in 


the video memory of the driving display card and the observable luminous intensity on the 


screen) as that of a conventional and widely used CRT monitor although the way of excitation 


of the fluorescent material is different. This is important in computer-controlled colour image 


rendering systems where the rendering algorithm is often still CRT-aimed. 


 


 


2.3.2 Measurement conditions 


 


A Photo Research PR-705 spectro-radiometer was used for the measurement of the absolute 


spectral power distributions of the colour patches displayed on the PDP device. The 


instrument was used with its 2° measuring field. Its specifications are listed in Table 2-3-1. 


 


 


Table 2-3-1. Specifications of the PR-705 spectro-radiometer (manufacturer’s data) 


Spectral range 380 – 780 nm 


Angle of view 2° 


Spectral accuracy ±2 nm 


Luminance accuracy 


(Standard illuminant A) ±2% 


Chromaticity accuracy 


(Standard illuminant A) 


x ±0.0015, 


y ±0.001 


 


 


Subject of the present measurement was a 42” (diagonal) Panasonic TH-42PHD5EX high-


definition plasma display panel (HD-PDP). The monitor was used in its native resolution 


(1024×768, 0.8Mpixel) and true-colour mode (256 values per channels). It was driven by a 


2.4GHz Pentium 4 personal computer with an integrated Intel
®
 8245G graphics controller. 


The "colour mode" of the monitor was set to "cool", corresponding to a 9481K white point. It 


is unusual that, although the PDP’s screen aspect ratio is 16:9 its 1024×768 pixel resolution is 


a ratio of 4:3. Therefore, displaying rectangles of equal pixel side length resulted in 4:3 aspect 


ratio rectangles instead of squares. All measurements were conducted in a dark room. The 


only light source was the display device itself. The spectro-radiometer was set up on a tripod 


in front of the Panasonic PDP. Its optical axis was aligned perpendicular to the plane of the 


monitor’s screen. The measuring distance was 80cm.  
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Although the front lens of the spectro-radiometer is well surrounded by a protection cylinder 


to prevent any reflections due to the unusually large self-luminous measuring field, a black 


mask was placed in front of the screen allowing light to come out only in a 5cm side length 


square hole in the middle where the detector was focused. The measurements were performed 


on 60×60px centrally aligned uniform colour patches, which obviously appeared as a 


rectangle (~5.4×4.1cm). During the whole measuring method, the background of the patches 


was grey, represented by RGB digital counts of (128,128,128). All test images measured were 


generated by a special computer program built for display device characterisation purposes. 


Before the measuring process, one hour warm-up time was allowed for the instruments. 


 


 


2.3.3 Colorimetric Characterisation of the PDP 


 


The general problem of colorimetric characterisation is to choose a set of assumptions that 


allow the characterisation to be performed with a practical number of measurements and that 


accurately predict the device’s colorimetric behaviour (Brainard, 1989). To characterise the 


Panasonic PDP, three approaches of the well-known GOG model (see below) were used: 


simple model; model including channel dependencies; model including black emission. The 


performance of the three variations was evaluated by checking the difference between 


predicted values and measured data for 157 test colours. 


 


2.3.3.1 GOG model 


 


Basically, the gain-offset-gamma (GOG) model is an additive model suited for CRT displays. 


It facilitates the prediction of the CIE XYZ tristimulus values of the output light emitted, 


given as a response to the driving input values (DAC values). The model embeds a non-linear 


distortion between the colour channel DAC values and the normalized "channel luminances" 


Lr, Lg, Lb and a linear transformation to exchange the normalized rgb channel luminances with 


the corresponding CIE XYZ values. The model is defined as 
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where the non-linear relationship between the DAC values and the normalized channel 


luminances is: 
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Index c stands for the r, g, b primary channels and dc denotes the normalized DAC values 


represented by n bits per channel: 
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Constants kg,c and ko,c are the overall gain and offset parameters of the model, c is the 


parameter ensuring the non-linearity, all of which can be determined by using numerical 


methods. The 3×3 matrix is the phosphor matrix (P, see Section 2.2.2.3) containing the CIE 


tristimulus values of light emitted at the maximum driving value of each colour channel 


(DAC=255). 


 


 


2.3.3.1.1 GOG model including channel interdependence 
 


There may be interactions between the individual colour channels r, g, and b, namely, 


addressing either of the primaries affects the others. This effect is called "channel 


interdependence", see Section 2.2.2. A simple test of channel independence is a direct 


measurement of the CIE XYZ values of a combination of (r, g, b) DAC values and its 


comparison with the sum of the measured CIE XYZ values of the individual DAC values (i.e. 


(r, 0, 0), (0, g, 0) and (0, 0, b)). The IEC standard (IEC, 1998) recommends a coefficient 


matrix T for the characterisation of channel independence. Introducing the 3×8 matrix T, Eq. 


(2-3-1) evolves as follows: 
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where the P (3×3) matrix denotes the dominant relationship between monitor luminance 


levels (as in Eq. 2-3-1) and output CIE XYZ values, and T (3×8) defines the cross-channel 


relations among the red, green and blue channels. Matrix T was obtained by the measurement 


of 32 colour patches. They were generated by accurately chosen input values and a set of 


matrix multiplications reported in the IEC (1998) standard. The rightmost vector contains the 


product of the normalised luminance level of the channels in every possible composition 


(Lc(dc) is defined in Eq. 2-3-2). 


 


2.3.3.1.2 GOG and black-level emission 


 


Some types of computer-controlled displays emit light when the driving values are set to zero. 


This is called black-level emission. For the PDP devices, a minimal excitation state is 


maintained, and therefore, even when the desired image is black, atoms in the gas mixture are 


in continuous excitation. This makes the Ne atoms transform into an unstable phase. 


Returning to their original status, UV radiation is emitted and the phosphor will glow, 


nevertheless the driving values are zero. This light emission causes chromaticity shifts of the 


three primaries being significant in the lower digital count regions (DAC<60). In this case, it 


is reasonable to measure the black-level emission and take it into consideration in the 


characterisation model. If we fail to do so then characterisation accuracy may fall under an 


insufficient level. Some of the instruments have however low sensitivity in measuring the 


black level emission accurately. Berns et. al. (2003) proposed a method to estimate the black 
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level emission of computer-controlled devices. In this Section, this estimation technique was 


used to estimate the CIE XYZ values of the black level of the PDP. 


 


When black-level “leakage” is taken into consideration in the characterisation, the CIE XYZ 


tri-stimulus values must be subtracted from any measured values and added at the end, also 


when the electro-optic transfer functions are approximated and parameters are calculated. 


Therefore, Eq. (2-3-1) changes in the following way: 
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where notations correspond to the ones in Eqs. (2-3-1) and (2-3-2) and the subscript k stands 


for zero input (DAC=(0,0,0)).  


 


2.3.3.1.3 Finding the model parameters 


 


To find the necessary model parameters for all three approaches (except matrix T for the 


channel interdependence), following DAC values were measured for each channel: r, g, b= 


10, 20, …, 240, 250, 255 (3×26 characterisation measurements). These measurements were 


the basis for the estimation of the characterisation model parameters. Fitting the functions to 


the measured normalized electro-optic transfer functions were carried out by using the least-


square estimate method in Microsoft Excel
®
. Coefficients for the three approaches are listed 


in Table 2-3-2.  


 


 


Table 2-3-2. Calculated coefficients of the three model approaches 


 GOG/GOG indep. 


 Red Green Blue 


kg 1.09 1.15 0.96 


ko -0.10 -0.16 0.04 


 1.72 1.51 2.23 


 GOG black-level em. 


 Red Green Blue 


kg 1.06 1.11 0.96 


ko -0.09 -0.09 -0.08 


 1.79 1.57 2.22 


    


 


The parameters of the non-linear relationship of the simple GOG-model and the GOG model 


completed with the cross-channel relation matrix are the same since they differ only in matrix 


T and the association of the normalized channel luminances. The linear transformation 


matrices used in the calculations were 
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59.28883.137.1


9.2899.12266.46


57.5766.5503.88


 


 


for the GOG and GOG with channel interdependence, and 


 
























74.28797.1285.0


19.2827.12295.45


91.560.5537.87


 


 


when the estimated black-level emission was subtracted (0.66, 0.72, 0.85). 


 


 


2.3.3.2. Result and Discussion 
 


The normalized electro-optic transfer functions of the Panasonic PDP display are plotted in 


Figure 2-3-1. Similar to that of the CRT devices (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2), it has a power 


function shape. Though, the GOG model is originally based on the physics of CRT devices, it 


seemed to be a good approximation for the Panasonic TH-42PHD5EX. We must note that this 


similarity may be the result of a built-in hardware conversion in the device. 


 


 


 
 


Figure 2-3-1. Normalized electro-optic transfer functions of the Panasonic PDP 


 


 


The performance of the three characterisation approaches was tested by comparing the 


measured and the model-predicted values in terms of their CIELAB difference. The 157 test 


colours included the following: permuting r, g, b= 0, 63, 127, 191, 255 DAC values among 


the input primaries (125), and the 32 colours needed to determine the cross-channel relation 


matrix T (see above). Results of the performance test calculations are listed in Table 2-3-3. 


Just for the sake of comparison, if one attempts to approximate the emitted CIE XYZ values 
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from the input digital counts by the widely available sRGB standard (IEC 1998, designed for 


CRT monitors), sRGB was also tested and included in Table 2-3-3. 


 


 


Table 2-3-3. Performance test results of the model approaches. Mean, standard deviation and 


maximum values of CIELAB colour differences ( ab*) between predicted and measured 


values of 157 test colours for four characterisation models 


 
GOG 


GOG 


Ind. 


GOG 


Bl. em. 
sRGB 


Mean 3.71 2.84 2.09 32.01 


STD 2.90 2.87 1.48 7.76 


Max 19.48 23.30 14.79 50.22 


 


 


As can be seen from Table 2-3-3, the GOG model performed best when black-level emission 


was taken into account (third column of Table 2-3-3). The mean CIELAB difference is 2.09 in 


this case, and, though the maximum error is almost 15 CIELAB units, the order of the 


standard deviation value indicates that it is an exceptional case. Comparing the simple GOG 


model (first column) and the GOG model completed by the cross-channel relation matrix 


(second column), the mean difference is higher for the case of the simple model (3.71 against 


2.84), though, the STD values are almost equal. Interestingly enough, the maximum 


difference is higher for the overall better performing cross-channel-relation-included model. It 


seems that, though performance was slightly improved, the phenomenon of channel 


interdependency is not decisive for the Panasonic TH-42PHD5EX. 


 


The sRGB model performed worst but it is not unexpected. Although, the Panasonic PDP 


primary channel characteristics are of the power function type, the sRGB coefficients of the 


non-linear relationship strongly differ from that of the calculated GOG models (e.g. sRGB 


gamma is =2.4 – see Table 2-3-2 for calculated gammas) not including that the luminance of 


the white point is much lower and the CCT is 6500K instead of 9480K. For a better 


understanding of the data listed in Table 2-3-3, the frequency of errors is plotted in histograms 


in Figure 2-3-2.  
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Figure 2-3-2. Frequency of the 157 CIELAB colour differences for four characterisation 


models: simple GOG, including channel interdependence, including black-level emission, and 


sRGB 


 


 


It is clearly visible from Figure 2-3-2 that considering the black-level emission in the GOG 


model results in the best performance from all. But it is also seen that the mean error does not 


decrease below 2 CIELAB units. Although - by means of this error - the colour display can be 


considered accurate (ISO, 1993), a better prediction of the output may be required in certain 


visual tasks. Since the widely used sRGB rendering was developed for CRT monitors, it is 


vital for other display device types to follow the CRT's power function characteristics to 


maintain good colour fidelity. In the present Section, it should be emphasized again that the 


nature of the basic electro-optic transfer function of the plasma displays may differ from the 


power function style. To derive this basic function, a deep understanding of the underlying 


technique would be necessary or to experiment with a standalone plasma display panel. Latter 


would be the task of subsequent research. As pointed out earlier, it is very likely that, to 


achieve a better approach of the CRT, some modifying look-up-table-like circuits might be 


implemented in the hardware. This assumption could be an explanation for the slightly jagged 


shape of the measured overall electro-optic transfer function (see Figure 2-3-1). 
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Another possible explanation of the systematic colour errors is the effect of a built-in 


electronic feature of the Panasonic TH-42PHD5EX display called ABI (Adaptive Brightness 


Intensifier). Depending on the size of the region of the screen where information other than 


black is being displayed, white can exhibit almost three times higher value in luminance than 


the full-screen white. Luminance of the light emitted in case of the other colours also change. 


It is believed that this is affected by the average signal level of the monitor. In small areas of 


the screen, remarkably high luminance colours can be displayed.  


 


 


2.4 Colorimetric Characterisation of AM LCD Flat Panel Monitors 


 


The first active-matrix liquid crystal display (AM-LCD, Chigrinov, 1999; Fedrow, 1999) was 


produced in 1972. Today, they are generally used in many displays applications like 


projection devices and desktop monitors. Their widespread use raises the question of whether 


they are suitable for the colorimetrically accurate display of colour stimuli, and, if so, what 


kind of mathematical model can be used to characterise them. Two main problems of AM 


LCD colorimetry have been identified: 1. The RGB primaries of AM LCD monitors are not 


constant. They shift in the CIE x, y chromaticity diagram with increasing DAC values. This is 


called colour tracking (Tsai et al, 1999; IEC, 1998); and 2. The surface of AM LCD monitors 


is not a Lambertian radiator and it is unknown whether the directional colour uniformity of its 


colour stimuli is visually acceptable. 


 


The spectral power distributions (SPDs) of 84 small colour patches representing a typical 


commercial desktop AM LCD monitor's colour gamut were measured in the middle of the 


screen by the aid of a luminance type spectrometer. Tristimulus values have been predicted by 


using 5 different mathematical models for characterisation, including the use of different 


look-up-tables, and the "tanhyp" function. The colour differences between the measured and 


the predicted values have been analysed.  


 


In addition, the SPDs of 7 colours (peak white W; R, G, B peak primaries, and their 


combinations C, M, Y) have been measured in 17 different positions (including the middle 


point) of a large colour patch on the display. Colour differences between the middle point and 


the other positions have been analysed. This analysis shows what colour fidelity the user can 


expect by viewing the whole colour image. Results (Bodrogi et al, 2001) show which 


characterization model is the best and whether the surface of the chosen typical AM LCD 


desktop monitor is suitable for accurate and directionally uniform colour display. 


 


2.4.1 Spectral measurements 
 


 


First, the SPDs of the single colour channels R, G, and B were measured (see Table 2-3-1) for 


each of the following DAC values: r, g, b= 0, 5, ...., 55, 60, 63 (3x14 characterisation 


measurements). The Photo Research PR-705 spectro-radiometer was used. The AM LCD and 


CRT colour channel functions (see Section 2.1) are compared in Figure 2-4-1. 
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Figure 2-4-1. Comparison of AM LCD and CRT colour channel functions 


 


 


These measurements were the basis for the estimation of the characterisation model 


parameters. Then the SPDs of 42 colours were measured to control the accuracy of the 


colours predicted based on the characterisation measurements (42 control measurements). 


These control colours are listed in Table 2-4-1. The DAC value x = 63 corresponds to the 


maximal value of each colour channel. 


 


 


Table 2-4-1. Control colours expressed in terms of r, g, b DAC values 


DAC 


r g b 


x 0 0 


0 x 0 


0 0 x 


x x 0 


x 0 x 


0 x x 


x x x 


x = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 63 


 


 


From each of the 42 measured control colour SPDs, the tristimulus values Xm, Ym, and Zm 


were calculated, and then, in turn, the CIELAB Lm
*
, am


*
, bm


*
 values, and the um', vm' values on 


the CIE 1976 UCS diagram. The index m is associated with the control colours. These colour 


variables have also been calculated based on the 5 mathematical characterisation models, 


starting from the results of the characterisation measurements:  Xc, Yc, Zc, Lc
*
, ac


*
, bc


*
, uc', and 


vc'. The index c is associated with these calculated prediction values. Then, for each of the 5 


models, 42 chromaticity differences u’v’ and 42 colour differences Eab
*
 have been 


calculated between the 42 control colours and the colours predicted from their DAC values by 


a model. According to the standard (ISO, 1993), the colour display can be considered accurate 


if u’v’<0.02. For Eab
*
, this value was considered to be equal 5. 
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2.4.2 AM LCD characterization models 


 


Five models were considered: 1. 3x3 LUT, 2. 1LUT, 3. 1LUT fitted, 3x3 LUT fitted, and, just 


for the sake of comparison, the widely used standard CRT model, sRGB (IEC, 1998), see also 


Section 2.1. 


 


 


1. 3x3 LUT model. Here, the X, Y, Z tristimulus values of the single colour channels are 


measured at certain DAC values, in this Section at 0, 5, ...., 55, 60, and 63. Thus 3x3 so-called 


measured channel function LUTs are obtained: XR(r), XG(g), XB(b), 


YR(r),YG(g),YB(b),ZR(r),ZG(g), and ZB(b). Xc(r, g, b), Yc(r, g, b), and Zc(r, g, b) is then obtained 


by 


 


XC(r, g, b) = XR(r) + XG(g) + XB(b), 


YC(r, g, b) = YR(r) + YG(g) + YB(b), and 


ZC(r, g, b) = ZR(r) + ZG(g) + ZB(b)       (2-4-1) 


 


with e.g. linear interpolation between the individual channel function LUT points, if 


necessary. Above calculation presumes channel independence (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1995). 


This requirement is usually met for AM LCD monitors. 


 


 


2. 1-LUT model. Here, the size of the LUT is reduced by re-scaling each of the 3x3 LUTs 


with LUT=1 at DAC=63, and then calculating an average LUT value (called 1LUT) from 


these re-scaled 3x3 LUTs for each DAC value. Then, the LUT values have to be multiplied by 


a so-called "peak" matrix P,  with the X, Y, Z values for DAC=63, for each colour channel R, 


G, B: 


 


(XC, YC, ZC ) =   P   (1LUT(r), 1LUT(g), 1LUT(b) )     (2-4-2) 


 


 


3. 1LUT fitted model. A function is fitted to the 1LUT of the previous model by using the 


least-square estimate method. In this way, the characterisation procedure is further simplified. 


Following function was used which is a transformed "tanhyp" function: 


 


f(x) = a * [th [b * (x-c)] + 1] + d       (2-4-3) 


 


Here x is a DAC value, and a, b, c, and d are constant parameters to estimate from the 1LUT. 


For the AM-LCD monitor shown in this Section, following values have been obtained: 


a=0.5322; b=0.0494; c=51.877; and d=0.5179. After applying the same function f(x) to the 


three DAC values r, g, and b, the resulting triad have to be multiplied by the same peak matrix 


P as in the previous method. 


 


 


4. 3x3 LUT fitted model. Here, 3x3 functions of the type f(x) are fitted to the 3x3 LUTs of the 


1
st
 method, with different a, b, c, and d parameters. Table 2-4-2 contains the numeric values 


of these parameters for the AM-LCD monitor shown in this Section. 
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Table 2-4-2. Estimated parameters of the fitted f(x) functions of model 4 


 fXr fYr fZr fXg fYg fZg fXb fYb fZb 


a 64.1 34.8 3.19 46.1 81.2 16.8 26.5 24.7 126.3 


b 0.059 0.059 0.066 0.062 0.062 0.065 0.035 0.033 0.035 


c 49.1 48.9 40.4 46.1 45.6 41.7 70.3 77.3 69.3 


d 62.7 34.4 4.39 45.1 78.4 17.3 24.3 23.1 112.4 


 


 


Xc(r, g, b), Yc(r, g, b) and Zc(r, g, b) are then obtained in the same way as in the 1
st
 model, by 


assuming channel independence.  


 


5. sRGB model. This model (IEC, 1998) was included just for the sake of comparison for the 


case of a user attempting to predict the monitor colours by this widely available standard 


designed for CRT monitors.  


 


 


2.4.3. Performance of the AM LCD characterization models 


 


Table 2-4-3 lists the means and standard deviations (STDs) of the 42 chromaticity differences 


u’v’ and 42 colour differences Eab
*
 that were calculated between the 42 control colours and 


the colours predicted from their DAC values by using a model. 


 


 


Table 2-4-3. Means and STDs of the 5 models' chromaticity differences and colour 


differences 


 u’v’ Eab
*
 


Model No. Mean STD Mean Std. deviation 


1:3x3LUT 0.0094 0.0127 3.5 2.6 


2:1-LUT 0.0296 0.0288 11.3 4.4 


3:1-LUT f. 0.0263 0.0250 10.2 3.8 


4:3x3LUT f. 0.0107 0.0142 3.3 2.3 


5: sRGB 0.0454 0.0361 21.8 11.7 


 


 


Following can be seen from Table 2-4-3: Models 1 (3x3LUT) and 4 (3x3 LUT fitted) 


performed best. For the models 2, 3, and 5, u’v’ and Eab
* 


values are larger than required. 


This means that it is worth measuring and using 3x3 LUTs i. e. separate channel functions for 


each tristimulus value and for each colour channel. The reason is the so-called colour tracking 


i. e. the chromaticity instability of the RGB primaries by changing their DAC value. For small 


DAC values, primaries are de-saturated. Fitting 3x3 "tanhyp" functions to the 3x3 measured 


channel functions in model 4 did not reduce accuracy. So the use of model 4 is recommended, 


with 36 parameters to approximate the channel functions (see Table 2-4-2). As expected, 


model 5 (sRGB) performed worst as its channel function was designed for CRT monitors and 


not for the "S"-shaped LCD transmission-voltage curve (Chigrinov, 1999). However, the 3x9 


matrix method (see Section 2.2.2.3.3) provided promising colorimetric accuracy. 
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2.4.4. Angle-of-view dependence 


Even viewing perpendicularly and from the same point, by sitting in front of the LCD 


monitor, the same colour stimulus may be variously perceived in different parts of the screen 


because the AM LCD monitor is usually not a Lambertian surface. These colour differences 


are probably small but if they are not, then the monitor will not be suitable for 


colorimetrically accurate colour display. Therefore, on the same AM-LCD monitor, the 


magnitude of the chromaticity differences was measured between different parts and the 


middle of the screen. The entry lens of the spectrometer was always at the same position and 


the direction of its optical axis was changed to image the actual part of the large colour patch. 


This was intended to reproduce a typical visual observing task. 7 colours were measured in 


each point: peak white W; the R, G, B peak primaries, and their combinations C, M, Y. u'v' 


and Eab* values between the centre and each point have been calculated. Mean results for 


each colour can be seen in Table 2-4-4. Even the maximum value is below the required value, 


0.02 and 5, respectively. 


 


 


Table 2-4-4. Mean colour differences for angle-of-view dependence 


Mean R G B C M Y W 


u' v' 0.0012 0.0005 0.0024 0.0012 0.0012 0.0009 0.0010 


Eab* 1.8 1.8 2.4 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.0 
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5 Mesopic visual performance 


 


Chapter 5 deals with the role of mesopic visual performance in the optimization of modern 


visual technologies. An important application of mesopic visual performance models is the 


design of outdoor lighting for traffic control with road markings, luminaires and car 


headlamps (CIE, 2007). Visual technology must be optimized for effective visual search for 


important visual targets, quick detection of obstacles, as well as reliable detection and 


identification of traffic signs as illustrated in Figure 5-1. Therefore, mesopic (twilight) vision 


has to be modelled to co-optimize all components of night-time traffic lighting, see Figure 5-


2. 


 


 


                  
Figure 5-1. Effective visual search for important targets in the mesopic range, quick detection 


of obstacles and reliable identification of traffic signs, reproduced from (CIE, 2007) 


 


 


 
 


Figure 5-2. Mesopic (twilight) visual performance is important for night-time traffic. This 


illustration shows an artificial visual target presented at the left-hand side. Components of 


mesopic lighting optimization include car headlamps, street lighting, traffic signs and 


pedestrian clothes 
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Another important application can be the design of effective colour displays including 


windscreen projecting in driver assistance systems and surveillance (Travis, 1991) where the 


good design of the information display guarantees effective detection, visual search and short 


reaction time to important visual targets. Bad design e.g. overcrowed display or false usage of 


colours in the mesopic range leads to visual fatigue. 


 


Chapter 5 describes the role of chromatic i.e. spectrally opponent mechansims of human 


colour vision for two important tasks: detection of light increment (visual targets at threshold) 


and reaction times. The results and models presented in this Chapter point beyond the 


photometric description of mesopic visual performance: the activity of the chromatic 


(opponent) mechanisms in the mesopic range requires a more sophisticated model than 


mesopic luminance and mesopic luminance contrast. This finding is detailed in Section 5.1 


and Section 5.2 below. 


 


 


5.1 Modelling mesopic increment detection thresholds at different retinal eccentricities 


 


In this Section, a psycho-physical model is described with relevance to retinal physiology and 


intended to predict mesopic increment detection thresholds. This model is chromatic - it 


includes the contribution of spectrally opponent retinal mechanisms to object detection. The 


model avoids the problem of spectral non-additivity of previous visual performance based 


models of mesopic photometry. Non-additivity - relative to the photometric prediction – was 


found to be between 0% and 50% for a set of real object reflectances and light sources. In this 


Section, model predictions are compared with psycho-physical detection threshold datasets 


obtained with both quasi-monochromatic and broadband target spectral power distributions, at 


different retinal eccentricities of the visual target and for different mesopic backgrounds. 


 


 


5.1.1 Introduction 


 


A psycho-physical model was described to predict mesopic increment detection thresholds on 


various mesopic backgrounds and for various retinal eccentricities of the light increment (i.e. 


the visual target). The aim was to use existing experimental data to build a psycho-physical 


model with relevance to retinal physiology and to analyze its predictions. A further aim was 


to test this model by a detection threshold dataset with both quasi-monochromatic (red and 


green) and broadband (yellow) spectral power distributions of the visual target. Section 5.1 


deals only with the detection of 2° quasi-stationary (≥2s) filled disk targets as light increments 


on a large, uniform, mesopic background, for different mesopic retinal eccentricities ( ) and 


background spectral power distributions. Extensions of the model are possible, see Section 


5.1.5. 


 


Two types of model are shown. One of them is called chromatic conspicuity (CHC) model 


and the other one is called multi-peak photometric (MPP) model. The MPP model is a special 


case of the corresponding parallel CHC model, for the case of quasi-monochromatic light 


increments. In Section 5.1, the term “conspicuity” of the light increment refers to its “ease of 


detection” around the detection threshold. 


 


In conventional (photopic) photometry, the radiant power of the light stimulus is weighted 


with the V(λ) luminous efficiency function (CIE, 1989; CIE TC1-58, web reference]. In the 


mesopic range – for light levels between approximately 0.001cd/m
2
 and 10cd/m


2
 (the upper 
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limit of the mesopic range depends on the chromaticity and the retinal eccentricity of the 


visual target) - the use of V(λ) as the basis of photometry results in errors in the assessment of 


the visual effect of light (CIE, 2002; CIE TC1-58 web reference; Ronchi and Schanda, 2003; 


Schanda et al., 2002). This is due to the fact that the spectral sensitivity of the visual system 


changes with changing light levels (CIE TC1-58 web reference). 


 


Mesopic brightness models (CIE, 1989) are based on the procedure of heterochromatic 


brightness matching – a steady state observation procedure – comparing the perceived 


brightness (Freyssinier et al., 2006) of a test field with the brightness of a reference field (CIE, 


1989). It was shown that a visual performance based mesopic model had a different form 


(Eloholma et al., 2006; He et al., 1998; Lewis, 1999) because the task of the observer was 


significantly different from brightness matching. It is interesting to note that the description of 


glare under mesopic adaptation conditions has its own spectral sensitivity characteristics 


(Fekete et al., 2006). Mesopic models of brightness and visual performance were compared 


(Eloholma et al, 2005) and significant differences were found due to their different retinal and 


post-retinal processing mechanisms (Eloholma and Halonen, web reference 2005). Two types 


of visual performance modelling were introduced, an achromatic model and a chromatic 


model (Eloholma and Halonen, web reference 2005). The achromatic model uses a linear 


combination of V( ) and V‟( ) to predict the mesopic spectral luminous efficiency function. 


The chromatic model was derived to predict the well-known “multi-peak behaviour” 


(Eloholma and Halonen, web reference 2005; Kurtenbach et al., 1999; Ronchi and Schanda, 


2003; Várady and Bodrogi, 2006) of the mesopic spectral sensitivity function for object 


detection, recognition and reaction time measurements. 


 


Multi-peak behaviour is the fact that mesopic spectral luminous efficiency functions tend to 


have several (two or more) “peaks” i.e. local maxima in the visible spectrum (380nm – 


780nm) instead of exhibiting a “bell-shaped” curve, similar to V( ). The multi-peak 


behaviour was found to be stronger for intermediate and higher mesopic luminance levels 


(Kurtenbach et al., 1999) and for increasing target sizes (at least for large retinal 


eccentricities). In a photopic study (Kuyk, 1982), the increasing of the size of the target from 


1° to 5.5° was found to activate the opponent mechanisms at 20° eccentricity but this effect 


was quite weak at 30°. Multi-peak behaviour was associated with seeing hues at the detection 


threshold (Kuyk, 1982) indicating the role of the chromatic (or spectrally opponent) 


mechanisms. Thus the reason of multi-peak behaviour is widely believed to be the influence 


of the chromatic mechanisms (Eloholma and Halonen, web reference 2005; Kurtenbach et al., 


1999; Ronchi and Schanda, 2003; Várady and Bodrogi, 2006), both in the photopic and in the 


mesopic range. The multi-peak behaviour was described by including certain combinations of 


the L( ), M( ) and S( ) functions (cone fundamentals, including their difference terms) in 


addition to V( ) and V‟( ) in the modelling equation of Vmes( ) i.e. the mesopic spectral 


luminous efficiency function (Goodman et al., 2007; Kurtenbach et al, 1999). The necessity of 


the spectral difference term(s) indicated the activity of the chromatic mechanisms. 


 


Concerning the psycho-physical methods of exploring visual performance in the mesopic 


range, flicker photometry caused difficulties because there was a conflict between the 


mechanisms of photopic and scotopic vision in mesopic flicker photometric experiments 


(Viénot, 1991). However, reaction time, detection threshold and recognition threshold based 


methods turned out to be feasible (Eloholma and Halonen, web reference 2005) and the retinal 


position of the target turned out to be important (Kokoschka and Adrian, 1985) and, a 


“multiple channel hypothesis” (Viénot, 1991) seemed to be appropriate. This model (Viénot, 


1991) takes input from the rods and the three types of cone. The activity of the post-receptoral 


mechanisms, including the achromatic and chromatic channels, as well as rod-cone and cone-
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cone interactions, depended strongly on retinal position, background luminance and 


background chromaticity (Viénot, 1991). Therefore, the modelling for the mesopic range 


becomes more complex than for the photopic range (Sun et al., 2001). It was claimed that the 


mesopic visual performance model should consider the knowledge of the receptoral, retinal 


and post-retinal mechanisms, as well as the functioning of the visual pathways (Brindley, 


1960). Therefore, “we should be cautious about making overly simple connections between 


retinal physiology and human psychophysics, because any signal found in the retina is likely 


to be modified by multiple stages before guiding the observer‟s response in any 


psychophysical task” (Stockman and Plummer, 2005). If multiple mechanisms are involved, 


like in case of the present mesopic detection task, then the individual mechanisms may not be 


apparent from the psycho-physical result (Graham, 1989). Note that good fit to the psycho-


physical data can be achieved using a physiologically incorrect model (Verdon and 


Haegerstrom-Portnoy, 1996). Therefore, the aim should be to fit a physiologically plausible 


model to the experimental data. 


 


An important issue of a psycho-physical model developed to describe an aspect of mesopic 


visual performance (e.g. target conspicuity to describe detection thresholds) is the spectral 


additivity of the descriptor. It is believed that the following psycho-physical definition of 


spectral additivity might be useful. Spectral additivity of a descriptor C of a perceived 


attribute R (R can be target conspicuity around the increment detection threshold but it can 


also be perceived brightness) means that the value of Ccomposite for a light stimulus S of any 


composite spectral power distribution is a good descriptor of R if Ccomposite is calculated by 


summing up the values of C corresponding to the stimuli of the constituent spectral power 


distributions of S. The constituent SPDs can also be broadband SPDs. Spectral additivity is 


very important in photometry because spectral integration can be implemented by putting an 


appropriate colour filter in front of a sensor hence practitioners do not need a spectral 


measurement device. This is the way how photopic luminance has been measured (in cd/m
2
 


units) and used successfully for a long time. The concept of photopic luminance can be 


extended to mesopic luminance or “unified luminance” (Akashi et al., 2007). Unified 


luminance is very useful to predict visual performance in many tasks. It was shown that, e.g. 


in reaction time experiments, there was a monotonic dependence of response time on unified 


luminance and, for the specific experimental procedure applied, the spectral additivity of 


unified luminance held, with reasonable accuracy, at a fixed mesopic adaptation level (Akashi 


et al., 2007; He et al., 1998; Rea et al., 2004). In the photopic luminance range, the spectral 


additivity of flicker photometry was also shown to be a good approximation (Ingling Jr and 


Tsou, 1985; Wagner and Boynton, 1972) although it was pointed out that spectrally opponent 


inputs slightly contribute to photopic achromatic flicker photometry (Stockman et al., 2005). 


In heterochromatic brightness matching, however, both in the photopic and in the mesopic 


luminance ranges, large spectral additivity failure (i.e. spectral non-additivity) was observed 


(Yaguchi and Ikeda, 1983) and it was attributed to the activity of the chromatic channels i.e. 


to cone-cone interactions (Tailor et al., 2000; Yaguchi and Ikeda, 1983). Significant additivity 


failures were also reported in the photopic increment threshold detection task (Verdon and  


Haegerstrom-Portnoy, 1996). 


 


The subject of Section 5.1 is the mesopic increment threshold detection task, around the 


threshold. This has important practical applications like lighting design for traffic safety. As 


seen above, in addition to the achromatic channel, the detection of mesopic increment 


thresholds also addresses the chromatic mechanisms (Bodrogi et al., 2008; Eloholma and 


Halonen, web reference 2005; Goodman et al., 2007; Kurtenbach et al., 1999; Várady and 


Bodrogi, 2006; Vas and Bodrogi, 2007). For the mesopic increment detection threshold task, 


it was shown (Bodrogi, 2007) that a photometric i.e. luminance-type model (where the 
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spectral power distribution of the stimulus is weighted by a luminous efficiency function and 


then integrated in the visible spectrum) causes so-called non-additivity (NA) errors even if the 


spectrally opponent mechanisms are included in the mesopic luminous efficiency function 


(Goodman et al., 2007; Kurtenbach et al., 1999). Such a photometric model will be called 


multi-peak photometric (MPP) model in Section 5.1, see the equations in Table 2 which are 


similar to Goodman et al., 2007 and Kurtenbach et al., 1999. It was shown (Bodrogi, 2007) 


that the reason of these NA errors was the appearance of the spectrally opponent term in the 


model equation of the luminous efficiency function. These NA errors correspond to the error 


of detection threshold radiance predicted by the MPP model for the light increment. 


 


In Section 5.1, several versions of MPP models are tested and one model is selected for 


analysis. For each MPP model, a parallel model (called CHC model) will be defined. It was 


shown that the CHC model avoids the NA error because it avoids the use of the luminous 


efficiency function (Bodrogi, 2007). The predictions of the CHC model will be verified by the 


results of a psycho-physical experiment with quasi-monochromatic (red and green) and 


broadband (yellow) light increments on a large, fixed mesopic background. A set of detection 


threshold radiance values computed by the CHC model will be compared with the predictions 


of the parallel MPP model and the resulting NA error will be analyzed. 


 


 


5.1.2 Modelling quasi-monochromatic increment detection thresholds (MPP model) 
 


Seven quasi-monochromatic (QM) psycho-physical spectral increment detection sensitivity 


datasets from literature were considered for this analysis, see Table 5-1-1.  


 


Before modelling, every dataset was re-normalized at 550nm. In the text and in the other 


Tables below, these datasets are referred to as the retinal position of the visual target and the 


photopic luminance of the background (in cd/m
2
 units), e.g. 30°/0.5. The background 


luminances of the Kurtenbach et al. data (1999) were given in photopic troland units (14.98td, 


4.7td and 1.49td, their lowest luminance level was not analyzed in Section 5.1) because a 


Maxwellian view system was used (Kurtenbach et al., 1999). These values were transformed 


into cd/m
2
 units by using the Moon and Spencer formula (found in Wyszecki and Stiles, 


1992) resulting in 1.48cd/m
2
, 0.32cd/m


2
 and 0.07 cd/m


2
, respectively. In Table 5-1-1, 


chromaticity co-ordinates and correlated colour temperatures are intended only to quantify the 


stimulus of the background hence the state of mesopic chromatic adaptation. They do not 


automatically indicate that there is a perceptible chromatic difference between the 3200K and 


6000K backgrounds in the mesopic range. 


 


The datasets of Table 5-1-1 are plotted in Figure 5-1-1 (mean curves and confidence intervals, 


except for the 5° datasets where standard errors are shown). Figure 5-1-1 also contains the 


MPP-Q2 model‟s fit curves (see Table 5-1-2) with the optimized parameters shown in Table 


5-1-4.  
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Table 5-1-1. Quasi-monochromatic increment detection threshold datasets analyzed in Section 


5.1. The datasets are referred to as the retinal position of the visual target and the photopic 


luminance of the background (in cd/m
2
 units), e.g. 30°/0.5. 


Reference Haferkemper 


et al., 


2007 


Vas and 


Bodrogi, 


2007 


Freiding 


et al., 


2007 


Kurtenbach 


et al., 


1999 


Visual target 2° filled disk 2° filled 


disk 


2° filled disk 2° filled disk 


Denotation 30°/0.5 20°/0.5 10°/1.0 and 


10°/0.1 


5°/1.48, 5°/0.32 


and 5°/0.07 


Retinal position of the object 30° 20° 10° 5° 


Viewing mode free, binocular free, 


binocular 


free, 


binocular 


Maxwellian view, 


monocular 


Duration of object presentation 2s 2s 3s 2s 


Background luminance (cd/m
2
) 0.5 0.5 0.1, 1.0 0.07, 0.32, 1.48 


Background chromaticity (x, y) 0.42, 0.40 0.32,0.34 0.39, 0.35 


(10°/0.1); 


0.41, 0.41 


(10°/1.0) 


0.35, 0.37* 


Approximate background correlated 


colour temperature 


3200K 6000K 3200K 6000K 


Central wavelength range of the quasi-


monochromatic (QM) targets(nm) 


420-660 420-670 440-700 420-680 


Half-maximum bandwidth of the QM 


targets (nm) 


8-10 10 10 4 


Number of normal trichromatic 


observers (age range in years, number 


of repetitions) 


4(24-73,1) 1(24,4) 10(20-30, 1) 3(25-33,2-4) 


Psycho-physical method to obtain the 


detection threshold 


2AFC**   2AFC 2AFC  2AFC 


*The chromaticity co-ordinates of the XBO150 lamp (Kurtenbach et al., 1999) were not 


published thus they were estimated from our own measurement of a similar lamp. 


**Two alternative, forced choice staircase. 
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Fig. 5-1-1. Measured average quasi-monochromatic increment detection threshold sensitivity 


datasets (crosses connected by smooth black curve: mean sensitivity data of the datasets in 


Table 5-1-1). Intervals are 95% confidence intervals except for the 5° data where standard 


errors are shown. MPP-Q2 (see Table 5-1-2) fit curves (grey curves) with the optimized 


parameters shown in Table 5-1-4. All measured datasets were re-normalized at 550nm before 


modelling 
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Fig. 5-1-1. (continued) 
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Fig. 5-1-1. (continued) 
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Fig. 5-1-1. (continued) 


 


 


The broad confidence intervals of Figure 5-1-1 show large variability. Consequently, most of 


the local maxima (peaks) are statistically insignificant. But the fit curves of the MPP-Q2 


model help interpret the main tendencies of the mean experimental data. Reasons for these 


broad confidence intervals include large inter-observer variability (see Section 5.1.5) together 


with the limited number of observers in the experiments (Table 5-1-1). Sensitivity maxima of 


individual observers may change even among colour normal observers. But curve fitting (e.g. 


the MPP-Q2 model of Table 5-1-2) to the mean data was expected to represent typical 


mesopic detection sensitivity. 


 


From Figure 5-1-1, the multi-peak nature of all datasets is obvious indicating the activity of 


multiple retinal mechanisms. The following four retinal mechanisms were used for the 


psycho-physical modelling (see Figure 5-1-2) i.e. to construct the MPP model: L+M 


(luminance) channel, rods, S-(L+M) opponency and L-M opponency (see Section 5.1.5). Note 


that the peak wavelengths of these mechanisms change depending on the adaptation level and 


on the retinal eccentricity of the visual target. But in Section 5.1, both the adaptation level and 


the retinal eccentricity were modelled by changing the relative intensities of the four retinal 


mechanisms. The mechanisms (Figure 5-1-2) themselves were held constant (see Section 


5.1.5). 
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Fig. 5-1-2. Spectral sensitivities of the retinal mechanisms used to explain the experimental 


data shown in Figure 5-1-1. The meaning of the symbols L, M, S, V‟ and V* as well as the 


choice of the factor 1.4 is explained in the text.  


 


  


Although the local maxima (peaks) of the mean data shown in Figure 5-1-1 exhibit no 


statistical significance, it is worth trying a synoptic analysis, in terms of the possible 


underlying retinal mechanisms i.e. considering all mean data in Figure 5-1-1 at the same time, 


despite their coarse spectral sampling (every 10nm) and the large variability of the individual 


data points. Peaks between 445nm and 452nm were attributed to S-(L+M) opponency. 


According to retinal physiology, the hypothesis of standalone S-cones was rejected. 


Nevertheless, from psycho-physical spectral sensitivity functions, it is not possible to separate 


the S-(L+M) channel from the luminance (L+M) channel and therefore, it was impossible to 


decide whether it was the result of standalone S-cones or S opponency. In the curve fitting 


procedure, technically, it was more feasible to use standalone S-cones. Anyway, the ~440nm 


peak is well-known from psycho-physical literature (King-Smith and Carden, 1976; Snelgar 


et al., 1987). Peaks between 470nm and 473nm may stand for rod – S-cone interaction 


(represented by the a2V‟( )+a3S( ) term of the MPP-Q2 model of Table 5-1-2, see below). 


Peaks between 500nm and 513nm, as well as between 550nm and 563nm, may be attributed 


to the rods interacting with the L+M channel. But no explanation was found for the peaks 


between 580nm and 582nm. L-cone sensitivity peaks at 570nm and an interaction between the 


L+M mechanism and L-M opponency (which is physiologically plausible, see Solomon et al., 


2005) would cause a dip (i.e. a local minimum) at 580nm (Snelgar et al., 1987). The peaks 


between 530nm and 542nm, as well as the peaks between 600nm and 615nm were ascribed to 


the two branches of L-M opponency (King-Smith and Carden, 1976; Snelgar et al., 1987, and 


see also Figure 5-1-2). In the MPP model (see below), |L-1.4M| will be used. The factor of 


=1.4 was chosen to fit the experimental data of Table 5-1-1. Changing the value of  did not 


provide any better result during the mathematical procedure of curve fitting. The value of 


=1.4 can be compared with Kurtenbach et al‟s (1999) value of =1.25, see Section 5.1.5. 


 


The output of the MPP (multi-peak photometric) model is designated by C, a correlate of 


perceived conspicuity for the light increment on the background i.e. the visual target to be 


detected by the observer. As already mentioned in Section 5.1.1, the MPP model uses spectral 
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integration with a spectral increment detection sensitivity function designated by VMPP( ). 


This function is valid at or around the detection threshold, for a given mesopic background 


and target eccentricity (or retinal position expressed in degrees of visual angle). VMPP( ) is 


the reciprocal radiance value of the light increment at the detection threshold at every central 


wavelength of the quasi-monochromatic (QM) light increments. The function is re-normalized 


at 550nm. The perceived conspicuity C of the light increment ( ) (i.e. the absolute spectral 


radiance of the visual target) is modelled by 


 


C= KC dVMPP )()(     (5-1-1) 


 


In Eq. (5-1-1), ( ) is expressed in (Wsr
-1


m
-2


nm
-1


) and KC=1/( th, nm ). th, nm is 


the radiance of a quasi-monochromatic 550nm light increment at the detection threshold and 


 can be e.g. 1nm. Both the shape of VMPP( ) and the value of KC depend on the absolute 


spectral power distribution (SPD) of the background as well as on target eccentricity( ). A 


sample value for the 20°/0.5 condition was found to be KC=(1.0/32.0)(sr m
2 


( W)
-1


) (Bodrogi 


et al., 2008). For any composite SPD or QM SPD of the light increment, C=1 corresponds to 


the detection threshold. Here, the percent-correct point of the threshold (i.e. the percentage of 


the observer‟s “yes, I have detected it” answers, see García-Pérez, 1998) should be held 


constant across all background and eccentricity conditions, see Section 5.1.5. 


 


In Section 5.1, perceived conspicuity was not modelled in the conventional way by the 


Michelson contrast (i.e. the ratio of the mesopic luminance difference between the target and 


the background and background luminance) because VMPP( ) was considered to be valid only 


to describe the object detection process and not the adaptation process to the mesopic 


background. The experimental data (Table 5-1-1) of VMPP( ) characterize only object 


detection near threshold and this task is mediated by the mechanisms detecting a spatial light 


difference (i.e. the light increment) on the retina and not by the mechanisms that determine 


the state of mesopic adaptation. Therefore, in this work, VMPP( ) was not used to compute any 


type of mesopic background luminance and, in the present MPP and CHC models, the 


concept of mesopic luminance was not used to characterize the state of adaptation of the 


observer. (Note that in literature, several such models are available (CIE TC 1-58 web 


reference; Goodman et al., 2007; Rea et al., 2004). Instead, the dependence of C on 


background SPD and on target eccentricity is carried by KC and the parameter set a1-a4 


(expressing the relative intensities of the four modelling retinal mechanisms, see Table 5-1-2). 


This allows a more plausible modelling of the state of adaptation i.e. separate adaptation for 


each mechanism, see Section 5.1.5. 


 


The next step of building the MPP model was constructing a model equation for the function 


VMPP( ) in Eq. (5-1-1), containing the set of plausible retinal mechanisms as curve fitting 


templates (see Figure 5-1-2), for the experimental data shown in Table 5-1-1. According to 


the above considerations, we decided to use the following curve fitting templates in the MPP 


model (and also in the CHC model, see Section 5.1.3): 1. The luminous efficiency function 


V*( )=1.55L(λ)+M(λ), see Sharpe et al., 2005; 2. V‟( ), the CIE scotopic luminosity curve; 3. 


S( ); and 4. f( )=|L( )-1.4M( )|. L(λ), M(λ) and S( ) are the Stockman and Sharpe (2000) 2-


deg cone fundamentals (Stockman and Sharpe, 2000). As mentioned above, for the feasibility 


of curve fitting, we used the standalone S( ) instead of the S-cone opponent term |V*( )-S( )|. 


As can be seen from Figure 5-1-2, latter term overlaps with V*( ) in the long wavelength part 


of the visible spectrum. The numeric values of all templates (CVRL web reference) were 


expressed in “linear energy” units. This means that, in Section 5.1, quantal units and 
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logarithmic scales are not used. Before the curve fitting procedure, all curves, including f( ), 


were re-normalized to be equal 1 at their maxima. 


  


The final step of building the MPP model was the selecting of an appropriate summation 


model to predict VMPP( ) from the 4 retinal mechanisms (see above) supposed to be included 


in the visual task of increment detection. The comparison of different summation models is a 


useful tool to determine the nature of the neural mechanisms underlying a specific visual task 


(Monnier, 2006). The Quick (1974) pooling formula uses an exponent  for the different 


components in the summation model: 


 
/1)(


i


iC EE      (5-1-2) 


 


where Ec is the sensitivity to the compound stimulus and Ei is the sensitivity to its ith 


component alone. This so-called Minkowski formulation (Eq. (5-1-2)) is useful because it 


encompasses many summation models (Watson and Ahumada, 2005), from linear summation 


( =1, interdependence), to the different levels of probability summation (e.g. =2, =3, etc., 


different levels of independence). The larger the value of , the less pooling of the constituent 


mechanisms can be observed (Monnier, 2006). In Section 5.1, we applied the Quick pooling 


formula to model the spectral sensitivity of increment detection. However, there were many 


different possible arrangements (Diaconu and Faubert, 2006) of the chosen four curve fitting 


templates. In Section 5.1, only 4 summation models (with =1 and =2) are shown, see Table 


5-1-2. The S( ) mechanism was either a separate component (MPP-Q1) or it was added to the 


“achromatic” (i.e. V*+V‟, rod-cone interaction) component (MPP-Q2) or it was added to the 


“chromatic” (i.e. f( )) component (MPP-Q3).  


 


 


Table 5-1-2. Summation models for VMPP( ). A linear model( =1, Bodrogi et al., 2008) and 3 


quadratic models( =2). VMPP( ) is the spectral increment detection sensitivity function of Eq. 


(5-1-1).  


Model 


name 
Model 


type 
Equation 


MPP-L Linear 


( =1) 
a1V*( )+a2V‟( )+a3S( )+a4 f( ) 


MPP-Q1 Quadratic 


( =2) 
{[a1V*( )+a2V‟( )]


2
+[a3S( )]


2
+[a4 f( )]


2
}


0.5 


MPP-Q2 Quadratic 
( =2) 


{[a1V*( )+a2V‟( )+a3S( )]
2
+[a4 f( )]


2
}


0.5 


MPP-Q3 Quadratic 
( =2) 


{[a1V*( )+a2V‟( )]
2
+[a3S( )+a4 f( )]


2
}


0.5 


 


 


Other summation models, with higher values of , were also tried but no improvement was 


experienced, or, the curve fitting procedure did not converge. The target functions of curve 


fitting according to the four types of model functions (i.e. the VMPP( ) equations shown in 


Table 5-1-2) were the average measured spectral increment detection sensitivity functions re-


normalized at 550nm (see Table 5-1-1). The parameters a1, a2, a3 and a4 were changed by 


Excel Solver
®
 until the sum of the squared differences between the target dataset (each dataset 


listed in Table 5-1-1) and the model function became minimal. In the defining VMPP( ) 


equations of Table 5-1-2, the functions V*( ), V‟( ), S( ), L( ) and M( ) were first re-
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normalized to 1 at their maxima. Then, the function f( ) was defined as the re-normalized 


version of |L( )-1.4M( )| with its maximum value equal one: f( )= 0|L( )-1.4M( )|. (The 


value of 0 is equal 1.854146186). 


 


In the MPP model equations of Table 5-1-2, the state of adaptation (depending on the mesopic 


background and on target eccentricity) is described  by the dependence of the parameter set 


{a1-a4} on the absolute SPD of the mesopic background and on target eccentricity. This 


parameter set constitutes a set of “adaptation and target eccentricity” parameters for the four 


mechanisms (V*( ), V‟( ), S( ) and f( )). This modelling is similar to Eqs. 12-13 of the Guth 


model (Guth, 1991). This model assumes that the contribution of the target light to the state of 


adaptation is negligible. As mentioned above, the state of adaptation and retinal eccentricity 


are described by the value of KC and by the parameter set {a1-a4} but, in Section 5.1, no 


specific mathematical model is shown for their modelling, see Section 5.1.5. The remaining 


difference sum values after curve fitting i.e. after optimization of the parameter set {a1-a4} are 


listed in Table 5-1-3, for the different measured datasets (Table 5-1-1) and the different 


models (Table 5-1-2).  


 


 


Table 5-1-3. Remaining difference sum values after curve fitting i.e. after parameter 


optimization with Excel Solver
®
, for the different datasets (Table 5-1-1) and the different 


models (Table 5-1-2). Bold values indicate minimal difference sum for each column. 


Model/ 


Dataset 


30°/0.5 20°/0.5 10°/1.0 10°/0.1 5°/1.48 5°/0.32 5°/0.07 Sum of squared 


differences 


MPP-L 0.166 0.589 0.661 0.898 0.415 0.167 0.234 0.447 


MPP-Q1 0.172 1.160 0.743 0.903 0.341 0.253 0.248 0.546 


MPP-Q2 0.172 0.560 0.599 0.814 0.363 0.165 0.209 0.412 


MPP-Q3 0.172 0.579 0.603 0.863 0.368 0.163 0.209 0.422 


 


 


As can be seen from Table 5-1-3, in general, the MPP-Q2 model (a quadratic model with 


=2) yielded the least sum of squared differences (although the differences were small). Note 


that each of the 3 quadratic models is similar to Eqs. (12-13) of the Guth model (1991) except 


that MPP-Q2 and MPP-Q3 use only 2 pooling components in the quadratic summation model 


while the Guth model (1991) uses 3 components, 1 achromatic and 2 chromatic (the state of 


adaptation and retinal eccentricity is carried by the parameters of the models in Table 5-1-2). 


For the rest of Section 5.1, MPP-Q2 was chosen for further analysis but any other model can 


also be used. For the final decision, further experiments are needed - see Section 5.1.5. The 


optimum parameter sets {a1-a4} for the different experimental datasets of Table 5-1-1 are 


shown in Table 5-1-4.  


 


 


Table 5-1-4. Optimum parameters a1, a2, a3 and a4 of the MPP-Q2 model (see Table 5-1-2), 


for the different experimental datasets (see Table 5-1-1, only the mean data were used in the 


optimization). Experimental data and their best MPP-Q2 fit curves are plotted in Fig. 5-1-1.  


Parameter 30°/0.5 20°/0.5 10°/1.0 10°/0.1 5°/1.48 5°/0.32 5°/0.07 


CCT 3200K 6000K 3200K 3200K 6000K 6000K 6000K 


a1 (V*) 0.905 0.917 1.114 0.817 0.809 0.685 0.771 


a2 (V’) 0.250 0.476 0.082 0.734 0.000 0.000 0.172 


a3 (S) 0.000 0.488 0.891 0.327 0.372 0.188 0.236 


a4 (|L-1.4M|) 0.519 0.929 0.582 0.527 0.562 0.407 0.651 
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Re-normalized (a1≡1) optimum parameters are shown in Table 5-1-5. Table 5-1-5 shows the 


relative contributions of the mechanisms V‟, S and |L-1.4M|, relative to the contribution of V* 


(the “photopic achromatic” mechanism), as a function of the retinal eccentricity of the target 


( ), background photopic luminance (LB) and approximate background correlated colour 


temperature (CCT, a rough correlate of background chromaticity). 


 


 


Table 5-1-5. Re-normalized (a1≡1) optimum parameters of the MPP-Q2 model, computed 


from Table 5-1-4. 
Parameter 30°/0.5 20°/0.5 10°/1.0 10°/0.1 5°/1.48 5°/0.32 5°/0.07 


CCT 3200K 6000K 3200K 3200K 6000K 6000K 6000K 


a1 (V*) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 


a2 (V’) 0.277 0.520 0.074 0.898 0.000 0.000 0.224 


a3 (S) 0.000 0.532 0.800 0.400 0.460 0.275 0.306 


a4 (|L-1.4M|) 0.573 1.014 0.522 0.645 0.696 0.594 0.843 


 


 


Following general tendencies can be seen from Table 5-1-5. Rod contribution (V‟) increases 


with decreasing background luminance level and increasing eccentricity except for 30°. For 


lower luminance levels, rod contribution peaks between 10° and 20°, in accordance with the 


pattern of retinal rod density. The relative contribution of the S-cone (or S-cone opponent) 


mechanism shows an increasing tendency with increasing background luminance. The relative 


intensity of the S-cone mechanism increases until 20° but for 30°, zero intensity was found 


(see Section 5.1.5).  The relative intensity of the L-M opponent mechanism was maximal 


(1.014) for the 20°/0.5 dataset. It did not decrease significantly at lower background 


luminances in accordance with the findings of Walkey et al. (2005, see their Table 1, the 


luminance levels of Section 5.1 are in their LL2-LL4 ranges). But in Section 5.1, an even 


more significant effect of the L-M opponent mechanism was found for lower luminance 


levels. Note that Walkey et al. (2005) did not separate the S-opponent and the |L-M| opponent 


mechanisms. They considered their joint effect by their CD (total chromaticity difference) 


quantity. 


 


Figure 5-1-1 also shows the MPP-Q2 fit curves (see Table 5-1-2) with the optimized 


parameters shown in Table 5-1-4. As can be seen from Figure 5-1-1, the fit of the MPP-Q2 


curves is not perfect. The main reason may be inter-observer variability, as well as the limited 


number of observers in the experiments (see Table 5-1-1). But the effect of further retinal and 


post-retinal mechanisms is also possible (see Section 5.1.5). 


 


 


5.1.3 Modelling spectrally composite increment detection thresholds (CHC model) 


 


As mentioned in the Introduction, the MPP model (Eq. (5-1-1)) is valid for quasi-


monochromatic increment detection thresholds only. If the MPP model is applied to light 


increments of composite spectral power distributions then spectral non-additivity errors (NA 


errors) take place (Bodrogi, 2007) due to the difference term f( )= 0 |L( )-1.4M( )| in the 


defining equations of VMPP( ), see Table 5-1-2. NA errors manifest themselves in the 


increment threshold radiance predicted by the MPP model ( thCR , ) being less than the actual 
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(perceived) threshold radiance. In other words, the MPP model predicts greater conspicuity 


for the increment lights than their actual perceived conspicuity.  


 


If the relative SPD of the light increment rel ) is known (defined by 1)( drel ) then, 


using the MPP-Q2 model, the detection threshold radiance 
thCR ,


(in Wsr
-1


m
-2


), necessary to 


achieve the detection threshold of C=1, can be computed in the following way from Eq. (5-1-


1): 


 
nm


nm


relMPPCthC dVKR


780


380


, )()(/1   (5-1-3) 


 


To account for spectrally composite light increments, the direct spectral integration with 


VMPP( ) of the MPP model in Eq. (5-1-1) should be avoided (Bodrogi, 2007). Such an 


integration (which is the basic working principle of conventional photometry) does not reflect 


the findings of retinal physiology about how the human visual system works in the task of 


mesopic increment detection (Walkey et al., 2005). The CHC model was constructed to take 


the above difficulties of spectral non-additivity into account, in the following way. A 


descriptor of perceived conspicuity, chromatic conspicuity (CCHC) was defined, parallel to Eq. 


(5-1-1), in the following way:  


 


CCHC=KCHC {[b1 V*+b2 V‟+b3 S]
2
+[b4| L-1.4 M|]


2
}


0.5
  (5-1-4) 


 


In Eq. (5-1-4), KCHC=1/( th, nm ), similar to Eq. (5-1-1). The parameter set {b1-b4} can 


be estimated from a psycho-physical increment detection threshold dataset including both QM 


(quasi-monochromatic) and composite increment SPDs, by parameter optimization so as to 


achieve CHC≡1 at the detection threshold. The structure of Eq. (5-1-4) is similar to the MPP-


Q2 equation of Table 5-1-2. Eq. (5-1-4) is called the CHC model. In Eq. (5-1-4), symbols 


have the following meaning: 


V* = ∫V*( ) ( )d V‟ = ∫V‟( ) ( )d S = ∫S( ) ( )d


L = ∫L( ) ( )d  and M = ∫M( ) ( )d (5-1-5)


 


where the integration is performed in the visible spectrum and ( ) is the absolute SPD of 


the light increment i.e. the difference between the spectral radiance of the target and the 


spectral radiance of the background. Analogous versions of Eq. (5-1-4) corresponding to the 


other models of Table 5-1-2 can also be constructed: 


 


CCHC(MPP-L) = KCHC  (b1V*( )+b2V‟( )+b3S( )+b4 | L-1.4 M|) 


CCHC(MPP-Q1) = KCHC {[b1 V*+b2 V‟]
 2


+[b3 S]
2
+[b4| L-1.4 M|]


2
}


0.5
 


CCHC(MPP-Q3) = KCHC {[b1 V*+b2 V‟]
 2


+[b3 S+b4| L-1.4 M|]
2
}


0.5
 (5-1-6) 


 


In Section 5.1, only Eq.(5-1-4) is analyzed. If ) is a quasi-monochromatic (QM) light 


increment at the detection threshold with a central wavelength of 0 and a total radiance of 


then Eq.(5-1-4) becomes:  


 


CCHC= KCHC {[b1V*( 0)+b2V‟( 0)+b3S( 0)]
2
+[b4f( 0)/ 0]


2
}


0.5
=1 (5-1-7) 
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And the MPP-Q2 version of Eq. (5-1-1) becomes: 


 


C= KC {[a1V*( )+a2V‟( )+a3S( )]
2
+[a4 f( )]


2
}


0.5
=1  (5-1-8) 


 


With KCHC=KC and by comparing Eqs. (5-1-7) and (5-1-8) it can be seen that b1=a1; b2=a2; 


b3= a3 and b4= 0 a4. Therefore: 


 


CCHC = KC {[a1 V*+a2 V‟+a3 S]
2
+[ 0 a4| L-1.4 M|]


2
}


0.5
   (5-1-9) 


 


Eq. (5-1-9) means that the parameter set {a1-a4} determined from the best fit to a measured 


spectral detection threshold sensitivity function can be used to predict the conspicuity of the 


target by the CHC formula. Obviously, it is not necessary to conduct the detection threshold 


experiments with QM targets. The parameter set {a1-a4} can also be determined from the 


threshold detection sensitivity data of composite light increments, by using a set of (4 or 


more) different increment SPDs in the detection threshold experiment, e.g. yellow, magenta, 


cyan and grey. Note that QM and composite SPDs can be mixed, see Section 5.1.5.  


 


If the relative SPD of the light increment ( rel )) is known (defined by 1)( drel ) 


then, using the CHC model, the detection threshold radiance thCHCR , (in Wsr
-1


m
-2


), necessary 


to achieve the detection threshold of CCHC=1, can be computed in the following way: 


 


thCHCR , = 1 / (KC{[a1 V*rel +a2 V‟rel+a3 Srel]
2
+[ 0 a4| Lrel-1.4 Mrel|]


2
}


0.5
) (5-1-10) 


 


where 


 


V*rel = ∫V*( ) rel( )d V‟rel = ∫V‟( ) rel( )d Srel = ∫S( ) rel( )d


Lrel = ∫L( ) rel( )d and Mrel = ∫M( ) rel( )d (5-1-11


 


As can be seen from Eq. (5-1-9) and Eq. (5-1-5), if the relative SPD of the light increment 


( rel )) is fixed then  


 


CCHC = | 5-1-12


 


where is the radiance of the light increment and is a constant. Hence the CHC model 


predicts the same conspicuity for a given absolute value of | independent of its sign. This 


property disagrees with a previous experiment where visual targets of negative values (i.e. 


such visual targets that are darker than the background) were more conspicuous than those of 


positive values (Walkey et al., 2005). All experiments of Table 5-1-1 used >0. Thus it 


is assumed that KC and the parameter set {a1-a4} are always determined from >0 


experiments. Therefore, the CHC model should be applied for >0 only. But a further 


development of the CHC model is possible, to be valid for both >0 and 0, see Section 


5.1.5. Note that Eq. (5-1-12) is valid only at or around the detection threshold. 


 


To quantify the non-additivity (NA) error, the quantity NA was defined as the difference 


between the predictions of Eq. (5-1-3) and Eq. (5-1-10): 


 


NA = RCHC,th - RC,th    (5-1-13) 
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The above definition of the quantity NA (in Wsr
-1


m
-2


) is intended to predict the non-additivity 


(NA) error of the MPP-Q2 model. A positive value of NA in Eq. (5-1-13) means that the 


photometric model underestimates the radiance necessary to achieve the detection threshold 


thus overrating the conspicuity of composite light increments, see Section 5.1.5. 


 


If the detection threshold radiance is determined in a psycho-physical experiment visually 


( Rexp,th) then an alternative (experimental) definition of the non-additivity (NAexp) can be 


given as follows: 


 


NAexp = Rexp,th - RCHC,th    (5-1-13a) 


 


 


5.1.4 Experimental data and sample computations about the spectral non-additivity 


error of increment threshold detection 


 


5.1.4.1 Estimation of yellow spectral non-additivity from experimental data 


 


An experimental mesopic increment detection threshold dataset was used to estimate the 


value of the NA error for composite yellow targets. Quasi-monochromatic (QM) red, QM 


green and composite yellow visual targets (see Figure 5-1-3) appeared 20° off the visual axis 


on a large mesopic background.  


 
 


 
Fig. 5-1-3. Relative spectral power distributions of the red (peak wavelength: 615nm), green 


(peak wavelength: 540nm) and yellow light increments. All half bandwidths (HBWs) are 


equal 10nm. Yellow was an additive mixture of red and green thus having a “2-peak” relative 


SPD. The relative radiance values of the two branches of the yellow spectrum are: 


rel,yellow,red=0.4805 and rel,yellow,green=0.5195. 


 


 


The viewing conditions were the same as for the 20°/0.5 condition of Table 5-1-1 (the same 


technical apparatus was used). 2 observers of normal colour vision took part in this 


experiment. The method of constant stimuli was used. 199 constant disks of different light 


increment radiance values appeared - each of them for 2s - and then, the observer had to tell 


whether she/he had seen the target. The detection probability (psychometric) functions p( ) 
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were approximated by SPSS
®
 probit analysis for each colour (red, green and yellow) and for 


each observer, from the yes/no answers of the observers to the question of whether the target 


was detected ( means the radiance of the light increment). The red and green relative SPDs 


were quasi-monochromatic (with HBW=10nm). The yellow colour had a “two-peak” relative 


SPD as it was the additive mixture of the red and green stimuli in the experiment (projected 


by two projectors to the same location on the canvas). The yellow relative SPD can be divided 


into two branches: rel,yellow,red( ) and rel,yellow,green( ), see Figure 5-1-3. Further details of 


the method can be found elsewhere (Bodrogi et al., 2008). The p( )=0.5 criterion (i.e. the 


50% percent-correct point) was used to calculate the threshold radiance values ( Rmeas,th) 


listed in Table 5-1-6. 


 


 


Table 5-1-6. Values of measured threshold radiance Rmeas,th (in Wsr
-1


m
-2


). Three colours 


(red, green, yellow, see Fig. 5-1-3) and 2 observers (MN and EK). Estimated values for the 


yellow threshold radiance Rth,yellow,approx, with Eq. (5-1-15) and the measured values of non-


additivity (NAmeas,yellow) for the yellow colour, with Eq. (5-1-16). M: mean data; -/+: 


lower/upper 95% confidence intervals for the Rmeas,th data. Lower and upper estimates of 


Rth,yellow,approx were also computed by using the lower and upper 95% confidence limits of the 


Rmeas,th data. 
Obs. Rmeas,th(red) Rmeas,th(green) Rmeas,th(yellow) Rth,yellow,approx NAmeas,yellow 


M - + M - + M - + M - + M - + 


MN 19.7 13.5 23.3 14.2 12.5 15.5 25.9 23.9 27.5 16.4 13.0 18.5 9.5 5.4 14.5 


EK 33.2 31.3 34.6 18.9 17.7 20.6 35.6 33.1 40.7 23.8 22.4 25.6 11.8 7.5 18.3 


 


 


The MPP and CHC models were not used in the analysis of Table 5-1-6, nor the parameters 


{a1-a4}. Instead, to estimate Rth,yellow,approx, the red (615nm) and green (540nm) luminous 


efficacy values (denoted by Vred and Vgreen) were computed directly from the measured red and 


green detection threshold data: 


 


Vred= (1  / Rmeas,th(red))  and  Vgreen= (1  / Rmeas,th(green))   (5-1-14) 


 


And the yellow threshold radiance was approximated by: 


Rth,yellow,approx = 1 / (Vred rel,yellow,red + Vgreen rel,yellow,green)     (5-1-15) 


 


where rel,yellow,red=0.4805 and rel,yellow,green=0.5195 (the relative weights of the 2 branches 


of the “2-peak” yellow relative SPD, see Figure 5-1-3). The last column of Table 5-1-6 


contains the psycho-physically measured values of spectral non-additivity for the yellow 


colour: 


 


NAmeas,yellow = Rmeas,th(yellow) - Rth,yellow,approx    (5-1-16) 


 


As can be seen from Table 5-1-6, the 2 observers have different detection thresholds but both 


NAmeas,yellow values are positive. This experimental finding confirms that the “photometric” 


computation of the increment detection threshold underestimates the composite (yellow) 


detection threshold. Hence it overestimates the conspicuity of the yellow light increment. 
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5.1.4.2 Parameter estimation for the CHC model from red, green and yellow increment 


threshold data 


 


The Rmeas,th(red), Rmeas,th(green) and Rmeas,th(yellow) data of Table 5-1-6 were put in Eq. 


(5-1-9), by using: 1. KC=(1.0/32.0)(sr m
2 


W
-1


); 2. Eq. (5-1-5); and 3. the relative SPDs 


shown in Figure 5-1-3. Then the parameters a1 and a4 of Eq. (5-1-9) were changed with Excel 


Solver
®
 until CHC≡1 was best satisfied for the Rmeas,th(red), Rmeas,th(green) and 


Rmeas,th(yellow) dataset for a given observer (MN or EK). Due to the limited experimental 


dataset (only 3 values) it was not possible to estimate all 4 parameters i.e. the whole set of 


{a1-a4}. (Further experiments with more experimental data should be carried out, see Section 


5.1.5). Only two parameters (a1 and a4) were changed and the ratios a2/a1  and 


a3/a1  were held constant. These ratios were computed from the 20°/0.5 data where the 


only observer was VZ. The estimated parameters {a1-a4} are shown in Table 5-1-7 for the two 


observers compared with the parameters resulting from observer VZ of the 20°/0.5 


experiment.  


 


 


Table 5-1-7. Estimated parameters {a1-a4} of Eq. (5-1-9) for observers MN and EK (the 


method of estimation is described in the text) and the parameters of observer VZ (the same 


values as in Table 5-1-4). VZ was the observer of the 20°/0.5 experiment (see Table 5-1-1). 


Re-normalized parameters are also shown. 


 Parameters 


Observer a1 a2 a3 a4 
MN 1.308 0.680 0.696 1.882 
EK 1.006 0.523 0.535 1.142 
VZ 0.917 0.476 0.488 0.929 


 Re-normalized parameters 


Observer a1 a2 a3 a4 
MN 1.000 0.520 0.532 1.439 
EK 1.000 0.520 0.532 1.135 
VZ 1.000 0.520 0.532 1.014 


 


 


These parameters (Table 5-1-7) were substituted in the MPP-Q2 equation of Table 5-1-2 for 


each observer separately and the resulting spectral increment detection sensitivity curves are 


depicted in Figure 5-1-4. 
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Figure 5-1-4. Spectral increment detection sensitivity curves for three observers (MN, EK and 


VZ) computed by the MPP-Q2 equation of Table 5-1-2. The parameters of the MPP-Q2 


equation were taken from Table 5-1-7 


 


 


This parameter estimation method was suitable to estimate only the inter-observer variability 


of the L-M opponent mechanism involved in the detection task (due to the limited dataset: 


QM red, QM green and composite yellow only). As can be seen from Table 5-1-7 (re-


normalized parameters) and Figure 5-1-4, our 3 observers used different relative amounts of 


L-M opponency to detect the target (maximum: MN, minimum: VZ). The CHC model 


describes inter-personal variability via the parameter set {a1-a4}, see Section 5.1.5. 


 


The parameters of Table 5-1-7 were used (with KC=(1.0/32.0)(sr m
2 


W
-1


)) to predict RC,th 


(Eq. (5-1-3)) and RCHC,th (Eq.(5-1-10)), for the red, green and yellow light increments 


(Figure 5-1-3). In Table 5-1-8, these predictions are compared with the Rmeas,th(red), 


Rmeas,th(green) and Rmeas,th(yellow) data of Table 5-1-6.  


 


 


Table 5-1-8. Threshold radiance Rmeas,th(red), Rmeas,th(green) and Rmeas,th(yellow) data of 


Table 5-1-6. 95% confidence intervals are in parentheses. Predictions: RC,th (Eq. (5-1-3)) and 


RCHC,th (Eq.(5-1-10)). Radiance data are expressed in W sr
-1


m
2
 units. Upper data row: 


observer MN, lower data row: observer EK. 
Red (QM 615nm) Green (QM 540nm) Yellow (“2-peak”) 


Measured 


Rmeas,th(red) 


Predicted Measured 


Rmeas,th(green) 


Predicted Measured 


Rmeas,th(yellow) 


Predicted 


RCHC,th RC,th RCHC,th RC,th RCHC,th RC,th 


19.7 (13.5, 23.3) 21.0 21.0 14.2 (12.5, 15.5) 13.0 13.0 25.9 (23.9, 27.5) 27.1 16.0 


33.2 (31.3, 34.6) 33.1 33.1 18.9 (17.7, 20.6) 18.9 18.9 35.6 (33.1, 40.7) 35.5 24.0 


 


 


As can be seen from Table 5-1-8, RCHC,th values are always within the measured confidence 


intervals but the yellow RC,th value is below the lower confidence limit, for both observers, 


indicating that the MPP-Q2 model underestimates the detection threshold for yellow targets. 


The values of NA=11.1 W sr
-1 


m
-2


 for observer MN and NA= 11.5 W sr
-1 


m
-2


 for observer 
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EK (computed with Eq. (5-1-13)), are in reasonable agreement with the NAmeas,yellow data of 


Table 5-1-6. 


 


 


5.1.4.3 Sample NA error computation for the 20°/0.5 dataset 


 


A sample computation was carried out to explore the characteristics of the NA data for 3 sets 


of realistic light increment SPDs by using Eq. (5-1-13), Eq. (5-1-5) and the following 


definitions:  


 


NArel=100 NA/ RC,th, l= L/( L+ M+ S) and m= M/( L+ M+ S) (5-1-17) 


 


The value of NArel expresses the percentage of the spectral non-additivity error for a given 


light increment SPD related to the value of RC,th. The 3 sets (designated by QM, MCCC and 


2band) were defined in the following way. In the QM set, there were quasi-monochromatic 


increment SPDs each consisting of 1 spectral band of 2nm bandwidth, between 410nm and 


640nm. The MCCC set consisted of the increment SPDs of the 24 MacBeth colour checker 


chart samples illuminated by 5 different light sources and illuminants: a white LED at 6500K, 


a HID lamp at 4200K, a halogen lamp (H7) at 3200K, as well as the CIE standard illuminants 


D65 and A. The “2band” set consisted of increment SPDs of 2 spectral bands with equal 


power in each band and 20nm bandwidth of each band. The central wavelength of each band 


ranged between 380nm and 780nm. Results are depicted in Figure 5-1-5. 


 


 


 
Fig. 5-1-5. NArel as a function of l and m (see Eq.( 5-1-17)) for the 20°/0.5 condition, with the 


parameters of observer EK (see Table 5-1-7) and with KC=(1.0/32.0)(sr m
2 


( W)
-1


). NArel, l 


and m values were computed for 3 datasets of light increment relative SPDs: QM (light grey 


plus signs), MCCC (middle grey plus signs) and 2band (dark grey plus signs), see text for the 


definitions. 
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As can be seen from Figure 5-1-5, the values of NArel range between 0 and 50 for these three 


sets of target SPDs. As expected, NArel is approximately 0 for the QM dataset (minimum: 


0.002, maximum: 0.02, average: 0.005). NArel ranges between 6.9 and 43.2 for the MCCC 


dataset (average: 27.1) and between 0.0 and 53.6 (average: 7.3) for the 2band dataset. It is 


interesting to divide the dataset of the NArel values of the MCCC samples into five subsets 


corresponding to the five light sources and illuminants (A, D65, H7, HID, and LED). These 


five subsets of NArel values are compared in Figure 5-1-6. 


 


 


 
Figure 5-1-6. Comparison of the NArel values (see Eq. 5-1-17) of the MCCC samples 


corresponding to the five light sources and illuminants (A, D65, H7, HID, and LED). 


Abscissa: MCCC number (illustrated by the small picture of the 24 MCCC colours). Ordinate: 


value of NArel 


 


 


As can be seen from Figure 5-1-6, light sources of higher colour temperature (D65, HID, 


LED) yield lower values of NArel than the light sources of lower colour temperature (A, H7), 


except for the MCCC samples No. 7, 9 and 15 (all reddish samples). NArel values were also 


plotted against the RC,th values, for the MCCC and 2band datasets, see Figure 5-1-7. 
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Fig. 5-1-7. NArel vs. RC,th for the MCCC and 2band datasets, see text. 


 


 


As can be seen from Figure 5-1-7, there was only a slight positive correlation between NArel 


and RC,th for the MCCC dataset (r
2
=0.26) but there was no correlation for the 2band dataset. 


It would be interesting to predict NArel from only a few quantities derived from the light 


increment SPD (like l and m) in the future. 


 


 


5.1.5 Discussion 


 


5.1.5.1 Interpretation of the psychophysical results with retinal physiology 


 


The analysis of the experimental data in Figure 5-1-1 showed that, for the different 


background luminance levels and chromaticities and target retinal eccentricities, the data 


could be interpreted by a set of retinal mechanisms. The relative contribution of these retinal 


mechanisms changed with the changing conditions, due to the adaptation of the rod and cone 


systems and the changing retinal position where the visual target i.e. the light increment 


appeared. The relative intensity of the rod signal in rod-cone interaction depends on the 


mesopic adaptation level (Calkins, 2004) regulating the way how rods and cones interact via 


the rod-cone gap junctions (Buck, 2004). For cone-cone interaction, the value of the M-cone 


coefficient  in the |L- M| opponent mechanism influences the peak wavelengths of this 


mechanism. The gain control of the individual cones takes place before opponent processing 


(Guth, 1991). Therefore, the value of  is expected to change with background chromaticity 


(at least for medium or high mesopic levels). However, we could not decipher this effect from 


the datasets (Table 5-1-1). Hence the fixed value of =1.4 was used representing best fit to the 


spectral sensitivity curves of all 7 conditions (both for 3200K and for 6000K, see Table 5-1-


1). Kurtenbach et al. (1999) used a 6000K background and operated with the value of =1.25 


which is a lower weight for the M-cones than in Section 5.1. But this difference did not cause 


a decipherable shift of the peak wavelengths of the |L-  M| mechanism, occurring at 530nm 
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and 613nm for =1.4 and at 528nm and 610nm for =1.25. Note that these 7 datasets (Table 5-


1-1) originate from different observer groups and a limited number of subjects in each group. 


But among normal trichromats (for a fixed state of chromatic adaptation), the psycho-


physically relevant value of  varies less than their L:M ratios (Hofer et al., 2005; Solomon 


and Lennie, 2007). This is due to the plastic mechanism of retinal development which 


normalizes the colour appearance of subjects with very different L:M ratios (Hofer et al., 


2005). 


 


It is interesting to compare the present Figure 5-1-1 with Figure 1 of (Snelgar et al., 1987) or 


with Figure 1 of (King-Smith and Carden, 1976). Figure 5-1-1 shows the results of the 


mesopic range where the “multi-peak behaviour” is more complex than in the photopic range 


because rods are active and they interact with the cones. Furthermore, in these experiments 


(Table 5-1-1), large (2°) and long-duration (2s) stimuli (filled disks) were used and these 


stimuli activated the chromatic (spectrally opponent) channels (Ronchi and Schanda, 2003; 


Verdon and Haegerstrom-Portnoy, 1996). Reducing stimulus size and stimulus duration 


reduces the number of peaks of the spectral increment detection sensitivity function because 


only the achromatic channel remains active (see Figure 4 of King-Smith and  Carden, 1976). 


It most probably converges to a combination of V( ) and V‟( ) except for small stimuli that 


cannot be detected by the rod system. 


 


Above 20° of retinal eccentricity, the intensities of the chromatic mechanisms (relative to the 


L+M mechanism), both S-(L+M) opponency and L-M opponency, showed a decreasing 


tendency with increasing retinal eccentricity (Table 5-1-4). This finding is discussed as 


follows. The local L:M ratio varies little within about 35° of retinal eccentricity (Hofer et al., 


2005) nor does the sensitivity of the L-M opponent mechanism (Calkins, 2004), provided that 


target size is large enough. If the target size goes beyond Ricco‟s area (Vasilev et al., 2005) 


and the 2° size of Section 5.1 satisfies this criterion, then spatial summation will not affect the 


retinal eccentricity dependence of any specific mechanism. Also, the chromatic properties of 


ganglion cells are preserved for retinal eccentricities less than 50° of eccentricity (Solomon et 


al., 2005). However, several factors were identified that reduce the quality of the L-M signals 


at higher retinal eccentricities, including a decreasing proportion of peripheral parvocellular 


(PC) cells showing opponent responses (Solomon et al., 2005). In accordance with this, L-M 


opponency showed a much steeper decline in sensitivity than S-(L+M) opponency (Mullen 


and Kingdom, 2002) with increasing retinal eccentricity. This contradicts the finding of 


Section 5.1 in which zero sensitivity was found for S-(L+M) opponency for 30° (see the re-


normalized a3 coefficient of the 30° condition in Table 5-1-5). The result of observer KTM in 


Figure 3 of Mullen and Kingdom (2002) showed a similar decline of S-(L+M) sensitivity for 


20° and 25° but 30° was not measured. Note that this experiment (Mullen and Kingdom, 


2002) used a 0.3cpd horizontal sine-wave grating patch which is a similar spatial frequency 


condition to presenting a 2° patch in the experiments of Table 5-1-1. In another study of 


photopic increment-threshold spectral sensitivity (Kuyk, 1982) with a 1° stimulus presented at 


30°, the short wavelength maximum of the spectral sensitivity curve disappeared while it was 


still present for 20°, in accordance with the present findings. 


 


As seen from Figure 5-1-1, all datasets were loaded with large variability. The inter-observer 


variability of the relative contribution of the L-M opponent mechanism was estimated across 


the 3 observers of the 20°/0.5 experiment, see Table 5-1-7. The values of 1.014, 1.135 and 


1.439 were obtained for the re-normalized parameter a4 showing considerable variability of L-


M opponency. This is similar to the large intersubject variations of the chromatic 


contributions to the brightness response (Yaguchi et al., 1993). Reasons include the variability 


of the genes encoding the human cone photopigments affecting the spectral sensitivity of 
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these photopigments, photopigment optical density and the arrangement of the photoreceptor 


mosaic (Sharpe et al., 1999) and also higher-level effects influencing the operation of the 


pathways mediating mesopic increment detection. This inter-observer variability was an 


important reason for the limited accuracy of curve fitting (see Table 5-1-3). For a complete 


characterization of increment detection sensitivity, the genotype composition of the observer 


group used in the psycho-physical experiment should match its incidence in the normal 


population (Sharpe et al., 2005). But the present datasets did not fulfil this requirement (Table 


5-1-1).  


 


The variability of background luminance and background chromaticity introduces further 


uncertainties. However, it is assumed that the uncertainty of the physical measurement of 


these quantities is well below the variability of the observed data. Another question is how 


accurately observers could maintain their fixation (retinal position).  Fixation crosses or the 


reading of central numbers were used to this purpose. It is assumed that the retinal position of 


the object did not fluctuate significantly during the experiments. 


 


 


5.1.5.2 Summation models 


 


As seen above, it was the MPP-Q2 model that yielded the best overall curve fitting 


performance. As can be seen from its defining equation in Table 5-1-2, this model uses 


probability summation (Monnier, 2006) with =2. In the first term 


([a1V*( )+a2V‟( )+a3S( )]), the following mechanisms are combined: L+M (represented by 


V*( )), rods (represented by V‟( )) and S-(L+M). Latter term is represented by the standalone 


S( ) which was psycho-physically indistinguishable from S-|L+M| because of the spectral 


overlapping of the |L+M| part of  the S-(L+M) mechanism with V*( ), see Figure 5-1-2. The 


second term ([a4 f( )]) contains L-M opponency only. Psycho-physically, the number of terms 


in the summation model corresponds to the number of perceptual dimensions underlying 


increment detection and this dimension is equal 2 in the MPP-Q2 model. Diaconu and Faubert 


(Diaconu and Faubert, 2006) also used a quadratic model ( =2) to predict photopic spectral 


increment detection sensitivity functions. Their model contained 2 terms: one term for L-M 


opponency and the other term for S vs. L±M opponency. The explanation of the ± sign is that, 


in their curve fitting procedure, they also allowed S-(L-M) and S-(M-L) opponencies and 


latter terms turned out to be significant in their analysis (Diaconu and Faubert, 2006). In the 


analysis of Section 5.1, these terms were evaluated but did not prove to be useful, possibly 


also due to their spectral overlapping with the V* mechanism. 


 


The exponent  is related to the slope of the psychometric function (Monnier, 2006) around 


the detection threshold. A steep psychometric function indicates little noise in the underlying 


composite mechanism (Monnier, 2006). In the present experiments (Table 5-1-1), the two-


alternative forced-choice (2AFC) method was used but the method was never described with 


all necessary details, see Section 5.1.5.4. Thus, the increment threshold (i.e. the CCHC=1 


criterion) was only assumed to correspond to a fixed percent-correct point in all experiments 


(e.g. p=0.50 or 0.75). Eq. (5-1-9) was constructed to predict at which radiance the CCHC=1 


criterion occurred. But a very rough approximation of the slope of the psychometric function 


(i.e. the probability of object detection as a function of the increment radiance  for a fixed 


relative SPD of the target, Klein, 2001) at the detection threshold is possible. This slope is 


equal to the quantity  of Eq. (5-1-12), depending on KC, a1-a4, the relative SPD of the light 


increment and also on the value of  which is equal 2 in the MPP-Q2 model. The value of  is 


relevant in practical applications because a steep psychometric function leads to better visual 
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performance i.e. to better target detection performance for a fixed radiance increment ( in 


the application (see Section 5.1.5.5). 


 


It is interesting to compare Eq. (5-1-9) with the mesopic effective contrast model of Walkey 


et al. (2005) who used the concept of equivalent achromatic luminance contrast (Cmes) to 


describe mesopic contrast perception. Cmes was modelled by a function of photopic (10°) 


luminance contrast Cp, scotopic luminance contrast Cs, a correlate of chromatic difference CD 


(between the target and the background) computed on a modified (10°) version of the CIE 


1976 u‟, v‟ chromaticity plane, as well as log10Lb (the logarithm of the 10° photopic 


luminance of the background). In their model function (Walkey et al., 2005), the sign of Cp 


and the sign of Cs were significant indicating the perceptual asymmetry of positive and 


negative contrasts. Similar to the present results (Table 5-1-5), chromatic difference had a 


significant effect on perceived contrast judgments throughout the mesopic range with a 


diminishing intensity with reduction in light level. Significant interaction terms between Cp 


and CD and between Cs and CD indicated additivity failures attributed to cone-cone 


interactions (Walkey et al., 2005), similar to Section 5.1.  


 


As mentioned earlier, the parameters a1-a4 depend on the adaptation level. The form of this 


dependence is not constrained by Eq. (5-1-9) but a Weber-type dependence can be used (see 


Section 5.1.5.3 below), e.g. a1 = a1
‟ 
/ V*b, where V*b is the V* value of the background (V* is a 


quantity similar to standard photopic luminance but V*( ) is used for the spectral weighting 


of the SPD, instead of V( )) and a1
‟
 is a further parameter. With such Weber-formulae, Eq. (5-


1-9) can be transformed into a similar form to Eq. (5-1-10) of Walkey et al. (2005). Further 


comparisons can be made in the future. 


 


 


5.1.5.3 Adaptation and retinal eccentricity 


 


Due to the limited number of experimental conditions in Section 5.1, it was not attempted to 


give a quantitative explanation for the adaptation level dependence of the experimental data 


(Table 5-1-1). But a possible theoretical framework based on Weber‟s law can be formulated 


for the dependence of the parameters a1-a4 on the SPD of the background and on the retinal 


eccentricity of the visual target. First, Eq. (5-1-9) can be re-written with  as a further 


variable: 


 


CCHC = KC {[a1 V*+a2 V‟+a3 S]
2
+[ 0 |a4 L- a4 M|]


2
}


0.5  
(5-1-18) 


 


The variable  is necessary because gain control occurs primarily before the level of spectral 


opponency (Guth, 1991, see also Eq.(3) of Smith and Pokorny, 1996). Subsequently, the 


coefficients a1-a4, as well as the product (a4 ) can be modelled in the following way:  


 


a1= a1
‟
( )


 
/ V*b 


a2= a2
‟
( )/ V‟b 


a3= a3
‟
( )/ Sb 


a4= a4
‟
( )/ Lb and 


(a4 = 
’
( )/ Mb    (5-1-19) 


 


In Eq. (5-1-18), V*b, V‟b , Sb , Lb ,and  Mb are computed from the background SPD (V‟b is the 


scotopic luminance of the background) and  a1‟( )-a4‟( ), as well as ‟( ) are further variables 


carrying retinal eccentricity dependence. Note that other models can also be used, like the 
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gain control and signal compression equations in the Guth-model (1991), or in the 


CIECAM02 model (Moroney et al., 2002). 


 


Concerning the rod system, rod thresholds increased in conformity with Weber‟s law as the 


scotopic luminance of the background was increased until about 100 scotopic trolands, i.e. the 


onset of rod saturation (He and MacLeod, 2000). Therefore, the equation a2= a2
‟
( )/ V‟b (Eq.( 


5-1-19)) is plausible. The maximum of the function a2
‟
=a2


‟
( ) is expected between 15°-20° of 


retinal eccentricity where rod density is maximal but this peak may also depend on the 


temporal/nasal direction. It should be noted that the adaptation of the rod system is not 


receptor adaptation. Rod sensitivity regulation occurs in postreceptoral neural pools that 


collect input from the rods over their neighbourhood (He and MacLeod, 2000). This is quite 


the opposite of the cone system where sensitivity regulation occurs mainly in the receptors 


themselves. To such reasons, a weighting of the spatial light distribution of the background 


may be advantageous, to emphasize local or lateral adaptation components for the different 


retinal mechanisms (Hofer et al., 2005; Vassilev et al., 2005). To account for the perceived 


asymmetry of negative and positive contrasts, it should be considered that the visual target 


itself does modify the state of adaptation (see Eq. (12) of Guth, 1991). This would be a further 


development of the CHC model to be done in the future. 


 


 


5.1.5.4 Psycho-physical method 


 


In the 7 datasets analyzed in Section 5.1, the well-known two-alternative forced-choice 


(2AFC) staircase method was used but it was not possible to retrieve more details on the 


method (García-Pérez, 1998). Thus, the probability on the psychometric function (i.e. the final 


percent-correct point, see García-Pérez, 1998) associated with the detection threshold 


remained unknown. It was just assumed that the method of obtaining the detection thresholds 


(see Table 5-1-1) converged at p=0.75 in each experiment but it is probable that there is some 


uncertainty (see Table 1 of García-Pérez, 1998). This uncertainty influences especially the 


value of KC intended to scale the right side of Eq. (5-1-10) to obtain a correct absolute value 


for 
thCHCR , .  


 


This is the main reason why a further systematic study is necessary at several mesopic 


adaptation levels (several background luminances and chromaticities) and several retinal 


eccentricities, with a strict definition of the psycho-physical method (García-Pérez, 1998), a 


consistent set of observers and a continuous checking of fixation and possibly also with pupil 


size measurement (Rea et al., 2004). The Maxwellian view system has the advantage of 


controlled retinal illumination but it corresponds to a less natural viewing situation i.e. the 


target appears only on one of the two retinae. As the results may lead to a system of advanced 


mesopic photometry, free binocular viewing with eye surveillance and a more detailed 


characterization of the retinal location of the target, including vertical target position, is 


suggested. Target size (Kuyk, 1982), duration and velocity are further important variables to 


be studied. 


 


A comprehensive study cannot be done efficiently by measuring the whole spectral range for 


each condition, with the conventional method of presenting QM light increments. Another 


experimental method would consist of the following. For each condition, the visual targets are 


presented in a few colours only, e.g. QM red, QM green, QM blue and „2-peak” yellow, cyan, 


magenta (see Section 5.1.4.1) and also grey. It would be advisable to choose such QM colours 


that represent the wavelengths of minimal or maximal sensitivity of the retinal mechanisms 
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involved in the detection task. After the experiment, the C≡1 criterion of Eq. (5-1-4) can be 


used for the obtained threshold radiance values to optimize the parameters KC, a1-a4 and . 


After that, the spectral increment detection sensitivity function can also be plotted, similar to 


Figure 5-1-4. The advantages of presenting spectrally composite stimuli (in addition to QM 


stimuli) are: 1. fewer stimuli are required for each background/eccentricity condition; 2. from 


the compound stimuli, opponent and non-opponent detection mechanisms can be better 


differentiated (Verdon and Haegerstrom-Portnoy, 1996) during the optimization procedure of 


the CHC model parameter set. The most interesting finding would be the dependence of KC, 


a1-a4 and  on the properties of the mesopic background as well as on target eccentricity and 


also on target size, duration and velocity. Such a model would constitute an advanced 


(detection based) mesopic photometry, see Section 5.1.5.5. 


 


 


5.1.5.5 Advanced mesopic photometry 


 


As seen above, the advantage of the CHC model (Eqs. (5-1-9) and (5-1-10)) is that it avoids 


the spectral non-additivity error (NA-error) of the MPP model. It was pointed out that, all 


photometric models, even those containing chromatic terms, like the MPP model, or Eq.(11) 


of Goodman et al., 2007, or the Kurtenbach et al. model equation (1999) underestimate the 


conspicuity of spectrally composite targets. For this reason, both increment detection 


thresholds (see Figure 5-1-5) and reaction times (see Figure 9 of Goodman et al., 2007) are 


underestimated. Therefore, objects of composite spectra, e.g. grey objects (common in 


lighting practice), are less conspicuous than expected from the photometric models. The 


underlying mechanism is cone-opponency, similar to the well-known Helmholtz-Kohlrausch 


effect (the perceived brightness of composite stimuli is less than the brightness of the sum of 


their components). However, brightness is a perceptual attribute of a supra-threshold stimulus 


in contrast to the concept of the perceived conspicuity of light increments which refers to their 


perception at or around the detection threshold including their spatial discrimination from the 


background. The non-additivity of perceived brightness was described by the concept of 


brightness-luminance ratios, or equivalent luminance (Nayatani, 1997), analogous to the 


concept of the NA error, see Eq.( 5-1-13). 


 


As seen above, due to the NA error, the real detection threshold is always above the values 


predicted by the photometric estimation. This can be dangerous for road lighting design 


because the designed light level may not provide enough conspicuity for the target to be 


detected. It should be mentioned that the NA error of a photometric model can be reduced by 


fitting the model coefficients to the results of both quasi-monochromatic and spectrally 


broadband experiments, like the MOVE model (Eloholma and Halonen, web reference 2005). 


The analysis of the NA error of such predictions will be the subject of future research. 


 


As seen above, from technical reasons, the S-cone opponent term was not included in the set 


of mechanisms of the MPP and CHC models although this opponency would cause further 


NA errors if it is combined with the L-M term. Unfortunately, as written above, we could not 


figure out the contribution of S-cone opponency from the experimental data (Table 5-1-1) and 


only standalone S-cones were used in the MPP and CHC models. Thus the NA-analysis of S-


cone opponency can be the subject of subsequent research. 


 


Concerning the practical applications, Eq. (5-1-18) can be used to evaluate a lighting 


application in the mesopic range, e.g. road lighting. If, for a given visual target (e.g. a yellow 


life vest), CCHC>1 then the lighting is acceptable for that target. (However, in lighting 


practice, it is more desirable to use a higher safety criterion i.e. CCHC>3). Eq. (5-1-18) can also 
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be applied to lighting design in the mesopic range and the light source of best detection 


performance can be selected. 


 


 


5.1.6 Conclusions 


 


Different retinal eccentricities and background spectral power distributions lead to different 


contributions of the retinal mechanisms involved in visual increment threshold detection in 


the mesopic range. In Section 5.1, two models were compared, the multi-peak photometric 


(MPP) model and the so-called chromatic conspicuity (CHC) model. The CHC model avoids 


the spectral non-additivity error of the photometric models (including the MPP model). Seven 


sets of MPP and CHC model parameters (a1-a4, expressing the weighting of the detection 


mechanisms) were estimated and analyzed from seven experimental datasets, obtained on 


different mesopic backgrounds and for different retinal target eccentricities. Spectral non-


additivity (NA) was predicted for one condition (20°/0.5). This prediction was compared with 


a composite yellow dataset. For the same condition, a theoretical computation showed that the 


value of relative non-additivity ranged between 0% and 50%, for a set of real object 


reflectances and light sources. This shows that photometric models (those that use a spectral 


increment detection sensitivity function) tend to underestimate detection threshold radiance 


leading to a dangerous situation in lighting practice. The present results of psycho-physical 


modelling were compared with the facts of retinal physiology. Finally, a possible psycho-


physical method was outlined to collect detection threshold data efficiently. Such a dataset 


would advance the current state of the art of mesopic photometry.  


 


 


5.2 Mesopic reaction time to chromatic targets 


 


The objective of Section 5.2 is to test the luminous efficiency functions )(V , )(V , )(10V  


and their linear combinations on the basis of a dataset gained from a simulated mesopic night-


time driving experiment (Szalmás et al., 2006). Another aim is to provide „real-world” data 


for the „X framework” („linear combination model”, Rea et al., 2003) and to find out its limits 


in a practical situation. In Section 5.2, human performance was measured by the reaction time 


method. Results showed that the single parameter of the linear combination of photopic and 


scotopic luminous efficiency functions (x) can be determined analytically with little variation 


for a given mesopic background luminance level and a given visual target colour, but the 


computation leads to considerable deviations comparing all three target colours (red, green 


and blue) used in the experiment. The conclusion was that the single parameter of the linear 


combination (X-) model caused an increasing deviation for lower background luminance 


levels. 


 


 


5.2.1 Introduction 


 


Human visual performance under mesopic (twilight) conditions is of major interest to 


optimize street lighting and provide adequate illumination to avoid dangerous traffic 


situations. As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, we consider the mesopic range (CIE, 1989) from 


0.001cd/m
2 


to 3cd/m
2
, however, the transition luminance towards the photopic range is not 


well defined. Between 3cd/m
2
 and 10


-3
cd/m


2
, the human observer looses gradually his/her 


colour vision and also, visual acuity becomes poorer and poorer. 
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For this reaction time investigation, the official photopic ( )(V , CIE, 1924), scotopic ( )(V , 


CIE, 1951)
 
and the 10-degree observer ( )(10V  refers to )(10y colour matching function, 


1964)
 
(CIE 1964, 2005; Schanda et al., 2002) were chosen. As seen in Section 5.1.1, this 


simple linear combination model is inappropriate to describe the multiple mechanisms 


underlying mesopic visual performance (Hough, 1968; Hough and Ruddock, 1969). It was its 


simplicity that made the X-model popular and this is the reason why, in Section 5.2, an 


estimation of its accuracy, is given, to be able to find out the limits of the „X framework” 


(Rea et al., 2004) for practical reaction time situations. 


 


A series of simulated night-driving reaction time experiments were carried out. Section 5.2 


presents a series of experiments that tried to find a balance between well-controlled laboratory 


conditions and real life. A simple visual target (a 2º plain disc) was used but the uniform 


background (that is often used in such experiments) was replaced by a projected video 


sequence, thus taking a step toward reality. Observers were immersed in the scene and the 


driving simulator delivered the sensation of presence to the observers and motivated them to 


fulfil their visual task with full attention. During the photometric characterization, the spectral 


distributions of the background and the visual target were measured for each experimental 


situation. Radiometric data and the reaction times measured permitted the testing of the 


luminous efficiency functions or their linear combinations at mesopic light levels, in order to 


point out how they describe the obtained results. 


 


 


5.2.2 Experimental method 


 


5.2.2.1 Reaction time method 


 


The reaction time method was chosen for the visual criterion of the night-time driving 


experiment to take into consideration the importance of avoiding accidents in real life 


situations. In previous experiments (He et al., 1998), the reaction time method appeared to 


obey Abney‟s law of additivity at a given luminance level – the reason was thought to be the 


work of the magno-cellular channel carrying achromatic signals. However, as already 


mentioned in Section 5.1, there is a contribution from the chromatic channels, too (Martinez-


Uriegas, 2003; Walkey et al., 2004). 


 


 


5.2.2.2 Driving simulator 


 


The night-driving simulator was constructed by embedding artificial objects into digital video 


files, see Figure 5-2-1. Projected video clips showed a street from the viewpoint of the driver 


who drove at constant speed in the street. At different moments, a filled homogeneous disk 


representing a “bouncing ball” (see below) jumped around in front of the vehicle. Then, the 


“driver” had to operate a switch as soon as she noticed the target and the experimental 


software registered her reaction time. 
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Figure 5-2-1. Screenshots from the videos: at given moments, coloured “balls” pop into the 


scene 


 


The video clips were originally recorded from inside of a moving car. The car went through 


the streets of the city of Veszprém in Hungary by night and a digital camera recorded the 


video clips. The simulation took place in a dark room. The video clips were presented by an 


LCD projector, the observer sat in front of a white canvas. A crosshair placed in the middle of 


the canvas helped the subject to keep her fixation. Four young female observers participated 


in the experiment and each subject repeated every observation 20 times. Each observer had 


normal colour vision. 


 


 


5.2.2.3 Photometric characterization 


 


For the photometric characterization, two instruments were used, a Lumicam LC1300-100 


video-photometer and a Photo Research 705 spectro-radiometer. The CCD camera captured a 


whole frame from the videos and the LumiCam software connected the points which had the 


same luminance values by a line - the isolines map was used to indicate areas of equal 


luminance values. The spectro-radiometer was able to measure a field of 2 visual degrees 


only, so we focused the spectro-radiometer to different areas of the projected screen by the 


help of the isolines map and measured the spectral power distribution of the background in 


several points. In order to keep the background luminance uniform, we have carefully chosen 


short clips of 30 seconds from the total recording where the scene was quite uniform without 


disturbing illuminated objects. In the short clips we tried to find the proper position for the 


visual target, which could be seen for 2 seconds. Moreover, the LCD data projector was set to 


minimum contrast and maximum brightness. We could achieve ±10 % changes in the 


luminance of the background, in the environment of 5 visual deg. of the appearing visual 


targets. 


 


 


5.2.2.4 Visual stimuli 


 


Table 5-2-1 describes the visual targets used in the experiment. The driver‟s reaction times 


were measured for obstacles in the three basic colours of the data projector (red, green and 


blue) and for 3 different mesopic background luminance values. 
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Table 5-2-1 Description of the visual stimuli 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


An example of the typical spectral power distribution of the three visual targets representing 


the primary R,G,B channels of the LCD projector and their background are shown in Figure 


5-2-2. 


 


 


 
Figure 5-2-2. Example for typical spectral power distribution of the R,G,B visual targets and 


the background 


 


 


The „bouncing ball” means a plain disc target, which appeared at the periphery, moved 


toward the centre for 1 second and then it moved away from the centre for another 1 second. 


For the change of eccentricity of the „bouncing” movement, see Figure 5-2-3. 
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Figure 5-2-3. Eccentricity of the visual target in terms of visual degrees 


 


 


Mean chromaticity coordinates (x,y) and their 95 % confidence intervals of the visual targets 


are presented in Table 5-2-2.   


 


 


Table 5-2-2. Chromaticity coordinates including 95 % confidential intervals of the visual 


targets in CIE 1931 x,y colour space 
 mean values 95% conf. (±) 


 x y x y 


red 0.316 0.305 0.005 0.006 


green 0.295 0.310 0.004 0.006 


blue 0.241 0.196 0.004 0.006 


 


 


5.2.3 Reaction time results 


 


In Figure 5-2-4, each data point corresponds to the average of 80 RT values of 4 subjects x 20 


observations. The reaction time of the driver is plotted against the (photopic) contrast ratio 


(Michelson contrast) of the target. 
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Figure 5-2-4. Average reaction time of 4 subjects on a 1.85 cd/m


2
 background luminance, as a 


function of the photopic contrast ratio (Michelson contrast) calculated in two different ways, 


by using V( ) (left) and V10( ) (right) 
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A logarithmic function with two parameters a and b was fitted to the results of Figure 5-2-4, 


using the method of least square errors. The logarithmic function (Eq. 5-2-2.) provided better 


fit for the results of the given experiment than polynomial functions. 


 


RT = a ln C + b         (5-2-2) 
 


Figure 5-2-4 shows the observation of red, green and blue targets at 1.85cd/m
2
. It can be seen 


that, for red and green targets, practically equal contrasts are needed to get the same values of 


reaction time but the performance of blue targets is higher (leading to shorter RTs). We 


compared two contrast ratios: by using )(V  and )(10V . The differences between red/green 


and blue were smaller under )(10V . This is due to )(10V  which is more sensitive to short 


wavelengths, but not sensitive enough to compress all three curves together. The reaction time 


method was supposed mainly to scan the magno-cellular channel in the brain which carries 


achromatic signals, so the main reason for shorter reaction time to the blue stimulus is the 


spectral sensitivity of rods and the rod contribution to achromatic signals since the visual 


targets always appeared at the periphery and the photopic luminance of the background was 


always below 3 cd/m
2
. Another possible explanation for the shorter reaction time to the blue 


stimulus, for the high mesopic luminance level only, compared to red/green, might be the 


higher visual “conspicuity” of blue light (see the multiple mechanism hypothesis described in 


Section 5.1). If we calculate “equivalent brightness” values for the red, green and blue targets, 


based on an “equivalent brightness” formula (Ware and Cowan, 1983) and we compare the 


values of reaction time for the same value of “equivalent luminance” then the reaction time 


difference between red/green and blue becomes smaller. Going further down in the mesopic 


range, at 0.3 cd/m
2
, the reaction time curves of the three colours tend to separate, see Figure 


5-2-5.  
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Figure 5-2-5. Top: Average RT values, each data point from 4 subjects x 20 observations. 


Bottom:  Average reaction time results with 95% confidence intervals (minima and maxima 


around the average values), at 0.3 cd/m
2
 and at 0.03 cd/m


2
. Confidence intervals depict inter-


observer variability 


 


 


Analogous separation occurs when using )(10V instead of )(V . At 0.03 cd/m
2
, none of the 


red targets could be seen, also the lower contrast targets of green and blue colour are not 


recognized anymore. They fall from the supra-threshold to the near-threshold domain. 
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5.2.4 Mathematical Modelling 


 


5.2.4.1 Assumptions 


 


The mathematical modelling we apply has two assumptions. First, at a given mesopic 


background luminance (Lbg) level our eye is adapted to the background resulting in a single 


visibility function that enables both the computation of the luminance of the visual target (Ltg) 


and the background (Lbg). For any criterion value of reaction time, the value of the mesopic 


contrast Cmes is calculated in the following way: 


 


 


mes


mesmes


bg


bgtg


mes
L


LL
C   (5-2-3) 


 


Second, equal values of mesopic contrast (between a visual target and its background) lead to 


equal visual performance. In other words, at a given mesopic background level, the visual 


targets (of different spectral power distributions) which have equal values of reaction time 


have equal mesopic contrasts: 


 


mesmes tgtg CC 21    (5-2-4)    


 


at a given background level, if  


 


21 tgtg RTRT    (5-2-5) 


 


 


5.2.4.2 Computing the parameters for the linear combination (X-) model 


 


Based on the work of He et. al (1998) and Rea et al. (2003, 2004), the mesopic visibility 


function Vmes (x, ) was calculated from the photopic and scotopic luminous efficiency 


functions in the following way: 


 


)()1()(),( VxxVxVmes          (5-2-6) 


 


And the mesopic luminance: 


 


)()()()1()()( dSVxxVkxLmes        (5-2-7) 


 


Note that the constant k is not important if Michelson contrasts are computed. If we have two 


visual targets on the same background with 
mesmes tgtg CC 21  (i.e. of the same criterion 


reaction time) then  


 


mesmes tgtg LL 21   (5-2-8)  


 


since they appear on the same background. Therefore, from Equation (5-2-7): 
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2211 )1()1( tgtgtgtg LxxLLxxL     (5-2-9) 


 


and consequently 


 


2211


12


tgtgtgtg


tgtg


LLLL


LL
x                        (5-2-10) 


 


Let us use 21 tgtg LLL  for the difference in target luminance, then we can express the 


value of x in the following way: 


 


LL


L
x    (5-2-11) 


 


The same calculation can also be performed by using )(10V instead of )(V . Using the 


computation above, one value of x can be obtained for a given background luminance (e.g. 0.3 


cd/m
2
), for a specific criterion reaction time (e.g. 0.5 second) and for two visual targets of 


different spectral power distributions (SPDs, e.g. green and blue). If the linear combination 


(X-)model is correct for the mesopic reaction time task at a given background luminance level 


then the value of x has to be constant over a range of criterion reaction times and independent 


of the colour of the two visual targets that were compared (see Eq. (5-2-4)). Here “colour 


independence” means that the cone-opponent mechanism does not contribute to reaction time, 


see Section 5.1.1. A plot of x values calculated at 0.3 cd/m
2
 can be seen in Figure 5-2-6.  


 


 


 
Figure 5-2-6. Computed values of "x" at the background luminance level of 0.3 cd/m


2
 


 


 


The 3 target colours of the experiment result in 3 different target comparisons, based on Eq. 


(5-2-4): red-green, green-blue and blue-red. It is possible to find the value of x for any 


criterion reaction time. As can be seen from Figure 5-2-6, the value of x depends only slightly 


on criterion reaction time but it depends considerably on the target colour pairs used, 


indicating the contribution of the chromatic (opponent) mechanisms, see Section 5.1.1. 
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5.2.4.3 Computational Results 


 


Minimum, maximum and mean values of x were computed for both V( ) and V10( ) in the 


linear combination model, see Figure 5-2-7.  


 


 


 
Figure 5-2-7. Maximum, minimum and mean of the computed values of "x" for the two linear 


combination models 


 


 


The calculation was performed for all three pairs of target colours (see also Figure 5-2-6) over 


the range of the measured reaction time values of the experiment. As can be seen from Figure 


5-2-7, both linear combination models have an increasing deviation for lower background 


luminance levels, however the mean value of x of the model using )(10V  and )(V  stays 


within slightly smaller intervals. These deviations indicate the intrusion of cone opponency in 


the series of retinal and post-retinal mechanisms mediating mesopic reaction time. 


 


 


5.2.5 Conclusions 


 


Mesopic models based on the linear combination of )(V and )(V , or )(10V  and )(V  


describe the results of the present mesopic reaction time experiments better than any single 


luminous efficiency function. The “x” parameter of the latter linear combination approach
 
by 


using )(10V , can be determined with less variability than the model using )(V . The 


variability of the "x" parameter - which increases for lower background luminance values – 


results from considering different pairs of target colour (red-green, red-blue, or green-blue) 


indicating the influence of the chromatic (opponent) post-receptoral mechanisms. The 


dependence of x on mesopic luminance level presented in this Section can be inserted into a 


framework of mesopic photometry, the MOVE or the X-model, or the mesopic visual 


performance model of CIE TC 1-58. The variability of x can be used to estimate the accuracy 


of this framework. 
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1 Introduction 


 


Despite the broad spectrum of the results presented in this lecture qualification thesis, they 


follow a definite scheme i.e. the perceptual, cognitive, emotional, and preference-based opti-


mization of modern visual technologies including modern self-luminant displays as well as 


light sources for indoor and outdoor applications. 


 


 


1.1 Workflow for the optimization of modern visual technologies 


 


There exists a set of general rules about how to optimize the modern visual technologies. In 


general, I could categorize these technologies into three types - each with its own optimization 


workflow characteristics: self-luminant displays, light sources for indoor applications, and 


light sources for outdoor applications. The starting point of the optimization was common in 


each category: the user’s characteristics were analyzed, including his/her visual system prop-


erties (relevant for the given task) as well as his/her visual task that had to be performed. 


Then, in the second phase, the technological parameters of the apparatus (visual information 


display or light source) were changed until the best visual (perceptual, cognitive, emotional, 


or preference-based) result was achieved. In the following, the workflow characteristics will 


be analyzed for each type of technology. 


 


 


1.1.1 Self-luminant displays 


 


For self-luminant displays, analyzing the user’s characteristics includes the user’s age, nation-


ality and personality, together with his/her spatial and colour vision, and cognitive, emotional 


and image preference characteristics. The task analysis should consider the mode of observa-


tion (still images or motion pictures), surround luminance level (dark, dim, average or bright), 


as well as the type of the user’s task, e.g. surveillance, monitoring, office textual input, pro-


gramming, web browsing with extensive visual search, or watching still images or movies, 


appraising their (spatio-temporal) colour appearance. The next step in the optimization is con-


sidering the critical visual mechanisms involved in the task, e.g. the luminance channel of the 


visual system for the reading task. The final step is the optimization of the temporal, spatial, 


and colorimetric technological properties of the display, to fulfil the requirements posed by 


the visual system for a good quality image. For this procedure, a good example is the design 


of new sub-pixel architectures for some emerging self-luminant display technologies, see Sec-


tion 3.2.1 where some design principles derived from the characteristics of the human visual 


system were considered to invent novel types of sub-pixel architectures. Provided that the 


display is used for colour-normal observers working in a well-lit office environment using 


predominantly still images, the colour gamut of the new display can be co-optimized with its 


good spatial resolution in accordance with the properties of the retinal mosaic where the im-


age of the display is projected by the user’s eye lens. Thus, a huge amount of information 


stored in the computer can be mapped to the user’s brain very efficiently via the optical radia-


tion emitted by the display and detected by the retina which constitutes an integral part of the 


visual brain. According to the above considerations, the general workflow diagram for the 


optimization of self-luminant displays is shown in Figure 1.1.1. 
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Figure 1.1.1 Workflow for the optimization of self-luminant displays considering the human 


visual system (HVS) 


 


 


1.1.2 Light sources for indoor applications 


 


For indoor light sources, the optimization workflow is different from the self-luminant dis-


plays’ workflow, in several aspects. Human visual mechanisms should be considered from the 


point of view of a set of important aspects of indoor lighting: colour appearance of the reflect-


ing objects in the room (and also other dimensions of visual appearance, gloss, translucency, 


and texture, CIE, 2006), colour discrimination among these surface colours, the perceived 


colour harmony of their combination (see Section 3.1.3.2) i.e. among the objects in the illu-


minated indoor scene, and also the fulfilment of the observer’s colour preference demands 


about the lit environment. To optimize the light source, the set of available light source tech-


nologies should be kept in mind, with the possibilities of tailoring their spatial and spectral 


power distributions by considering the spectral reflectance curves of the important objects that 


possibly appear in the scene. The procedure is summarized in Figure 1.1.2. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1.1.2 Workflow for the optimization of indoor light sources considering the human 


visual system (HVS) 
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1.1.3 Light sources for outdoor applications: road lighting 


 


In modern society, among the outdoor lighting applications, road lighting for traffic safety 


plays a very important role. Huge economical resources are devoted to personal mobility on 


the surface of our planet. The workflow for road lighting optimization is vastly different from 


both the self-luminant displays’ and the indoor applications’ case. Here, human visual per-


formance (i.e. detection at threshold, object recognition, and reaction time) comes into play. 


These tasks are often done under mesopic conditions where all four types of retinal light re-


ceptors (rods and L, M, S cones) are active. Both the rods and the three types of cone operate 


at or near threshold in the most relevant tasks. In the mesopic range, rod-cone interactions as 


well as cone-cone interactions take place that multiply the relevant mechanisms to be imple-


mented in the psycho-physical model, see Chapter 5. This creates very different visual opti-


mization criteria for these light sources getting far away from self-luminant displays and in-


door applications which usually belong to the photopic range and their stimuli are well above 


the threshold. The available types of light source are also very different: metal halide, high-


pressure sodium, and also the today emerging white light emitting diodes (LEDs) for the 


street lamps, and xenon, halogen, and recently also white LED lamps for the automobile head-


lamps. Detection thresholds and reaction times depend strongly on where the dangerous ob-


ject appears: in the middle of the street (imaged on the central retina) or off-axis, in a bend 


(imaged by the eye lens on the periphery of the retina in the usual case when eye fixation is 


maintained in the middle). Therefore, the spectral power distributions of the lamps should be 


co-optimized with their spatial power distributions, and also, the glare effect of oncoming 


vehicles should be considered. All these aspects are summarized in the workflow diagram of 


Figure 1.1.3. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1.1.3 Workflow for the optimization of outdoor applications (especially road light-


ing) considering the human visual system (HVS) 
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1.2 Perceptual, cognitive, and emotional features of the visual system and the corre-


sponding technological challenge 


 


According to the flowcharts of Figures 1.1.1, 1.1.2, and 1.1.3, the characteristics of human 


visual perception, visual cognition, visual emotions, and the user’s preference characteristics 


shall be taken into account thoroughly by developing a new visual technology. Table 1.2.1 


shows important features of the visual system together with their corresponding visual techno-


logical challenge and a Section number where a feature is dealt with in this thesis. 


 


 


Table 1.2.1. Important perceptual, cognitive, emotional, and user preference based features 


and the corresponding technological challenges to match visual technology with the visual 


brain’s characteristics 


Feature Technological challenge Section 


Colour vision, colour match-


ing 


Accurate colorimetric char-


acterization of colour dis-


plays (CRT, PDP, AM LCD)  


2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 


Mesopic detection at thresh-


old 


Ensuring good visibility in 


night-time road lighting  


5.1, 5.2 


Colour vision, visual search, 


chromaticity contrast 


Ergonomic colour design of a 


user interface on a display 


3.2.3, 3.2.4 


Spatial colour vision and 


contrast preference of young 


and elderly observers 


Ergonomic design of a colour 


display with preferred colour 


contrast for young and eld-


erly users 


4.5 


Spatio-chromatic properties 


of the retinal mosaic 


Optimization of multi-colour 


sub-pixel architectures on a 


colour display 


3.2.1 


Colour vision - colour ap-


pearance 


Colour gamut optimization 


of a modern multi-primary 


colour display 


3.1.1 


Spatio-temporal colour vi-


sion 


Improving the colour quality 


of motion images 


3.2.2 


Colour appearance of large 


colour stimuli 


Accurate colour appearance 


on large or immersive colour 


displays, painted room inte-


riors, and painted architec-


tural façades 


3.1.2 


Colour vision, colour appear-


ance, colour difference per-


ception, chromatic adapta-


tion, colour constancy, col-


our harmony 


Improving the colour quality 


of the lit environment 


3.1.3 
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Table 1.2.1 (continued) 


Cognitive colour effects Ergonomic presentation of 


information on a colour dis-


play to enhance the user’s 


recognition and visual search 


characteristics 


4.1 


Colour memory Enhancement of the colour 


quality (perceived natural-


ness) of pictorial colour im-


ages by transforming towards 


memory colours and main-


taining the colour appearance 


of memory colours under a 


modern light source 


4.2 


Visually evoked emotions Enhancement of the strength 


of the emotional effect in 


motion images 


4.3 


Image colour preference Enhancement of the colour 


image quality (preferred per-


ceived contrast and chroma) 


of pictorial colour images 


4.4 


 


As can be seen from Table 1.2.1, a broad range of features and technological challenges are 


considered in this thesis. The reader can obtain the details on each subject in the correspond-


ing Sections indicated in the last column of Table 1.2.1. 


 


 


1.3 References 


 


Commission Internationale de l’ Éclairage (CIE), A Framework for the Measurement of Vis-


ual Appearance, CIE 175:2006. 
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4. Cognitive, preferred and emotional colour 


 


Chapter 4 deals with colour cognition and with the emotional and preference effects related to 


colour perception and colour cognition, with special emphasis on two associated subjects: 


colour memory and colour image preference. It is discussed how colour cognitive effects can 


be used to enhance usability and colour image quality of a modern visual display. Technical 


parameters underlying the visually evoked emotions of colour motion images are analyzed 


and a method is shown to enhance the emotional strength of colour motion image files.  


Colour image preference of young and aged observers was scaled depending on the spatial 


frequency content of the image, its tone curve characteristics, as well as its chroma and hue 


characteristics. A novel image processing algorithm is outlined to get a preferred colour 


image, as a function of observer age. The effect of spatial frequency and age was further 


studied by sinusoid grating images. Spatial frequency and age were found to influence both 


preferred luminance contrast and preferred chromaticity contrast. 


 


 


4.1 Cognitive colour and its effects 


 


This Section provides a definition for cognitive colour and overviews its possible effects that 


may emerge on a visual display (CIE, 2005; Derefeldt et al., 2004). 


 


 


4.1.1 Perceived colour and cognitive colour 


 


The CIE (1987) defines psychophysical colour as ”a specification of a colour stimulus in 


terms of operationally defined values, such as three tristimulus values.” Perceived colour,  as 


an ”attribute of visual perception consisting of any combination of chromatic and achromatic 


content,” can be ”described by chromatic colour names such as yellow orange, brown, red, 


pink, green, blue, purple, etc. or by achromatic colour names such as white, grey, black, etc. 


and qualified by bright, dim, light, dark, etc. or by combinations of such names.” (CIE, 1987). 


To these definitions, the CIE gives notes considering the relations between perceived colour 


and size, shape, structure and surround of the stimulus area, the state of adaptation of the 


observer´s visual system, the observer´s experience and the modes of colour appearance.  


 


In Figure 4-1-1, chromatic and achromatic aspects of perceived colour are shown.  
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 a.) 


 


 b.) 


 


 c.) 


Figure 4-1-1. Illustration of chromatic and achromatic aspects of perceived colour: (a) hue, (b) 


lightness and (c) colourfulness 


 


 


In Figure 4-1-1, Part a, the attribute hue and the chromatic colour names yellow orange, 


brown, red, pink, green, blue and purple are illustrated. In Figure 4-1-1, Part b, achromatic 


colour names such as white, gray are illustrated. In Figure 4-1-1, Part c, the concept 


colourfulness or chromaticness is illustrated. Colourfulness is an attribute to which the 


perceived colour appearance appears to be more or less chromatic (Hunt, 1977). The cognitive 


aspects of colour are not mentioned in the CIE definitions of colour, although some hints are 


given in the notes. In the psychological literature, the distinction between perception and 


cognition is not clear and has been the subject of much debate. A common distinction is that 


while perception refers to immediate mapping of objects or events of the real world into the 


brain, cognition refers to subsequent higher-order processes of semantic and verbal 


classification of the perceptions (Barsalou, 1999; Humphreys and Bruce, 1989) or to the 


mental imagery of the same objects or events.  


 


According to Schupp et al. (1994), ”mental imagery is conceptualized as behaviour guided by 


internal representation only.” The term cognitive colour may be defined as follows. The result 


of the colour module of early visual processing is perceived colour with its three continuous 


perceptual attributes, hue, colourfulness and brightness. After the early visual processing 


stage, the colour perception is classified into a (semantic) category if required by the visual 


task. Cognitive colour means one from the discrete set of these categories. This set may 


depend on the visual task, e.g. the set of the eleven basic colours or the set of the colour 


prototypes or long-term memory colours of familiar objects. 


 


Early in colour science, psychological studies on colour naming and colour memory 


recognized the cognitive aspects of colour. Neuropsychological disorders and recent 


neurophysiological findings have later given evidence for the distinction between the 


perceptual and cognitive aspects of colour. The cognitive aspects of colour have been 


discussed by many authors (Hardin, 1988; Hering, 1920; Wittgenstein, 1977). In his book, 


Cognition Through Colour, Davidoff (1991) discusses the cognitive aspects of colour within a 


theoretical framework in which he puts forward a model of colour cognition from a 


perspective of object recognition. “Understanding of objects is linked to the knowledge 


concerning their colour.” To elucidate the concept of cognitive colour, in this Section those 


visual tasks are discussed where the concept of cognitive colour is relevant: colour 
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categorization, colour coding, colour naming, the Stroop effect, spatial organization of 


coloured visual objects, visual search and colour memory.  


 


From the distinction between perception and cognition, a distinction between perceptual and 


cognitive colour spaces may be made. A perceptual colour space is defined from descriptions 


of attributes of perceptions of real colours in the real word. The maximum number of colours 


in a perceptual colour space have been estimated to be about 6 million (Chapanis, 1965). 


There are several perceptually based colour spaces in use today (Derefeldt, 1991), some 


illustrated by more than thousand colour chips representing only a limited set of the total 


perceptual colour space. A cognitive colour space would refer to the internal categorical 


representations of the colours including colour names. Such spaces have been discussed 


earlier by Berlin and Kay (1969), Hardin (1988) and more recently by Hardin and Maffi 


(1997). In dealing with colour-naming data, intra-personal consistency is usually good while 


between-subject differences are large (Chapanis, 1965; Halsey, 1959). This fact would make a 


cognitive colour space more difficult to specify than a perceptual one although the maximum 


number of colours in a cognitive colour space may be no more than thirty (Derefeldt and 


Swartling, 1995). Strictly speaking, the concept of cognitive colour space means the discrete 


set of the perceived colour categories. Each category corresponds to a region in perceptual 


colour space. If a perceived colour is in a specific region of perceptual colour space then that 


perceived colour will be associated with a certain colour category i.e. an element of cognitive 


colour space (see Figure 4-1-2). 


 


 


 
Figure 4-1-2. Ten regions of basic colours (black is not included) in a chromatic plane of the 


OSA colour space (abscissa: j ordinate: g). Circles represent such colours that were named 


with consensus by many observers. Filled black circles represent the so-called "focal" colours 


(Boynton and Olson, 1987). Lightness is represented by the size of the circles (large circles 


correspond to greater lightness). The squares indicate the locations of so-called "colour 


centroids" (Boynton and Olson, 1987) calculated as the mean OSA L, j, g values of each 


given region. Reproduced from Boynton and Olson (1987). 
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Each region corresponding to a colour category is a continuous subset of perceptual colour 


space and the term space in the expression cognitive colour space may refer to the set of these 


regions. This set does not necessarily cover the whole perceptual colour space (Boynton and 


Olson, 1987). From the literature on categorical colour perception, we know that only a 


limited number of colours can be internally represented and absolutely identified across 


different cultures (Boynton, 1989; Boynton and Olson, 1987; Smallman and Boynton, 1993a, 


1993b; Uchikawa and Boynton, 1987) and during different tasks (Christ, 1975; Derefeldt, 


1981; Krebs, 1978). The number varies between 3 and 30 depending on training (Hanes and 


Rhoades, 1959) and how well the perceived colour matches the inner semantic representation 


of the percept. The eleven colours that are almost never confused are well known (Berlin and 


Kay, 1969; Boynton, 1989; Boynton and Olson, 1987; Derefeldt and Swartling, 1995; Halsey, 


1959; Hardin, 1988; Hardin and Maffi, 1997). These are illustrated in Figure 4-1-3.  


 


 


 
Figure 4-1-3. Illustration of Boynton´s eleven colours that are almost never confused 


 


 


Using free associations, Derefeldt and Swartling (1995) found that about 30 colours could be 


named and identified without training. Of these, eight chromatic colours were close to the 


Smallman and Boynton (1993b) basic chromatic colours. In Figure 4-1-4, the u´v´-


chromaticity coordinates of the colours categorized as basic colours (red, yellow orange, 


green, blue, purple, brown and pink) from both Smallman and Boynton (1993b) and Derefeldt 


and Swartling (1995) are plotted on a CIE 1976 u´v´-chromaticity diagram.  
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Figure 4-1-4. u’v´-chromaticity coordinates of colours  categorized as red, orange, yellow, 


green, blue, purple, brown and pink are plotted on a CIE 1976 u´,v´-chromaticity diagram.  


The u´,v´-chromaticity coordinates if the NCS hues Y, Y40R, R, R50B, B and G at blackness 


00 and chromaticness 90 are also plotted on the same diagram 


 


 


For reference, the u´v´-chromaticity coordinates of the NCS hues Y, Y40R, R, R50B, B and G 


at blackness 00 and chromaticness 90 are also plotted on the same diagram. The cognitive and 


representational aspects of colour in categorical colour perception were studied already many 


years ago by the Gestalt psychologists (Gelb, 1921; Gelb and Goldstein, 1925; Goldstein and 


Sheerer, 1941; Grüsser and Landis, 1991; Katz, 1935; Luria, 1973). They found that 


categorical colour perception seems to be closely related to visual synthesis and spatial 


organization. Patients with brain damage to the occipito-parietal cortex lose capacity for 


categorical colour perception, surface colour perception, figure-ground perception and spatial 


synthesis or organization. Sets of categorical colours are used for codes in many tasks and 


applications. The connotations of colour vary with time and culture. In some thematic maps 


(such as agriculture, temperature etc.), considerations of colour associations are very 


important. Thus greens and yellows are used for vegetation, blues for precipitation, warm 


(yellow-orange-red) and cold (blue, blue-green) colours for temperature. In the Western 


culture, red generally denotes danger or stop, yellow caution and green security or safety 


(Gieselman et al., 1998; Travis, 1991). This is also in accordance with recommended use for 


safety colours and safety signs as illustrated by the traffic lights in Figure 4-1-5. 
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Figure 4-1-5. Three categorical colours used for traffic lights, where red means danger and 


stop, yellow caution and stop and green means safety and go 


 


There may be large deviations from this in Eastern cultures. But even in the West, red may 


signify “take immediate action” and “stop”, “negative change” in banking and “positive” in 


electric engineering (Travis, 1991). In Figure 4-1-6, iso-temperature zones of the world have 


been coded in two sets of colours.  


 


    
Figure 4-1-6. Left: Part a, Right: Part b. 


 


 


In Figure 4-1-6, Part a, the colours are chosen according to natural associative meanings and 


normal use of colours for temperature. In Figure 4-1-6, Part b, no such considerations was 


made. 


 


 


4.1.2 Cognitive colour effects 


 


4.1.2.1 Stroop effect 


 


The Stroop effect (Davidoff, 1991; Lindsay, 1994; MacLeod, 1991; Stroop, 1935) is perhaps 


one of the most striking phenomena illustrating the cognitive aspects of colour. This effect 


demonstrates a conflict between perceptual and semantic processing. The Stroop effect 


illustrated in a Stroop Colour-Word test have been used in applied areas (Englund et al., 1987) 


to measure the capacity for parallel processing of relevant and irrelevant information and 


shows effects of interference and response competition. The Stroop Colour-Word test may be 


set up as follows (Gustafsson et al., 1997): On a computer screen 40 words (four rows of 10 


of the four words red, green, blue and yellow) are simultaneously displayed in coloured letters 


or in black letters on a grey background. These words are displayed under three different 


conditions: 


 


1) Words and colours are congruent, i.e. the four words red, green, blue and yellow are 


displayed in the colours red, green, blue and yellow, respectively; 
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2) Words and colours are in conflict, i.e. the words for the colours are displayed in 


incongruent colours (e.g., the word red is displayed in a green, blue or yellow colour); 


3) A control condition with the words displayed in black (word reading task); and a control 


condition with the letters XXXX substituted for the forty words and displayed in the four 


colours (colour naming task). 


 


Working as quickly as possible, the subject is required either to read the words aloud or to 


name the colours aloud. Reading time for each of the 24 screens (six conditions x four 


replications (i.e, the six conditions (1) congruent, name colour; (2) congruent, read word, (3) 


conflict, name colour, (4) conflict, read word, (5) control, name colour and (6) control, read 


word are presented four times each) is recorded and means and standard deviations are 


computed for the different conditions. Congruent Stroop colour stimuli are illustrated in 


Figure 4-1-7 (Part a) and conflicting Stroop colour stimuli are illustrated in Figure 4-1-7 (Part 


b). 
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(a)      (b)  


  
 


(c)      (d) 


  
 


(e) 


 
Figure 4-1-7. Parts a, b, c, d and e, from left to right. (a): Congruent Stroop colour stimuli for 


colour naming and word reading: words for colours printed in congruent and non-conflicting 


colours (e.g. the word `red´ is printed in a red colour). The task is either to name the colour or 


to read the word. (b): Conflicting Stroop colour stimuli for colour naming or word reading: 


words for colours printed in incongruent colours (e.g., the word `red´ is printed in a green 


colour). The task is either to name the colour or to read the word. (c): Control colour stimuli 


for colour naming: XXXX printed in the different colours. The task is to name the colour. (d): 


Control stimuli for word reading: the words red, green, blue and yellow are printed in black. 


The task is to read the word. (e): Reaction times (msec) given for the different conditions, 


either to name the colour (---V---) or to read the word (---X---) 
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When subjects are asked to name colours in this conflicting situation, they experience a 


conflict between the cognitive meaning of the word (red) and the perceived colour (green). 


Reading the word does not produce the same conflict in the observer. In Figure 4-1-7, Part c 


and d are the control conditions illustrated, in Part c the wording read task and in Part d the 


control colour naming task. Part e shows the differences in reaction times between the 


congruent, conflict and control situations illustrated. As can be seen from Figure 4-1-7, the 


reaction times for the conflicting colour naming are markedly increased. While earlier 


theoretical explanations emphasized limited attentional capacity, recent theories invoke 


parallel processing of relevant and irrelevant dimensions. There is a difference in the Stroop 


interference between English and Chinese readers performing English versus Chinese 


versions of the test. Chinese readers showed markedly greater interference than did English 


readers.  


 


Biedermann and Tsao (1979) explain this finding as follows: “Chinese characters permit more 


direct access to meaning than an English word. The direct accessing of meaning from a 


pattern´s configuration is a function that has been assigned to the right cerebral hemisphere. 


Recent evidence also indicates a right hemisphere advantage for accessing information about 


colour. Thus reading Chinese characters and the use of colour information may be competing 


for the same perceptual capacities whereas reading English, a left hemisphere activity and 


colour naming could, by this account, be executed by different mechanisms. This interference 


in processing the colour would be an additional, presumably perceptual, source of interference 


in the Chinese version of the Stroop test which would add to the semantic and response 


interference which has already been documented for the English version.” (Biedermann and 


Tsao, 1979). In Western cultures, the Stroop interference appears to be most pronounced 


when words are presented to the left hemisphere. With Chinese characters (Tsao and Wu, 


1981) and with Japanese Kanji (individual Kanji recognition, Hatta, 1981), the Stroop 


interference is most pronounced when stimuli are presented to the right hemisphere. 


 


Hatta (1981) states: “Recent investigations indicate a right hemisphere advantage for 


processing colour information and a right hemisphere advantage for processing individual 


Kanji. Therefore, perceptual capacities for colour information and direct accessing of the 


meaning of individual Kanji seem to be competing and thus producing a greater amount of 


interference in processing the colour of Kanji in the right hemisphere.” 


 


The functional locus of the Stroop effect is not known. The systems that are involved still 


remain to be identified. When Japanese subjects responded to Kana Stroop stimuli, no 


hemispheric differences were found. The difference between Kana and Kanji is that Kanji 


symbols (the number of Kanji symbols is several thousand) are so-called logographs while the 


two Kana scripts are syllabic scripts (consisting of only 47 basic characters, Humphreys and 


Bruce, 1989). Klein (1964) found that the Stroop effect also applies to words and colours with 


strong associations like green and grass and blue and heaven, respectively. 


 


 


4.1.2.2 Attention and visual search 


 


In his 1890 textbook, “Principles of Psychology”, William James defined attention as 


follows:”It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what 


seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought……. It implies withdrawal 


from some things in order to deal effectively with others.” More recent writers use a ”filter” 


metaphor; ”attention filters out unattended events” (Crick, 1994). In visual search tasks, the 


attentive and anticipatory aspects of behaviour are important. Mental concentration is on some 
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anticipated sensory input. Colours have been found to improve human performance in 


searching for coloured targets in unformatted displays. 


 


The literature on colour coding and on visual search showed that the use of colour was almost 


always advantageous if used as a completely redundant code (Christ, 1975; Derefeldt, 1981; 


Derefeldt and Marmolin, 1982; Krebs et al., 1978). As summed up by Krebs and Wolf (1979) 


colour is an effective code when used as (1) a cue or alerting signal, (2) a method of grouping 


similar items or separating items or (3) a means of increasing symbol visibility. The number 


of colours found to be useful for visual search tasks varies between 5 and 15. These facts 


indicate the involvement of a cognitive colour space. The colours must be accurately 


perceived, absolutely judged and correctly named. Colour used as an alerting signal means 


that it is used for attention. The most common way of using colour as a cue or alerting signal 


is perhaps the use of colours in traffic lights as illustrated in Figure 4-1-5. The most efficient 


way, as illustrated in Figure 4-1-8, is when one single colour, the target colour, deviates from 


the other colours in the presentation.  


 


 


       
Figure 4-1-8. Colour is processed much faster than other stimulus attributes chosen to 


represent particular features. In Part a (left), the target attribute is direction. All triangles 


except one, the target, point upwards. In Part b (right), the target attribute is colour. The red 


target “pops out” immediately from the other green triangles. The luminance levels of all the 


stimuli in Part a and in Part b are kept constant 


 


 


In such a case (as shown in Figure 4-1-8), colour is processed much faster than other stimulus 


attributes, i.e direction, inclination chosen to represent particular features (Cheal and Lyon, 


1992; Rogowitz et al., 1992). In Figure 4-1-8, Part b, the single deviant red colour seems to 


“pop out” from the rest of the other green colours. As a method of grouping similar items or 


separating items or as a means of increasing symbol visibility colour is one of the most 


effective visual variables. The literature on the use of colour for grouping and separating 


items on static displays is extensive (Cahill and Carter, 1976; Carter and Carter, 1981; Christ, 


1975; Derefeldt, 1981; Krebs, 1978; Krebs and Wolf, 1979; Travis, 1991). In the 1950´s to 


1970´s, studies were undertaken to evaluate preferences and learning effects for monochrome 


versus colour television (Bergström et al., 1974). 


 


For medical students, as much as 15 % higher learning and long-lasting memory effects were 


found when education with colour TV was compared to education with monochrome TV. The 


high preferences for colour in nature and sports television programs also indicate that colours 
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when used in accordance with their natural associations are effective in increasing the human 


observer´s capability to retrieve complex pictorial information. In Figures 4-1-9 and 4-1-10, 


colour as a means of grouping and separating items is illustrated. 


 


 
Figure 4-1-9. Use of colour as a method of grouping similar items or separating items is 


illustrated. In Part a (left), an image of runners in white and black is shown and in Part b 


(right), an image of the same runners in colour, for comparison. 


 


 


 a) 


 b) 


Figure 4-1-10. In Part a, green symbols of varying lightness and colourfulness are presented 


against green and black background colours. In Part b, symbols of different hues are presented 


against a black colour and against background colours varying in hue, after an idea by Walraven 


and Alferdinck (1990) 


 


 


Two images of runners are shown in Figure 4-1-9. Part a) shows the runners in black and 


white, whereas Part b) shows the same runners in colour. As can be seen, the visual separation 
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of the individual runners, as well as the grouping of the runners is easier if colour is used. 


Another illustration of colour as a means of increasing symbol conspicuity is shown in Figure 


4-1-10, inspired by Walraven and Alferdinck (1990). In Figure 4-1-10, Part a, a set of green 


symbols is presented against three green and one black background colour. The luminance 


contrast between each symbol and its background varies. In Part b, the symbols are coded in 


several hues (green, yellow, red orange, pink, purple and blue) and presented against four 


different background colours, including black. When Figure 4-1-10, Part a) is compared to 


Part b, it is immediately apparent that the symbol conspicuity is generally higher for the 


coloured symbols than for the green symbols. 


 


At this point, it must be emphasized that the increase of symbol conspicuity by the use of 


chromaticity contrast between the symbol and its background is a perceptual effect. This can 


be effectively combined with the cognitive colour process of grouping and identification to 


obtain an ergonomic colour scheme on the display (Bodrogi, 2003). The use of colour was 


found to be effective in dynamic displays (Derefeldt et al., 1999; Gieselman et al., 1998; 


Hughes and Creed, 1994). 


  


Eye movement behaviour can be regarded as a global index of both perceptual and central 


processing aspects of cognitive workload. By studying gaze duration and number of fixations, 


Manton and Hughes (1990) found that more effort was required to search and acquire 


information from monochrome displays than from redundantly colour coded displays. The 


advantage of the colour coded displays was greater at high information levels. Studies on 


colour coding and its significance for presentation of tactical information in combat aircraft 


all show that pilots prefer information in colour. Colour also enhances decision-making and 


improves performance especially at complex presentations of information (Backs and 


Walrath, 1995; Derefeldt et al., 1999; Gieselman et al., 1998; Hughes and Creed, 1994; 


Manton and Hughes, 1990; Reising et al., 1984, 1994). In a study by Derefeldt et al. (1999), 


the effects of colour-coded displays on visual search and situation awareness (SA) were 


studied in a real-time simulation of an air-to-air mission with test pilots as subjects. A 


monochrome colour scheme was compared to two chromatic colour schemes (one dichrome 


and one polychrome). Reaction times, subjective rankings and ratings were recorded. The 


results show that colour was advantageous in comparison to the monochrome display: The 


ranks on situation awareness and preference ratings were higher for the chromatic schemes 


and with the complex background, the reaction times were significantly lower for the 


polychrome colour code.  


 


 


4.1.2.3 Neuropsychological and neurophysiological findings 


 


The rapid increase in physiological and neurophysiological findings showing the abundance 


of projections of visual pathways in the cortex from visual primary cortex to other parts of the 


brain including the temporal, the parietal and the frontal areas (Creutzfeldt et al., 1987; 


Davidoff, 1991; Gouras, 1991; Hubel, 1988; Hubel and Livingstone, 1989; Zeki, 1992, 1993) 


gave new content to the term ”cognitive colour.” Zeki (1993) states:  “The study of colour 


vision has thus been instrumental in modifying our views on the cerebral processes involved 


in vision. Indeed, it has provided us with powerful insights into brain function. Understanding 


the role of the cortex in colour vision has therefore philosophical and epistemological 


implications which go far beyond understanding the detailed physiological mechanisms 


underlying the perception of colours. In short, the study of colour gives us a vision of how the 


visual cortex works. The study of the visual cortex in turns gives us a vision of how the brain 


works.” 
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The difference between the perceptual and cognitive aspects of colour became also evident 


from a selection of studies on neuropsychological disorders illustrating the modular structure 


of the visual system (Davidoff, 1991; Davidoff and Ostergaard 1984; Grüsser and Landis, 


1991; Zeki, 1992, 1993). Such a disorder is e.g. cerebral achromatopsia, a loss of colour 


vision, an entirely central defect and “a condition in which the signals relayed to the brain are 


normal but the mechanism used to construct colours is defective.” (Zeki, 1993). Other 


disorders are chromatopsia resulting from carbon monoxide poisoning characterized by 


accurate colour vision but impaired form perception and colour agnosia, the inability to use 


colours in object recognition. Finally, colour anomia is a disorder of colour naming where the 


ability to experience colour normally and the ability to discriminate and recognize colours 


normally remain but without being able to name colours. 


 


Studies on the neural basis of language (Damasio and Damasio, 1992) have suggested that 


there may be separate neural structures for the perceptual, categorical and semantic aspects of 


colour. Concepts for the three basic attributes of perceived colour (hue, colourfulness and 


brightness) depend on one system, the words for colour on another system and the 


connections between words and concepts on a third. Studies on silent thinking using regional 


cerebral blood flow (rCBF) have shown that concentrated attention is effectively related to 


neural events in human observers (Creutzfeldt et al., 1987). Moran and Desimone (1985) have 


shown from responses of single cells in areas V4 and inferior temporal cortex of two rhesus 


monkeys that selective attention gates visual processing. Responses of the cells in V4 or 


inferior temporal cortex were determined by the attended stimulus. Differences between the 


parvocellular and magnocellular systems have been taken to suggest parallel processing of 


separate aspects of visual attributes such as form, colour, movement in V1, V2, V4 and V5. 


Recent findings show that the magno- and parvosystems are not as separate as was earlier 


thought. 


 


Regarding the anatomical basis of interactions between the parvo- and the magnosystems, 


Zeki (1993) states: “There are massive connections linking the cortex of the superior temporal 


sulcus to the parietal cortex that would suggest that the two systems are not isolated from each 


other.... Both V4 and V5 project to the parietal cortex, from which it follows that both P and 


M signals find their way to the parietal cortex. There is no suggestion that the input from V5 


is stronger than that from V4. The projections are to contiguous regions of the intraparietal 


sulcus, with only partial overlap... the observation of a projection from V4 to the parietal 


cortex shows that the input to the parietal cortex cannot be conceived of as consisting of one 


system only. The same is true to a lesser extent of the anterior end of the superior temporal 


cortex, since area V5 has been consistently found to project there, though not nearly as 


massively as area V4. The fact that both the parietal and the temporal cortex receive inputs 


from the same specialized areas indicates that the latter perform functions which are of 


interest to both these widely separated zones of the cortex... In fact, the temporal cortex 


interconnects with the parietal cortex, thus giving the lie to the isolation of the two systems.” 


 


The close interconnections between the parietal and temporal cortex give some 


neurophysiological support for the advantages of colour in visual search tasks. Pathways for 


colour have strong links to those involved in attention and eye movements. The prefrontal 


cortex including the frontal eye field have strong connections between cortical areas in the 


occipital, parietal and inferotemporal lobes (Brodal, 1992; Zeki, 1993) and between 


subcortical areas (thalamus, hippocampus, amygdala) to which V4 projects. The prefrontal 


cortex is important in voluntary saccadic eye movements that are involved in visual search. 


Hippocampus plays a significant role in declarative memory and in working memory (Brodal, 
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1992; Fuster, 1995; Kosslyn, 1991; Vinogradova, 1970). There are strong connections 


between hippocampus and V4, the inferotemporal and the parietal cortex which could account 


for the role of colour in attention, visual search and in learning new tasks. In Figure 4-1-11, 


the frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal parts of cortex are illustrated. The sites for V1, V2, 


V4 and V5 are indicated and also the site for the sub cortical structure, the limbic system. 


 


 


     
Figure 4-1-11. Part a (left): Illustration of the frontal (red), parietal (blue), occipital (yellow) 


and temporal (green) parts of cortex. Site V5 is indicated. In Part b (right), also the site for the 


sub cortical structure, the limbic system (turquoise) is illustrated; V1, V2 and V4 are indicated 


 


 


4.1.2.4 Spatial organization 


 


Maps are a complex form of information display.”To provide spatial lucidity and overview 


colour has been used within carthography for centuries.” (Taylor, 1984).  In cartography, it is 


recognized that colour has integrating and segregating properties which provide structure and 


organization and separability in addition to conveying meaning. In accordance with principles 


from the school of Gestalt psychology, which asserts that perception of complex images is 


governed more by global characteristics rather than by local detail, a ”top-down” approach is 


preferred since this facilitates the perception of a hierarchy of structures that corresponds to 


the functional and intellectual importance of the information. In cartography some form of 


rank ordering of information categories according to task priority is also recommended. 


Taylor (1984) emphasises that to enhance structure and organization it is of utmost 


importance to choose colour codes with careful logic. Taylor (1986) studied the use of colour 


as an organisational factor in complex pictorial aircraft displays. He found that relevant colour 


facilitates figure-ground segregation. In Figure 4-1-12, a map for orientation has been used to 


illustrate how variations of shade and colour can be used to increase an overall figure-ground 


segregation.  


 


 


  
Figure 4-1-12. Illustration of different levels of figure-ground segregation with lowest level in 


Part a (left), with medium level in Part b (middle) and highest in Part c (right) 
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With colour, as shown in Figure 4-1-12, Part c, the structure and organization has been much 


improved compared to the figure-ground segregation as shown in Part a. This improvement is 


a typical cognitive colour phenomenon. The colour categories orange or green help identify 


those spatial units (regions) in the map that belong together. This identification is more 


difficult if the naming of those regions is more difficult as in Figure 4-1-12, Part a (e.g. dotted 


white instead of orange or e.g. pure white instead of green) or in Part b (e.g. dotted medium 


gray instead of orange or e.g. light gray instead of green). According to Luria (1973), 


categorical colour perception and spatial organization seem to be closely interrelated 


functions. Patients with damage to the parieto-occipital lobes have impaired capacity for wide 


simultaneous synthesis enabling a whole situation to be perceived at the same time. Such 


patients are unable to perceive figure-ground relations, to combine individual impressions into 


complete patterns, to group objects or to grasp a complete situation such as a thematic picture. 


They also have impaired coordination of eye movements. In Figure 4-1-13, the function of 


cognitive colour in the Gestalt laws is illustrated. 


 


 


 
a)    b)   c)   d) 


Figure 4-1-13. Parts a-d (left to right). The “Gestalt laws” show our natural tendency to 


organize lines, objects, colours and forms into separable units (Parts a and b), into figure-


ground relations (Part c) and into meaningful units (Part d) 


 


 


They show our ability to organize shapes and colours into figure/background relations and 


into meaningful visual objects without making use of higher-level object-specific information 


(Humphreys and Bruce, 1989). According to the Gestalt laws, small elements are grouped 


together if they belong to the same colour category, if they are similar to one another in shape 


or size, if they lead to smooth or closed contours and if they are adjacent. More recent data 


give support to the fact that the use and function of colour in vision is task dependent and may 


be different in tasks such as food seeking, object recognition or scene navigation (Previc, 


1998). 


 


 


4.1.2.5 Colour memory as a cognitive colour effect 


 


In the visual task where the colour memory of the observer is involved, the concept of 


cognitive colour plays an important role. In a typical memory matching task, observers 


memorize their perceived colour of an “original” colour stimulus. After that, the original 


colour disappears. After a given time interval (usually more than a second), their task is to 


reproduce their short-term memory colour by selecting one from the perceived colours of 


several “actual” colour stimuli (Bodrogi and Tarczali, 2002). In the visual experiments, the 


“original” colour stimulus and the selected “actual” colour stimulus are significantly and 


systematically different (memory colour shift). The memory colour shift is usually directed 


towards a basic colour or a colour prototype (in other words: a long-term memory colour of a 


familiar object, see Yendrikhovskij et al., 1999) which was similar to the “original colour”. 
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The reason is that the observer tends to categorize the original colour and to remember only 


that category i.e. to remember a cognitive colour. For example, it seems more economical for 


the observer to remember the expression “green grass” instead of the particular shade of green 


grass of the original colour. The selected “actual” colour stimulus tends to represent the 


cognitive colour remembered: it comes from the region (of perceptual colour space) 


corresponding to the cognitive colour remembered. If the observer is a colour specialist (e.g. 


one familiar with the NCS colour system), he or she may find a NCS description for the 


original colour as soon as perceived and then remember that NCS term. The characteristics of 


colour memory are dealt with in Section 4.2 below more in detail. 


 


 


4.2 Colour memory 
 


Section 4.2 deals with several different aspects of human colour memory: brightness memory, 


long-term colour memory, short-term colour memory, cultural differences of long-term 


memory colours and a colour image enhancement algorithm to optimize the colour quality of 


visual displays. 


 


 


4.2.1 Brightness memory  


 


Brightness-luminance relations were extensively studied in literature. Originally the 


observer's task was to match brightness by direct comparison (DCB). In this Section, 


experimental investigations of the Ware and Cowan (1983) Conversion Factor (WCCF) and 


the more recent CIE supplementary system of photometry (Sagawa, 2006) are presented. The 


observer's task was memory brightness matching (MB) in addition to DCB. In MB the 


observer does not see the chromatic stimulus together with the achromatic stimulus. A 


significant difference between the Leq/L ratios of DCB and MB was found. Both the WCCF 


formula and the CIE supplementary system turned out to be good predictors of the rank order 


of brightness perceptions for different colours. Inter-observer variability of the matches was 


greater than intra-observer variability and chromatic and achromatic types of observers were 


identified (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1999). 


 


 


4.2.1.1 Introduction 


 


Brightness-luminance relations have been extensively studied in literature (CIE, 1988). Model 


calculations (Schanda, 1995) have shown that the experimental heterochromatic brightness 


curves based on the matching of monochromatic lights are reasonably predicted by the CIE 


heterochromatic brightness matching model, see CIE (1986). This is known as the Ware and 


Cowan (1983) Conversion Factor or WCCF. CIE Division 1 recommended WCCF for further 


study (CIE, 1986). 


 


One aim of this Section is to describe the results of an experimental investigation of WCCF 


on a VDU screen by memory brightness matching where the observer does not see the 


chromatic stimulus (luminance: L) with the achromatic stimulus (luminance: Leq) at the same 


time (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1999). This is a common situation in many practical applications 


(e.g. nocturnal traffic signs, etc.). The aim of this Section is to find out A.) whether there was 


a significant difference between the Leq/L ratios of direct comparison brightness match (DCB) 


and memory brightness match (MB); B.) how well DCB and MB are described by WCCF; 
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and C.) the intra-observer variability of the matches (where one fixed person observes the 


images several times). 


 


The CIE supplementary system of photometry (Sagawa, 2006) predicts the perceived 


brightness of a 10 degree scotopic, mesopic or photopic field centrally fixated or a 2 degree 


field in periphery in terms of Leq (equivalent luminance to be used to predict the equality or 


rank order of perceived brightness and not as an absolute brightness scale). It uses a 


combination of adapted rod, achromatic cone, and chromatic cone (difference) signals to 


predict the value of Leq for a single “standard observer”. Leq is expressed in cd/m
2
 units (we do 


not write the unit of Leq in this abstract). Recently however, chromatic types (i.e. with 


chromatic contribution to perceived brightness) and achromatic types of observers were 


identified in a heterochromatic brightness matching (HBM) experiment (Kimura-Minoda et 


al., 2007). Therefore, a second aim of the present Section is to identify such chromatic and 


achromatic observer groups based on a psychophysical dataset of 810 HBM data from 15 


colour normal observers. This dataset was analyzed in 1999 (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1999) but 


only partially (22% of the data) and without searching for observer types. Since 1999 the state 


of the art has been improved (Sagawa, 2006), and it seemed necessary to analyze now the 


whole dataset with the CIE model (Sagawa, 2006). The dataset is based on foveal 


observations of 2° saturated chromatic photopic stimuli of on a dark background which is an 


interesting viewing condition for LED signal light applications. The state of adaptation in this 


viewing condition is different from the CIE system (Sagawa, 2006). 


 


 


4.2.1.2 Experimental method 


 


Memory brightness matching (MB) means a modification of criterion 1 in (Ware and Cowan, 


1983). Originally, the observer's task was to match brightness by direct comparison (DCB). In 


one of the present experiments (type MB) the observer had to memorise the brightness of the 


chromatic stimulus. Then the stimulus disappeared. After a few seconds, he/she had to find an 


equally bright achromatic stimulus by increasing/decreasing its luminance in small steps. The 


chromatic stimulus on the left had a constant luminance of 10.0cd/m
2
 and the observer varied 


the achromatic stimulus on the right to get the brightness match, see Figure 4-2-1-1. The 


distance d was 0°, 0.06°, 0.11°, 0.23°, 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°, or  5.0° or memory brightness 


matching (MB) was used where the chromatic or the achromatic stimuli were observed one 


after the other. The background (the rest of the CRT monitor) was black (0.15cd/m
2
) and its 


surround was dark (0.05cd/m
2
).  


 


  d 
2º


1º 1º


2º


 
Figure 4-2-1-1. Chromatic stimulus (left: always Lchr=10.0cd/m


2
 - red, yellow, green, cyan, 


blue, or magenta) and achromatic stimulus (right: variable luminance). Observers had to 


match their perceived brightness. 
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The chromatic stimulus (always at 10.0cd/m
2
) appeared in 6 saturated chromaticities (red, 


yellow, green, cyan, blue, magenta, see Bodrogi and Schanda, 1999) and was matched to the 


variable achromatic stimulus (0-150cd/m
2
). There were 15 observers x 6 chromaticities x (8 


distances+1 memory matching) = 810 observations altogether. In another series, one observer 


(PB) saw the images 10 times. Pairs of Leq values (see Sagawa, 2006: Leq,chr for the chromatic 


and Leq,achr for the achromatic stimulus) were computed for each of the 810 matching pairs. To 


explore the usability of the CIE supplementary system (Sagawa, 2006) for these significantly 


different viewing conditions, the effect of the adaptation field (influenced by the distance d or 


the memory matching condition) and the effect of observer variability, the following quantity 


was computed: 





 = 100 [(Leq,achr - Leq,chr) / Leq,chr]         (4-2-1-1) 


 


 


4.2.1.3 Memory brightness matching results 


 


4.2.1.3.1 Analysis of the WCCF results 


 


Table 4-2-1-1 contains the colorimetric specification of the colours (Ac: achromatic stimulus, 


others: chromatic stimuli), the mean Leq/L ratios found by the 15 observers for DCB and MB, 


the STDs of these ratios, the error level  at which the differences between the mean Leq/L 


ratios of DCB and MB are significant (result of a Paired-Samples T-Test) and Leq/L ratios 


predicted by WCCF. Luminances are given in cd/m². The observer could vary the luminance 


of the achromatic stimulus (Leq) between 0 and 150 cd/m². Figure 4-2-1-2 shows the mean 


Leq/L ratios of the six colours for DCB, MB and WCCF. 


 


Table 4-2-1-1. Colorimetric specification of the colours (Ac: achromatic stimulus, others: 


chromatic stimuli), the mean Leq/L ratios found by the 15 observers for DCB and MB, the 


STDs of these ratios, the error level  at which the differences between the mean Leq/L ratios 


of DCB and MB are significant (result of a Paired-Samples T Test) and Leq/L ratios predicted 


by WCCF. Luminances are given in cd/m². 


 Chromaticity Luminance DCB MB  WCCF  


Colour x y L Leq/L  STD  Leq/L  STD  Leq/L  


Red 0.626 0.347 10 3.74 1.4 3.15 1.6 0.30 1.21 
Yellow 0.411 0.513 10 2.85 1.9 1.88 1.1 0.06 0.85 
Green 0.303 0.595 10 2.88 1.3 2.15 1.1 0.04 0.88 
Cyan 0.215 0.214 10 2.29 1.3 1.71 0.9 0.04 1.30 
Blue 0.148 0.065 10 5.75 2.4 5.12 2.4 0.38 1.66 


Magenta 0.279 0.143 10 4.06 2.0 2.61 1.2 0.01 1.39 
Ac 0.287 0.287 - - - - - - - 
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Figure 4-2-1-2. Results of 15 different colour normal observers. The mean Leq/L ratios of the 


six colours (1:Red, 2: Yellow, 3: Green, 4:Cyan, 5:Blue, 6: Magenta) for the DCB and MB 


matches and the predicting values of WCCF. 95% confidence intervals of the DCB and MB 


means are also included 


 


Following findings were deduced from Table 4-2-1-1 and from Figure 4-2-1-2: 


 


1. At =6%, there is a significant difference between the Leq/L ratios of DCB and MB, for the 


colours Green, Yellow, Magenta and Cyan; 


2. The mean Leq/L ratios of the DCB matches are greater than those of the MB matches. Latter 


findings (1 and 2) might be explained by a.) visual phenomena of spatial brightness 


interaction (Davidson, 1968) or adaptation to the achromatic stimulus in case of DCB, 


obviously not present in case of MB; b.) cognitive factors (Bodrogi et al., 1998) affecting 


short-term brightness memory; 


3. The standard deviations of the Leq/L ratios of 15 observers (i.e. the inter-observer 


variability) are of the same magnitude both for DCB and for MB, except for Yellow and 


Magenta. For these two latter colours DCB matches show significantly greater STDs than MB 


matches. The large inter-observer variability may be due to the diversity of the meanings of 


brightness: the amount of light or the vividness (conspicuity) of colour (Ware and Cowan, 


1983); 


4. There is good correlation between the mean Leq/L ratios of DCB and MB corresponding to 


the same colour: r
2
=0.93. This indicates similar basic underlying mechanisms of DCB and 


MB matches; 


5. The Leq/L ratios predicted by WCCF are always smaller than those found by DCB and MB. 


This is a well-known phenomenon today and Technical Committee TC 1-37 of the CIE, 


Supplementary System of Photometry is currently working on the solution, by proposing a 


usable, comprehensive brightness model describing the equivalent luminance both at photopic 


and at mesopic light levels; and 


6. There is significant correlation between the Leq/L ratios predicted by WCCF and found by 


DCB: r
2
 = 0.56. By ignoring the colour Cyan, this correlation coefficient would be r


2
 = 0.93. 


By ignoring the colours Cyan and Blue, this correlation coefficient would be r
2
 = 0.99. This 


implies that the WCCF formula does not describe bluish colours well enough – and a similar 


finding holds for the MB results. 
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The intra-observer variability (i. e. the STD of several matches of one single observer) may 


also be of interest. Particularly, the STD of MB matches of one observer can be considered as 


a descriptor of brightness memory accuracy. Thus the same observations were repeated ten 


times by PB. Table 4-2-1-2 and Figure 4-2-1-3 show the results. 


 


Table 4-2-1-2. The mean Leq/L ratios found by the 10 observations of PB, for DCB and MB; 


the STDs of the DCB and MB ratios; and the Leq/L ratios predicted by WCCF. The error level 


 at which the differences between the mean Leq/L ratios of DCB and MB are significant 


(result of a Paired-Samples T Test) 


 DCB MB  WCCF 


Colour Leq/L STD  Leq/L STD   Leq/L 


Red 2.92 0.7 2.35 0.5 0.01 1.21 


Yellow 2.02 0.6 1.68 0.3 0.03 0.85 


Green 2.68 0.5 2.11 0.5 0.01 0.88 


Cyan 2.03 0.7 1.71 0.3 0.09 1.30 


Blue 5.63 1.1 3.99 0.7 0.001 1.66 


Magenta 3.23 0.5 2.14 0.4 0.000 1.39 


 


 


 
 


Figure 4-2-1-3. Observer: P. B., ten observations. The mean Leq/L ratios of the six colours (1: 


Red, 2: Yellow, 3: Green, 4:Cyan, 5:Blue, 6: Magenta) for the DCB and  MB matches and the 


predicting values of WCCF. 95% confidence intervals of the DCB and MB means are also 


included 


 


Following can be seen from Table 4-2-1-2 and Figure 4-2-1-3: 


 


1. At =3%, there is a significant difference between the Leq/L ratios of DCB and MB for the 


colours Red, Green, Blue, Yellow and Magenta; 


2. Mean Leq/L ratios of the DCB matches are larger than those of the MB matches; 


3. The standard deviations of the Leq/L ratios of the ten observations of P. B. (i. e. the intra-


observer variability) are of the same magnitude both for DCB and for MB for the colours Red, 


Green and Magenta. For Blue, Yellow and Cyan, the DCB matches have significantly larger 


STDs than the MB matches; 


4. There is good correlation between the mean Leq/L ratios for DCB and MB corresponding to 


the same colour: r
2
 = 0.97; 
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5. The STDs of the MB Leq/L ratios (i. e. the memory accuracy) of P. B. are in the order of 


0.5. This corresponds to 50% of the constant chromatic luminance (which was 10 cd/m
2
); 


6. There is significant correlation between the Leq/L ratios predicted by WCCF and found by 


DCB: r
2
 = 0.59. By ignoring the colour Cyan, this correlation coefficient is r2 = 0.80; and 


7. There is significant correlation between the Leq/L ratios predicted by WCCF and found by 


MB: r
2
 = 0.53. By ignoring the colour Cyan, this correlation coefficient is r


2
 = 0.70. By 


ignoring the colours Cyan and Magenta, this correlation coefficient is r
2
 = 0.93. 


 


A comparison of the results of Table 4-2-1-1 and Table 4-2-1-2 and Figure 4-2-1-2 and Figure 


4-2-1-3 reveals very similar tendencies except that inter-observer variability is larger than 


intra-observer variability. This implies that there may be a considerable consistency of the 


brightness perception of a given observer, but large inter-personal differences exist, as 


confirmed by a recent study (Kimura-Minoda et al., 2007) where chromatic and achromatic 


observer types were found. 


 


 


4.2.1.3.2 Analysis of the results by the CIE supplementary system of photometry 


 


The effect of the distance d (or memory matching) on  was marginally significant (ANOVA, 


p=0.08). Mean values and 95% of  are shown in Fig. 4-2-1-4 (top), as a function of d 


(d=10000 stands for the memory matching condition). The large positive values of  show 


that the dark background enhances the brightness perception (depending on its spatial or 


temporal separation from the achromatic stimulus) of the chromatic 2° stimulus implying the 


necessity of modelling the effect of the whole adapting field on the brightness perception of 


the stimulus (as an additional module of the CIE system, see Sagawa, 2006). This 


enhancement was maximal for the blue chromaticity, as can be seen from Fig. 4-2-1-4 


(middle) implying that blue LED signal lights are very bright under this viewing condition. 


Note that Leq scales are not absolute brightness (Q) scales– the shape of the Q(Leq) function is 


today unknown. Fig. 4-2-1-4 (bottom) shows the effect of chromaticity on . As can be seen 


from Fig. 4-2-1-4 (bottom), the value of  is largest for green. 
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Figure 4-2-1-4. Means and 95% conf. intervals. Top: dependence of on d (or the memory 


matching condition). Middle: Leq,achr as a function of the chromaticity of the constant 


chromatic stimuli. Bottom: Effect of chromaticity on  
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The effect of the observer on  was also significant (ANOVA, p<0.001). As can be seen from 


Fig. 4-2-1-5 (left), two clusters of subjects can be established. Subjects No. 3, 7, 10, 13, 15 


belong to the achromatic cluster and the other subjects belong to the chromatic cluster. These 


large inter-observer differences imply the necessity of using two “standard” observers, an 


achromatic one and a chromatic one (as an additional module to the CIE system, see Sagawa, 


2006). Fig. 4-2-1-5 (right) shows the effect of chromaticity on  for the two clusters 


separately: “achromatic” subjects have significantly lower values of . 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-1-5. Different subjects have different brightness matching results. Left: Ordinate - 


mean value of for each subject separately (mean of 54 values with 95% confidence 


intervals) and abscissa - subjects 1-15. Right: Values of for the different chromaticities, for 


the chromatic and achromatic clusters separately. The green line is the baseline.  


 


 


4.2.2 Short-term colour memory  


 


In human colour memory matching techniques, the remembered colour might differ from the 


original colour even if the viewing situation is the same. The aim of this Section is to point 


out whether these so-called memory shifts are significant in the everyday situations of 


viewing photos depicting sky, skin or plant or viewing standalone uniform colour patches of 


sky, skin or plant colours. In many cases, significant memory shifts were found. Considering 


only one type of object (sky or skin or plant), memory shifts turned out to be systematic in the 


sense that they were directed toward specific intervals of hue, chroma and lightness. This 


tendency was more explicit for photos than for standalone colour patches. A method to 


quantify prototypical (or in other words long-term memory) colours and their tolerance 


bounds is described (Bodrogi, 1998; Bodrogi and Tarczali, 2001). 


 


 


4.2.2.1 Introduction 


 


Colour memory is often required to compare an original image with its reproduction both in 


the laboratory and in everyday life situations, e. g. a woman purchasing gloves to match a hat 


at home, an artist in his studio mixing a colour on his palette, a photographer looking at his 


photo in a viewing booth and then at the reproduction of his photo on a colour monitor or a 


colour inspector comparing a colour sample with a colour standard at another location. In 


these situations, observers memorise an original colour O in a 1st viewing situation. This 


becomes a so-called instant memory colour M. The term "instant memory colour" is our own 
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terminology. In traditional terminology (Bartleson, 1960), the term "memory colours" refers 


to the colours that are recalled in association with familiar objects in long-term memory. The 


attribute "instant" indicates the difference between the terminology of the present Section and 


traditional terminology. After a given time interval t, observers compare their so-called later 


memory colour M’ with an "actual" colour A. The colour A is seen in a 2nd viewing situation 


usually different from the 1st viewing situation. In the 2nd viewing situation, observers may 


modify the colour A until it matches M’. The result of the modification of A is the colour C. 


Latter is usually called "corresponding colour" in literature. In case of the present study the 


two viewing situations were identical. Thus we expect that the difference between the colours 


O and C is completely due to memory effects.  


 


There is a difference between the original colour O and the later memory colour M’. Namely, 


the corresponding colour C corresponds to the later memory colour M’ and not to the original 


colour O unless the original colour is very close to the corresponding colour in space and 


time. Later memory colours M’ may differ from original colours O or from instant memory 


colours M due to "cognitive" effects like colour preference and other effects (Bartleson, 1960; 


Bartleson and Bray, 1962; Bodrogi, 1998; Newhall et al., 1957; Pérez-Carpinell et al., 1998a, 


1998b; Siple and Springer, 1983). In this Section, the difference between M’ and M is called 


memory shift.  It is very important to keep in mind that memory shifts are not related to 


perceptual artefacts like viewing situation difference. 


 


The magnitude of memory shifts depends on the observer's task. In literature, memory shifts 


have been analysed in several different tasks:  


 


Task (1). So-called abstract task ("abstract" is our own terminology): there is no 


visible original colour O. The name of a familiar object (e. g. "grass") is heard and the colour 


A is modified until it seems to represent a mean long-term memory colour of the familiar 


object (Bartleson 1960; Pérez-Carpinell et al., 1998b). This will be called abstract memory 


colour; 


Task (2). Memory matching task: the original colour O of a uniform patch on a 


uniform (grey) background is memorised (M), the observer waits for some time t and then 


Task (2.1): the colour A is modified until a match to the later memory colour M’ is 


achieved (Newhall et al., 1957; Nilsson and Nelson, 1981) or  


Task (2.2): the later memory colour M’ is selected from several constant "actual" 


colours A (Bartleson, 1961; Bodrogi, 1998; Pérez-Carpinell et al., 1998a); 


Task (3). Memory matching task with image context: similar to (2) except that the 


original colour O is part of a (photo-realistic) image containing an identifiable shape and/or 


texture (the image context, e.g. grass, sky or Caucasian skin, Bodrogi, 1998; Siple and 


Springer, 1983). 


  


There is a further task that must be well distinguished from the tasks to investigate memory 


shifts, by instructing the observer correctly: 


 


Task (4). Colour preference task (see Section 4.4): Observers are taught to look for the 


preferred colour of a just seen or imagined object instead of trying to reproduce an original 


colour or a mean long-term memory colour (Siple and Springer, 1983; Bartleson and Bray, 


1962). Preferred colours correspond to the last level of colour reproduction (Fairchild and 


Johnson, 1999; Katoh et al., 1998). 


 


Colour appearance reproduction is another objective (or level) of colour reproduction 


(Fairchild and Johnson, 1999; Katoh et al., 1998). Here, corresponding colours and thus 
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memory shifts play an essential role (Fairchild and Johnson, 1999). Tasks (2) and (3) coincide 


with the experimental situation of finding corresponding colours. Thus the objective of the 


present Section was to design a psycho-physical experiment with tasks (2) and (3) to point out 


the relevance of memory shifts. If memory shifts are significant and if they depend on the 


presence/absence of the image context then this should be added to colour appearance models. 


Thus a combined "colour appearance – colour cognitive" model could be constructed which is 


able to predict the cognitive process in addition to the perceptual process. 


 


If the aim is to quantify memory shifts (e. g. by using the CIE 1994 colour difference formula) 


without the influence of the changing viewing situation then we must be very careful during 


the experimental design: the viewing situation must be the same for both the original colour O 


and the "actual" colour A. There are two new aspects of the present experimental design: 1. 


observers had to memorise specific colour patches of many photo-realistic images with 


various original colours of sky, plant and Caucasian skin; 2. they had to memorise the same 


colour patches without image context, too. This was to study the effect of image context on 


colour memory. The aim is to analyse what memory shifts can be expected for the above 


mentioned three types of image context: sky, plant and Caucasian skin. Particularly, it is 


desirable to examine whether there is a systematic relationship between memory shifts and 


original colours within a given group of original colours: sky, Caucasian skin or plant. To do 


this, many photo-realistic images and standalone colour patches were observed. They were 


displayed in several different shades of sky, Caucasian skin and plant colours. All subjects 


had to read carefully a written instruction before the experiment. This instruction explained 


clearly that they had to carry out Task (2) or Task (3) i. e. the memory matching task and not 


Task (4) i. e. the preference task. Thus it was ensured that subjects were trying to find 


memory colours and not preferred colours. 


 


 


4.2.2.2 Experimental method to obtain the short-term memory colours 


 


All images were displayed in a dark room, on a well characterised and calibrated EIZO F784 


21'' colour monitor. The reference white (x=0.299; y=0.267; Y= 37 cd/m
2
) was always 


displayed on the left side and on the right side of the screen as two vertical stripes. Subjects 


were adapting to this viewing situation for at least 2 minutes. In this phase of adaptation they 


had to practice their task by using two images different from those used in the main 


experiment. Subjects obtained a written instruction. They were not given any other 


information about the purpose of the experiment. Each subject saw each original colour only 


once to avoid the effect of learning and to maintain naivety. The written instruction was the 


following text: Please read this short description attentively. Your task will be simple. You 


will be able to do it easily based on this description. Please do not ask any other questions.  


 


There are three basic properties of colour: lightness, hue and saturation. The meaning of 


lightness is evident. Hue is the type of the colour, e. g. red orange, yellow, green, blue or 


purple or the mixture of the previous colours. Example: Is there a bit less or a bit more purple 


in the colour of a flower? What do you think: is it purplish or rather a bit like the red of fire? 


Saturation means how much the colour contains from its hue, how strong the colour is. E. g. 


in a "rose-coloured" rose there is less purple and more white but in the colour of a vivid 


purple dress there is more purple, it is more saturated. During the experiment, you will have 


the following task: Memorise the colour of that part of the image being in the black frame. 


After 4 seconds of pause, try to find the colour in your mind in another black frame by 


adjusting three "slides" at the top of the screen corresponding to lightness, hue and saturation. 


The three "slides" adjust the colour of the field in the black frame. First, try to set lightness. 
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Then search for a hue. Then try to find saturation. Look at the colour now and compare it with 


the colour in your mind. Amend lightness, hue and saturation if necessary. Compare the 


colour with the colour in your mind again. Amend lightness, .... etc. Continue this process 


until you have got the colour in your mind. Phase 1: Practice. You can practice by using two 


images. Memorise the colour in the black frame and push the "Next" button. After 4 seconds, 


another image will appear. Try to find the colour in your mind by using the "slides". Push 


"Ready" when you are ready. 2 minutes per image is suggested. Phase 2: Experiment. This 


phase consists of 60 images. Your task is similar to what you have just done. 


 


 


4.2.2.2.1 Viewing Situation  


 


In Task (2) (see Introduction), the original colour O is a uniform patch on a uniform grey 


background. But in Task (3), the original colour O is displayed with the image context. Thus, 


to ensure the same viewing situation as for the case of the original colour O, the image 


surrounding the adjustable colour A should be the same as it was for the original colour O. So 


the colour of the proximal field of A will be similar to the original colour O because the 


colours of small areas do not change rapidly in photo-realistic images. This is a misleading 


hint for the observer searching for the later memory colour M’. This hint was cancelled by re-


colouring the proximal field of A with colour shades differing from the original colour O in 


hue, chroma and lightness and by blurring the image outside the patch of A. Thus the image 


surrounding A (see Figure 4-2-2-1) became slightly different from the image surrounding the 


original colour O (see Figure 4-2-2-2) but it was assumed that this difference did not cause a 


perceptible difference in the viewing situation. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-2-1. Example of a blurred image surrounding the adjustable "actual" colour A. 


Compare with Figure 4-2-2-2 to observe the slight re-coloration of the proximal field of A 
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Figure 4-2-2-2. Example of a “sky” photo containing the patch of the original colour O. 


Compare with Figure 4-2-2-1 


 


 


4.2.2.2.2 Implementation of Task (3)  


 


In one series of observations, each of 11 colour normal subjects observed 20 different photo-


realistic images (designated by P) containing "sky" (so-called "sky" photos, each depicting a 


different scene) + 20 different "plant" photos (each depicting a different scene) + 20 different 


"Caucasian skin" photos (each depicting a different scene). The presentation sequence of the 


photos was the following: sky, skin, plant, sky, skin, ... etc. First, a photo containing the 


original colour O was presented. The original colour O was a uniform rectangle patch 


(subtending typically 2º times 2º) in a black frame, see Figure 4-2-2-2. There was no time 


limit to memorise it. After this, a full-screen middle-grey (MG: x=0.313; y=0.270; Y= 6 


cd/m
2
) was displayed for 4 s. Then subjects were asked to adjust the hue, lightness and 


saturation of the colour A on the blurred version of the photo. The adjustment was done by 


the aid of three "slides" displayed at the top of the screen until the best match to their later 


memory colour M’ was achieved. The rectangle of the colour patch A had the same 


dimensions as the rectangle of the original colour O and it was displayed at the same screen 


position in the same black frame. The initial colour of the adjustable colour patch A was 


middle grey.  


 


 


4.2.2.2.3 Implementation of Task (2)  


 


In another series of observations, Task (2.1) was implemented. Each of 10 colour normal 


subjects observed 3 x 20 standalone colour patches (designated by AS) taken from the 3 x 20 


photos of the implementation of Task (3). The experiment was similar to the implementation 


of Task (3) except that 1. all the photo but the uniform rectangle of the original colour O in 


the black frame was substituted by the middle-grey MG; and 2. during the adjustment of the 


colour A the blurred version of the photo was substituted by the middle grey MG.  
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4.2.2.2 Short-term memory colour results 


 


First, memory shifts have been quantified in the CIE 1976 UCS (u', v') diagram. Figure 4-2-2-


3 shows the 20 original colours and mean later memory colours M' of 11(P) or 10(AS) 


observers, for sky, Caucasian skin and plant; for photos(P) and standalone patches(AS). 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-2-3. Original colours (open circles), the reference white (u'=0.2133; v'=0.4286, 


plus sign) and the mean later memory colours of all observers (crosses) in u'-v' diagrams. P: 


photos, mean values of 11 observers; AS: images with standalone patches, mean values of 10 


observers 


 


 


Inter-observer variability ellipses of the later memory colours are shown in Figure 4-2-2-8. 


Figure 4-2-2-9 shows a comparison of the mean later memory colours of the experiment with 


photos(P) and the mean later memory colours of the experiment with standalone uniform 


patches (AS). 


 


The CIE 1976 Lab correlates for lightness, chroma and hue were also calculated from the 


monitor's rgb values of O (the original colour) and from the rgb values of C (the final "actual" 


colour A or, in other words, the corresponding colours C, equal to the observers' later memory 


colours M’, see Introduction). Memory shifts have been quantified by calculating 1. E*94: 


the CIE 1994 total colour difference between O and C, using kL=kC=kH=1; 2. hab : the CIE 


1976 a,b hue-angle difference hab = habC - habO; 3. H: the CIE 1976 a,b hue-difference 


H*ab between O and C(its sign was taken same as the sign of hab) divided by the weighting 


function SH=1+0.015(C*abO C*abC)
1/2


; 4. C: the CIE 1976 chroma difference C*=C*C-C*O 


divided by the weighting function SC=1+0.045(C*abO C*abC)
1/2


; and 5. L*: the CIE 1976 


lightness difference L*=L*C-L*O.  
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4.2.2.2.1 General Tendencies of the Memory Shifts 


 


Table 4-2-2-1 contains mean E*94, hab, H, C and L* values for sky, skin and plant 


photos of Task (3) and mean values of the corresponding images with standalone colour 


patches of Task (2).  


 


 


Table 4-2-2-1. Sky, skin and plant photos (P) and images with standalone colour patches 


(AS). Columns designated by P contain mean values of 11 observers x 20 photos, columns 


designated by AS contain mean values of 10 observers x 20 images with standalone colour 


patches 


 E*94 
P 


E*94 
AS 


hab 
P 


hab 
AS 


H 
P 


H 
AS 


C 
P 


C 
AS 


L* 
P 


L* 
AS 


Sky 14.6 12.0 5.1 -6.7 0.9 -0.4 2.4 1.9 -4.7 -1.3 
Skin 13.7 12.6 12.2 14.9 3.5 1.5 3.3 3.1 -5.4 -6.5 
Plant 12.8 12.9 5.5 6.1 2.9 1.3 2.9 2.9 2.8 0.1 


 


 


Following can be seen from Table 4-2-2-1 (these findings are compared with literature data): 


E*94 values are always significantly different from zero. Mean values are between 12 and 


15. This indicates the importance of memory shifts in the time interval t, see Introduction. In 


the paper of Pérez-Carpinell et al. (1998a) mean E
*


ab values between 3.9 and 11.5 have been 


found for three time intervals t=15 s, 15 min and 24 h; C values tend to be greater than zero 


indicating that the observers' later memory colours M' tend to have more chroma than the 


instant memory colour M. This is in accordance with the findings of several other works 


(Bartleson, 1961; Newhall et al., 1957; Siple and Springer, 1983). The increase of the mean 


CIE 1976 u, v saturation can also be seen in Figure 4-2-2-3. 


 


In the work of Bartleson (1960), abstract memory colours for red brick, green grass, blue sky, 


green foliage, inland soil and beach sand were found to be more saturated than the average 


measured colours of these objects (Buck and Froelich, 1948; Hendley and Hecht, 1949). 


However, for Caucasian skin and tan skin the opposite was found (Barlteson, 1960). In the 


paper of Pérez-Carpinell et al. (1998b), abstract memory colours for green lettuce, yellow 


lemon and orange were found to be more saturated than the measured colours of these objects. 


Saturation was decreased or unchanged for purple aubergine, green watermelon, pink rose and 


brown chestnut (Pérez-Carpinell et al., 1998b). In the paper of Pérez-Carpinell et al. (1998a), 


most M' colours of uniform patches were more saturated than M colours, with |C
*


ab| values 


ranging between 0.0 and 8.4; L
*
 values tend to be below zero for skin and sky. This means 


that – for skin and sky - observers' later memory colours M' tend to be darker than the instant 


memory colour M. For sky, this tendency is stronger for photos than for standalone patches. 


L
*
 values tend to be above zero for plant but this tendency is weak for standalone patches. 


 


In the paper of Newhall et al. (1957), a tendency of increase in lightness between M and M' 


was found. In Bartleson's paper (1960), abstract memory colours for green grass, blue sky, 


green foliage and inland soil were found to be darker than the average measured colours of 


these objects (Buck and Froelich, 1948; Hendley and Hecht, 1949). However, for Caucasian 


skin Bartleson (1960) found the opposite. In another Bartleson paper (1961), a tendency of 


increase in lightness between M and M' was found for standalone colour patches of Caucasian 


skin and green foliage. A slight decrease in lightness was found for standalone colour patches 
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of sky (Bartleson, 1961). In the paper of Pérez-Carpinell et al. (1998a), M' lightness was 


usually greater than M lightness except for violet and dark blue, with |L
*
| values ranging 


between 0.1 and 4.3. 


 


In another paper (Pérez-Carpinell, 1998b), most abstract memory colours were found to be 


lighter than the measured colours of these objects. H values depend on the kind of the 


original colour: sky, skin or plant. For sky, subjects tend to find both positive and negative 


H values indicating that their instant memory colour M shifted toward some kind of purple-


blue. The sign of H depends on the hue of the original colour O, see Figure 4-2-2-4. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-2-4. Memory shift quantifiers (hab, H, C or L*) as functions of the CIE 1976 


correlates of the original colours (habO, C
*


abO or L
*
O). Each cross depicts a mean memory shift 


quantifier value calculated from the answers of 11 (or 10) subjects observing one of the 20 


"sky" photos (row P) or images with standalone colour patches (row AS). 95% confidence 


intervals of the means, lines fitted to the crosses and correlation coefficients (R
2
) are also 


shown. Arrows in the bottom of the diagrams indicate constant intervals, see text. hab is 


expressed in degrees 


 


 


For skin, observers tend to find such M' colours that contain more unique yellow than O. This 


tendency is stronger for photo-realistic images(P) than for images with standalone colour 


patches(AS). This can also be seen from Figure 4-2-2-3. For plant, observers tend to find such 


M' colours that contain more unique green than O. Newhall et al. found no systematic hue 


shifts for uniform colour patches (Newhall et al., 1957). Abstract memory colours for 


Caucasian skin and tan skin (Bartleson, 1960) contained more unique yellow than the average 


measured colours (Buck and Froelich, 1948), the abstract memory colour for blue sky 


contained less purple than the average measured colour (Hendley and Hecht, 1949), grass and 


foliage became green instead of yellow-green (Hendley and Hecht, 1949) and red brick came 


closer to orange. Bartleson found no significant hue shift between M and M' for standalone 


colour patches of Caucasian skin, blue sky, beach sand and green foliage (Bartleson, 1961). 


 


Siple and Springer (1983) found no significant hue shifts for carrot, maize, lettuce, lime 


orange and peanut, with and without image context. Nilsson and Nelson (1981) investigated 


short-term memory of monochromatic stimuli without any image context. Blues tended to 


shift toward unique green, reds toward unique yellow, whereas greens toward unique yellow 


for t<1s but toward unique blue at longer delays. Smallest hue shifts were obtained for violets, 


green-blue and yellow-oranges. In the paper of Pérez-Carpinell et al. (1998a), violet shifted 
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toward unique blue, bluish hues toward unique blue, a greenish hue toward unique green, 


yellow toward orange and oxide red toward unique red. In their other paper (Pérez-Carpinell 


et al., 1998b), no hue shift between the measured colour and abstract memory colour was 


found for yellow lemon. For other objects, hue shifts turned out to be unsystematic and 


specific to the item tested. Concerning the results of the present Section, interesting 


tendencies can be found by representing H as a function of the hue angle of the original 


colours separately for sky, skin and plant.  


 


 


4.2.2.2.2 "Constant" Hue, Chroma and Lightness Intervals 


 


For sky, skin and plant, above findings can be better understood by considering Figures 4-2-2-


4, 4-2-2-5, 4-2-2-4-6 showing the mean memory shift quantifiers hab, H, C and L* with 


95% confidence intervals as functions of the CIE 1976 correlates habO, C*abO and L*O of the 


original colours (photos(P) and standalone colour patches(AS)).  


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-2-5. Memory shift quantifiers (hab, H, C or L*) as functions of the CIE 1976 


correlates of the original colours (habO, C
*


abO or L
*
O). Each cross depicts a mean memory shift 


quantifier value calculated from the answers of 11 (or 10) subjects observing one of the 20 


"skin" photos (row P) or images with standalone colour patches (row AS). 95% confidence 


intervals of the means, lines fitted to the crosses and correlation coefficients (R
2
) are also 


shown. Arrows in the bottom of the diagrams indicate constant intervals, see text. hab is 


expressed in degrees 
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Figure 4-2-2-6. Memory shift quantifiers (hab, H, C or L*) as functions of the CIE 1976 


correlates of the original colours (habO, C
*


abO or L
*
O). Each cross depicts a mean memory shift 


quantifier value calculated from the answers of 11 (or 10) subjects observing one of the 20 


"plant" photos (row P) or images with standalone colour patches (row AS). 95% confidence 


intervals of the means, lines fitted to the crosses and correlation coefficients (R
2
) are also 


shown. Arrows in the bottom of the diagrams indicate constant intervals, see text. hab is 


expressed in degrees 


 


 


In Figures 4-2-2-4, 4-2-2-5 and 4-2-2-4-6, each cross depicts the mean of the answers of 11 


(or 10) observers of one of the 20 photos in row P (or images with standalone patches in row 


AS). A line has been fitted to each of the scatter diagrams. Correlation coefficients (R
2
) are 


also shown.  Arrows in the bottom of the H(habO), C( C*abO) and L* (L*O) diagrams 


connect those smallest and largest habO, C*abO or L*O values where there was a confidence 


interval overlapping the abscissa. We call these intervals constant hue, chroma and lightness 


intervals because there was a tendency for no significant hue, chroma and lightness memory 


shift inside these intervals. Constant hue intervals have been determined by considering 


H(habO) diagrams and not hab(habO) diagrams. The hue, chroma and lightness values of the 


original colours inside the constant hue, chroma and lightness intervals will be called constant 


hue, chroma and lightness. A numeric estimation of the constant intervals is given in Table 4-


2-2-2. 


 


 


Table 4-2-2-2. Estimation of constant hue, chroma and lightness intervals based on Figures 4-


2-2-4, 4-2-2-5 and 4-2-2-4-6 


  habO(°)  


P 


habO(°) 


AS 


C
*


abO  


P 


C
*


abO 


AS 


L
*


O  


P 


L
*


O  


AS 


Sky Min. 280 104 10 10 20 20 


Max. 313 322 89 89 66 79 


Max. -Min. 33 218 79 79 46 59 


Skin Min. 58 26 29 29 49 44 


Max. 80 80 60 60 71 64 


Max. -Min. 22 54 31 31 22 20 


Plant Min. 73 73 39 18 28 18 


Max. 319* 319* 70 70 58 55 


Max. -Min. 246 246 31 52 30 37 
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Following general tendencies can be deduced from Figures 4-2-2-4, 4-2-2-5, 4-2-2-4-6 and 


from Table 4-2-2-2: Constant intervals are broader for images with standalone patches (AS) 


than for photos (P), especially for hue. This tendency is less explicit for plant; All lines fitted 


to the diagrams have negative slopes. R
2
 values of the photos (P) are greater than those of the 


images with standalone patches (AS); and the mean H, C or L
*
 values are positive before 


constant intervals and negative after them. In other words: Memory shifts tend to be directed 


toward constant intervals, especially for photos (P). *The value of 319° is discussed in 


Section 4.2.2.2.5. 


 


 


4.2.2.2.3 Sky Colours 


 


See Figure 4-2-2-4. Fifteen of the original colours were taken from digital photos containing 


blue sky of different shades. Two original colours were taken from vaporous, bright sky 


(habO=104.3° and habO=203.5°). For the photos (P) of these two original colours, hue shifts are 


directed toward blue, see the first two crosses in the upper part of the H(habO) diagram in 


row P. Three original colours contained violet sky. For the photos (P) of these three original 


colours, hue shifts are also directed toward blue, see the last three crosses in the lower part of 


the H(habO) diagram in row P. For photos (P), the constant hue interval was found to be 


[280°; 313°], with a median of 296.5° (purple-blue).  Constant chroma had a broad interval 


[10; 89] containing all original colours, with a median of 49.5. Constant lightness was in [20; 


66] with a median of 43. For images with standalone patches (AS), the constant hue interval 


contained all original colours: [104°; 322°] with a median of 213°. The constant chroma 


interval was the same as for photos. The constant lightness interval was [20;79], with a 


median of 49.5.  


 


 


4.2.2.2.4 Caucasian Skin Colours 


 


See Figure 4-2-2-5. For photos (P), the constant hue interval was found to be [58°; 80°], with 


a median of 69° (yellow-orange). Constant chroma was in [29; 60] with a median of 44.5. 


One image contained tan skin with C
*


abO=60.4, see the last cross in the C( C*abO) diagram of 


row P. Excluding this image, the upper limit of constant chroma becomes 40 and the median 


becomes  34.5. It is very likely that the upper limit of constant chroma is greater than 40 


because 1. there were no original chroma values between 39.6 and 51.0; 2. the trend-line of 


the C(C
*


abO) diagram of Figure 4-2-2-8 has a negative slope; and 3. confidence intervals are 


approximately of the same length along this trend-line. Constant lightness was in [49; 71] 


with a median of 60. For images with standalone patches (AS), the constant hue interval was 


[26°; 80°] covering almost all the original hues. The median was 53°. For reddish patches 


shifts toward yellow were found in accordance with the result of Nilsson and Nelson (1981) 


where monochromatic red shifted toward unique yellow. Constant chroma was in [29; 60] 


with a median of 44.5. Excluding the tan skin image, the upper limit becomes 51 and the 


median becomes 40. Constant lightness was in [44; 64] with a median of 54.  
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4.2.2.2.5 Plant Colours 


 


See Figure 4-2-2-6. Eleven original colours were taken from digital photos containing grass, 1 


containing dry grass (habO=82.9°), 3 containing  deciduous foliage, 2 containing coniferous 


foliage and 3 containing  distant surfaces covered by plant.  The first of the distant surfaces 


was de-saturated dry grass (habO=72.6°), the second was a de-saturated out-of-focus forest 


background (habO=111.4°) and the third was a de-saturated purplish mountainside covered by 


wood (habO=318.7°).  For photos (P), the constant hue interval was found to be [73°; 319°] 


with a median of 196° (bluish-green). Excluding the dry grass image and the three "distant" 


images, the constant hue interval becomes [120.8°; 138.6°] with the median of 129.7° (green-


yellow) and the R
2
 value of H(habO) becomes 0.887 instead of 0.363, see Figure 4-2-2-7.  


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-2-7. Memory shift quantifier H as a function of habO of the original colours. 


Photos (P), excluding the dry grass image and the three "distant" images 


 


 


In Figure 4-2-2-7, the intersection point of the fit line and the abscissa is at h=138.5°. This is 


greater than the median of the constant hue interval (129.7°). For comparison: the average 


measured hue angle (Hendley and Hecht, 1949) was hab=120.6° for green grass and 


hab=129.5° for green foliage and the mean abstract memory hue angle
2
 was hab=162.8° for 


green grass and hab=166.9° for green foliage. For photos, constant chroma was in [39; 70] 


with a median of 54.5. Constant lightness was in [28; 58] with a median of 43. For images 


with standalone patches (AS), the constant hue interval was [73°; 319°] with a median of 


196°. Constant chroma was in [18; 70] with a median of 44. Constant lightness was in [18; 


55] with a median of 36.5. There are five large confidence intervals in the hab(habO) diagram 


of row AS. Three of them correspond to the de-saturated "distant" images and two of them to 


dark original colours. In these cases, it seems to be difficult to find the hue of M'.  
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4.2.2.2.6 Variability Ellipses 


 


Variability ellipses (Wyszecki and Stiles, 1982) of the observers' later memory colours M' are 


shown in Figure 4-2-2-8, in u', v' diagrams.  


 
Figure 4-2-2-8. Inter-observer variability ellipses in u'-v' diagrams. The size of the ellipses is 


reduced by the following factors: 3/10 for sky, 1/10 for skin and 2/10 for plant. P: photos, AS: 


images with standalone patches. The plus sign indicates the reference white (u'=0.2133; 


v'=0.4286) 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-2-9. Comparison of the results of the experiment with photo-realistic images (P) 


and the results of the experiment with standalone uniform patches (AS). Following is shown 


in u'-v' diagrams: 1. the reference white (u'=0.2133; v'=0.4286, plus sign); 2. mean later 


memory colours of the 11 observers of the photos (P: crosses); and 3. mean later memory 


colours of the 10 observers of the images with standalone patches (AS: open circles) 
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As one observer saw an original colour only once, these ellipses depict inter-observer 


variability. For good visibility, the size of the ellipses is reduced. MacAdam (1942) ellipses 


characterise the precision of simultaneous colour matching while the meaning of these 


ellipses may be the agreement of the observers on their later memory colours M' in a specific 


direction on a uniform chromaticity scale diagram, for a given original colour of a given type 


of image context. Following can be deduced from the variability ellipses of Figure 4-2-2-8: 


For sky, ellipses are elongated along the line connecting the ellipsis and the reference white. 


This means that the inter-observer variability of saturation is greater than that of hue. 


Consequently, observers tend to agree on hue more than on saturation. This tendency seems 


to be somewhat stronger for photos (P) than for images with standalone colour patches (AS). 


For skin photos (P), ellipses are elongated perpendicular to the saturation direction of the u', v' 


diagram. This means that the inter-observer variability of hue is greater than that of saturation. 


Consequently, observers tend to agree on saturation more than on hue. This tendency is not 


present for images with standalone patches (AS). For photos (P) containing "green" plant, i.e. 


excluding dry grass and "distant" images (see above), there is a weak tendency of agreeing on 


saturation more than on hue. 


 


 


4.2.2.3 Discussion of the short-term memory colour results 


 


4.2.2.3.1 Re-coloured proximal field 


 


The re-coloured proximal field (see Figure 4-2-2-1) may give a wrong hint to the observers. 


Their answer may be determined not by their later memory colour but by the perceived colour 


of the re-coloured proximal field. The present calculations have shown that some of the 


observers were indeed influenced by this wrong hint but the tendency of finding later memory 


colours was stronger. As an example, the u', v' diagram of Figure 4-2-2-10 shows the result of 


the calculation for a single "plant" photo. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-2-10. A single "plant" photo in a u', v' diagram. The colour gamut of the re-


coloured proximal field is indicated by the cloud of the small dots. The field extending for 1º 


around the patch of the colour A was considered as proximal field. Original colour O: open 


circle; reference white: plus sign; mean later memory colour: large cross; average colour of 


the re-coloured proximal field: open square; later memory colours of the 11 observers: 11 


small crosses 
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As can be seen from Figure 4-2-2-10, the later memory colour of one observer shifted toward 


the average colour of the re-coloured proximal field (see the small cross below the open 


square of the average colour of the proximal field). Three later memory colours were inside 


the gamut of the proximal field (indicated by the cloud of small dots) but they shifted toward 


the mean later memory colour (indicated by the large cross). The remaining seven later 


memory colours shifted consistently away from the average colour of the proximal field to 


contain more unique green than the original colour and to become more saturated. To exclude 


the effect of the re-coloured proximal field, we intend to carry out new experiments by 


substituting the coloured photo-realistic image by the corresponding greyscale image outside 


the uniform rectangle of the original colour O. 


 


 


4.2.2.3.2 Constant intervals 


 


Constant intervals have been defined as habO, C*abO or L*O value ranges between the smallest 


and largest habO, C*abO or L*O values associated with a 95% confidence interval overlapping 


the abscissa. Such a definition reveals an important property of the memory shifts i. e. the 


existence of hue, chroma and lightness intervals of the original colours with a tendency of no 


significant hue, chroma and lightness memory shifts inside. But it seems worthwhile to 


mention the weak points of this concept: 1. The range of the constant intervals depends on the 


range of original colours O used in the experiment; 2. The size of the confidence intervals 


depends on the number of subjects who participated in the experiment; and 3. It is assumed 


that all memory shifts within the constant intervals are not significant although there are a few 


confidence intervals not overlapping the abscissa within certain constant intervals shown in 


Figures 4-2-2-4, 4-2-2-5, 4-2-2-6. Considering only one type of object (sky or skin or plant), 


memory shifts seem to be systematic in the sense that they tend to be directed toward constant 


intervals, especially for photos (P). 


 


What might be the reason for this finding? To answer this question, we should examine the 


process happening in the time interval t (see Introduction). Although the instruction of the 


observer was memorising the original colour and then trying to find the colour in her/his 


mind, it is very likely that, during the time interval t, she/he was also comparing M with a 


mean long-term memory colour of the familiar object (sky or skin or plant). For photo-


realistic images (P), the shape/texture of the familiar object was observed together with the 


original colour patch. For images with standalone patches (AS), it may be possible that the 


familiar object was imagined based on the original colour of the standalone patch (AS). The 


reason for this assumption is the similarity of the memory shift tendencies of the photos (P) 


and the images with standalone patches (AS). Mean long-term memory colours of familiar 


objects often seen in the past are also called prototypical colours (Yendrikhovskij et al., 


1999a, 1999b). According to Figure 2 of the paper of Yendrikhovskij et al. (1999a), perceived 


naturalness of a colour image is a result of a comparison between the perceived original 


colour O (or the instant memory colour M) and the prototypical colour. Prototypical colours 


have maximum naturalness. Going away from prototypical colours naturalness decreases 


(Yendrikhovskij et al., 1999a). The concept of naturalness was originally related only to 


photo-realistic images. If the observer is able to imagine a familiar object based on a uniform 


patch then the extension of the concept of naturalness to uniform colour patches that are near 


to a prototypical colour may be possible. 
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Obviously, observers tend to increase the perceived naturalness of M. In other words, 


observers tend to shift M toward the prototypical colour. The result of this shift is the later 


memory colour M'. It is important to note that – in Tasks (2) and (3) of the present Section – 


observers seem to shift the original colour toward the prototypical colour and not to replace it 


by the prototypical colour. If the original colour O is lying within a tolerance bound 


(Yendrikhovskij et al., 1999a) of perceived naturalness around the prototypical colour then 


naturalness will become acceptable and the hue, chroma and lightness shifts will not be 


significant i. e. the original colour O will be in a constant interval. Therefore the present idea 


is to estimate tolerance bounds in a given dimension (hue, chroma or lightness) by the 


endpoints of constant intervals. But we have to mind the weak points of the concept of 


constant intervals (see above). For standalone uniform patches of Task (2), the identification 


of the prototype may be indirect or missing because subjects do not see the image context (e. 


g. the shape of face or the texture of grass) together with the colour patch to memorise. That is 


why constant intervals of standalone uniform patches (Task (2)) are broader than the constant 


intervals of the photos (Task(3)). However, the colour of certain standalone uniform patches 


might prompt observers to recall the name of a category (e. g. skin) and then its prototypical 


colour. This may be an explanation of the existence of a weak tendency of constant intervals 


for standalone uniform colour patches of Task (2). 


 


 


4.2.2.3.3 Constant domains 


 


The concept of constant intervals might be extended to the concept of constant domains in the 


u', v' diagram for a given familiar object. An original colour belongs to the constant domain if 


the variability ellipse with ds=1 of the observers' later memory colours for this original colour 


contains the original colour in the u', v' diagram. Ellipses belonging to the constant domain 


are indicated by bold contours in Figure 4-2-2-8. Following can be deduced by considering 


Figures 4-2-2-3 and 4-2-2-8: Sky images have a broad constant domain, especially in the 


saturation direction; For skin photos, the colours in the constant domain contain more unique 


yellow and are more saturated than the original skin colours. The constant domain is narrower 


than for the case of sky; For "green" plant photos (see above) many original colours moved 


toward a small domain of the u', v' diagram (u'=0.15...0.17; v'=0.51...0.53, see the 


concentration of crosses in the upper left part of the Plant-P diagram of Figure 4-2-2-3 or the 


concentration of ellipses in the upper left part of the Plant-P diagram of Figure 4-2-2-8). But 


none of the original colours were taken from this domain. Thus we need further experiments 


with original colours lying in this domain to decide whether it is a constant domain. Then we 


will be able to decide whether the following generalisation is correct: Memory shifts are 


directed toward constant domains in the u', v' diagram, especially for photos(P). 


 


 


4.2.2.3.4 Enhancement of perceived colour quality on a modern display with gamut 


mapping 


 


An important application of constant intervals is the enhancement of the perceived colour 


quality of digital photo-realistic images presented on a modern display. The hue gamut of a 


specific zone in the image, e. g. a zone containing Caucasian skin, should be mapped into the 


constant hue interval of Caucasian skin ([58°; 80°]), e. g. in the following way: 1. Replace the 


mode of the hue gamut by the middle point of the constant hue interval (69°), the maximum 


of the hue gamut by the upper limit of the constant hue interval and the minimum of the hue 


gamut by the lower limit of the constant hue interval; 2. Use linear estimation for intermediate 


hue angle values of the hue gamut; and 3. Map the chroma and lightness gamuts into the 
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constant chroma and lightness intervals similarly. As can be seen, this simple mapping (1.-3.) 


tries to mimic memory shifts and thus give a very rough estimation of the process of colour 


memory happening in the time interval t. This mapping can be improved by representing the 


colour gamut of a specific zone of the image e.g. in the CIELAB colour space and then 


mapping it into a "constant volume" of the CIELAB colour space. A "constant volume" would 


contain those original colours of a given type of images (e. g. Caucasian skin) that are not 


associated with any significant mean memory shift. Or, alternatively, a 2D method can also be 


applied in the u', v' diagram. A 2D algorithm would map the chromaticity co-ordinates of the 


chromaticity gamut of a specific zone of the image into the constant domain of the u', v' 


diagram. In a device gamut mapping task between an original (e.g. printed) image containing 


e.g. a human complexion and its reproduction (e.g. on a CRT monitor), it might be 


worthwhile to consider a "constant volume" or a prototypical colour with its tolerance bound 


ellipsoid (Yendrikhovskij et al., 1999a ) as reproduction colour gamut. Thus the gamut 


mapping algorithm would yield naturalness enhancement, at the same time. This is only 


applicable if the aim is not colour appearance reproduction but preferred colour reproduction 


(Fairchild and Johnson, 1999). 


 


 


4.2.2.3.5 Evaluation of the perceived naturalness of digital images 


 


Yendrikhovskij et al. (1999) recommended a naturalness index to predict the perceived 


naturalness of digital images. It was calculated by means of a Gaussian function of the 


differences between average and prototypical saturation values. We suggest an alternative 


way of calculation: divide the number of such pixels whose colour is in a constant hue, 


chroma or lightness interval by the total number of pixels of the digital image. The resulting 


hue, chroma or lightness naturalness indices can be added to provide a general naturalness 


index. The difficulty with this way of calculation is that it is troublesome to decide to which 


type of image context a pixel belongs. Other difficulties are attached to the above mentioned 


weak points of the constant intervals. If there is an irregular confidence interval not 


overlapping the abscissa within a certain constant interval then the original colour 


corresponding to this irregular confidence interval will not be perceived as natural. 


 


 


4.2.3 Characteristics of long-term colour memory with special respect to cultural 


differences 


 


Six important long-term memory colours, skin (both Caucasian and Oriental), green grass, 


blue sky, deciduous foliage orange and banana were studied, in the viewing situation of a self-


luminous colour monitor, for two different observer groups, Koreans and Hungarians. We 


quantified the long-term memory colours of both observer groups in terms of CIELAB L*, a*, 


b* values, in a given viewing situation and estimated inter-observer variability. We used a 


comprehensive psycho-physical experimental methodology including both the method of 


constant stimuli and the method of adjustment. In many cases, we found significant 


differences (T-tests, p<0.05) between the Korean and the Hungarian long-term memory 


colours (Tarczali et al., 2006). These results are important to optimize the colour quality of 


digital still images and motion images (see also Section 4.2.2.3.4): in the processed image, 


colours are shifted towards the long-term memory colours thus the processed image has 


increased naturalness. But it is essential to consider cultural differences among the different 


users in the processing algorithm. 
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4.2.3.1 Introduction 


 


In literature, several papers dealt with the quantification of short-term and long-term memory 


colours, in several different types of psycho-physical experiments. An overview of many of 


the existing methods was published (Bodrogi and Tarczali, 2002). Several other papers also 


discuss the subject. The most often used experimental method for examining memory 


matching was found to be the using of chips from the Munsell Colour Atlas. An extensive 


study was also carried out to determine the characteristics of colour memory of subjects with 


colour deficiencies (Pérez-Carpinell et al., 2001, 2003). These experiments are similar to a 


previous study (Pérez-Carpinell et al., 1998a) with subjects of normal colour vision and the 


results of both experiments are compared. The methods in the two studies (Pérez-Carpinell et 


al., 1998a, 2001) are the same: they use simultaneous and successive colour matching with 


Munsell colour chips under a D65 simulator. Significant differences were found between 


simultaneous and successive colour matching for anomalous trichromat populations and also 


for normal populations. There was no influence of matching delay time for anomalous 


populations but there were significant differences between 15s and the rest of the matching 


delay times for normal observers.  


 


In another work, Munsell colour chips were used again to study colour memory (Epps and 


Kaya, 2004). A five second delay time was applied for the successive memory matching part 


of these experiments and, as an additional question, subjects were asked to explain what cues, 


if any, they used in re-calling the targets. The presence or absence of different cues in the field 


of view of the observer refers to the degree of how observers use their long-term memory 


colours. Latter seem to play an important role in any, even short-term memory matching 


experiment (Bodrogi and Tarczali, 2002). The cue (or in other words the memory matching 


context) could be a greyscale image of a natural scene which could remind the observer of 


any previous experience about similar colour impressions (Bodrogi and Tarczali, 2002).  


 


A memory-identification task was performed with different colour contrasts with the aim of 


elucidating the nature of colour memory in complex coloured images (Amano et al., 2002). 


Three of the colour contrasts were defined by chromatic and luminance components in the 


image and the others were defined with respect to categorical colours (Amano et al., 2002, 


Derefeldt et al., 2004). After observing a series of pictures successively, the subjects were 


asked to identify the pictures by using a confidence rating method. The detection of increased 


colour contrast tended to be more significant than the detection of decreased colour contrast 


suggesting that the saturation of the pictures was enhanced in colour memory. 


 


A different approach to analyze colour memory was also described (Selinger, 2002). 


Monochromatic wavelength of light was the only independent variable in these short-term 


delayed matching and in long-term memory recall experimental protocols. Three types of 


colour memory were identified in individuals with normal colour vision. The variance of 


long-term memory of colours of familiar objects was shown to be separable into two parts. 


One part was found to be due to “preferred colours” and the other part due to the individuals’ 


precision of memory colour matching. The wavelength dependence of memory matching 


exhibited minima of standard deviations at the same wavelengths as those reported for colour 


discrimination measured by bipartite simultaneous wavelength matching. These wavelengths 


were shown to occur at the wavelengths of the intersections of cone spectral sensitivities. 


 


Another interesting question is how we can remember colours shown under different 


illuminants. Munsell colour samples of four different hues (5Y, 5G, 5PB and 5RP) were 


compared under illuminants D65 and A (de Fez et al., 2001). The well-known tendency of 
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selecting more colourful colours than the original colours was corroborated, whereas hue did 


not seem to follow a definite pattern.  In this Section, we would like to further investigate the 


important issue of long-term memory colours. We will describe a new three-phase psycho-


physical method to quantify six of these long-term memory colours, in the viewing situation 


of self-luminous computer-controlled colour monitors or television screens. This is a very 


important application today. One further aim is to point out how these long-term memory 


colours vary between different cultures, namely among Korean and Hungarian observers that 


were used in the present experiments. We will point out significant differences (T-test, 


p<0.05) between these observer groups for the six long-term memory colours studied. 


 


 


4.2.3.1.1 Long-term memory colours from literature  


 


The CIELAB L*, a* and b* values of six memory colours are summarized in Table 4-2-3-1, 


under standard illuminant C. The Oriental skin colour is a CIE test-colour sample (CIE, 


1996). In literature, we found a paper dealing with the long-term memory colour for banana 


(Yendrikhovskij et al., 1999b)
 
but we could not retrieve its colorimetric values. 


 


 


Table 4-2-3-1. CIELAB L*, a* and b* values of important memory colours. Caucasian skin, 


blue sky, green grass, deciduous foliage and orange (under illuminant C). A test-colour 


sample used to test light sources (CIE, 1996) and representing Oriental skin is included 


Memory colour L* a* b* Reference 


Caucasian skin 79.5 16.1 10.4 (Bartleson, 1960) 


Blue sky 54.0 -17.0 -28.1 (Bartleson, 1960) 


Green grass 50.0 -33.7 29.8 (Bodrogi and Tarczali, 2001) 


Oriental skin 63.9 14.0 16.1 (CIE, 1996) 


Deciduous foliage 33.6 -18.5 12.8 (Bartleson, 1960) 


Orange 71.6 26.7 75.72 (Siple and Springer, 1983) 


 


 


4.2.3.2 Method to quantify long-term memory colours 


 


4.2.3.2.1 Characterization of the colour monitor used in the visual experiment with 


Hungarian observers 


 


An Iiyama flat screen Diamondtron colour CRT monitor was used to display all stimuli, with 


6500K white point setting and of 116 cd/m
2
 luminance.  It had good colour channel 


independence (Bodrogi and Schanda, 1995, see Chapter 2 and Table 4-2-3-3) and therefore, 


the additive phosphor matrix characterization model was used for its colorimetric 


characterization together with the non-linear CRT tone characteristics curves. The first step of 


the monitor characterization model was to use the non-linear CRT tone characteristics curves 


i.e. to transform the r, g, b digital counts (integer values between 0 and 255 for each colour 


channel) of the computer driving the monitor into RGB monitor tri-stimulus values: 


R=(r/255)

G=(g/255)



and B=(b/255)



The exponent  was the average of three values of 


the tone curves of the red, green and blue colour channels of the monitor measured by an 


INPHORA tri-stimulus colorimeter. The second step of the monitor characterization model 


was converting the RGB values to XYZ tri-stimulus values by multiplying them by the 3x3 


phosphor matrix consisting of the XYZ values of the peak red, green and blue colour 


primaries of the monitor. These values were measured by the aid of a well-calibrated Photo 
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Research PR-705 spectro-radiometer. CIELAB L*, a* and b* values were calculated from 


XYZ values by using the monitor’s computed peak white as reference white. Verification 


measurements showed that the accuracy was within 2% for the tri-stimulus values by using 


this monitor characterization model, for both the Korean and the Hungarian experiment.    


 


 


4.2.3.2.2. Psychometric method to find the long-term memory colours of Hungarian 


observers 


 


All observations were carried out in a completely dark room where the colour monitor was the 


only light source. Two series of observations were carried out within one month with 8 


observers in the first series and 6 observers in the second series. There were 11 Hungarian 


observers altogether thus the observer set of the second series was partially overlapping with 


the one of the first series. The colour vision of each observer was tested by a computer 


program displaying Landolt C rings (Lang, 1996). The colour of the ring was slightly 


different from the gray background and the observer had to guess its opening direction. All 


Hungarian observers had normal colour vision. All Hungarian observers were young adults, 


college students familiar with computers and computer monitors. The subjects’ viewing 


distance was 60cm. The viewing area of the monitor was 32 cm (horizontal) times 24 cm 


(vertical).  


 


 


4.2.3.2.2.1 Method of choice colours (selecting a memory colour from 16 constant 


colours) 
 


Four lines of four constant colour patches (4x4=16 colour patches called choice colours) were 


displayed on a middle gray background. Its luminance was 42.8 cd/m
2
, its CIELAB values 


were equal L*=67.1, a*=0.0, b*=0.0. The middle gray background covered a rectangular area 


of 29cm (horizontal) times 20cm (vertical). The size of any rectangular colour patch was 


2.5cm (horizontal) times 1.5cm (vertical). The colour patches were uniformly spaced. The 


separation between the patches was 4cm (horizontal) and 2.5cm (vertical). There was a white 


border at the screen boundary outside the middle gray background. At the top of the middle 


gray background, a colour name was displayed as a label. There was a checkbox under every 


colour patch. Observers had to check only one checkbox associated with that colour patch 


which was perceived to best correspond to the colour name shown at the top. Following 


memory colour names were displayed: non-tanned skin, blue-sky, green-grass, deciduous 


foliage, banana and orange. 


 


The 16 choice colours were shown to the observer on one screen for each of the six colour 


names. The observer indicated his/her choice for the colour name shown. 30 repetitions have 


been carried out with a random array of choice colours for each of the 6 memory colours. 


Therefore the output of each observer was a set of 30 choices per memory colour. 


 


A computer program was used to calculate random choice colours. Most of the random choice 


colours were chosen from spheres around the colour centres shown in Table 4-2-3-1a, within 


the tolerance values, i.e. the radii of these spheres given in CIELAB E* colour difference 


units, as shown in Table 4-2-3-1a. Thus the choice colours varied in hue, lightness and 


chroma around the colour centres. To define the colour centres in the first series of 


observations, we started from long-term memory colours of literature (see Appendix) with 


slight modifications according to the actual visual impression on the colour monitor used in 
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the experiment. Tolerance values were estimated visually. For missing data, we used an own 


visual estimate as a starting point. 


 


 


Table 4-2-3-1a. Colour centres and tolerance values from which the random choice colours 


were calculated, used in the first series of Hungarian observations, see also Figure 4-2-3-1. 


Colour name L* a* b* tolerance radii 


Skin 79.5 16.1 10.4 10 


Sky 54 -17 -28.1 15 


Grass 55 -33.7 29.8 15 


foliage 36 -18.5 12.8 20 


banana 70 0 65 30 


orange 71.6 26.7 69.72 15 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-3-1. CIELAB a*, b* values of the colour centres of Table 4-2-3-1a (large plus 


signs) and actual random choice colours (small crosses). Large circles show the tolerance 


radii of Table 4-2-3-1a 


 


 


The colour centres of Table 4-2-3-1a are depicted in Figure 4-2-3-1 together with a plot of the 


actual random choice colours calculated from Table 4-2-3-1a and used in the first Hungarian 


series. In the second series of Hungarian observations, the colour centres were estimated from 


the overall mean results of seven observers of the first series, one observer was excluded due 


to irregular results. The new tolerance values were estimated as twice the mean standard 


deviations of those seven observers. The colour centres and tolerance values that were used in 


the second series of Hungarian observations can be seen in Table 4-2-3-2. 
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Table 4-2-3-2. Colour centres and tolerance values from which the random choice colours 


were calculated, used in the second series of Hungarian observations, see also Figure 4-2-3-2 


Colour name L* a* b* tolerance radii 


Skin 81.4 10.7 18.2 8 


Sky 66.4 -12.5 -26.5 10 


Grass 46.8 -41.1 31.4 9 


Foliage 44.8 -40.1 29.2 11 


Banana 81.5 -10.8 64.7 11 


Orange 68.0 26.1 62.7 8 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-3-2. CIELAB a*, b* values of the colour centres of Table 4-2-3-2 (large plus 


signs) and actual random choice colours (small crosses). Large circles show the tolerance 


radii of Table 4-2-3-2 


 


 


The colour centres of Table 4-2-3-2 are depicted in Figure 4-2-3-2 together with a plot of the 


actual random choice colours calculated from Table 4-2-3-2 and used in the second Hungarian 


series. 
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4.2.3.2.2.2 Method of “reproducing a colour name” 
 


In both series of observations, immediately after the method of choice colours, the observer 


carried out the method of “reproducing a colour name”. In this method, there was a 


changeable square-shaped colour patch (2.5cm times 2.5 cm), in the middle of the screen, in a 


2mm dark gray frame. The colour of its uniform background was middle gray. The middle 


gray background covered a rectangular area of 29cm (horizontal) times 20cm (vertical). Its 


luminance was 24.4 cd/m
2
, its CIELAB values were equal L*=52.9, a*=0.0, b*=0.0. There 


was a white border at the boundary of the screen, same as for the method of choice colours. 


There was a colour name written by white characters above the changeable colour patch. In 


the middle of the right half of the screen there were three "sliders" to change the three 


perceptual dimensions of colour in the HSV colour space
12


: hue, saturation and lightness. The 


HSV colour space is very far from being perceptually uniform but it was appropriate for just 


finding the memory colour. Below the three sliders there was a "Ready" button. At the 


beginning, the colour bar was dark gray with the first colour name at the top. By the aid of the 


three sliders, the observer had to reproduce his/her memory colour corresponding to a colour 


name. Then the observer pushed the "Ready" button. This memory colour was stored. The 


output of each observer was a set of 10 colours per memory colour, mixed for each of the six 


colour names, the same names as used in the method of choice colours. 


 


 


4.2.3.2.2.3 Method of “reproducing the most appropriate colour in a greyscale photo” 
 


Immediately after the method of “reproducing a colour name”, the observer carried out the 


method of “reproducing the most appropriate colour in a greyscale photo”. The test image and 


the experimental procedure were very similar to the method of “reproducing a colour name”, 


with the following differences: 1. Colour patches of changeable colour were within greyscale 


photo-realistic images in such a part that could be described by a colour name, e.g. in the 


“grass” part of a landscape image; 2. Colour names were substituted by these greyscale 


images instead of the middle gray background. By the aid of the three sliders, the observer 


had to reproduce his/her “most appropriate” or "most suitable" colours corresponding to that 


part of the greyscale image where the changeable colour patch was displayed. The output of 


each observer was a set of 10 colours per memory colour, reproduced for each of the six 


greyscale photos containing non-tanned skin, blue-sky, green-grass, deciduous foliage, banana 


and orange. 


 


 


4.2.3.2.3 The Korean experiment 


 


Viewing conditions of the Korean and Hungarian visual experiments are compared in Table 


4-2-3-3. As can be seen, the Korean viewing conditions were very similar to the Hungarian 


viewing conditions. Experiments were carried out in separate laboratories, in Korea and in 


Hungary, respectively. The way of monitor characterization and the psychometric method 


were the same as in the Hungarian observations. There was only one Korean series. For the 


Korean experiment, the luminance of the middle grey background in the method of “choice 


colours” was 48.2 cd/m
2
, its CIELAB values were equal L*=70.2, a*=-0.21, b*=0.59 and, in 


the method of “reproducing a colour name” 29.3 cd/m
2
 and L*=57.0, a*=-0.18, b*=0.50. The 


Korean choice colour centres were the same as in the Hungarian first series (see Table 4-2-3-


1a) except that instead of Caucasian skin oriental skin was used (see Section 4.2.3.1.1, with a 


tolerance radius of 10). A plot of the actual random choice colours used in the Korean series 


is shown in Figure 4-2-3-3, with the Oriental skin colour centre. 
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Figure 4-2-3-3. CIELAB a*, b* values of the colour centres of the Korean series (same as in 


the Hungarian first series, see Table 4-2-3-1a, except that instead of Caucasian skin oriental 


skin was used, see Appendix A. Colour centres are depicted by large plus signs and actual 


random choice colours by small crosses. Large circles show the tolerance radii of Table 4-2-3-


1a. For Oriental skin, a tolerance radius of 10 was used 


 


 


In the Korean greyscale photo experiment, an image depicting an Oriental woman was used 


instead of the Hungarian image depicting a Caucasian woman. Nine observers were used in 


the Korean experiment. All Korean observers had normal colour vision tested by the same 


method as the Hungarian observers. All Korean observers were young adults, researchers 


involved in digital imaging research. 
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Table 4-2-3-3. Comparison of the Korean and Hungarian viewing conditions 
Condition Hungarian experiment Korean experiment 


Viewing environment dark room dark room 


Monitor white point about 6500K (x=0.310; y=0.331) about 6500K (x=0.311; y=0.318) 


Peak white luminance 116cd/m
2
 117cd/m


2
 


Monitor channel independence
1
, 


YW/(YR+YG+YB) (Bodrogi and 


Schanda, 1995) 


excellent (0.98) excellent (1.01) 


Number of observers in all types 


of experiments (choice, name, 


photo) 


8 (1
st
 series) + 6 (2


nd
 series), 


partially overlapping 


9 


Choice colours - number of 


repetitions / memory colour 


30 (in both series) 10 


Choice colours - colour centres  


and tolerance values 


see Table 4-2-3-1a and 4-2-3-2 see Table 4-2-3-1 and Table 4-2-


3-1a 


Choice colours – memory colour 


names 


not-tanned skin, blue-sky, green-


grass, deciduous foliage, banana 


orange 


skin, blue-sky, green-grass, 


deciduous-foliage, banana orange 


Colour name - number of 


repetitions / memory colour 


10 (in both series) 10 


Colour name – memory colour 


names 


same as for the choice colours (in 


both series) 


same as for the choice colours 


Greyscale photo - number of 


repetitions / memory colour 


10 (in both series) 10 


Greyscale photo - greyscale 


pictures 


see the choice colours see the choice colours 


Colour vision of observers normal normal 


 


 


4.2.3.3. Long-term memory colour results 


 


4.2.3.3.1 First Hungarian series 


 


The colour stimuli corresponding to the long-term memory colours were quantified as 


CIELAB L*, a*, b* values (viewing conditions are listed in Table 4-2-3-3). Mean L* values 


are listed in Table 4-2-3-4 and mean a*-b* values are plotted in Figure 4-2-3-4. 


 


 


Table 4-2-3-4. Mean CIELAB L* values of the mean values of all observers, for all three 


types of experiments and for all six types of long-term memory colours in the first series of 


Hungarian experiments. The standard deviations of all observers’ mean values (inter-observer 


variability values) are shown in brackets 


Experiment Skin Sky Grass Foliage Banana Orange 


Choice colours 84.3(1.9) 66.6(2.2) 49.8(1.6) 41.0(1.5) 84.8(1.9) 71.8(3.1) 


Colour name 76.8(6.0) 61.3(10.5) 42.9(6.0) 42.1(7.7) 78.0(9.2) 63.7(6.1) 


Greyscale photo 84.2(2.7) 68.5(9.6) 45.4(7.1) 50.4(12.1) 85.0(7.3) 68.6(3.9) 


 


 


                                                 
1
 This quantity describes how well the monitor approximates additivity of its colour primaries. In the formula, 


YW is the measured luminance of its peak white and the other values are the measured luminance values of its 


RGB colour primaries. 
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Figure 4-2-3-4. First Hungarian series. Mean findings of each observer for each type of 


experiment (small plus signs: choice colours, small circles: reproducing a colour name and 


small crosses: greyscale photo). Large signs depict the mean values of all observers for a 


given type of experiment and long-term memory colour. CIELAB a*-b* diagram. Foliage is 


shown in a separate diagram on the right 


 


 


As can be seen from Table 4-2-3-4, the standard deviations of the mean L* values are 


comparable to the difference among the mean values from the three types of experiment. 


Likewise, as can be seen from Figure 4-2-3-4, the results from the three types of experiment 


show an overlapping picture in the a*-b* diagram. Analyses of variance have also shown that, 


in general, the type of experiment (choice colours, colour name or greyscale photo) did not 


influence long-term memory colours significantly (at the p=0.05 level). Therefore, we 


considered the overall mean values as long-term memory colours resulting from the first 


Hungarian series. We calculated them from the mean values of all three types of experiment. 


They are listed in Table 4-2-3-5. 


 


 


Table 4-2-3-5. Long-term memory colours of the Hungarian first series, calculated from the 


mean values of all three types of experiment (see Table 4-2-3-4 and Figure 4-2-3-4) 


Name Skin Sky Grass Foliage Banana Orange 


<L*> 81.8 65.4 46.0 44.5 82.6 68.0 


<a*> 11.9 -12.4 -38.6 -38.0 -9.5 28.0 


<b*> 17.1 -28.9 30.2 28.4 65.0 63.8 
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4.2.3.3.2 Second Hungarian series 
 


Similar to the first Hungarian series, the results are shown in Tables 4-2-3-6 and 4-2-3-7 and 


in Figure 4-2-3-5. For similar reasons, we considered the overall mean values as long-term 


memory colours resulting from the second Hungarian series. They are listed in Table 4-2-3-7. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-3-5. Second Hungarian series. Mean findings of each observer for each type of 


experiment (small plus signs: choice colours, small circles: reproducing a colour name and 


small crosses: greyscale photo). Large signs depict the mean values of all observers for a 


given type of experiment and long-term memory colour. CIELAB a*-b* diagram. Foliage is 


shown in a separate diagram 


 


 


Table 4-2-3-6. Mean CIELAB L* values of the mean values of all observers, for all three 


types of experiments and for all six types of long-term memory colours in the second series of 


Hungarian experiments. The standard deviations of all observers’ mean values (inter-observer 


variability values) are shown in brackets. 


Experiment Skin Sky Grass Foliage Banana Orange 


Choice colours 85.0(2.1) 69.3(3.7) 45.6(2.9) 41.2(2.6) 87.1(2.0) 69.8(1.8) 


Colour name 77.9(5.5) 60.8(3.2) 43.1(4.2) 40.7(7.2) 82.2(8.4) 66.0(4.8) 


Greyscale photo 82.9(4.0) 67.9(4.3) 46.4(6.6) 43.5(10) 87.5(7.6) 69.5(5.3) 
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Table 4-2-3-7. Long-term memory colours of the Hungarian second series, calculated from 


the mean values of all three types of experiment (see Table 4-2-3-6 and Figure 4-2-3-5). 


Name Skin Sky Grass Foliage Banana Orange 


<L*> 81.9 66.0 45.0 41.8 85.6 68.4 


<a*> 9.1 -8.4 -42.1 -40.1 -11.7 27.3 


<b*> 21.5 -28.8 34.2 31.5 68.4 61.9 


 


 


4.2.3.3.3 Korean series 


 


Similar to the first and second Hungarian series, the results are shown in Tables 4-2-3-8 and 


4-2-3-9 and in Figure 4-2-3-6. Here again, we considered the overall mean values as long-


term memory colours resulting from the Korean series. They are listed in Table 4-2-3-9. 


 


 


Table 4-2-3-8. Mean CIELAB L* values of the mean values of all observers, for all three 


types of experiments and for all six types of long-term memory colours in the Korean 


experiments. The standard deviations of all observers’ mean values (inter-observer variability 


values) are shown in brackets 


Experiment Skin Sky Grass Foliage Banana Orange 


Choice colours 
71.8(0.5) 62.3(4.5) 55.5(7.5) 39.5(5.0) 90.2(1.9) 75.3(2.8) 


Colour name 
73.5(7.3) 60.9(7.4) 55.4(12.7) 41.2(9.1) 83.2(5.2) 71.0(4.9) 


Greyscale photo 
74.0(7.6) 64.5(10.5) 56.0(15.1) 40.8(12.9) 86.3(3.3) 71.6(5.4) 


 


 


Table 4-2-3-9. Long-term memory colours of the Korean series, calculated from the mean 


values of all three types of experiment  


(see Table 4-2-3-8 and Figure 4-2-3-6) 


Name Skin Sky Grass Foliage Banana Orange 


<L*> 73.1 62.6 55.6 40.5 86.6 72.6 


<a*> 8.6 -10.0 -45.7 -33.9 -10.5 24.5 


<b*> 20.3 -35.4 35.1 21.4 69.1 69.1 
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Figure 4-2-3-6. Korean experiment. Mean findings of each observer for each type of 


experiment (small plus signs: choice colours, small circles: reproducing a colour name and 


small crosses: greyscale photo). Large signs depict the mean values of all observers for a 


given type of experiment and long-term memory colour. CIELAB a*-b* diagram. Foliage is 


shown in a separate diagram 


 


 


4.2.3.3.4 Comparison of the Korean series and the two Hungarian series  


 


As can be seen from Figures 4-2-3-4, 4-2-3-5 and 4-2-3-6, the variability of the choice colours 


and the memory colours from reproducing a colour name is greater than the variability of the 


memory colours from the greyscale photo method. The explanation for this finding may be 


that the range of choice colours was much more extended than the perceptual variability of the 


memory colours. In the “colour name” task, the colour name written on the screen may 


provide a less explicit clue to reproduce the memory colour, compared to the “greyscale 


photo” situation where a greyscale pictorial image (i.e. “the image context”, see Bodrogi and 


Tarczali, 2002) provides a more unambiguous hint. 


 


Comparing Tables 4-2-3-5 and 4-2-3-7, the maximum colour difference between the long-


term memory colours of the two Hungarian series is in the order of 5 CIELAB Eab* units
2
. 


This is comparable to the inter-observer variability values (see Tables 4-2-3-4 and 4-2-3-6). 


T-tests have also shown that the difference between the two Hungarian series was not 


                                                 
2
 It is well known that the CIELAB colour space is not perfectly uniform but, as the main purpose of this Section 


is the specification of absolute colour appearance of long-term memory colours in a given viewing situation, we 


used this colour space throughout the article, for the case of better understanding for a wide range of users. 
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significant (at the p=0.05 level). Therefore, we unified the two Hungarian series and 


computed the overall Hungarian long-term memory colours, see Table 4-2-3-10.  


 


 


Table 4-2-3-10. Overall Hungarian long-term memory colours (averages of the two 


Hungarian series) 


Name Skin Sky Grass Banana Orange Foliage 


L* 81.8 65.7 45.5 84.1 68.2 43.2 


a* 10.5 -10.4 -40.4 -10.6 27.7 -39.1 


b* 19.3 -28.9 32.2 66.7 62.9 30.0 


 


 


Figure 4-2-3-7 shows a comparison of the long-term memory colours from the Korean series 


(Table 4-2-3-9), the two Hungarian series (Tables 4-2-3-5 and 4-2-3-7) and their average 


(Table 4-2-3-10).  


 


 


 
Figure 4-2-3-7. Long-term memory colours from the Korean series (open circles, see Table 4-


2-3-9), the two Hungarian series (first: small crosses, second: large crosses, see Tables 4-2-3-


5 and 4-2-3-7) and their average (plus signs, see Table 4-2-3-10). Foliage is shown in a 


separate diagram on the right 


 


 


These findings can be used for the dark/dim viewing condition and the 6500K white point. 


Long-term memory colours corresponding to another viewing situation can also be calculated, 


by using a colour adaptation transformation or the CIECAM02 colour appearance model. 


Table 4-2-3-11 shows the result of a statistical analysis about the significance of the 


differences between the Korean series and the unified two Hungarian series. 
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Table 4-2-3-11. Significance of the differences between the long-term memory colours of 


Korean and Hungarian observers. T-test, the two Hungarian series were unified. Bold 


numbers show significant differences, at the p=0.05 level 


p Skin Sky Grass Foliage Banana Orange 


<L*> 0.000 0.397 0.000 0.306 0.019 0.000 


<a*> 0.037 0.835 0.060 0.038 0.715 0.150 


<b*> 0.147 0.166 0.240 0.007 0.324 0.000 


 


 


Following can be seen from Figure 4-2-3-7 and from Tables 4-2-3-9, 4-2-3-10 and 4-2-3-11. 


Hungarian grass and foliage long-term memory colours were similar to each other but the 


Korean ones were different. Korean grass was lighter and much more saturated than Korean 


foliage. Korean green grass was lighter and more saturated than Hungarian green grass. 


Korean foliage was less saturated than Hungarian foliage. Oriental skin and Caucasian skin 


had similar chroma oriental skin contained somewhat more yellow hue and Caucasian skin 


was found to be significantly lighter than Oriental skin. Korean sky had similar lightness as 


Hungarian sky but Korean sky was somewhat more saturated than Hungarian sky. Korean 


banana was somewhat lighter than Hungarian banana. Finally, Korean orange was lighter than 


Hungarian orange and Korean orange contained more yellow than Hungarian orange. 


Literature data (see Table 4-2-3-1) were usually different from the present experimental 


findings. One reason is the difference between the viewing conditions that we could not 


account for when considering the literature data. Namely, literature data were obtained by 


using reflecting stimuli and not self-luminous stimuli as in the present Section.  
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6. Summary 


 


This lecture qualification thesis investigates relevant characteristics of the human visual 


system. These results are used to develop methods to optimize modern visual technologies. 


Self-luminant displays as well as interior and exterior light sources are considered. For self-


luminant displays, calibration and characterization methods are developed to display colour 


stimuli accurately. New display colour primaries are designed for a large colour gamut. New 


sub pixel architectures are proposed for an optimum spatial resolution. Modern self-luminant 


displays often represent large colour stimuli and their colour appearance is modelled. 


Chromatic afterimages are also modelled to increase the image quality of video sequences. 


Ergonomic principles are derived to apply colour contrast to enhance visual search 


performance in the presence of coloured objects. 


 


Cognitive, preferred and emotional colour is also subject of this thesis. Long-term memory 


colours were found to be important to enhance the perceived colour quality of colour displays. 


The strength of visually evoked emotions related to cinema motion pictures is computed by a 


mathematical model based on the technical parameters of the video sequence. The factors of 


colour image preference (local and global contrast, chroma and hue) are investigated. A new 


algorithm is shown that enhances the image quality for young and elderly observers 


separately. To optimize interior light sources, principles to renew the CIE colour rendering 


index are presented. A concept of a colour harmony rendering index is proposed. 


 


An important question of this lecture qualification thesis is the investigation of mesopic visual 


performance to optimize exterior light sources. To this aim, the processes of mesopic 


detection are modelled at the detection threshold for different retinal eccentricities. An 


important finding is the necessity to include the activity of chromatic retinal mechanisms in 


addition to the achromatic mechanisms of the current models. A new chromatic model (the 


CHC model) is described. The CHC model does not use the concept of luminance to model 


mesopic detection at or around the threshold. It models the adaptation of each mechanism of 


mesopic detection separately and as a function of retinal eccentricity. 
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4.3 Colour emotions of motion images 


 


This Section deals with the visually evoked emotions of motion images. The main aim is 


modelling motional strength from a set of technical parameters of the digital video file. It 


is shown that it is possible to categorize motion image files into emotional categories 


automatically, based on a set of descriptors. The application for the optimization of 


modern visual technologies is the automatic enhancement of the emotional strength of 


any input colour motion image file. Primarily, it is the story, the sounds, and the actors’ 


play that mediate the emotions of a colour motion picture. But this emotional effect is 


often enhanced or completed by visual effects i.e. the colour, contrast, sharpness, 


noisiness, or other similar “technical parameters” of the movie. The present Section has 


the following aims: 1. identification of the relevant technical parameters influencing these 


visually evoked emotions; 2. identification of a set of relevant psychological factors for 


these emotions; and 3. modelling the emotions as a function of the technical parameters. 


A set of 268 video clips were presented to 5 observers.  Their visually evoked emotions 


and psychological factors were recorded by the aid of questionnaires. Based on these 


results, each clip was assigned an emotional cluster called happy, bore, surprise, sad, 


fury, or disgust. Within each emotional cluster, a multi-variate linear regression model 


was established about the dependence of the strength of the emotion on the technical 


parameters of the clip (Bodrogi et al., 2008). 


 


 


4.3.1 Introduction 


 


Primarily, it is the story, the sounds, and the actors’ play that mediate the emotions of a 


colour motion picture. But this emotional effect is often enhanced or completed by visual 


effects (Bíró, 2003), e.g. the colour (Gao et al., 2006), contrast, sharpness, noisiness, or 


other similar parameters (called “technical” parameters, TPs) of the movie. The goal of 


the present Section was the identification of the relevant TPs influencing these “visually 


evoked” emotions, the identification of some relevant “psychological” factors ( Fs, e.g. 


presence or interaction, see Sheridan, 1992) underlying these emotions, as well as the 


modelling of the emotions as a function of the TPs. 


 


 


4.3.2 Method: quantifying the technical parameters (TPs), the “psychological” 


factors ( Fs) and the emotions (e) 


 


For each digital video file of a set of 268 test video clips (containing a wide range of very 


different scenes and events, an example is shown in Figure 4-3-1), a characteristic 


mathematical descriptor quantity D was computed for each of 12 TPs: average 


luminance, average saturation, colour balance, global contrast, global saturation contrast, 


noisiness, sharpness, “sharpness block”, contrast of those regions that contain skin 


colours, speed of camera motion, speed of darkening or lightening, and finally, speed of 


saturation change. 
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Figure 4-3-1. Images taken from a clip (eating watermelon) belonging to the 1st (Happy) 


cluster 


 


 


Then, we computed a further quantity z for each descriptor D and for each clip, by 


subtracting the mean value of D (for all 268 clips) from D and then dividing the result by 


the standard deviation of D (for all 268 clips). Five observers (between 20-30 years of 


age) watched each of the 268 test video clips in a dark room on a large projection wall. 


After watching, they had to complete 2 questionnaires. One of the questionnaires 


concerned the Fs. Observers had to tell their opinion about the intensity (between -5 


and 5) of presence, 3D-ness, persuasion, attention, excitement, and interaction, for each 


clip. The mean answer of the 5 observers constituted a 6-dimensional “vector”  for each 


clip. The other questionnaire concerned the emotions. Observers completed a slightly 


modified version of the “emotion spiral” (Heise and Calhan, 1995), see Figure 4-3-2. 


 


 


 


 
Figure 4-3-2. Left: Emotional spiral”, right: an observer watching a clip and completing 


the spiral and the F questionnaire 
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The mean answer of the observers was a 12-dimensional “vector” e for each clip (each 


emotional category was a dimension of this “vector”). The mean intensity (between 0 and 


3) on the spiral was the corresponding e-vector component. 


 


 


4.3.3 Result: emotional clusters and modelling of emotional strength 
 


The set of 268 test clips was divided into 6 emotional clusters (1: Happy, 2: Bore, 3: 


Surprise, 4: Sad, 5: Fury, 6: Disgust) based on a “Two Step” cluster analysis of the set of 


the 268 e-vectors. The set of mean z values {zi} in each emotional cluster showed diverse 


and identifiable characteristics for the 6 emotional clusters, see Figure 4-3-3.  


 


 


 
Figure 4-3-3. The 12 mean z values (depicted by columns) in each emotional cluster. 


Meaning of the columns in every cluster: see text 


 


 


The columns in 4-3-3 have the following meaning: 1
st
 (pale purplish blue) average 


luminance,  2
nd


(brownish lilac) average saturation, 3
rd


(drab) colour balance, 4
th


(greenish 


cyan) global contrast, 5
th


(dark lilac) global saturation contrast, 6
th


(yellowish rose) 


noisiness, 7
th


(blue) sharpness, 8
th


(bluish grey) “sharpness block”, 9
th


(dark blue) contrast 


of those regions that contain skin colours, 10
th


(magenta) speed of camera motion, 


11
th


(yellow) speed of darkening or lightening, and, finally, 12
th


(cyan) speed of saturation 


change. In practice, it is possible to assign any arbitrary video clip (also beyond the set of 


268 test clips of the present Section) a specific emotional cluster, based on an automatic 


decision about the clip’s similarity to one of the sets of mean z values in the clusters 


shown in Figure 4-3-3. 


 


For every one of the 268 e-vectors, the so-called emotional strength (designated by E) 


was computed by summing up the squared values of the e-components except that the 


square value of “boredom” (e11
2
) was assigned a negative sign (it was subtracted from the 
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sum): E=e1
2
+ e2


2
+...+ e10


2
 - e11


2
 + e12


2
. Mean emotional strength in the different clusters 


is shown in Figure 4-3-4 (left). As can be seen from Figure 4-3-4 (left), emotional 


strength was maximal in the Disgust cluster. The importance of a technical parameter was 


quantified by how effectively it influenced the e-vector and E. The 12 technical 


parameters had the following relative importance: noisiness 100, speed of 


darkening/lightening 96, contrast of skin colour regions 59, average luminance 54, colour 


balance 40, global contrast 33, average saturation 31, sharpness 21,  sharpness block 21, 


speed of saturation change 11, speed of camera motion 10, and, finally, global saturation 


contrast 0. Note that the mean -vector was also significantly different among the 6 


emotional clusters, see Figure 4-3-4 (right). 


 


 


  
Figure 4-3-4. Left: ordinate: mean values of emotional strength E in the 6 emotional 


clusters and the mean value for all clips; right: mean -vectors 


 


 


Within each emotional cluster, a multi-variate linear regression model was established 


about the dependence of E on {zi}. The performance of model prediction was evaluated. 


The correlation coefficients (r
2
) were equal 0.42, 0.33, 0.19, 0.29, 0.18, and 0.81 for the 


Happy, Bore, Surprise, Sad, Fury, and Disgust clusters, respectively. 


 


 


4.4 Image colour preference 


 


In modern society, elderly people tend to become enthusiastic users of displays. These 


displays are optimized for the visual properties of young adults ignoring the specific 


attributes of the vision of the elderly though the existence of differences is evident. It is 


true however that most of the investigations follow a bottom-up paradigm (changes of 


optical density, neural changes, etc.), and their results are too ambiguous to be taken into 


account directly in display optimization for the elderly, partly because there is a long-


term adaptation which apparently re-compensates for some of the changes in the human 


visual system. Preference is also a high-level psychological factor having a very 


important impact on the acceptability of colour displays. This Section follows a top-down 


methodology to investigate these age-related differences directly. The first part 
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concentrates on functionalities of the human visual system: white point preference, 


chroma perception, unique and preferred hues. Results confirm the long-term 


compensation theory for the elderly observers along with the chromatic content decrease 


of perceived colours. The second part investigates preference differences in case of 


photorealistic images in terms of global and local contrast, white point, average chroma, 


and the effect of several image colour manipulation techniques. Results indicate 


significant differences between young and aged observers’ colour image preference, 


some of which can be explained with neuro-physiological changes, others may be 


attributed to cultural implications. A novel image processing algorithm to get a preferred 


colour image as a function of observer age is presented. It can be applied for the 


optimization of modern visual technologies (Beke et al., 2008). 


 


 


4.4.1 Introduction 


 


The development of displays which are perceptually optimal for the elderly lacks 


sufficient amount of experimental data. Most of the investigations follow a bottom-up 


methodology measuring basic properties of the human visual system (CSFs, optical 


density changes in the crystalline lens, etc., see Owsley and Sloane, 1990; Pokorny et al., 


1987), but these results cannot be applied directly to display optimization, partly because 


there is a long term adaptation re-compensating for some of the changes in the human 


visual system (Werner, 1996). Preference – a high-level factor – has also a very important 


impact on the acceptability or perceived quality of the displayed images. The present 


Section follows a top-down methodology to investigate these age-related differences 


directly. The first part concentrates on functionalities of the human visual system: white 


point preference, chroma perception, unique and preferred hues, while the second part 


investigates preference differences in case of photorealistic images in terms of global and 


local contrast, white point, average chroma, and the effect of several image colour 


manipulation techniques. 


 


Literature data show that the human visual system is rather stable over much of the 


lifespan though there are losses in most of its functionalities.  The optical density rise of 


the crystalline lens and therefore the decreased illuminance of the retina seem to be the 


major causes of age-related weaknesses e.g. in colour discrimination or the intensity of 


colour perception. The transmittance of the lens decreases and its spectral characteristics 


also change radically.  Neither the transmission of the human lens nor the change in 


transmission during the aging process is spectrally uniform. Basically, it is nearly 


transparent in the long-wavelength domain but its transmission decreases continuously 


approaching shorter wavelengths and almost totally absorbs UV radiation preventing it 


from reaching the vitreous and the photosensitive tissues. The decline of transmission 


during aging occurs mainly for short-wavelength light: the blue part of the visible 


spectrum is absorbed more. In Figure 4-4-1, the human lens transmission functions are 


depicted as a function of wavelength for observers of different ages (Pokorny et al., 


1987). 
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Figure 4-4-1. Relative transmittance curves of the lens of a 26 and a 70-year-old observer 


(Pokorny et al., 1987) 


 


 


Due to the absorbed blue content, the scenes perceived by elderly observers should 


appear more yellowish. There is however some evidence that the human visual system 


adapts to these changing circumstances and re-compensates itself across the life span, and 


therefore a kind of long-term colour constancy holds.  


 


Besides the non-linear optical density changes of the lens, neural functions also seem to 


decline (Owsley and Sloane, 1990; Werner, 1996). Hence, elderly observers are 


presumed to perceive visual information – colours and also spatial and temporal 


information – in a way different from young adults. It is known that, to improve the 


colours of the display for good visual performance, spatio-chromatic compensation for 


yellowing and less transparent ocular media can facilitate reconstructing the young 


adults’ visual performance for the elderly observers. But, to reconstruct colour 


appearance to elderly observers, a pure physiological bottom-up approach may yield 


improper results, due to the aforementioned life-long visual re-compensation mechanism 


taking place at later stages of visual processing, during the aging process of the human 


visual system (Werner, 1996). 


 


Below, the results of experiments following a top-down methodology are presented in 


two parts. The first part deals with spatially simple stimuli and investigates the 


differences of colour perception but it addresses one preference issue (white point 


preference), as well. The second part investigates preference differences using spatially 


complex stimuli i.e. images with pictorial content. This is important because 


reconstructing colour appearance to the elderly observers may not be equivalent to design 


the elderly observer’s optimum colour display since their colour preference can be 


different from presenting perceptually correct colour i.e. the appearance corresponding to 


the young adult’s. Therefore, the main aim of this research was to quantify their colour 


image preference in order to achieve the highest degree of colour image quality in front 


of the colour display. In short, the experiments were carried out to investigate how 


senescence affects colour appearance and colour image preference and to compare the 


experimental findings with the expectations from the documented age-related changes in 


the human visual system. 
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4.4.2 Functionalities of the human visual system 


 


As stated in Section 4.4.1, the question is to what extent the human visual system is able 


to re-compensate for the effects of aging in the eye, and how this compensation can be 


aided with image processing tools to (at least partially) reconstruct how young adults 


perceive visual stimuli, for the elderly. The research concentrated on typical 


functionalities of the human visual system that were expected to exhibit losses or shifts in 


colour vision if aging was considered as a factor, namely, colour balance (white point), 


chroma perception, unique hues, and preferred hues. The investigation of preferred colour 


balance of a test image seems straightforward. Logically, one would expect that aged 


persons prefer e.g. a television screen that is more bluish to compensate for the cut-off of 


their visual system. The question of differences in chroma perception also seems to be 


evident because of both the reduced retinal illumination and the spectral losses. The age-


related differences of unique hues have already been studied spectrally but, in terms of 


colour appearance systems, no such experiments were done. In the present Section, these 


age-related changes were investigated in terms of CIECAM02 quantities, by using a 


computer-controlled CRT display based experimental set-up. 


 


 


4.4.2.1 Apparatus and Method 


 


A computer-controlled Hewlett Packard P1100 (54 cm diagonal) cathode ray tube 


monitor was set up in a dark experimental room. Using the well-known gain-offset-


gamma model, it was characterized colorimetrically by measuring uniform colour squares 


of side length one fifth of the height of the display on a mid-grey background, according 


to the CIE specification of display calibration.  The resolution of the monitor driven by an 


S3 Trio graphics card was 1024×768. The verification of the goodness-of-fit of the 


characterization model was done by comparing the colour differences between model 


predictions and in-situ measured output of 25 randomly selected colours. The mean error 


resulted in a Eab*=0.93 colour difference which is well within the acceptable range as 


compared with similar values of commercial displays and the unity JND value in 


CIELAB. For the measurements, a calibrated Photo Research PR-705 spectro-radiometer 


was used to measure the absolute spectral power distributions of the colour patches 


displayed. 


 


Five elderly (average age: 66.6) and five young (average age: 25.8) colour normal paid 


observers (males and females) took part in the experiments; their colour vision was 


checked by the F-M 100-hue test. The relatively low number of subjects used was partly 


balanced by the large number of observations and this was justified by the similar 


tendencies within age groups. The subjects observed the display from a viewing distance 


of 100 cm. The use of correction glasses was allowed (if necessary). (The use of glasses 


did not affect colour perception because of the uniform transmittance of the lenses in the 


entire visible spectrum.) In Section 4.4.2, the psycho-physical method of adjustment was 


used; the particular procedure of the experiments is detailed below. 
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4.4.2.1.1 Procedures 


 


4.4.2.1.1.1 Unique Hues and Preferred Hues 
 


In this task, observers were shown a homogenous colour patch on a mid-grey background 


subtending a 2° visual field. The hue of the patch was adjustable using the CIECAM02 h 


correlate while its lightness (J) and chroma (C) was held constant. Above the colour 


patch, the name of a unique hue appeared randomly (red, green, yellow or blue). The task 


of the subject was to change the CIECAM02 h of the patch by adjusting a slider until the 


hue perception of the patch matched the actually presented unique hue name. 


Observations were performed at different J levels, see Table 4-4-1.  


 


 


Table 4-4-1. CIECAM02 lightness (J) and chroma (C) values in the unique hue 


experiment. Cmax is the maximum displayable chroma on the display at the corresponding 


J level 


 
 


 


For every J level, the chroma value of the patch was chosen slightly below the maximal 


chroma of the display to avoid out-of-gamut errors. Before the experiment, observers 


were taught the concept of unique hues: hues that do not contain any shade from 


neighbouring hues, e.g. unique red contains no yellow and no blue. For each 


measurement, unique yellow, red, green and blue were requested to be adjusted, five 


times each. This resulted in 120 adjusted unique hues per observer (4 unique hues × 6 J 


levels × 5 repetitions = 120). After the unique hue experiment, observers were also asked 


to find their preferred hue for each of the given colour names (red, green, yellow or blue). 


The difference between the concepts of unique hue and preferred hue was clarified. 


 


 


4.4.2.1.1.2 Chroma matching 


 


The aim of this experiment was to point out chroma perception differences between the 


two age groups. Observers were presented two colour disks of fixed h=75° hue 


subtending a 2° angle as a reference chroma (a yellow ochre colour) and four nearly 


achromatic disks. The chroma of these latter disks had to be adjusted by the observers so 


as to match the chroma of the reference disk. The lightness of all disks was fixed and the 


hues of the colour disks were the multiples of 45° (i.e. 8 different hues). In one trial, 


observers adjusted the chroma for only four hues: the even (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°) or the 


odd (45°, 135°, 225°, 315°) multiples. The screenshot of the experiment is depicted in 


Figure 4-4-2. Seven different lightness and chroma conditions were investigated, see 


Table 4-4-2. 
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Figure 4-4-2. Colour disks shown in the chroma matching experiment. The two disks on 


the left are the two identical reference colours (h= 75°, J and C according to Table 4-4-2) 


and the 4 patches on the right are the ones to be set by the observers 


 


 


Table 4-4-2. CIECAM02 lightness (J) and chroma (C) values of the reference sample in 


the chroma experiment 


 
 


 


4.4.2.1.1.3 Colour Balance 
 


This experiment was designed to quantify the differences of the preferred white point 


(colour balance of colour images) between young and elderly observers. White point 


preference was tested in three different situations:  1. a full-screen, high luminance, 


nearly achromatic field with a test picture in the centre (the height was approximately one 


third of that of the screen) denoted by SP (small picture); 2. a full-screen high luminance 


nearly achromatic field displayed for 10s. After 10s, the full-screen achromatic field 


disappeared and the full-screen version of the test image appeared (denoted by 10S); and  


3. a full-screen high luminance nearly achromatic field without any picture denoted by 


WO (white only). The task of the observer was – in all three situations (SP, 10S, and 


WO) – to set the chromaticity of the nearly achromatic background by the aid of two 


sliders on the user interface of the experimental program which changed the CIECAM02 


ac and bc chromaticities of the background (near the D65 and the Planckian curve) until a 


preferred white was found. 


 


In the SP case, the observer could transform the image by pressing a button when the 


white point adjusted appeared appropriate. In the 10S case, the full-screen image 


appeared already transformed after the 10 s waiting period following the observer’s 
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setting of the preferred white. This period allowed the observer to adapt the white point. 


The transformation of the image was done by applying a forward/inverse CIECAM02 


transformation to the pixels of the test image and using the GOG model of the display. 


The forward transformation was carried out by using the highest luminance point in the 


original test image as the adopted white point. For the inverse transformation, the 


reference white was the background white adjusted by the observer. If the “new look” of 


the test image was preferred by the observer after the adjustment (or the “white” was 


preferred in WO) then the parameters of the white background were saved. If not then 


further fine adjustments were possible for the observer until the most preferred white was 


found. 


 


The number of adjustments per tasks and per observers was different, but each observer 


set at least 2 values for each task. The instruction to the observers was: “Try to set the 


achromatic background as if setting a television screen appearance and achieve a 


preferred white for all three situations.” The initial whites were randomly set. For SP and 


10S, a well-known test image was used (Figure 4-4-3), containing relevant colours, such 


as skin tones, fruits, low and high chroma samples, as well as low and high lightness 


samples of various hues. 


 


 


 
Figure 4-4-3. Test image used in the colour balance experiment: B/W reproduction of the 


well-known original Sony
®


 sRGB Standard Image 


 


 


The luminance of the achromatic background was chosen carefully so that the monitor 


was able to display the desired chromaticities at that luminance level (approx. 90% of the 


maximum luminance of the display which corresponds to J=90). 
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4.4.2.2 Human visual system functionalities results 


 


4.4.2.2.1 Unique Hues and Preferred Hues 


 


Results are plotted in Figure 4-4-4, for the unique hue experiment, and in Figure 4-4-5, 


for the preferred hue experiment.  


 


 


 
Figure 4-4-4. Unique hue results (triangle: red, circle: yellow, square: green, diamond: 


blue) of aged (solid markers) and young (open markers) observers at different lightness 


levels. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean (n=25) 


 


 


 
Figure 4-4-5. Preferred hue results (triangle: red, circle: yellow, square: green, diamond: 


blue) of aged (solid markers) and young (open markers) observers at different lightness 


levels. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean (n=25) 


 


 


Schefrin et al. (1990) found that there was a significant shift towards shorter wavelengths 


for unique green both with age and with the decrease of luminance level. The present 


findings agree with this result: in Figure 4-4-4, solid squares tend to shift towards bluish 


hues as J decreases compared to open squares. According to the present results, a similar 


but opposite shift can be observed for unique yellow which becomes reddish for elderly 


observers with the decrease of lightness. Interestingly, the other two unique hues (red and 


blue) produce no such significant differences: the curves run together, except for the 


highest lightness unique blue where elderly set unique blue with more green content. 
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Between the results of the unique hue and the preferred hue conditions, only small 


differences were obtained. Differences for the two conditions are most observable in case 


of the elderly observers, and for red and blue hues, see Table 4-4-3.  


 


 


Table 4-4-3. Mean overall unique hue (UH) and preferred hue (PH) adjustments in 


CIECAM02 h units, for aged and young observers and the absolute differences between 


them 
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4.4.2.2.2 Chroma matching 
 


Figure 4-4-6 shows the average chroma set by observers as a function of hue angle.  


 


 


 
Figure 4-4-6. Mean adjusted chroma of both age groups for the chroma matching 


experiment. Each graph represents a different reference chroma (upper: C=25, middle: 


C=30, lower: C=40, see the horizontal reference line in each graph). Solid symbols 


represent the data for the elderly and open symbols are for the young 


 


 


Different plots show the values for different reference chroma values, see the caption of 


Figure 4-4-6 for details. Generally, elderly observers needed more chroma regardless of 


hue angle to perceive the same chromatic content in the test and in the reference colours. 


The extra chroma required by the aged observers is depicted in Figure 4-4-7, which is the 


average difference for all conditions pooled as a function of CIECAM02 h. 
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Figure 4-4-7. Average extra chroma required by the aged observers as compared to the 


young. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean 


 


 


There are two minima in the graph. The first minimum is for the h=90° chroma matching 


which can be assigned to the fact that this was the closest hue angle to that of the 


reference colour (h=75°) thus generating less divergence. The second minimum is at 


h=315°. Here, elderly observers set less chroma than young observers do: this contradicts 


the overall trend. The chroma values set by the elderly observers exceeded the chroma 


values set by the young observers in average by 2.3 CIECAM02 units. This finding 


parallels with the results of a former study pointing out the decline of intensity perception 


of the aged.  The result is plausible as the overall intensity declination – caused by the 


lower transmission of the lens – of the sensory inputs is not necessarily restricted to 


lightness or brightness perception, but – in part – through the Hunt-effect (colourfulness 


increases with luminance, the same mechanism which causes an object to appear vivid on 


a bright summer afternoon and more subdued at dusk) it has an impact on chroma 


perception as well. 


 


 


4.4.2.2.3 Colour balance 
 


The chromaticities of the preferred achromatic points set by the observers are depicted in 


Figure 4-4-8, in the CIE 1976 u’-v’ chromaticity diagram.  
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Figure 4-4-8.  Overall result of the white point experiments in the CIE u’-v’ plane. Solid 


symbols represent the data for the elderly and open symbols stand for the young. Circles 


represent the results of the WO experiment, triangles represent the result of the SP 


experiment and squares represent the result of the 10S experiment 


 


 


In Figure 4-4-8, filled markers represent the results of the aged observers and the open 


symbols stand for the results of the young, respectively, for all three tasks. As the plot 


shows, the data points spread around the CCT (correlated colour temperature) of 


approximately 7500K on the daylight curve. The mean chromaticities and the 


corresponding CCTs of the two age groups are listed in Table 4-4-4. 


 


 


Table 4-4-4. Mean adjusted chromaticities and calculated CCTs for the white point 


experiment 


 
 


 


As can be seen from Table 4-4-4, observers set their preferred achromatic values mainly 


along the daylight curve rather than along the Planckian curve. For all three conditions, 


elderly observers set slightly warmer white points than did the young. In both age groups, 
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observers set the coolest CCT in the SP case while the warmest CCT white points were 


set in the WO case. It is interesting to note that the results of the elderly observers diverge 


more along the daylight curve while the data points of the young observers seem to be 


quite stable and there is only a slight divergence perpendicular to the daylight curve (see 


Figure 4-4-8). The fact that aged persons prefer somewhat warmer white than young 


observers reveals re-compensation (Werner, 1996). This seems to be quite plausible if 


one assumes that during their everyday life in natural viewing situations (outdoors) they 


continuously adapt to the colour information becoming yellowish throughout their life 


span, and, in artificial conditions (illuminance or colour displays) they also prefer this 


warmer achromatic reference white they adopted over the years. 





